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Since 1989, when the fIrst Phronesis book was publish ed,

many events of fundamen tal importance to the series have

taken place. Some of them in it ially brought the hope that
great possibilities were opening up for the extension and
deepening of democracy, one of the main points of focus

in our r eflections. Disenchantment, however, came quickly
and what we witnessed instead was the reinforcement and
ge neralization of the neoliberal hegemony. Today, the left
wing project is in an even deeper crisis than it was ten

years ago. An in creasing number of social-democratic

parti es , under the pretence of 'modernizing' themselves,

are discardi ng their Left

id en tity. Acc ordi ng to

the

advocates of the ' third way', and with the a dvent of

globalization, the t im e has com e to abandon the old
dogmas

of

Left and

Right

and promote a new

en tre preneurial spirit at al levels of society.

Phronesis's objective is to establish a dialogue among

al

those who assert the need to redefine the Left/Right

di s tinction - which constitutes the crucial dynamic of

modern democrac y - instead of r elin q uishing it. Our
original concern, which was to bring tog ethe r left-wing
politic s and the theoretical developments ar ound th e
c r it ique of essentialism, is more pertin ent than ever.
I ndeed, we stil believe that the most important trends in
contemporary theory - d econstructio n , ps ychoanalysis ,

the ph ilosophy of l a nguag e as initiated by the lat er

Wittgenstein and post-Heideggerian hermeneutics - are

the necessary conditions for understan ding the widening

the p resent stage of
democratic politic s , and for formulating a new vision for
the Left in terms of radical and p lural democ racy.
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Introduction

The three of us conferred for a few years on how to put together a
volume that seeks both to establish the c ommon trajectory of our
though t and to stage in a p roductive way the different intellectual com
mitments that we have. We started this process by producing the three
q ue s ti onn ai re s which ap pear at the beginning of the volume. The result
that yo u have before you thu s represents the culmination of several con
versations, of several written reviews and exchange s, and, in the case of
Slavoj Z i ze k and Ernesto Laclau, a collaboration that dates back to
1985, the year that Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau p u bl i s hed
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. I n fact, t h at book provides the background
for this dialogue, not only because it es tabli sh ed a new direction to
Antonio Gramsci's no ti o n of h e ge mo ny, but also be c au s e it rep re s e nte d
a turn to poststructuralist theory within Marxism, one that to o k th e
problem of language to be essential to the formulation of an anti
totalitarian, radical democratic proj e c t .
There are arguments in that book which are rec o nsidered thro ugh
different theoretical lenses in the present one, and there are also argu
ments made against that text which are imp li cidy taken up in the written
exc h ange that follows. One argument in the book took the following
form: n e w social movements often re ly on identity-claims, but 'identity'
itself is never fully c o n sti tute d ; in fact, since identification is not
reducible to ide ntity, it is imp ortant to consi de r th e in c omm e n s u r ability
or gap between them . It does not follow that the failure of id en tity to
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Introduction

The th ree of us confer re d for a few

years on how to put together a
the common tr aj ect o ry of our
th ou ght and to stage in a productive way the different intellectual com
mitments that we have. We started th i s process by producing the three
qu est ionn aire s which appear at the beginning of the volume. The result
that you have before you thus represents the culmination of several con
ve rsations , of several written reviews and exchanges, and , in the case of
S lavoj :l izek and Ernesto Laclau, a col l ab orati on that dates back to
1985, the year that C hantal Mouffe and Ernesto Laclau p ubl is he d
Hegemo79i and Socialist Strategy. In fact, that b ook provides the background
for th is dialogu e , not on ly because it established a new direction to
Antonio Gramsc i 's notion of hegemony, but also because it repre sented
a turn to poststructuralist theory within Marxism, one that took the
p roblem of l angu age to be essential to the formulation of an anti
totalitarian, radical dem ocratic project .
There are arguments in that book which are rec onsi de re d through
differen t theoretical lenses in the p resen t one, and there are also argu
ments made against that text whi ch are i mp licid y taken up in the written
exchange th a t follows. One argument in the book t ook the following
form: ne w social movements often rely on identity-claims, but ' iden tity '
itself is never fully constituted; in fact, since identific a t i on is not
reducible to i d entity, it is im p ortant to consider th e in commen sur ability
or gap between them. I t does not follow that the failure of identity to

volume t h at seeks both to establish
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achieve complete determination undermines the social movements at
issue; on the contrary, that incompleteness is essential to the project of
hegemony itself. No social movement can, in fact, enjoy its status as an
open-ended, democratic political articulation without presuming and
operationalizing the negativity at the heart of identity.
The theoretical category which attempted to understand this failure,
negativity, gap or incompleteness was that of 'antagonism' as formulated
in that earlier work. Subsequently Laclau, who continues to situate him
self in the Gramscian tradition, elaborated the category of 'dislocation',
drawing his tools from an intellectual spectrum from Derrida and Lacan
to Wittgenstein. Whereas Zizek most emphatically makes use of
Lacanian theory to address this issue, especially through recourse to
'the Real', he also makes use of Hegel, and offers reasons for eschewing
the Derridan framework. Butler may be said to make use of a different
Hegel, emphasizing the possibilities of negation in his work, along with
Foucault and some Derrida, to consider what remains unrealizable in
the discursive constitution of the subject.
There are significant differences among us on the question of the
'subject', and this comes through as we each attempt to take account of
what constitutes or conditions the failure of any claim to identity to
achieve final or full determination. What remains true, however, is that
we each value this 'failure' as a condition of democratic contestation
itself. Where we differ is how to conceive of the subject - whether it is
foundational, Cartesian; whether it is structured by sexual diference,
and through what means the definition of that sexual difference is
secured. We also disagree on whether to understand the failure of iden
tity as a structural or necessary feature of all identity-constitution, and
how to take account of that structure and necessity. Whereas Butler is
aligned with a historically variable account of subject-constitution (a
Foucauldian line), Zizek bases his claims about the founding negativity of
identity in the work of Lacan and Lac1au in an approach which, without
being strictly Lacanian, has several points of convergence with the
Lacanian Real.
One of the arguments made against Hegemony and Socialist Strategy
and, indeed, against structuralist and poststructuralist interventions in
political theory - is that it either fails to take account of the concept of
-
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or erodes its forc e by qu es ti on ing its foundational status.
of us, however, maintain that universality is not a static pre
sumption, not an a pr i o ri given, an d that it ought instead to be
understood as a proc ess or condition irreducible to any of its determi
nate modes of appearance. Whereas we sometimes differ on how the
emphasis is to be made, we each offer accounts of universality which
a ssum e th at the negative condition of all political articulation is 'uni
versal' CZizek), that the contestatory process determines forms of
u niversality which are brought into a productive and ultimately irre
solvable conflict with each other (Laclau), or that there is a process of
translation by which the repudiated within universality is readmitted
i nt o the term in the process of remaking it (Butler).
Along the way, we each consider different ideological deployments of
u niv ers ali ty, and c aution against both substantial and procedural
a pproa che s to the qu e s ti on . We thus differentiate ourselves (already
internally diferentiate d) from the Habermasian effort to discover or
co nju re a p re-establis hed universality as the presupposition of the speech
act, a univ ers ality which is said to pertain to a rational feature of 'man'.
a substantive conception of universality which equates it with a know
able and pr edic tabl e determination, and a procedural form which
presumes that the political field is co nsti tut ed by rational actors.
Of im p orta nc e throughout these essay s is the strategic question of
h egem ony : of how the p olitical field is constituted, of wh at possibilities
emerge from an approach to the poli tical field that inquires into condi
tions of its possibility and articulation. Significantly, Laclau detects a
movem e n t of Marxist theory from the p o s tu l ation of a 'universal class'
which would u ltimat el y eli mina t e p ol it ic al me diati on a nd rela tions of
representati on , to a 'h eg emoni c' universality which makes the political
constitutive of the social link. The poststructuralism of his approach is
thus aligned with the c ritiq u e of to tal itariani sm and, specifically, the
trop e of a 'knowing' vanguard subje ct who 'is' all the social relations he
articulates and mobilizes. Whereas Laclau associates Hegel with th e
metaphysics of closure, :lizek u nderstan ds him as a theo rist of reflexiv
ity in c on fro n t ati on with the Real, and But ler makes use of h im to
inq uir e into the necessary limits of formali sm in any ac count of s ocia l
ity. La cla u makes clear the anti-totalitarianism of a logical and linguistic
universality

Al three
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approach to the problem of representation that insists upon the irre
ducibility of difference. Zizek reminds us that global capital cannot be
excluded from the 'postmodern' analysis of language and culture, and
continues to expose the obscene underside of power. Butler raises the
question of how new social movements rearticulate the problem of
hegemony, considering the challenge of recent sexual politics to the
theory of sexual difference, and proposes a counter-imperialist concep
tion of translation.
We are all three committed to radical forms of democracy that seek
to understand the processes of representation by which political articu
lation proceeds, the problem of identification - and its necessary
failures - by which political mobilization takes place, the question of the
future as it emerges for theoretical frameworks that insist upon the pro
ductive force of the negative. Although we do not self-consciously reflect
upon the place of the intellectual on the Left, perhaps this text will
operate as a certain kind of placement, one that recasts (and retrieves)
philosophy as a critical mode of inquiry that belongs - antagonisti
cally - to the sphere of politics.
During the course of our debates, we quote extensively from one
another's contributions. Such cross-references are identified by the
writer's initials, followed by the relevant page number.
This volume was written mainly in the spring and summer of 1 999,
co-ordinated by editorsJane Hindle and Sebastian Budgen at Verso. We
have them to thank for keeping us on track. Judith Butler also thanks
Stuart Murray for his indispensable assistance with the manuscript.

JB., E.L., S.t., September 1999

Questions

These

are the

questions each author wanted to address to

they form the basis of the dial o gu e s in the boo k

the

others;

.

QUESTIONS FROM JUDITH BUTLER

I.
the

I would like

to

know

more pre cisel y whether the

constitution of the su bj ect is compatible with the

view on
of hegemony.
or the barred

Lacanian

notion

understan d that the notion of the u nco mplete d subject
subject appears to guaran tee a certain incompletion of interpellation,
but does it not do this by way of installing a bar as the co ndi tio n and
structure of all subject-constitution? Is the incompleteness of subject
formation that hegemony re quire s one in which the subject-in-process is
incomplete precisely because it is constituted through exclusions that are
politically salient, not structurally static? In other words, isn't the incom
ple tion of subject-for mation linked to the democratic process of the
contestation over signifiers? Can the ahistor ical recourse to the Lacanian
bar be reconcile d with the strategic question that hegemony poses, or does

I

it stand as a quasi-transcendental limitation on all possible subject
formation and, hence, as

indiferent to politics?

2. What co n stitutes a viable th eory of agency for contemporary polit
ical life? Does the Derridan notion of 'decision' suffice to explain t he
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kinds of negotiations that political agency requires? Is 'decision' an eth

ical or existential category and, if so, how is it to be related to the sphere
of the political?
3.

What is the status of 'logic' in describing social and political process

and in the description of subject-formation? Does a logic that invariably
results in aporias produce a kind of status that is inimical to the project

of

hegemony? (This question is a subsidiary to Question I.) Are such

logics incarnated in social practice? What is the relation between logic

and social practice?
4.

What is the relation between psychoanalytic versions of identifica

tion and forms of political identification? Does psychoanalysis provide
the theory for politics? And which psychoanalysis?

5.

I s it possible

to talk about 'the metaphysical logic of identity' as

if it

were singular?

6.

What does it mean performatively to assume a subject-position,

and is that ever simple?
7.

If sexual difference is a deadlock, does that mean that feminism is

a dead end? If sexual difference is 'real'

in the

Lacanian sense, does that

mean that it has no place in hegemonic struggles? Or is it the quasi
transcendental limit to

all such struggle,

and hence frozen in place as the

pre- or ahistorical?
8.

Is the recent e ffort to divide critical theories into universalisms and

historicisms part of a failed and blinded dialectic that refuses to dis
criminate among nuanced positions? Does this have to do with the place
of Kant in resurgent forms of deconstruction and Lacanianism?

Is there

also a Lacanian doxa that prevents a heterodox appropriation of Lacan
for the thinking of hegemony?
8 a.

Are we all still agreed that hegemony is a useful category for

describing our political dispositions? Would clarifying this be a good
place to start?

9.

Does a serious consideration of Hegel lead us to rethink the Kantian

oppositions between form and content, between quasi-transcendental

7
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claims and the historical examples that are

invoked to illustrate their

truth?
10.

the critical theorist consist?
claims subj ect to an autocritique, and how does that appear
at the level of rhetor ic ?

In

what d oes the critical authority of

Are our own

Q.UESTIONS FROM ERNESTO LACLAU

1.

In many contemporary debates, universalism is presented as

the con
in this question of the relationsh ip
universalism versu s particularism , a certain polysemy regarding the two
pol es. Is multiculturalism , for instance, reducible to a particularistic lo gic
wh ich denies a ny right to the 'universal'? Also: is the notion of 'plural
ism' - which evokes a va riety of subject-positions of the sa me social
a ctor - directly assimilable to 'multiculturalism', which involves re fer
ence to i nteg ra l cultural! social commu n ities which do not, howe ve r,
overla p with the global national c om munity? Conversely, is it true that
the only conceivable form of universalism is linked to a foundationalist
or essentialist grounding?
opposed to the plurality of social actors which proliferate in

temporary world. There is, howev er,

2.

One of the many consequences of the increasing fragmentation of

that communitarian values - contextualized in
as we are always dealing wi t h specific communities - are supple
mented by discourses o f rights (such as, for instance, the rights of peop l es
or cu ltura l minorities to self-determination) which are asserted as valid
independently of any context. Are these two m ovem ents - assertion of
universal rights and asser tio n of communitarian specificity - ultimatelY
co mpatible? And if they are not, is not this incompatibility positive , as it
opens the terrain for a variety of negotiation s and a pl urality of l an
guage games which are necessary for the constitution of pu blic spaces in
the societies in which we live?
contemporary societies is

so

3.

far

Classical

theories of emancipation postulated the ultimate homo
- in Marxism, for

ge n eit y of the social agents to be e mancipated

8
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instance, the co ndi tio n for the prole t ariat to be the agent of a global
emancipation was that it h ad no particular interests to defen d , because
it had become the expression of pure human essence. In the same way,
in som e forms of class ical democratic p olitics -Jacobinism would be the
clearest ex amp le - the uniry of the will of the people is the p rec on dit i on
for any democratic transformation. Today, on the contrary, we tend to
speak of emancipations (in the p lur al) , which start from a diversity of
social demands, and to identifY democratic practice with the negotiat ed
consensus among a plurality of so c ial actors. What notion of so cial
agency is c o mp atible with this transformed app ro ach ?
The th eo ry o f h egem o ny presupposes, on the one hand, t h at the
'universal' is an object both impos sible and necessary - always requiring,
as a result, the presence of an ineradicable remainder of particularity and, on the other, that the relation between power and em ancipatio n is
not one of exclu s i on but, on the contrary, one of mutual - albeit con
tradictory - implication. Is the hegemonic relation, conceived in this
way, constitutive of the political link? And if so, wh at are the strategic
games it is possible to play starting from its internal tensions?
4.

The category of diference, in one way or the other, is at the root of
the most impo rtan t theoretical approaches of the last th irty years.
Noma d i c identities in Deleuze and Guattari, micro-physics of power in
Foucault, diferance in Derrida , the logic of the signifier in Lacan, are
alternative ways of deal ing with the constitutive ch aracter of 'differ
ence'. Are they incompatible with each other and, if so, wh ere do those
incompatibilities lie? How can we assess th eir respective productivity for
politic al analysis?
5.

6. The question of transcendentality has been haunting contemporary
theory for a long while. What, for instance, is the status of psychoana
lytic categori es such as the Oedipus or castration complex? Are they
historical products or, rather, the a pri ori conditions of any p ossible
so cie ty? There is the widespread feeling that neither a radic al historicism
nor a fully fledged transcendentalism would c o n stitute app ropriate
answers, and some kind of solution which avoids th e pitfalls of the two
extremes such as the notion of quasi-transcendentalism - has been

9
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postulated. The status of this 'quasi' is, however, so far insufficiently
What would be the preconditi ons for a theoretical advance in
this field, and what would be the consequences of the latter for histori
cal analysis?

explored.

Q.UESTIONS FROM SLAVOJ

�I�EK

1 . The Real and historiciry: is the Lacanian Real the ultimate bedrock, the
firm referent of the symbolic process, or does it stand for its totally non
substantial inhere nt limit, point of failure, which maintains the very
gap between rea li ty and its symbolization, and thus sets in motion the
contingent process of historicization - symbolization?
Lack and repetition: is the movement of repetition grounded in some
primordial lack, or does the notion of a p rimordial, foundi ng lack nec
essarily involve the reinscription of the process of repetition into the
metaphysical logic of identi ty?
2.

3. The social logic oj (dis)identification: is disidentification n ece ssaril y sub
versive of the existing order, or is a certain mode of disidentification , of
'maintaining a dis tance' towards one's symbolic identity, consubstantial
with effective participation in social life? What are the difere nt modes of
disidentific ation?
4.

Subject, subjectivi�ation, subject-positions: is the 'subject' simply the result
the process of subjectivization, of interpellation , of performatively
assu ming some 'fixed subject-position', or does the Lacanian notion of
the 'barred sub ject ' (and the German Ide alist notion of subject as self
relating negativity) also pose an alternative to traditional
identitarian-substantialist metaphysics?
of

5. The status of sexual difrence: again, does sexual difference si mply
stand for 'man' and 'woman' as two subject-positions individuals assume
through repetitive perfor m ati ve acquisition, or is sexual difference 'real'
in the Lacanian sense - that is, a deadlock - so th at every attempt at
translating it into fixed subject-positions fails?

10
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6. Phallic signifier: is the notion of phallus in Lacan 'phallogocentrist' that is, the notion of a central signifier which, as a kind of transcen
dental point of reference, structures the field of sexuality - or does the
fact that, for Lacan, phallus as signifier is a 'prosthetic' supplement to the
subject'S lack, change something?

7. The Universal and historicism: is it enough, today, to follow the
Jamesonian advice 'Historicize!'? What are the limits of the historicist
criticism of false universals? Is it not much more productive, for inher
ent theoretical as well as for political reasons, to maintain the
paradoxical notion of the Universal as simultaneously im poss ib le and
necessary?

8. Hegel: is Hegel simply the metaphysician par excellence, so that
every attempt to assert the post-metaphysical complex of temporal
ity-contingency-finitude is by definition anti-Hegelian, or is the very
post-metaphysical hostility agains t He gel a kind of index of its own the
oretical limi t atio n, so that one should, rather, focus on b r inging to
the light of day 'another Hegel' which does not fit the doxa of
'panlogicism'?

9.

!Acan and deconstruction: is it theoretically correct to conceive of Lacan
one in the series of deconstructionists, or does the fact that a whole set
of features distinguish Lacan from the deconstructionist doxa (main
taining the notion of the sub j ec t as cogito , etc.) point towards an
incommensurability between the two fields?
as

1 0. The political question: should we accept the 'postmodern' notion of
the plurality of (mostly ethnic, sexual or lifestyle) stru ggles for recogni
tion, or does the recent resurgence of right-wing populism compel us to
rethink the standard co-ordinates of 'postmodern' radical politics, and to
revive the tradition of the 'c ritiq u e of political economy'? How does all
this affect the notions of hegemony and totality?

Restaging the Universal:
Hegemony and the Limits of Formalism

Judith Butler

Ernesto Laclau, Slavoj �i ze k and I hav e had several conversations over
recent years p ertaining to poststructuralism, the political project of he ge 
mony, and the status of psychoanalysis. We have all, I belie ve , worked at
the theoretical margins of a Left po litic al pr oje ct , and have v ario us
degrees of cont inui ng affinity with Marxism as a critical social theory
and movement. Certain key concepts of p rogress ive s oc ial th e ory have
received new and varying articulations in our work, and we are all com
m only concerned with the status and form atio n of the su bjec t , the
implications of a theory of the s ubje ct for the thinking of d em ocracy ,
the articulation of 'universality ' within a theory of hege mony . Where we
difer, to my mind, is perhaps first and foremost in our approaches to the
theory of the subject in a consid e r ation of he gem ony, and in the status
of a 'logical' or 'structural' analy sis of polit ic al formations in relation to
their specific cult ural and social ar ticu lati o ns .
My understanding of the view of hegemony established by Ernes to
Laclau and Chantal Mouffe in Hegemony and Socialist Strategy (1985)1 is
that democratic polities are constituted through exclusions that re tur n to
haunt the polities predicated upon their ab s e nce . Th at h au ntin g
becomes p oliti c ally effective precisely in s o far as the return of th e
excluded forces an expansion and r e articulati on of the basic prem iss es of
democracy itself. One claim that Laclau and �izek make in their s u bs e 
quent w r itings is that the formation of any d e m oc ratic p ol ity - or,
indeed, any particular subject-positio n within that polity - is necess aril y
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There are, howeve r, diver ge n t ways of understanding that
incompletion. I understood the 'inco mpletion ' of the s u bject -po s i ti on in
the following ways: (I) as the failure of any particul ar articulation to
describe the p opulati on it represents; (2) that every subject is cons ti 
tuted diferentially, and that what is pro duced as the 'constitutive outside'
of the subject can never become fully inside or imman e nt . I take this last
point to establish the fundamental difference between the Althusserian
inflected work of Laclau and Mouffe and a more He gelian t heory of the
subject in which all external relations are - at leas t ideally - trans
form ab le into internal ones.
One other way of expl ai n in g this 'incompletion' of th e subject is to
establish its ' necess ity ' through recourse to a Lacanian psycho an alyt ic
account of it. :lizek has su gges ted - and Laclau has partially agreed
that the Lacanian 'Real' is but another name for this 'incompletion', and
that every subject, regardless of its social and historical conditions, is
liable to the same postulate of inconclusiveness. The subject which
comes into existence through the 'bar' is one whose prehistory is neces
sarily foreclosed to its expe rien ce of itself as a s ubj e ct . That founding
and defining limit thus founds the sub ject at a n ecess a ry and irreversible
distance from the conditions of its own traumatic emergence.
I have indicated to b o th :lizek and Laclau that I would like to know
more precisely whether the Lacanian view on the constitution of the
subject is fi n a l l y compatible with the no tio n of h ege mo n y. I u n derst an d
that the notion of the unc om pl eted or barred subject appears to guar
a n te e a certain incompleti o n of interpellation: 'You call me this, but
what I a m eludes the se mantic reach of any such linguisti c effort to
capture me.' Is this eluding of the call of the other acc omp lishe d
through the installation of a bar as the condition and s t ructure of all
subject-constitution? Is the incompleteness of subject-formation that
he ge mony requires one in which the subject-in-process is incompl e t e
precisely because it is constituted through exclusions that are politically
s alient , not st ructu rally static or foundational? And if this distinction is
wrong-he ade d , how are we to think those c onstitutin g exclusions that are
structural and foundational together with thos e we take to be politically
salient to the movement of hegemony? In other words, should not the
i n c om pletion of su bject- form ati on be linked to the democratic
incomplete.

RESTAGIN G THE UNIVER SAL
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contestation over signifiers? Can the ahistorical recourse to the Lacanian
bar be reconciled with the strategic question that hegemony poses, or
does it stand as a quasi-transcendental limitation on all possible subject
formations and strategies and, hence, as fundamentally indiferent to the
political field it is said to condition?
If the subject always meets its limit in the selfsame place, then the
subject is fundamentally exterior to the history in which it finds itself:
there is no historicity to the subject, its limits, its articulability. Moreover,
if we accept the notion that all historical struggle is nothing other than
a vain effort to displace a founding limit that is structural in status, do we
then commit ourselves to a distinction between the historical and the
structural domains that subsequently excludes the historical domain
from the understanding of opposition?
This problem of a structural approach to the founding limits of the
subject becomes important when we consider possible forms of opposi
tion. If hegemony denotes the historical possibilities for articulation that
emerge within a given political horizon, then it will make a significant
difference whether we understand that field as historically revisable and
transformable, or whether it is given as a field whose integrity is secured
by certain structurally identifiable limits and exclusions. If the terms of
both dominance and opposition are constrained by such a field of artic
ulability, the very possibility of expanding the possible sites of
articulation for justice, equality, universality wil be determined in part
by whether we understand this field as subject to change through time.
My understanding of hegemony is that its normative and optimistic
moment consists precisely in the possibilities for expanding the demo
cratic possibilities for the key terms of liberalism, rendering them more
inclusive, more dynamic and more concrete. If the possibility for such
change is precluded by a theoretical overdetermination of the struc
tural constraints on the field of political articulability, then it becomes
necessary to reconsider the relation between history and structure to
preserve the political project of hegemony. I believe that however else we
may disagree, Laclau, :lizek and I do agree on the project of radical
democracy and on the continuing political promise of the Gramscian
notion of hegemony. Distinct from a view that casts the operation of
power in the political field exclusively in terms of discrete blocs which
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vie with one another for control of policy questions, hegemony empha
sizes the ways in which power operates to form our everyday
understanding of social relations, and to orchestrate the ways in which
we consent to (and reproduce) those tacit and covert relations of power.
Power is not stable or static, but is remade at various junctures within
eve ryd ay life; it constitutes our tenuous sense of common sense, and is
ensconced as the prevailing epistemes of a culture. Moreover, social
transformation occurs not merely by rallying mass numbers in favour of
a cause, but precisely through the ways in which daily social relations are
rearticulated, and new conceptual horizons opened up by anomalous or
subversive practices.
The theory of performativity is not far from the theory of hegemony
in this respect: both emphasize the way in which the social world is
made and new social possibilities emerge at various levels of social
action through a collaborative relation with power.
I plan to approach these questions through two different routes. The
first wil be to consider the problem of constitutive exclusion from within
a Hegelian perspective by focusing on the 'Terror' and its relation to pos
tulates of universality in The Phenomenology 0/ Spirit. The second will be to
illustrate how the notion of universality, as elaborated by Laclau, might
be further restaged in terms of cultural translation. I hope to be able to
clarifY further, in my subsequent contributions to this volu me, how I
under st and the relati onship between psychoanalysis, social theory, and
the project of hegemony. Although I am critical of certain appropria
tions of psychoanalysis for thinking about the limits of political
self-identification, I wil h ope to make clear in my next contribution the
centrality of psychoanalysis to any project that seeks to understand
emancipatory projects in both their psychic and social dimensions.
I focus on the topic of universality because it is one of the most con
tested topics within recent social theory. Indeed, many have voiced the
fear that constructivist and poststructuralist accounts of universality fail
to offer a strong substantive or procedural account of what is common
to all citizen-subjects within the domain of political representation.
There are stil some political theorists who want to know what politically
relevant features of human beings might be extended to all human
beings (desire, speech, deliberation, dependency), and then to base their
-

-
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normative views of what a political order ought to be on that universal
descr iption . S e yla Benhabib has shown us how both Rawls and
H abermas, in different ways, offer an account of un iversality which
eschews the question of human nature and a substantive account of
universaliz able features in favour of a procedural method which estab
lishes universalizability as a criterion for justifYing the nor mative claims
of any social and political programme.2 Although the p ro cedu ral
method pu rp orts to make no subst ant ive claims about what h u m an
beings are, it does implicitly call upon a certain rational capacity, and
attributes to that rational capacity an inherent relation to universaliz
ability. The Kantian presumption that when 'I' reason I partic ip ate in a
ration ali ty that is transpers on al culminates in the claim that my reason
in g presupposes the universalizability of my claims. Thus the proce dural
appro ach pre suppo s es the priority of such a rationality, and also pre
supposes the suspect charac ter of ostensibly non-rational features of
human conduct in the domain of politics.
The question of universality has emerged per h aps most cr it ically in
those Left discourses which have noted the use of the doctrine of uni
versa lity in the service of c o l on ialism and impe ri alism . The fear, of
course, is that what is named as universal is the p arochi al property of
dominant culture, and that ' un ivers al iz a bil i ty ' is indissociable from
imperi al ex pans ion . Th e proceduralist view seeks to sidestep this prob
lem by insisting that it makes no substantive claims about human nature,
but its exclusive reliance on ration ality to m ake its claim belies this very
assertion. The vi ability of the procedur alist solution relies in part on the
status of formal claims and, indeed, whether one can establish a purely
formal method for adjudic ating political claims. Here th e Hegelian cri
tique of Kantian formalism is wort h reconsidering, mainly because
Hegel called into question whether such formalisms are ever really as
formal as they purport to be.
In Hegel 's Lesser Logic, Part One of his Encyclopaedia of the
Philosophical Sciences (1830),3 he links the reformulation of universality
with his critique of formalism. When he introduces the identific ation of
unive rsality with abstract tho ugh t in t h e section entitled ' Prelimin ary
Conception' (paras 19-83), he p rocee ds by way of s everal revisions of
the notion of universality itself. At fIrst he refers to the product, the
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form, and the character o f th ou ght together a s 'universal', which h e ren
ders as equivalent to 'the abstract ' . He then proceeds to disaggregate
and revise his definition, noting

that 'thinking,

as an

activiry,

is the

active

universal ' , and the d e e d , its product, 'what is brought fo r th, is precisely

the universal ' (para. 20) . Thus he offers three different names for a uni
versality that he simultaneously identifies as s i n gu l ar and insists upon as

various. He adds to this s et of revisions the notion that the subject,

which operates through the pronom i a l '1', is also the universal , so that 'I '
is but anoth er syn onym and specification of universality itself.
At this point, it i s unclear whether we have arrived at the last in a
series of revisions, or whether this most recently proffered definition
will lead to yet another. It becomes clear in the subsequent paragraphs
that Hegel is inhabiting a Kantian voice, when he finally begins his par
aphrase of the Kantian view explicitly: 'Kant employed the awkward
expression, that I "accompany" all my representations - and my sensa
tions, desires, actions, etc . , too. "I" is the universal in and for itself, a n d
c om

m un ality is one more form - although an external one - of univer

sality' (pa r a . 20). It seems important to ask what Hegel means here by
'external' form, since it appears that he will soon invoke an 'internal'
one, and that the internal will be precisely the one that Kant overrides.
The meaning of 'internal form' is, however, on its way:
taken ab s tr ac tly as s uch, 'I' is pure relation to itself, in which abs trac ti o n

is made from representation and sensation, from every stat e as well as

from every peculiarity of nature, of talen t, of experience, and so on. To

this extent, ' I ' is the exis te n ce of the e n t irely

abstractly.free. (para.

20)

abstract u niversal ity,

the

Whatever the 'internal form' o f universality will prove to be, it will
doubtless be related to the concrete form of universality as well. Hegel
then begins to object overtly to the bifurcation of the person that the

abstraction of universality requires: ' ''I'' is

thinking as the subject, and

since I am at the same time in all my sensations, notions, states, etc . ,
thought i s present everywhere and pervades al l these determinations as
[their] category' (para. 20; brackets in tran slati on). The positing of the

universal '!' thus requires the exclusion of what is specific and living
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from the s e l f for its defin iti o n . Univer s ality in its abstract form thus

requ ires c u t t i ng the p er s o n off from q u al iti e s which he or s h e may well

s h a re w i th o th er s , but wh i ch do n o t rise to the level of abstraction

requ i red for the term 'universality' .
What is

universal

is th er e fore what p e r ta in s to eve ry person, but it i s

n o t eve rythi n g tha t pe rt ai ns to every pers o n . Indeed, if we can say that

con ce p tion s , s t ate s o f c o n sc i ou sn e ss , fe el i n gs , what is specific and l i vi n g,

als o p e r t a i n to every person, we h ave app arent ly identified a universal

feature which does not fit u nd e r the rubric of unive r sal ity. T h u s, t he
ab s t r ac t re qu irem e nt on

u niversali ty p ro duces a situ ation in which uni
in the first instance it is abstract; in the

ve r sal ity itself becomes doubled:
s e co n d it is concrete.

Hegel pursues this line in rel at ion to emp iric al and moral ju dgeme n ts ,
showin g how, in e ach instance when the universal is co n ceive d as a feature

of thought, it is by definition sep arat e d from the world it seeks to knOw.
T h ou ght is understood to have within it sel f the rules it needs in order to
know thi ngs, or to know how to act

in rel atio n to them.

The things them

selves are not germane to the pro b le m o f kn owl e dge , and

thinking

be c om e s not only abstract but self-referential. To th e extent that the uni

versality of th ou ght guarantees freedom, freedom is defi ned precisely over
and agains t

al exterior influence. H egel once again inhabits the Kantian

pos ition , only to mark his departure from it

as

the exposition unfolds:

Thinking im me d i at ely involves freedom, because it is the activi ty of the
universal, a self-relating that is therefore abstract, a being-with-itself that

respe ct of subj ectivity, and which in respect of its con
only in the matter [i ts e lf] and in its
(para. 2 3 ; brackets in translation)

is undetermined in

tent is, at the same time,
determinations.

Hegel then proceeds

to

associate this co n ce p ti on of abstract freedom

intrinsic to the act of th o u ght with a certain hubris

- a will

to mastery,

we m i ght add, that must be countered by ' h u m il i ty ' and 'modesty' .
' [W] ith respect t o its content, ' h e writes:

thinking i s only genuine . . . insofar a s i t is immersed in the matter [in die
Sache vertiefl ist] , and with respect to its form insofar as it is not a particular
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being o r doing of th e subject, but consists precisely in this, that con
sciousness conducts itself as an abstract '!', as .freed fro m all particularity
[Partikularitit] of featu res, state s, etc . , and does only what is universal, in
which it is identical with al individuals. (para. 23)

Hegel does not make clear in what this 'universal action' consists, but he
does stipulate that it is not th e act of the subject' [nicht ein besonderes Sein
oder Tun des Subjekts] , and that it is s ome th in g like the reverse of any
such act. His universal action is only ambiguously active: it immerses
itself in the facts or the 'matter'. ' [T] 0 c onside r ourselves as worthy of
conduct of this sort', he writes, 'consists p rec isely in the giving up
Ifahren�ulassen] of our particular opinions and beliefs and in allowing the
matter [itself] to hold sway over us [in sich walten �u lassen] ' (para. 2 3).
Thus, Hegel objects to the formulation of abstract universality by
claiming that it is solipsistic and that it denies the fundamental sociabil
ity of humans: 'for that is just what freedom is: being at home with
oneself in one's other, depending upon oneself, and being one's own
determinant . . . . Freedom [in this abstract sense] is only present where
there is no other for me that is not myself' (para . 24, Zusatz 2). Th i s, is
in Hegel's view, a merely 'formal' freedom. For freedom to become con
crete, thought must 'immerse itself in the matter' . Subsequently, he will
caution against forms of empiricism which hold that one contributes
nothing to the object, but m erely traces the immanent features that it
displays. Hegel wil conclude that not only is the thinking s e lf funda
mentally related to what it seeks to know, but the formal self loses its
'formalism ' once it is understood that the production and exclusion of
the 'concrete ' is a necessary precondition for the fabrication of the
formal . Conversely, the concrete cannot be 'had' on its own, and it is
equally vain to disavow the act of cognition that delivers the concrete to
t he human mind as an object of knowledge.
Hegel's brief criticism of Kantian formalism underscores a number
of points that are useful to us as we consider whether Hegel's own phi
loso phy can be delivered as a formalist schema - something :lizek tends
to do - and whether universality can be understood in terms of a theo
retical formalism - something :lizek, Laclau and I have al come close to
doing. In the fIrst instance, it seems crucial to see that formalism is not
'
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a method that comes from nowh e re and is variously applied to concrete
situations or illustrated through specific examples. On the contrary, for

malism is itself a p ro du c t of abstraction, and this abstraction requires its

separation from the concrete, one that leaves the trace or remainder of
this separation in the very working of abstraction itself. In other words,
abstraction cannot remain rigorously abstract without exhibiting some

thi n g of what it m ust exclude in order to constitute i tse lf as ab s t racti on .

Hegel writes that categories of thought which are considered subj ec
tive, as Kant's are, produce the o bj ective, ' and are permanently in
antithesis to the objective

[den bleibenden Gegensatz am Objektiven haben] ,

(para. 25). Abstraction is thus contaminated precisely by the concretion
from which it seeks to diferentiate itself. Secondly, the very possibility of
illustrating an abstract point by a concrete example presupposes the
separation of the abstract and the concrete - indeed, presupposes the

production of an epistemic field defmed by that binary oppos ition . If the
abstract is
crete,

itself

pro du c ed through separating off and denying the con

and the concrete clings to

the abstract as its n ecessary

con tamination , exposing the failure of its fo rm alis m to remain rigor

ously itself, then it follows that the abstract is fund am e n tally dependent
on the concrete, and 'is' that concrete other in a way which is systemat
ically elided by the p osterior appear an c e of the concrete as an

illustrative example

of an abstract formalism.

In the Greater Logic,4 Hege l gives the example of the person who
thinks that he might learn h ow to swim by learning what is

req u

ired

before entering the water. The person does not realize that one learns to
swim only by entering the water and practising one 's strokes in the midst
of th e activity itself. Hegel implicitly likens the Kantian to one who
seeks to know how to swim before actually swim m i n g, and he counters
this model of a self-possessed cognition with one that gives itself over to
the activity itself, a form of knowing that

seeks to know.

is

given over to the world it

Although Hegel is often dubbed a philosopher of 'mas

tery ' , we can see here - and in Nancy's trenchant book on Hegel's
' in

qui etu de ' - that the ek-static disposition of the self towards its world

undoes cognitive mastery. 5 Hegel 's own persistent references to 'losing
oneself ' and 'giving oneself over' only confirm the point that the know
ing subject cannot be understood as one who imposes re ady-made
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c a tegori e s on a pregiven world. The categories are shaped by the world
it seeks to know, just as the world is not known without the prior action
of those categories. And just as Hegel insists on revising several times his
very definition of ' universality' , so he makes plain that the categories by
which the world becomes available to us are continually remade by the
encounter with the world that they facilitate. We do not remain the
same, and neither do our cognitive categories, as we enter into a know
ing encounter with the world. Both the knowing subject and the world
are undone and redone by the act of knowledge.
In the section of The Phenomenology if Spirit 6 called 'Reason' , Hegel
makes it clear that universality is not a feature of a subjective cognitive
capacity but linked to the problem of reciprocal recognition. Moreover,
r ecognition itself is dependent on custom or Sittlichkeit: 'in the universal
Substance, the individual has this form of subsistence not only for his
activity as such , but no less also for th e content of that activity; what he
does is the skill and customary practice of all' (para 35 1 ). Recognition
is not possible apart from the customary practices in which it takes
place, and so no formal conditions of recognition will suffice. Similarly,
to the extent that what Hegel calls the 'universal Substance' is essentially
conditioned by customary practice, the individual instantiates and repro
duces that custom . In Hegel's words: 'the individual in his individual
work already unconscious!>, performs a universal work . . .' (ibid.).
The implication of this view is that any effort to establish universality
as transcendent of cultural norms seems to be impossible. Although
Hegel clearly understands customary practice, the ethical order and the
nation as simple unities, it does not follow that the universality which
crosses cultures or emerges out of culturally heterogeneous nations must
therefore transcend c ultu re itself. In fact, if Hegel's notion of universal
ity is to prove good under conditions of hybrid cultures and vacillating
national boundaries, it will have to become a universality forged through
the work of cultural translation. And it will not be possible to set the
boundaries of the cultures in question, as if one culture's notion of uni
versality could be translated into another's. Cultures are not bounded
entities; the mode of their exchange is, in fact, constitutive of their iden
tity. 7 If we are to begin to rethink universality in terms of this constitutive
act of cultural translation, wh ich is something I hope to make clear later
,

.
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on in my remarks, then neither a presumption of linguistic or cognitive
commonness nor a teleological postulate of an ultimate fusion of al
cultural horizons will be a possible route for the universal claim.
What implications does this critique of formalism have for the think
ing of universality in political terms? It is important to remember that
for Hegel, the key terms of his philosophical vocabulary are rehearsed
several times, and that nearly every time they are uttered they accrue a
different meaning or reverse a prior one. This is especially true of words
such as 'universality' and 'act', but also of 'consciousness' and 'self
consciousness' . The section entitled �bsolute Freedom and Terror' in

The Phenomenology of Spirit draws upon prior conceptions of the deed as
it considers precisely what an individual can do under conditions of
state terror. Drawing on the French Revolution, Hegel understands the
individual as incapable of action which (a) acts upon an object, and (b)
offers a reflection to that individual of his own activity. This was the
norm of action that governed Hegel's previous discussion of work in the
'Lordship and Bondage' section . Under conditions of state terror, no
individual works, for no individual is able to externalize an object which
carries his signature : consciousness has lost its capacity for mediated
self-expression, and 'it lets nothing break loose to become a .free object
standing over against it' (para. 5 88).
Although the individual works and lives under a regime which calls
itself 'universality' and 'absplute freedom ' , the individual cannot find
himself in the universal work of absolute freedom . Indeed, this failure of
the individual to find a place in this absolute system (a critique of the
Terror that anticipates Kierkegaard's critique of Hegel himself) exposes
the limits to this notion of universality, and hence belies its claim to
absoluteness. In Hegel's view, to perform a deed one must become indi
viduated; universal freedom, deindividuated, cannot perform a de ed Al
.

it can do is to vent its fury, the fury of destruction. Thus, within the con
dition of absolute terror, actual self-consciousness becomes the opposite
to universal freedom, and the universal is exposed as qualified, which is
to say that the universal proves to be a false universal. Because there is
no room for self-consciousness or the individual under these conditions,
and because no deed can be performed that conforms with the norm of
mediated self-expression, any ' deed' that does appear is radic ally
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disfigured and disfiguring. For Hegel, the only deed that can appear is an
anti-deed, destruction itself, a nothingness that comes of a nothingness.
In his view, the sole work and deed of universal freedom is therefore
death (para. 360).
Not on l y is the individual nullified and, therefore, dead, but this
death has both literal and metaphorical meanings. That individuals
were easily killed under the Reign of Terror for the sake of 'absolute
freedom' is well-documented. Moreover, there were individuals who
survived, but they are not 'individuals' in any normative sense. Deprived
of recognition and of the power to externalize themselves through
d e e ds, such individuals become nullities whose sole act is to nullify the
world that has nullified them . If we are to ask: What kind of freedom is
this ? , the answer Hegel offers is that it is 'the empty point of the
absolutely free self ' , 'the coldest and meanest of al deaths' , no more sig
nificant than 'cutting off a head of cabbage or swallowing a mouthful of
water' (para. 590) .
Hegel is clearly exp osin g what h app e n s when a faction sets itself up
as the universal and claims to represent the general will, where the gen
eral will s up e rs ede s the individual wills of which it is composed and, in
fact, exists at their expense. The will that is officially represented by the
government is thus haunted by a 'will' that is excluded from the repre
sentative function. Thus the government is established on the basis of a
paranoid economy in which it must repeatedly establish its one claim to
universality by erasing all remnants of those wills it excludes from the
domain of representation. Those whose wills are not officially repre
sented or recognized constitute 'an unreal pure will' (para. 59 1 ), and
since that will is not known, it is incessantly conjectured and suspected.
In an apparently paranoid fit, u n ive rs al ity thus displays and enacts the
violent separations of its own founding. Absolute freedom becomes this
abstract self-consciousness which understands annihilation to be its
work, and effaces (annihilates) all trace of the alterity that clings to i t
At this stage of Hegel's exposition, the figure of an annihilating uni
versality that assumes an animated form parallels the 'Lord' of the
'Lordship and Bondage' section. As its annihilation becomes objective to
it, this 'universality', figured as a sentient being, is said to feel the terror
of death : 'the terror of death is the vision of this negative nature of
'

'
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itself' (para. 592). Not only does universality see itself as negative, and
thus as the opposite of what it thought it was ; it also undergoes the
pure transition from one extreme to the other, and so comes to know
itself as transition - that is, as that which has negation as its essential
activity and is itself also subject to negation.
Although universality at ftrst denoted that which is self-identical to all
human beings, it loses that self-identity as a consequence of its refusal to
accommodate all humans within its purview. It becomes not only split
between an official and a spectral universality, but it becomes dismem
bered into an estate system which reflects the divided character of the
will and the discontinuities inherent in this version of universality. Those
who are dispossessed or remain radically unrepresented by the general
will or the universal do not rise to the level of the recognizably human
within its terms. The 'human' who is outside that general will is subject
to annihilation by it, but this is not an annihilation from which meaning
can be derived: its annihilation is nihilism. In Hegel's terms: 'its negation
is the death that is without meaning, the sheer terror of the negative that
contains nothing positive . . . ' (para. 594).
Hegel describes the nihilistic consequences of formal notions of uni
versality in graphic terms. To the extent that universality fails to
embrace all particularity and, on the contrary, is built upon a funda
mental hostility to particularity, it continues to be and to animate the
very hostility by which it is founded. The universal can be the universal
only to the extent that it remains untainted by what is particular, con
crete, and individual . Thus it requires the constant and meaningless
vanishing of the individual, which is dramaticaly displayed by the Reign
of Terror. For Hegel, this abstract universality not only requires that
vanishing, and enacts that negation, but it is so fundamentally depend
ent upon that vanishing that without that vanishing it would be nothing.
Without that vanishing immediacy, we might say, universality itself
would vanish. But either way, universality is nothing without its vanish
ing which means, in Hegelian terms, that it 'is' that very vanishing.
Once the transience of individual life is understood as crucial to the
operation of abstract universality, universality itself vanishes as a
concept which is said to include all such life: 'this vanished immediacy is
the universal will itself' (para. 594).
,
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Although i t m ay seem that Hegel i s working towards a true and all
inclusive universality, this is not the case. Rather, what he offers is a
view of universality that is inseparable from its founding negations. The

all-encompassing trajectory of the term is necessarily undone by the
exclusion of particularity on which it rests. There is no way to bring the
excluded particularity into the

universal without

ticularity. And th at negation wou l d

only

first negating that par

c onfirm once again th at

universality cannot proceed without destroying that which it purports

to

incl ude. Moreover, the assimilation of the particular into the universal
leaves

its

trace, an un assimilable remainder, which renders universality

ghostly to itsel(
The reading

I have been offering here presupposes that Hegel's ideas

c annot be read apart from his text.

In

other words, it is not possible to

cull ' the theory of univers ality' from his text and offer it in discrete and
plain propositions, because the notion is developed through a reiterative
textual strategy. Not only does universality undergo revision in time,
but

its

successive revisions and dissolutions are essential to what

T h e propositional sense o f t h e copula must b e

it 'is'.

replaced with the specu

lative one.

h may seem that such

a temporalized conception of universality has

little to do with the region of politics, but consider the political risks of
maintaining a static conception, one that fails to accommodate chal
lenge, one that refuses to respond to its own constitutive exclusions .
Thus we c an come to some preliminary conclusions about Hegel's
procedure here: ( I ) universality is a name which undergoes significant
accruals and reversals of meaning, and cannot be reduced to any of its
constitutive 'moments ' ; (2) it is inevitably haunted by the trace of the
particular thing to which it is opposed, and this takes the form (a) of a
spectral doubling of universality, and (b) a clinging of that particular
thing to universality itself, exposing the formalism of its claim as neces
sarily impure; (3) the relation of universality to its cultural articulation is
insuperable; this

means

that any transcultural notion of the universal

will be spectralized and stained by

the cultural norms it purports to

transcend; and (4) no notion of universality can rest easily within the
notion of a single 'culture ' , since the

very concept of

universality com

pels an unders tanding of culture as a relation of exchange and a task of
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translation. In terms which we might call Hegelian - but which Hegel
himself did not use - it becomes necessary to see the notion of a discrete
and entitative 'culture' as essentially other to itself, in a definitional rela
tionship with alterity. 8 And here we are not referring to one culture which
defmes itself over and against another, for that formulation preserves the
notion of 'culture ' as a wholism. On the contrary, we are see kin g to
approach the notion of culture in terms of a defining problem of trans
lation, one which is s ignificantly related to the problem of cross-cultural
translation that the concept of universality has become.
This juncture of my argument is one place where my diffe re nces
with Laclau and Zizek might be most clearly understood. One differ
ence that is doubtless apparent is that my approach to Hegel draws
upon a certain set of literary and rhetorical presumptions about how
meaning is generated in his text. I therefore oppose the effort to construe
Hegel in formal terms or, indeed, to render him compatible with a
Kantian for malism , which is something Zizek has done on occasion. 9
Any effort to reduce H e gel ' s own text to a formal schematism will
become subject to the very same critique that Hegel has offered of all
such fo rmalism s , and subj ect to the same founderings.
Reading 'Hegel's "Logic of Essence''', 1 0 Z izek considers the H e gelian
paradox that whatever a thing 'is' is determined by its external condi
tions, that is, the histoncal conditions of its emergence, from which it
acquires its specific attributes: 'after we decompose an object into its
ingredients , we look in vain in them for some specific feature which
holds together this multitude and makes of it a unique, self-identical
thing' (p. 1 48). This effort to find the defining feature internal to the
object is thwarted, however, by the recognition - noted above - that a
thing is conditioned by its external circumstances. What happens,
according to Zizek, is that a 'pu rely symbolic, tautological gesture . . .
posit [s] these external conditions as the conditions-components of the
thing' (ibid.) . In other words, conditions that are external to the thing are
posited as internal and immanent to the thing. Furthermore, at the same
time that external and arbitrary conditions are rendered as immanent
and necessary features of the thing, the thing is also grounded and u ni
fied by this performative act of definition. This is what Zizek refers to as
'the tau tological "return of the thing to itself'" (ibid.) . This 'positing' is
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a sleight of hand, no doubt, but it is a founding and necessary one, and
for Zizek it takes the form of a universal feature of all selfhood.
Z izek continues his exposition by suggesting a parallel between this
Hegelian moment and what Lacan calls the 'po int de capiton', where an
arbitrary sign not only appears essential to what it signifies, but actively
organizes the thing under the sign itself. With characteristic humour and
bravado, Zizek then suggests that this Lacanian notion can be easily
illustrate d by the killer shark in Spielberg's Jaws, which 'provides a
common "container" for
free-floating, inconsistent fears' (p. 1 49),
social in nature, such as the intrusions of government and big business,
immigration, political instability. The point de capiton or 'container'
'anchors ' and 'reifies' this unruly set of social meanings, and 'block[s]
any further inquiry into the social meaning' (ibid.).
What interests me in this exposition is the formal and transposable
character of the performative act that Zizek so deftly identifies. Is the act
of tautological positing by which an external condition comes to appear
as immanent the same as the point de capiton, and can the instance of pop
ular culture be used to illustrate this formal point which is, as it were,
already true, prior to its exemplification? Hegel'S point against Kant
was precisely that we cannot identify such structures first and then apply
them to their examples, for in the instance of their 'application' they
become something other than what they were. The link between theo
retical formalism and a technological approach to the example becomes
explicit here: theory is applied to its examples, and its relation to its
example is an 'external' one, in Hegelian terms. The theory is articu
lated on its self-sufficiency, and then shifts register only for the
pedagogical purpose of ilustrating an already accomplished truth .
Although I do have objections to a technological approach to theory,
and to the link between formalism and technology that leaves its obj e c t
outside, my stronger concern has to do with how we read the moment of
arbitrariness and how we approach the problem of the remainder. Zizek
offers us a tool which we can use in a great variety of contexts to see how
a transexemplary identity-constituting function works. A set of fears
an d anxieties emerges, a name is retroactively and arbitrarily attached to
those fears and anxieties: suddenly, that bundle of fears and anxieties
becomes a single thing, and that thing comes to function as a cause or
.
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gro u nd o f wh ateve r is d i s turb ing. Wh at fir s t app e ared a s a dis organize d
field of social a nx iety is transformed by a ce rtain performative operation
into an ordered universe with an id e n ti fi abl e cause . No doubt there is
great an a lyti c power to this fo r mulat i o n , and its b rilli an c e no doubt
accounts for :l i ze k s well-earned re p u tati on as a se aring social critic.
But what is th e pl a c e and time of this performative oper ation ? Does
it h appen in al pl a ces and times? Is it an invariant feature of h u m an cul
ture, of language , of the name, or is it r e s t r ic t e d to th e powers of
n omin alis m within m o d e rn i ty? As a tool that can be tran s p o s e d from
any and every context on to any and eve ry object, it operates precisely
as a the oreti c al fetish that disavows the conditions of its own emergence.
:liz e k makes it clear that t h is tautological gesture by which an obj e ct
is formed an d defined and su bs e quently animated as a cause, is always
and o n ly t e nu o u s . T h e c o n t in gen cy that t h e name seeks to subdue
retu rns p rec ise ly as th e spectre of th e thing's dissolution. The rel at i on
be twe e n t h at con tin gency and the conferral of ne ce ss ity is di al ec tical , in
:l izek's view, since the one term can easily turn in to th e o ther. Moreove r,
the act is one th at can be found in both Kant and Hegel. For H e ge l , 'it
is o n ly the s ubj e ct 's free act of "dotting the i" which re troactively instals
necessity' (p. 1 50) . Furth e r along, :lize k argues: 'the same tautolo gical
ges tu re is already at work in Kant's analytic of pure re ason : the synthe
s is of the mu ltitu d e of sen s ations in the repres e n tation of the object .
[involves t h e] pos i ting of an X as th e unknown substratum of the per
ceived phenomenal s ens atio n s (ib i d ) That 'X' is p o s i te d , but i t is
precisely empty, without c on te nt , an 'act of pu re formal conversion'
which instates unity, and constitutes the act of symbolization that :lizek
finds equally in s t an t i a t e d in the work of Hegel a nd Kant.
What is necessary for this act of sym b o li zatio n to take pl ac e is a c er
tain linguistic function of positing, which re tro ac tive ly c onfe rs n e c e s s i ty
on the object (s ign i fied) t h ro ugh th e n am e ( signi fi e r) that it uses. One
might s pe cu l at e : the act of sym b o li zati o n breaks apart when it finds
that it cannot maintain th e u n i ty that it p ro du c es, when the social forces
it seeks to quell and u n ifY br e ak throu gh the d ome sticating veneer of th e
name. Interestingly, th o u gh , :lizek does not co n s i der the social disrup
ti on of this act of symbolization, but centres instead on the 'surplus ' that
is produced by th is act of positing. There is an expectation of a me a ning,
'
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a substance, th at i s

at o n c e p roduc e d and thwart ed by the formal act of
The id e ntity that the name confers turns out to be empty, and
this i n sigh t into its em p t iness p rod u ce s a critical p o sitio n on the natu
r ali z i ng effects of this n amin g process. The emperor has no clothes,
and we are somehow re li eve d of the p rej u dic i al and phobic logics that
e stab lish the Jews' or another e thnic minori ty as the 'cause' of an array
of social anxieties. For Z izek, the critical moment emerges wh en we are
p o s it i n g.

able to see this structure fall apart, and when the substantial and

causative force attributed to a single thing through the n am e is exposed
as arbitrarily attributed .
S imilarly, th is h ap p e n s when

we think we have found a point of oppo
and then realize that th at very p o int of opposition
is the instrument through wh ich domination works, and that we have
u nwittin gly enforced the p owe r s of domination throu gh our particip a
tion in its opp os ition. Dominance appears most effectively precis ely as its
'O th e r ' . Th e c oll aps e of the dialectic gives us a new perspective be c au se
it shows us th at the very schema by wh ich dominance and opposition are
d is ti ngu i s h e d dissimulates the instrumental us e that the for me r makes of
th e latter.
In these and numerous other in s t an ces , Z izek give s us a critical per
spec tive that involves r e t h inki ng the way in which necessity, c o ntinge ncy
an d o pp o s it io n are thought within everyday life. But where do es one go
from here? Does the e x p os it i on of an aporia, even a con s t itu tive aporia
at the level of the lingu is tic performative , work i n the service of a
counter-hegemonic p roj e c t ? What is the rel a t ion of this formal exposure
of false substance and false contradiction to the p roj ect of he gemony? If
these ar e some of t h e tricks that h e gem o ny uses, s ome of the ways in
which we come to order the social wo rld aga i n st its c on ti n gen cy, then it
is indubitably insightful. But if we can not see how s ometh i ng new migh t
come of such invarian t structures, does it help us to see how new social
and political articulations can be wro u ght from the subversion of the
natural atti tude within which we live?
More ove r, there is a d i ffe ren ce here between a structural and a cul
tural account of p erfo r m ativity, understood as the p os iting function of
lan gu ag e . Z izek shows how this positing creates the appearance of its
necessary g ro u n d and c a us al ity, and this is sur el y not unlike the account
sition to domination ,
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of gender perfo rm ativi ty I have offered in Gender Trouble I I and else
where. There I suggested that the performance of gender creates the
ilusion of a prior substantiality - a core gendered self - and construes
the effects of the performative ritual of gender as necessary e mana
tions or causal consequences of that prior substance. But where Z izek
isolates the structural features of linguistic positing and offers cultural
examples to illustrate this structural truth, I am, I believe, more con
cerned to rethink performativity as cultural ritual, as the reiteration of
cultural norms, as the habitus of the body in which structural and social
dimensions of meaning are not finally separable.
It seems important to remember that 'hegemony' - as defined by
Antonio Gramsci and elaborated by both Chantal Mouffe and Ernesto
Laclau in Hegemony and Socialist Strategy - centrally involved the possibil
ity of new articulations of political formations. What Zizek offers us is
an insight into invariant aporetic and metaleptic structures that afilict al
performativity within politics. The incommensurability between the
generalized formulation and its illustrative examples confirms that the
con tex t for the reversals he identifies is extraneous to their structure.
Hegemony did involve a critical in t e rro gation of consent as well, and it
seems to me that Zizek continues this tradition by showing us how power
compels us to consent t c;> that which constrains us, an d how our very
sense of fre e dom or re s is t an c e can b e the dissimulated instrument of
dominance. But what rem ain s less clear to me is how one moves beyond
such a diale cti c al reversal or impasse to s omething n ew How would the
new be produced from an a n a ly si s of the social field that remains
restricted to i nve rs io n s , aporias a n d reversals that work regardless of
time and p l ac e ? Do these reversals produce something other than their
own stru c tur ally identical repetitions?
The other aspect of hegemony, however, which is concerned with
new political articulations of the social field, structures Laclau's recent
work. As I have suggested elsewhere, 1 2 I have some doubts over whether
the Lacanian thes is in Laclau's work, which emphasizes the Real as t he
limit-point of all subject-formation, is compatible with the social and
political analysis he provides. No doubt it makes a difference whether
one understands the invariable incompleteness of the subject in
terms of the limits designated by the Real, considered as the point
.
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where self-representation founders and fails, or as the inability of the
social category to capture the mobility and complexity of persons (see
Denise Riley's recent work I 3). In any case, that is not my main concern
here. Alth ou gh Laclau offers us a dynamic notion of hegemony which
seeks to find social locations for the politicaly new, I have some difficulty
with his way of casti ng the problem of particular and universal. I pro
p o s e , then, to tu r n to some of his recent formul ati o ns of that proble m ,
and to return to a consideration of the p ro b le m of u n ive rsal ity and
hegemony towards the end of this discussion.
In his edited volume The Making oj Political ldentities, 1 4- Laclau draws
attention to a 'double movement' in the pol iticiz ation of identities at the
end of the twentieth century:
There is a decline both of the great historical actors and of th ose central
public spaces where decisions m ean in gful for society as a whole had
been taken in t h e past. But, at the same time, there is a politicization of
vast areas of social life that opens the way for a proliferation of particu
l a ri s t ic identities. (p. 4)

Concerned with the challenges p os e d by 'the emergence of a plurality of
new s u bj e cts that have escaped the classical frameworks' (ib i d. ) , Laclau
proce ed s to reflect on the challenge that th es e particularisms pos e to the
Enlightenment schema in which th e universal claims of the subject are
a p re re q ui s i te for p o li t i c s in the proper sense. 1 5
Laclau 's m o s t sustained discussion o f universality in relation to the
present p oli t ic al demands of particularism takes place in Emancipation(s}
( 1 996), 1 6 where he seeks to derive a conception of universality from the
chain of equivalence, a concept that is central to Hegemony and Socialist
Strate�, published a decade earlier. In Emancipation(s), Lacl au attempts to
show that each and every particular identity is never complete in its
effort to achieve self-determination. A particular identity is understood
to be one that is tied to a specific content, such as ge nder, race or
et h n i ci ty. The structural feature that all these identities are said to share
is a constitutive incompleteness. A particular identity becomes an iden
tity by virtue of its relative location in an open system of differential
relations. In o th er words, an identity is constituted through its difference
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from a limitle ss set of other identities. That difference is specifie d in the
course of Laclau's exposition as a relation of exclusion and/or antagonism.
Laclau 's point of reference here is Saussure rather th an Hegel, and this
implie s that the differences which constitute (and invariably limit) the
positing of identity are not binary in character, and that they belong to
a field of op er ation that lacks totality. One might profitably argue
against the trope of Hegel's philosophy as ' tot alizing ' , 1 7 and one might
also note that Ladau offers a poststructuralist revision of Saussure in this
discussion, but such debates on the status of total i ty, while they are
important , take us in another direction. In any case, we are, I believe, in
agreeme n t that the field of di fferen tial relations from which any and all
parti c u l ar identities emerge must be limitless. Moreover, the ' inc om
pleteness' of each an d every identity is a direct result of its differential
emergence: no partic ular identity can emerge without p res uming and
enacting the exclusion of others, an d this constitutive exclusion or antag
onism is the shared and equal condition of all identity-constitution.
What becomes interesting is the role that this limitless field of differ
entially based definitions plays for Laclau in the theorization of
universality. When the ch ain of equivalence is op erationali zed as a polit
ical ca t ego ry, it requires that p artic ular identi ties ac kn owle d ge that they
share with o the r such identiti e s the s ituation of a necessarily incomplete
determination. They are fundamentally the set of diferences by which
they emerge, and this set of diferences constitutes the structural features
of the domain of poli ti c al sociality. If any such parti c ular ide n tity seeks
to universalize its own situ ati on without recognizing that other such
identities are in an identical structural situation, it will fail to achieve an
alliance with other emergent identities, and will mistakenly identify the
m eaning and place of universality itsel£ The universalization of the
particular seeks to elevate a speci fi c content to a global condition,
making an empire of its local meaning. Where universality i s to be
found, according to Laclau, it is as an 'empty but ineradicable place'
(p. 58). It is not a presumed or a priori condition that might be discov
ered and articulated, and it is not the ideal of achi eving a complete list
of any and al p articularisms which would be unified by a shared con
ten t . Paradoxically, it is the absence of any such shared content that
constitutes the p romise of universality:
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if the pl ac e of the universal is an empty on e and the re is no a priori
re aso n for it no t to be filled by any conte nt, if the forces which fil that
pl ace are constitutively spl it between the concrete politics that they advo
cate and the ability of th ose p ol i tics to fil the empty place, the p o l i tic al
l angu age of any soc ie ty whose degree of institutionalization has, to some
extent, been shaken or unde r mi ned , wil al s o be spl it. (p. 60)

Thus Laclau i d e n ti fi e s

a c o ndit i on common to all politicization, but it is
precisely not a condition with a co ntent : it is, r ath e r, the condition by
which any specific content fails fully to constitute an id e ntity, a co n di ti on
of necessary fa il u re which not o nly pertains universally, but is the ' e m p ty
and ineradicable place' of universality itsel£ A certain necessary tension
emerges within any political for mation inasmuch as it seeks to fill that
p l a c e and finds that it c an not . This failure to fill th e p l ace , however, is
pre cis ely the futural promise of u n ive rsal ity, its status as a limitless and
unconditional feature of all poli t i cal ar tic u l ati on .
Inevitable as it is that a political organization wil p o s it the possible
fill i n g of that place as an ideal, it is equally inevitable that it will fail to
do so. Much as this failure cannot be di re c tly pursued as the ' aim' of
politics, it does p ro du c e a value - indeed, the value of universality th at
no p o li ti cs can do with ou t . Thus the aim of politics must then change,
it seems, in order to accommodate precisely this failure as a structural
source of i t s alliance with other such political move men t s . What is iden
tical to all terms in an
eq u ival ential chain . . . can only be the

pure, abstract, absent fullness of
the community, wh ich lacks . . . any direct form of representation and
exp re s s es itself through the equ ivale nc e of the differential terms . . . it is
essential that the chain of e qu ivale nces remain open: othe rwise its clo
sure c o u l d on ly be the result of on e more difference spec ifiabl e in its
particularity and we would not be co nfronted with th e fullness of the
com mu n ity as an absence. (p. 57)

Linda Zeril explains Laclau's conception of the universal in these terms:
'This universalism is not One: it is not a preexisting something (e ssen ce or
form) to which individuals accede, but, rath e r, the fragile, shifting, and
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always incomplete achievement o f political action; it i s not the containe r

o f a presence but the placeholder o f a n absence. ' J 8 Zerili deftly shows
that - pace � iZek - 'incompleteness' of identity in Laclau's political theory
cannot be reduced to the Lacanian Real, and suggests that the universal

wil not be founded in a linguistic or psychic condition of the subject.
Moreover, it wil not be found as a regulative ideal, a utopian postulation ,
which transcends the par t icular, but will always be 'politicaly ar ticu l ated

difference' (p. 1 5) . Emphasizing what Laclau terms the 'par
of th e universal to some particular, Zerilli argues th at
the universal wil be found o nly in the chain of particulars itself.

relations of

asitic atta ch m ent '

As part of her point, Zerilli cites the work of Joan Wallach Scott,
whose recent examination of French feminism in post-revolutionary
France provides an implicit reformulation of Laclau 's position . Zerilli
explains that Scott traces the 'need both to accept and to refuse "sexual
difference" as a condition of inclusion in the u niversal'

Paradoxes to Offer,

(p. 1 6) .

In

OnlY

Scott argues that French feminists in the eighteenth and

nineteenth ce n tu ries

had to make rights claims on the basis of their dif

ference, but also had to argue that their claims were a logical extension

of universal enfranchisement. Reconciling sexual difference with uni

versality took many tactical and paradoxical forms, but r are ly were these
positions able to overcome a certain dissonant for mulation of the prob

lem . To argue in favour of sexual difference could mean arguing in
favour of particularism, but it could also be

-

if one accepts the foun

dational status of sexual difference to all humanity - appealing directly
to the universal. Zerilli understands Scott to be offering a reverse, but
complementary, formulation to Laclau's. Whereas Laclau shows that
the structural incompleteness of eve ry particular claim is impli c ate d in
a universal, Scott shows that there is no possibility of extricating the uni
versal claim from the particular. I wo ul d add to this discussion only

by

suggesting that Scott highlights the sometimes undecidable coincidence
of particular and universal, showing that the very same term, 'sexual dif

ference' , can denote the particular in one political context and the

universal in another. Her work seems to me to provoke the following
question: do we always know whether a

claim is parti cular or universal,

and what happens when the semantics of the claim, governed by p olit
ical context, renders the distinction undecidable?
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I wo u l d like to r ais e two qu e s ti o n s abo u t th e exp o si tion above : one
back to Hegel a n d the relation be twe e n pa rticu lar and uni
versal, the other takes us forward to the q u e s ti o n of cultural
translation , mentioned brie fly above. First : what prec ise ly does it mean
to find the universal both in the relation among particulars and insep
arable fro m that relation? Second: must the relation among p art icu lar s
that Laclau and Zerilli examine become one of cultural translation if
the u n ive r s a l is to beco m e an act ive and ope r at i n g concept in pol i t i c al
takes u s

life ?

q u e s ti on re quire s us to consider the status of this str uct u ral
of identity. What is the structural level that guarantees this
incompletion? Laclau ' s argument is based on the Saussurean model of
The first

in c o mp le ti on

language and its e arly appropriation by Foucault in The Archaeology 0/
Knowledge, 1 9 o n e that has surely infl ue n c e d my work and that of Z izek
a ls o . The n o tion that all identity is pos ited in a fi e ld of differential rela
tions is clear e n o u gh, but if these rel a t ions are pre -so c ial , or if they
c o ns t i tute a structural level o f diferentiation which conditions and struc
tures the social but is distinct from it, we have located the universal in yet
another domai n : in the structural features of any and all languages. Is
this sign i fic antly different from iden tifYin g the universal in the struc
tur a l presuppositions of the spee ch act, in so far as both proj ects
elaborate a universal account of some characteristics of language?
Such an approach sep arates the formal analysis of lan gu age from its
cultural and s ocial syntax and semantics, and this further suggests that
what is said about language is said about al language-users, and that its
p articular social a nd po litical formations wil be but inst an ces of a more
generalized and non-contextual truth about lan guage itself. Moreover, if
we conceive of universal ity as an 'empty' place, one that is 'filed' by spe
cific c o nten t s , and further und e r s t a n d p o li tical meanings to be the
contents with which the empty plac e is filled, t h e n we posit an exterior
ity of po l i ti cs to language t h at seems to undo the very concept o f
p o l i ti cal p e rforma tivi ty that Lacl au espouses. Why s hou l d we conceive of
unive rsali ty as an empty ' place ' which awaits its content in an an ter i or
and su b se q u e n t event? Is it e mpty only b e cau s e it has already disavowed
or suppressed the content from which it emerges, and where is the trace
of the disavowed in the fo rm al structure that emerges?
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The claim to u n ive rsa l ity alw ays takes place in a given syntax,
t hro ugh a certain set of cultural conventions in a re c ogn iz ab l e venue.
In de ed the claim cannot be made without the claim be in g recognized as
a claim. Bu t what o rche s trat es what will and will not be c om e re c ogn iz
able as a claim? C le arly, there is an e st abl i sh ing rhetoric for the a ss er tion
of universality a nd a set of norms that are invoked in the recognition of
s uch claims. Moreover, t he re is no cultural c onse nsus on an in ter natio nal
level about w hat ought and o u ght not to be a claim to universality, who
may make it, and what form it o u ght to take. Thus, for the claim to
work, for it to co mp e l consensus, and for the claim, performatively, to
enact the very u n iver s al ity it e nun ciate s , it mu s t unde rgo a s et of trans
l atio ns into the variou s rhetorical and cultural contexts in wh ich the
meaning and force of universal claims are made. Significantly, t h i s
means that no assertion of u nive rs ality takes place apart from a c ultur al
norm, an d, given th e array of contesting norms that c on stitu te the inter
national field, no assertion can be made without at once requiring a
c u l tural translation. Without translation, the very concept of universal
ity cannot c ro ss the lingu istic borders it claims, in principl e , to be able to
cross. Or we might put it another way: without tran sl ation , the only way
the assertion of universality can cross a border is through a colonial an d
exp an s io n i s t logic.
A re cent resurgence of Angl o fe minism in the ac ade my has sought to
restate th e i m port a nce of making universal claims about the con dit io n s
an d righ ts of women (akin, Nussbaum) without regard to the prevailing
n orm s in local cultures, and without taking up the task of cultural trans
l ation This effort to override the p robl e m that l oc al cultures pose for
international feminism does not und e rstand the parochial character of
its own norms, and does not consider the w ay in which feminism works
in full co m p licity with US c ol o ni al aims in imp os in g its norms of civil
ity th rou gh an effacement and a de cim a tio n of local Second and Third
World cultures. Of course, translation by itself can also work in fu ll
complicity with the l o gic of colonial expansion , when translation
becomes th e instrument through which dominant values are transposed
into the l an gu age of th e subordinated, and the subordinated run the risk
of c o m i n g to know and u nde rst and them as tokens of the ir l ib eratio n
But t h is i s a l im ite d view o f colonialism, one which assu m es t h at th e
,
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colonized emerges a s a subject according to norms that are recognizably
Eurocentric. According to G ayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'universalism' as
well as 'internationalism' come to dominate a politics centred on the
subject of rights, thereby occluding the force of global capital and its dif
ferential forms of exploitation from the theorization of subordinated
p eoples. In Spivak's terms, we have yet to think that form of impover
ished life which cannot be articulated by the Eurocentric category of the
subject. The narrative of political self-representation is itself part of a
certain dominant Leftism, in her view, but it does not provide all that
constitutes the site of he gemonic resistance. In 'Can the Subaltern
Speak?', 20 Spivak remarks: 'it is impossible for the French intellectuals
[referring mainly to Deleuze and Foucault] to imagine the power and
desire that would inhabit the unnamed subject of the Other of Europe'
(p. 280). The exclusion of the subordinated other of Europe is so central
to the production of European epistemic regimes 'that the subaltern
cannot speak'. Spivak does not mean by this claim that the subaltern
does not express her desires, form political alliances, or make culturally
and politically significant effects, but that within the dominant concep
tualization of agency, her agency remains illegible. The point would
not be to extend a violent regime to include the subaltern as one of its
members: she is, indeed, already included there, and it is precisely the
means of her inclusion that effects the violence of her effacement. There
is no one 'other' there, at the site of the subaltern, but an array of peo
ples who cannot be homogenized, or whose homogenization is the effect
of the epistemic violence itself. The Firs t World intellectual cannot
refrain from 'representing' the subaltern, but the task of representation
will not be easy, especially when it concerns an existence that requires a
translation, because translation always runs the risk of appropriation. In
her essay, Spivak both counsels and enacts a self-limiting practice of
cultural translation on the part of First World intellectuals.
At once refusing the 'romanticization of the tribal' and the ruse of
the transparency that is the instrument of colonial 'reason' , Spivak offers
cultural translation as both a theory and practice of political responsi
bility. 2 1 She refers to Mahasweta Devi, whose feminist fiction she
translated, as a subaltern who speaks. But here we ought not to think
that we know what 'speaking' is, for what becomes clear in these stories
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Devi's writ in g i s le ss a synthesis o f availa ble disc ourses than a cer
tain ' viole n t sh uttlin g' between discourses that shows the sharp edge s of
all available discourses of co ll e ct ivity. C an we read for hegemony with
out kn owi n g how to read for the mobility of th is kind of exclusion,
without ass umin g in advance that the tr an s lato r's point will be to b ri n g
this writing into fo rms of agency legible to an Anglo-European audi
ence? In this sense, the task of the postcolonial tr ansl ator, we might say,
is precisely to bring into relief the non-convergence of discourses so that
one might know through the very ruptures of narrativity the founding
violences of an ep istem e .
Translation can have its counter-colonialist possibility, for it also
exposes the limits of wh at the dominant language can handle . It is n ot
always th e case that the dominant term as it is translated into the l an
guage (t h e idioms, the discursive and institutional no rms ) of a
subordin ate d culture remains the same upon the occasion of translation.
Indeed, the very figure of the dominant term c an alter as it is mimed
and redeployed in that context of subordination. Thus, Homi Bhabha's
emphasi s on the splitting of the sign ifier in the colonial context seeks to
s how that the master - to use He ge lian p arl ance - loses some of his
claim to priority and originality precisely by being taken up by a mimetic
double. Mimesis c an effect a displacement of the first term or, indee d ,
reveal that the term is nothin g other tha n a series of displacements that
diminish a ny claim to primary and au thentic m e aning. There is, of
cou r se, no such translation without co nt am i nati o n , but t h e r e is no
mimetic d isplaceme n t of the origin al without an appropriation of t h e
term that separates it from its pu tative authority.
By emph as izin g the cultural locat io n of the e nun ciation of unive r
sality, one sees not o n l y that there can be no o pe ra t ive notion of
universality th at does not assume the risks of tr a n s lation, but th a t the
very claim of universality is bound t o various syn t actic sta gin gs within
culture wh ich make it impo ssible to separate the formal from the cultural
features of any universalist claim . Both the form and the content of
un iversal i ty are highly con t e s te d , and cannot be a rtic ulate d outside the
scene of their embattlement. Using Foucault's language of gene al ogy, we
migh t insist that u niver sal ity is an 'emergence' [Entstehu ng] or a ' n on
place ' , 'a pure distance, which indicates that the adversaries do not
is tha t
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b elon g to a

common space.

Co n se q u ently, no one is re spons ible for

an

emergence : no o n e can gl ory in it, si nce it always occurs in the inter
s ti c e. '22 M a int ainin g that u n ivers ali ty is a 'site of contest' has become

so m e thin g of an

and
n ot .
On the o n e hand - as Laclau and Z izek know very we l l , and Etienne
Balibar has made very c1e ar23 - u n ivers al i ty has been used to extend cer
tain colon ialis t and racist u nders t an din gs of civilized 'man', to exclude
ce rta i n pop ula t i on s from the domain of the human, and to prod u ce
itself as a false and suspect category. When we begin the critique of
such notions of universality, it may se em to some - e specially to the
Habe r masians - that we operate wit h another con cept of u n iver sality in
mind, one which would be truly a l l - enc ompass ing. Laclau has argued
pers uas ive l y that no con cept of u n ivers ality can ever be all-encompass
in g, and that were it to e n c los e all possible contents, it would not only
close the concept of time, but ruin the political efficacy of u n ivers al ity
itself. Universality be l ongs to an open-ended hegemonic struggle.
But what doe s h app en , then, when a disenfranchised group proceeds
to claim ' un ivers al i ty ' , to claim that th ey ought prope rly to be included
within its purview? Does that claim pre s uppo se a broader, more funda
mental n ot io n of u n i vers al ity, or is it that the c l aim is perfo r mative ,
producing a notion of u niversality which exe rcis e s , in Z i ze k 's terms, a
retroactive n ece s s i ty upon the conditions of its emergence? Does the
new unive r s al ity appear as if it has been true all along? This last for
mulation does not c on cede that it exists as a p ri or concept, but that, as
a co nse quence of having been p o site d , it assumes the present qu ality of
h avi n g always been so. But he re , we must be cautious : the po siting of
new forms of universality does not produce this effect for everyone, and
many of th e current s tr u ggles over national s ove reignty and the prope r
limits for extending gro up r ight s affirm that the perfor mative effects of
such claims are hardly uniform.
The assertion of u n ive rs al ity by those who h ave conventionally been
excl u de d by the term o fte n produ ce s a p e rfor m ative contradiction of a
certai n sort. But t h i s contradiction , in H ege li an fa shion , is not self
c an c elli n g, but exposes the spe ctral doubling of t h e concept itself. And
i t prompts a set of an tago n is ti c sp ec u lati on s on what the proper venue
academic truism, but considering the meaning

pro mi s e of that contest h as
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for the claim of universality ought to be. Who may speak it? And how
ou gh t it to be spoken? The fact that we do not know the answers to these
questions confirms that the question of universality has not been settled.
As I have argue d elsewhere, 24 to claim that the universal has not yet
been articulated is to insist that the 'not yet' is proper to an understand
ing of the unive rs al itself: that which remains 'unrealized' by the
universal constitutes it essentially. The universal announces, as it were, its
'non-place', its fundamentally temporal modality, precisely when chal
lenges to its existing formulation emerge from those who are not covered
by it, who have no entitlement to occupy the place of the 'who', but nev
ertheless demand that the universal as such ought to be inclusive of
them. At stake here is the exclusionary function of certain norms of uni
versality which, in a way, transcend the cultural locations from which
they emerge. Although they often appear as transcultural or formal cri
teria by which existing cultural conventions are to be judged, they are
precisely cul tural conventions which have, through a process of abstrac
tion, come to appear as post-conventional principles. The task, then, is
to refer these formal conceptions of universality back to the contami
nating trace of their 'content', to eschew the form/content distinction as
it furthers that ideological obfuscation, and to consider the cultural form
that this stru ggl e over the meaning and scope of norms takes.
When one h as no right to speak under the auspices of the universal,
and speaks none the less, laying claim to universal rights, and doing so
in a way that preserves the p artic u larity of one's struggle, one speaks in
a way that may be readily dismissed as nonsensical or impossible. When
we hear about 'lesbian and gay human rights', or even 'women's human
rights' , we are confronted with a strange neighbouring of the universal
and the particular which neither synthesizes the two, nor keeps them
apart. The nouns function adjectivally, and although they are identities
and grammatical 'substances', they are also in the act of qualifying and
bein g qualified by one another. Clearly, however, the 'human' as previ
ously defined has not readily included lesbians, gays and women, and
the current mobilization seeks to expose the conventional limitations of
the human , the term that sets the limits on the universal reach of inter
national law. But the exclusionary character of those conventional
norms of universality does not preclude further recourse to the term,
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it does mean en tering into that situation in which the conven
tional meaning becomes unconventional (or catachrestic). This does not
mean that we have a priori recourse to a truer criterion of unive rsality.
It does s ugges t , however, that conventional and exclu s iona ry norms of
universality can, th ro u gh perverse reite r atio ns , produce unconventional
formulations of universality that expose the limited and exclu sion ary
features of the former one at the same time that they m ob ilize a new set
of demands.
This poin t is m a d e in a s ign i fi can t way by Paul Gilroy who, in The
Black A tlantic, 25 takes is su e with forms of contemporary scepti c is m that
lead to a full-scale rejection of th e key t e r ms of modernity, inclu d ing
'un ive rsal ity ' . Gilroy also, however, takes his distance from Habe r m as,
noting that Habermas fail s to take into account the centr al i ty of sl avery
to the ' proj e c t of modernity' . H abermas's failure, he notes, can b e
attributed to his p refe re n ce for Kant over Hegel ( ! ) : 'Habermas does not
follow H egel in a rgu i n g that slavery is its e lf a mo dern izing force in that
it leads both m aster and servant first to self-consciousness a n d then to
disillusion, forcing both to confront the u n h appy realization that the
true, the good, and the be a u tifu l do n o t have a shared origin' (p. 50).
Gil roy accepts the notion that the very terms of m o derni ty, however,
may be radically re appropriate d by those who have been excluded from
those terms .
T he mai n ter m s of mode r nity are subject to an innovative reuse what some might call a 'misuse' - p recis ely because they are s p oken by
th ose who are not authorized in advance to make use of them. And
wh at emerges is a kind of political claim which , I would argue, is neither
exclusively u niversal nor exclu s ive ly p arti cu lar; where, indeed, the par
ticular interests that inhere in certain cultural formulations of
unive rs ality are exp os e d , and no universal is free d from i ts contamina
tion by the p articular contexts from which it emerges and in which it
travels. Slave upri si n gs that insist upon the universal authorization for
emancipation nevertheless borrow from a discourse that runs at least a
dou b le risk: the emancipate d slave may be liberated into a new mode of
subj ection 26 that t h e d oc t r ine of citizenship has in store, and that
doc tr ine may find itself ren d ere d c on c ep tu ally riven p re cis e ly by the
emancipatory claim s it has mad e possible . There is no way to pre d i ct
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what wil l happen i n such instances when the universal i s wielded pre
cisely by those who signify its contamination, but the purification of the
universal into a new formalism wil only reinitiate the dialectic that pro
duces its split and spectral condition.
'Seeking recourse' to an established discourse may, at the same time,
be the act of 'making a new claim,' and this is not necessarily to extend
an old logic or to enter into a mechanism by which the claimant is
assimilated into an existing regime. The established discourse remains
established only by being perpetually re-established, so it risks itself in
the very repetition it requires. Moreover, the former discourse is
reiterated precisely thro ugh a speech act that shows something it may
not say: that the discourse 'works' through its effective moment in the
present, and is fundamentally dependent for its maintenance on that
contemporary instance. The reiterative speech act thus offers the
possibility - though not the necessity - of depriving the past of the
established discourse of its exclusive control over defining the para
meters of the universal within politics. This form of political
performativity does not retroactively absolutize its own claim, but
recites and restages a set of cultural norms that displace legitimacy
from a presumed authority to the mechanism of its renewal. Such a
shift renders more ambiguous - and more open to reformulation the
mobility of le gitimation in discourse. Indeed, such claims do not return
us to a wisdom we already have, but provoke a set of questions that
show how profound our sense of not-knowing is and must be as we lay
claim to the norms of political principle. What, then, is a right? What
ought universality to be? How do we understand what it is to be a
'human'? The point - as Laclau, Z i z e k and I would certainly all agree
- is not then to answer these questions, but to permit them an opening,
to provoke a political discourse that sustains the questions and shows
how unknowing any democracy must be about its future. That univer
sality is not speakable outside of a cultural language, but its articulation
doe s not i mply that an adequate language is available. It me an s only
that when we speak its name, we do not escape our language, although
we can - and must - push the limits.
-
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Identity and H e gemony :
T h e Role of Univers ality in the
C o nstitutio n of Political Logics

Ernesto Laclau

I

HegeDloDY : what's in

a

DaIJle?

I wil take as my s tarting point Ju dith Butler's Question 8a: �e we all
still agreed that hegemony is a u s e ful category for de sc ribing our politi
cal d i sposit i ons ? My answer is certainly affirmative, and I would add
only that 'hegemony' is more than a useful category: it defines the very
terrain in which a po li tical relation is actually constituted. To ground this
assertion, however, requires throwing some light on what is specific in a
hegemonic logic. I wil attempt to do this through a consideration of the
conceptual displacements that a hegemonic approach introduced in the
basic categories of classical p oli t ical theory.
Let us start by quoting a passage from Marx which could be consid
e red as the zero-degree of h e ge m ony :
'

The proletariat is coming into being in Germany only as a result of the
risin g industrial development. For it is not the natural(y arising poor but the
artificial(y impoverished, not t he human masses mechanicaly oppre sse d by
the gravity of society but the masses resulting from the drastic dissolution of
society, mainly of the middle estate, that form the proletariat
By pro
claiming the dissolution of the hitherto world order the p roletari at m erely
states the secret of its own existence, for it is in fact the diss olu tio n of that
world order. By de m an din g the negation of private proPn1Y, the proletariat
simply raises to the rank of a principle of societp what society has made the
.

.

.
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principle of the proletariat, what,

without its own c oop erati on,

incorporated in it as the negative result of society.
its
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. . .

is already

As philosop hy fmds

material weapons in the proletariat, so the prole tariat fmds its spiritual

has squarely
struck the ingenuou s soil of the people the eman cipation of the Germans
in to human beings wil take place. I
weapons in philosophy. And once the ligh tning of thought

Let us now compare this passage with the following one from the same
essay:
On what

is a partial, a merely political revolution based? On the fact th at

part oj civil socie9 emancipates itself and attains general domination; on the

fact that a defmite class, proceeding from its particular situation, unde rtake s
the general emancipation of so cie ty. . . . For the revolution of a nation and
the emancipation oj a particular class of civil societp to coincide, for one estate to
be acknowledged as the state of the whole s o cie ty, al the defects of soci
ety must c onversely be c oncentrated in another class, a p artic ul ar estate
must be looked upon as the notorious crime of the whole of soc iety, so that
liberation from that sphere appears as general self-liberation. For one
e state to be par excellence the estate of liberation, another estate must
c onversely be the obvious estate of oppression.2
If we compare these two passages, we are confronted with several quite
remarkable differences. In the first case, emancipation results from a
'drastic dissolution of society', while in the second it comes about as a
conse quence of a partial section of civil society achieving 'general domi
nation' . That is, while all particularity dissolves in the first case, in the
second a passage through particularity is the condition of emergence of
any universalizing effects. We know very well the sociologico-teleologi
cal hypothesis on which the first case rests: the logic of capitalis t
development would lead t o a proletarianization o f the middle classes
and the peasantry so that, in the end, a homogeneous proletarian mass
will become the vast majority of the population in its final showdown
with the bourgeoisie. That is to say that - the proletariat having embod
ied the universality of the community - the state, as a separate instance,
loses any reason to exist, and its withering away is the unavoidable
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consequence of the emergence of a c o m mu nity for which the division
state/ civil so c ie ty has become superfluous. In the second case, on the
contrary, no such given, unmediated u niversal i ty can be asserted: some
t h i ng which does not cease to be p arti c ular has to demonstrate its rights
to identifY its own p artic ul ar aims with the universal emancipatory aims
of the c o m m u n i ty. Moreover, while in the first c ase power becomes
superfluous, in asmu c h as the actual being of civil society re al izes uni
versality in and for itself, in the sec on d case, any potential universalizing
effect d e pe n ds on t h e an tagonis tic exclusion of an oppressive sector which me an s that power and political medi atio n are inherent to any uni
versal emancipatory identity. Thirdly, emancipation, in the first case,
leads to an unmediated ful lne s s , the retrieval of an essence which does
not require anything external to itself to be wh at it is. In the second case,
on the contrary, two mediations are needed in order to constitute the
emanci p atory d is c o u rse : first, the transformation of the p ar ti culari s ti c
interests of the rising d ominan t sector in the emancipatory discourse of
the whole of society; secondly, the pres e nce of an oppre ss ive re gim e
which is the very c onditio n of that transformation. So in this case eman
cipation, the very p o s s i bili ty of a u n ive rs al dis c o u rse a ddre s s i ng the
c o m mu n ity as a whole, depends not o n a c o ll aps e of all particularities,
but on a pa r a d oxic a l in terac t i o n b e tween th e m .
For M a rx , o f c o u rs e , o n ly fu ll , non-mediated reconc iliatio n consti
t ute s a true ema n cip a t i o n . The other alternative is just the p arti a l or
spurious universality which is compatible with a cl as s s o c iety. The attain
ment of full emancipation and universality d ep e n ds , h oweve r, on th e
verification of his basic hypothesis : the s impl ifi c a ti o n of cl ass structure
under capitalism. It is sufficient that the lo gic of capital does not move
in that direction for the realm of p ar ti cu l arism to be prolonged sine die (a
particularism which, as we have seen, is not i ncompatibl e with a p l u ral
i ty of universalizing effects) . Now, were e m an c ip ation and
universalization to be restricted to this model, two consequences for the
logic of our argument would follow. First, the political me diation , far
from withering away, would become the very condition of u nive r s ali ty
and emancipation in society. As, however, this mediation arises from
the actions of a limited historical actor within society, it canno t be attrib
uted to a pure and separate sphere, as can the Hegelian universal class.
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It is a p artial a nd pra gm atic u niversality But, secondly, the very possi
bility of domination is made dependent on the ability of a li mi ted
historical actor to present its own ' partial' emancipation as e qu ivale n t to
the em a n c ip ation of society as a whole. As this 'holistic' dimension
cannot be reduced to the particularity which assumes its representa
tion, its very po ssibili ty involves an auton o miz ation

of the

sp h e re of

ideologi c al represent atio n s vis-a-vis th e apparatuses of straigh t domina

tion. Ideas,

in the words of Marx, become material forces. If domination

involves pol itic al subordination, the latter in tu r n can

be achieved only
of universalization which make al domination unsta
ble. With this we have all the dimensions of the p oliti c al and theoretical
situation which make p ossible th e ' he gemon ic ' turn in em a ncip at ory
throu gh processes

politics.
Let us

start by considering the theoretical d i sp l a ce ments th at the
intervention of Gramsci introduces in relation to both
Marx's and Hegel's political though t . As No rbe r to Bobbio asserts in a
classic essay on Gramsci's conception of civil soc ie ty: ' Civil socie� in
Gramsci does not belong to the structural moment, but to the superstructural one. ,3 In
G r am s c i 's own terms:
' h e g em o n i c '

to fIx two major superstructural
the one that can be called 'civil s oc iety', that is the ens e mbl e of
orga n is ms commonly caled 'private ' , and the 'political society' or 'the
State ' . These two levels co rre spo n d on the one hand to the fu n ction of
'hegemony' which the dominant group exercises thro ughout so ciety and
on the other hand to that of 'direct domination' or command exercised
through th e 'State' and 'juridical' government'.4

What we can do, for the moment, i s
'levels' ;

The typ ic al

example of civil society's hegemony given by Gramsci is the
Church durin g the Middle Ages.
Both Marx and G ramsci privile ge , ag ain s t H e ge l , civil so c ie ty over
the state, but while Marx's rever s al of Hegel involves the subordination
of the superstructure to the s tructure , for Gramsci the reversal takes
place entirely within the superstructure. The matter is fu rther compli
cated by the fact that Gramsci's concept of civil society is openly derived
from He gel, but it is still considered as a superstructural one. This is
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possible, according to Bobbio, only if Gramsci is referring not to Hegel's
notion of a 'system of needs' but to that other moment of civil society
which involves a rudimentary form of organization (corporation and
police). That is, even when he privileges civil society as against the state
conceived as domination (force), there is in Gramsci an emphasis on
organization on something depending on the intervention of a will. It
is this emphasis that Bobbio stresses. As he points out, there are in the
Prison Notebooks three dichotomies - economic moment/ ethico - political
moment; necessitylfreedom; objective/subjective - in which the second
term always plays the primary and subordinating role. The dicho tomy
base/superstructure would be the source of Gramsci's polemic against
economism and his privileging of the political dimension crystallized in
the parry. T h e dichotomy institution/ideology within the superstructure
leads, on the other hand, to his notion that subordinated classes have to
win their battle, first, on the level of civil society. From this derives the
centrality given by Gramsci to the category of hegemo1!Ji.
There is no doubt that Gramsci, on the whole, opposes civil society to
the state conceived as domination. What should we do, however, with
passages such as the following: 'But what does that signify if not that by
' S tate' should be understood not only the apparatus of government,
but also the 'private' apparatus of 'hegemony' or civil society?'S 'In pol
itics the error occurs as a result of an inaccurate understanding of what
the State (in its integral meaning: dictatorship + hegemony) really is. '6
We could also add his analysis of 'statolatry', in which he refers to 'the
two forms in which the State presents itself in the language and culture
of specific epochs, i . e. as civil society and as political society'. 7 I think we
have to inscribe these apparent (or perhaps real) textual hesitations
within the context of a wider question : to what extent does a 'collective
will' belong to the state or to civil society, to the pre-political or to the
political sphere? Let us consider Bobbio's assertion that for Gramsci the
ethico-political is the moment of freedom conceived as consciousness of
necessity. This assimilation - whether we can attribute it to Gramsci or
not - is clearly too hasty. The notion of freedom as consciousness of
necessity is a Spinozean-Hegelian notion which explicitly excludes an
active subject of history who could operate in a contingent or instru
mental way over given material conditions. In its Hegelian version, it

involves

the

idea of
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freedom as self-determination,

and this presupposes

the abolition of the subj ect/object distinction and the

necessary deter

has nothing external to itself and cannot
in re lation to anything. Now, if the Gramscian
a contingent relation to its own material c ondition s, two nec

mination by a whole which
op e rat e in stru ment ally

subj e ct is

in

essary consequences follow:
1.

There is no longer any question of an objectivity which n e c es s arily
impos es its own diktats, for the contingent interventions of the s oc ial
actors p artialy determine such a structural obj ec tivity. The most we
can h ave is th e transient obj ec tivity of a 'historical bloc' which par
tially stabilizes the social flux, but there is no ' ne cess ity ' whose
consciousness exhausts our subjectivity - political or otherwise;

2.

we find
arises: where and
how is that subject constituted? What are the places and logi c s of its
constitution which make the actions that subject is supposed t o per

In

the same way, on the

side of the ' active subj ect of history'

only ultimate contingency. But th e p robl e m then

form compatible with the contingent character of this intervention?
AIl Bobbio has indicated, those movements presuppose: a) the active

the moment of the party (n ot in the
sense, but as another name for the primacy of the
superstructure ove r the structure ); (b) the primacy of the moment of
hegemony (which is equivalent to the prevalence of the ideological
construction of the primacy of
usual sociological

over the institutional) .

set of place s of constitution of
'active subject of his to ry ' . First , if he gemony involves a series of uni
versalizing effects, that place of constitution cannot be the ' sys t em of
needs', in the Hegelian sense, which is a realm of pure particularity. But,
secondly, it cannot be the realm of the universal class - the state as an
ethico-political sphere - because the irradiation over society of th o s e
universalizing effects prevents them from being r e l e gated to a single
sphere. T h irdly, and for the same reasons, civil society cannot be c on
stituted as a truly separate instance, for its functions both anticipate and
extend the state's role. The state would be the n ame or the hyp o s t asis of
These two primacies combined exclude a

the

a function which far exceeds its institutional frontiers.
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Perhaps the amb igu i t ie s

so cie ty lie
the s tate
,

of

G rams ci

vis-a-vis the frontiers state / civil

not so much in Gr ams c i 's t ho u gh t but in s o c ial reali ty itself. If
defined as th e ethico-political

m o m en t

of s o ci ety, does not

constitute an instance within a to pogr aphy, then it is impo s sible simply

to i d e n t ify it wi t h the pu bli c sphere. If civil s o c i e ty, conceived as

priva te organizations, i s itself the

l o c us

a site of

of ethico-political effects, its

relation with the state as a public instance becomes blurre d . Finally, the
level of the 'structure ' is not s imply such a level if its p rin c ip l e s of o rga n 
ization are themselves contaminated by the h e ge m on ic e ffe c t s d e riv i n g
from the o the r 'levels ' . Thus, we are left with a h o r i zo n of intelligibility
of the social which is grounded not in topographies but in logics. These are
the l o gi cs of 'party' and 'hegemony', wh i ch are ultimately id e n tical , as
both presuppose non-dialectical ar tic ula tio n s which cannot be reduced
to any system of topographical l o c a t i ons . The sl ip p e ry Gramscian ter
m in o lo gy reflects - while at the same time it conceals - th i s i m possi ble
ove rl a ppi n g between l o gi cs a n d to pograp hy. A fi na l example of this
i m p o ssi bl e overlappin g can be found in the intriguing primacy granted
by Gramsci to i d eo l o gy over the institutional ap p aratu s. D oes n o t t h i s
p rim acy fly in the face of the importance he gives to ins ti t u t ional organ
iza t i o n in ach ievi ng h e ge m ony ? O n ly in app e arance . If the hegemo nic
universalizing effe c t s are go ing to irradiate from a particular sector in
society, they cannot be reduced to the o rg an iz ati on of that par ti cu larity
around its own interests, which will ne ce ssa rily be corporative. If the
he gemony of a particular social sector depends for its success on present
ing its own aims as those realizing t he universal aims of the community,
it is c l e ar that this identification is not the s imple p rol o ng atio n of an
institutional system of domin atio n but t h at , on the contrary, all expan
sion of the latter presupposes the success of that articulation between
un ive rs a l i ty an d pa rt ic u l ari ty (i.e. a h e gemo n ic victory) . No model in

which the economic (the s tru ctu re) determines a

first insti tu tion al

level

ideas
wil do th e tr ick, gi ven that so c ie ty is configure d as an ethico - poli tical
space, and that the latter p re s upp o se s con tingent articulations. The c en tral 
ity of the intellectual (= ideologic al) function in gro unding the social link
necessarily follows fro m this.
At this point the v ari o u s d i sp l a ce me nt s t h a t G r am s ci makes , in
(politics, in s tit u ti o ns) to b e followed by an epiphenomenal world of
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relation to Hegel and Marx, become fully intelligible. With Marx and
against Hegel, Gramsci moves the centre of gravity of social analysis
from state to civil society - any 'universal class' arises from the latter, not
from a separate sphere constituted abo ve civil society. But with Hegel
against Marx, he will conceive this moment of universality as a political
moment, and not as a reconciliation of society with its own essence. For
Gramsci, however, the only universality that society can achieve is a
hegemonic universality - a universality contaminated by particularity. So,
if on the one hand he undermines the separateness of the Hegelian state
by extending the area of ethico-political effects to a multitude of organ
izations belonging to civil society, on the other this very extension
involves, to a large extent, that civil society is constituted as a political
space. This explains the hesitations, in Gramsci's texts, about the fron
tiers between state and civil society to which we have re ferred above, and
also explains why he had to emphasize the moment of 'corporation' in
the Hegelian analysis of civil society: the construction of the apparatuses
of hegemony had to cut across the distinction between p ublic and
private.
Let us try now to put together the various threads of our argument.
The two texts from Marx with which we started deal with universal
human emancipation, but do so in a fundamentally different way: in the
first, universality means direct reconciliation of society with its own
essence - the universal is expressed without needing any mediatio n . In
the second case, universal eman cipation is achieved only through its
transient identification with the aims of a particular social sector
which means that it is a contingent universality constitutively re qu i rin g
political mediation and relations of representation. It is the deepening of
this second view of emancipation and its generalization to the whole of
politics in the m odern age that constitutes Gramsci's achievement. Its
result, as we have seen, was the elaboration of the theoretical framework
which gave its centrality to the category of 'hegemony' . We now have to
ask abou t the historical conditions of its gene raliz ation as a tool of polit
ical analysis, and the structural dimensions it involves.
Gramsci was writing at a time when it was already clear that mature
capitalism was not advancin g in the direction of an increasi ng homog
enization of the social structure but, on the contrary, towards an ever
-
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greater social and i n st i tu ti o n a l complexity. The

no t io n of

'organized

capitalism ' had been p rop o s e d in the years i m m e diately p re c e d ing and

succeeding the Fi rs t World War, and this te nd e n cy was
the slump of the

acc e n tu ate d with
new h is torical situation it was clear that
going to be the effect of a laborious political
a u to m ati c and necessary movements of a ny

1 930s. In

any 'universal class' was

cons truction, not of the

th i s

infrastructure.
Th e s pe cific i ty of

G ram sc i's theoretical turn can be s e en more cl e a rly

if we in s c rib e it within th e system of politico-intellectual alternatives
elaborated by M arxi sm since the beginning of

the century. Let us take
Tro ts ky as two thinkers who were at least partially aware of
the p roble ms Gramsci was addressing. Sorel u nders t oo d that the m ain
trends of cap i t ali s t development were n o t l e adi ng in the direction pre 
dicted by Marxism but were generatin g, on the contrary, an incre asing
social co mp lex i ty in com p a tib l e with the e m e rge n ce in civil s o c ie ty of
a ny 'universal class' . That is why the purity of the p roletarian will had
to be main tained, according to Sorel, th rou gh artificial means: the myth
of the general s t rik e h ad , as its main fun c t i o n, th e prot ec tion of the sep
arate identity of the working class. While this in cre asing social complexity
led G rams c i to ass e rt the need to exp an d the moment of p ol itic al medi
at i o n , it led Sorel to a t ot al re p ud iatio n of p o litics . As much as in Marx,
true e m an c ipatio n meant for Sorel a fully re c o n c il e d society, bu t while
for Marx em a n cip at io n would be the result of the objective laws of cap
italis t d evel o p me nt , for S o re l it w as to be the co n s e q u enc e of an
au to n o m ou s intervention of the wil. And, as this wil tended to re i nforc e
the isolation of the proletarian ide nt ity, any h ege mo nic articulation was
excluded as a matter of principle.
S o m e th i ng similar happens in the case of Trotsky. His thought starts
with the realization t h at th e re l ati o n b e twe e n gl ob al emancipation and
its p o s sibl e agents is unstable: the Russian b o u rge oi si e is too weak to
carry out its democratic revolution, and the democratic tasks have to be
carried out under the le a d ership of the p ro l e t ari a t - this is what he
cal l e d ' p er m ane n t revolution' . But while for Gramsci this hegem o n ic
transference led to the construction of a c o mp le x collective will , for
Tro t s ky it was simply the strategic occasion for the working class to
carry ou t its own class revolu t i on . The h egem o nic task does not affect t he
Sorel and
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i de n t ity of the hegemonic agent. The whole approach does not go
beyond the Leninist conception of 'class alliances'.
It is in these two precise points - where Gramsci parts company with
Sorel and Trotsky - that we find the p o s s ibility of expanding and radi
calizing a theory of hegemony: Against Sorel, e manc ipato ry struggle
requires ar ti c ul atio n and political mediation; against Trotsky, the trans
ference of th e democratic tasks from one class to another changes not
only the nature of the tasks but also the identity of the agents (who cease
to be merely 'class ' agents). A political dimensio n becomes constitutive
of all social identity, and this leads to a fu rthe r blurring of the line of
demarcation state/ civil society: It is precisely this further blurring that we
find in contemporary society in a more accentuated way than in
Gramsci's time. The globalization of the economy, the reduction of the
functions and powers of nation-states, the proliferation of international
quasi-s tate organizations - everything points in the direction of complex
processes of decision-making which could be approached in terms of
hegemonic logics, but certainly not on the basis of any simple distinction
public/private. The only thing to add is that Gramsci was still thinking
within a world in which both subjects and institutions were relatively
stable - which means that most of his categories have to be redefined
and radicalized if they are to be adapted to the present circumstances.
This further refmement and radicalization require us to engage in a
very precise task: to move from a purely sociologistic and descriptive
account of the concrete agents involved in hegemonic operations to a
formal analysis of the logics involved in the latter. 8 We gain very little,
onc e identities are conceived as complexly articulated collective wils, by
referrin g to them through simple designations such as classes, ethnic
groups, an d so on, which are at best names for transient points of stabi
lization. The really important task is to understand the logics of their
constitution and dissolu ti on , as well as the formal determinations of the
spaces in which they interrelate. It is to the question of these formal
determinations that I wil devote the rest of this section.

Let us now return to our text by Marx on political e m a n c ipation , and
consider the logical structure of its different moments. We have, in the
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first place, t he identification of the aims of
emancipatory
p o ss ib l e ?

aims

of t h e

wh o le

a

particular group with

the

com mu nity. How is t h i s identification

Are we dealing with a process of alienation of the c o mm u nity,
abandons its t ru e aims to embrace those of one of its component
p a r ts ? Or with an act of d e magogic man ip ul atio n by the l atter, which
succeeds in rallyin g the vast majority of s oc ie ty under its own b anners?
Not at all. T h e reason for that i dentific atio n is that this particu lar sector
is the one which is able to bring about the downfall of an estate which
is perceived as a 'general cri m e ' . Now, if the 'crime ' is a general one and,
however, only a particular sector or constellation of sectors - rather than
the 'people' as a wh ole - is able to overthrow it, this can only mean that
the distribution of powe r within the 'popular' pole is e sse ntially uneven.
While in our first quotation from Marx u n iversali ty of the content and
formal u nive rs ality exactly ove rl apped in the b o dy of the prol e tari at , we
have in the so-called polit ic al emancipation a sp l i t between the p articu 
l arism of the contents and the for mal unive rs alization derivi ng from
t heir irradiation over the whole of society. This split is, as we have seen,
the effect of the u n ivers ality of the crime combined wi th the particu
lari ty of the power c ap able of abolishing it. Thus we see afirst dimension qf
the hegemonic relation: unevenness qf power is constitutive qf it. We can easily see
the di ffe ren c e with a theory like Hobbes 's. For Hobbes, in the state of
nature power is evenly distributed a mon g i nd ividu al s, and, as each tends
towards c o nfli c tin g aims, society becomes i m p ossible . So the covenant
which surrenders total power to the Leviathan is an essentially non
p o lit i cal act in t h a t it to t al ly excludes the interaction be tween
an tagon is tic wills. A p ower which is total is no power at all . If, on the
contrary, we have an originally u n eve n distribution of power, the possi
bility of e n s u ri ng social order can result from that very unevenness and
not from any s u rre nder of total power into the hands of the sovereign.
In that case, however, the claim of a sector to rule will depend on its
abili ty to p re se n t its own particular aims as the ones which are comp at
ible with the actual functioning of the co m mu ni ty - which is, precisely,
what is intrinsic to the h e gem on ic op erat i o n .
This, however, is not enough. For if the generalized acceptance of the
h egemony of the force c arryi n g out political ema ncip atio n depended
only on its ability to ove rth r ow a repressive regime, the support it would
which
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get would be strictly limited t o such a n act o f overthrowing, and there
would be no 'coincidence ' between the 'revolution of the nation' and the
'emancipation' of a particular class of civil society. So, what can bring
about this coincidence? I think that the answer is to be found in Marx's
assertion that 'a particular estate must be looked upon as the

notorious

crime of the whole of society, so that liberation from that sphere

appears

as general self-liberation'. For this to be possible, several displacements
become necessary, all of which point towards

an

increasing complexity

in the relation between universality and particularity. In the first place,

a system of domination is always, ontically speaking, a particular one,
but if it is to be seen as 'the

notorious crime

of the whole of society', its

own particularity has in turn to be seen as a symbol of something
ferent and incommensurable

with it:

dif

the obstacle which prevents society

from coinciding with itself, from reaching its fullness. There is no con
cept, of course, which would correspond to that fullness and, as a result,
no concept corresponding to a

universal obj ect blocking it,

but an impos

sible obj ect, to which no concept corresponds, can stil have a name : it
borrows it from the particularity of the oppressive regime - which thus
becomes partially universalized. In the second place, if there is a general
crime, there should be a general victim . Society, however, is a plurality of
particularistic groups and demands. So if there is going to be the subject
of a certain global emancipation, the subject antagonized by the general

crime, it can be political!;

constructed only through

the

equivalence of

a plu

rality of demands. As a result, these particularities are also split: through
their equivalence they do not simply remain themselves, but also con
stitute an area of universalizing effects - not exactly Rousseau's general

wil,

but a pragmatic and contingent version of it. Finally, what about

that impossible object, the fullness of society, against which the 'notori
ous crime' sins, and which emancipation tries to reach? It obviously
lacks any form of direct expression, and can accede to the level of rep
resentation, as in the two previous cases, only by a passage through the
particular. This particular is given , in the present case, by the aims of
that sector whose ability to overthrow the oppressive regime opens the
way to political emancipation - to which we have to add only that, in
this process, the particularity of the aims does not remain as mere p ar
ticularity: it is contaminated by the chain of equivalences it comes to
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repre s e n t . We can, in this way, p o i n t to a second dimension of the
h egem o n i c relation: there is hegemony onty if the dichotomy universality/partic

ularity is superseded; universalitJ! exists onty incarnated in - and subverting - some
particularity but, conversery, no particularity can become political without becoming the
locus

of universalizing ifcts.

T his s e cond d im e nsio n le ads u s, h oweve r, to a new p robl e m . What is
inherent in the hege m o nic r el ati on , i f the universal and th e p ar ti cul ar
reje c t each other but nevertheless require e ach other, is the representation of
an impossibility. Fu lln e ss of society and its correlate, total 'crime', are nec
essary objects if the 'coincidence ' between particular and ge ne ral aims is
going to ta k e p l ace at all . If the p ass a ge th ro u gh t h e p ar ti c u l a r is
req u i red , h oweve r, it is because un ivers al i ty cannot be represented in a
direct way - there is no concept c orre sp ondin g to the object. Th is means
that the o bj ect , in spite of its n e ce s s i ty, is al s o impos sibl e . If its ne c e s s ity
re q uire s access to the level of representation, its impossibility means
that it is always going to be a distorted rep res e nt atio n - that th e means
of representation are going to be constitutivety inadequate.9 We already
know what the s e means of representation are : p arti c ulari tie s which,
without c eas in g to be p arti cularitie s, assume a function of universal rep
re s e ntati o n . This is what is at the root of hegemonic relations.
What is the o n to l ogical possibility of relations by wh ich p articu lar
identities take up the re pres en tat ion of something diferent from them
selves? We said earlier that s o me t h in g to which no concept c o rre spon d s (a
that with ou t a what) can still have a name - assuming th at a fu n ction of
universal re p res e n t ati o n consists, in this sense, of widening the gap
between the order of n am in g and that of what can be c o nce p tu al ly
g r asp e d . We are, in some way, in a comparable situation to t he one
described by D errida in Speech and Phenomena apropos of Husser1: 'mean
ing' and 'knowledge' do not overlap. We can say that, as a result of this
constitutive gap: ( I ) th e more extended the chain of equivalences that a
p ar ticul ar sector comes to represent and the more its aims become a
name for gl ob al em anc ip ation , the looser will be the links between that
name and its or igi n al partic ul ar m ean i n g, and the more it wil appro ach
the status of an empty s ign ifi e r ; I 0 (2) as t h is total coi nci den c e of the uni
vers al with the particu l ar is, however, ultimately impossible - give n the
constitutive inadequacy of the means of re pre s entatio n - a remainder of
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particularity cannot be eliminated. The process o f naming itself, as it is
not constrained by any a priori conceptual limits, is the one that will
retroactively determine - depending on contingent hegemonic articula
tions - what is actually named. This means that the transition from
Marx's political emancipation to total emancipation can never arrive.
This shows us a third dimension of the hegemonic relation: it requires the
production oj tendential[y emp� signifiers which, while maintaining the incommen
surabili� between universal and particulars, enables the latter to take up the
representation oj theformer.
Finaly, a corollary of our previous conclusions is that 'representation'
is constitutive of the hegemonic relation. The elimination of al repre
sentation is the illusion accompanying the notion of a total emancipation.
But, in so far as the universality of the community is achievable only
through the mediation of a particularity, the relation of representation
becomes constitutive. We have, as inherent to the representative link, the
same dialectic between name and concept that we have just mentioned.
If the representation was total - if the representative moment was entirely
transparent to what it represents - the 'concept' would have an unchal
lenged primacy over the 'name' (in Saussurean terms: the signified would
entirely subordinate to itself the order of the signifier). But in that case
there would be no hegemony, for its very requisite, which is the produc
tion of tendentially empty signifiers, would not obtain. In order to have
hegemony we need the sectorial aims of a group to operate as the name
for a universality transcending them - this is the synecdoche constitutive
of the hegemonic link. But if the name (the signifier) is so attached to the
concept (signified) that no displacement in the relation between the two is
possible, we cannot have any hegemonic rearticulation. The idea of a
totaly emancipated and transparent society, from which all tropological
movement between its constitutive parts would have been eliminated,
• involves the end of al hegemonic relation (and also, as we wil see later, of
al democratic politics). Here we have a fourth dimension of 'hegemony':
i the terrain in which it expands is that of the generali<;ation of the relations of repre
sentation as condition oj the constitution oj a social order. This explains why the
� hegemonic form of politics tends to become general in our contemporary,
\: globalized world: as the decentring of the structures of power tends
: to increase, any centrality requires that its agents are constitutively
,

',
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overdetermined - that is, that they always represent something more than
their mere particularistic ide ntity.
To c o n clu d e , I wou ld like to make two remarks. First: in so far as t hi s
co mplex dialectic between parti cu la ri ty and u n iversality, between ontic
content and o nto logic al dimension, structures soci al reality itself, it also
structures the identity of th e social agents. As I will try to argue l ater, it
is th e very lack with i n the s truc ture that is at the origin of the subject.
This me a n s that we do not simply have su bj e c t pos itions within the
structure, but also the su bj e c t as an attempt to fill th ese structural gaps.
That is why we do not have j ust identities but, rathe r, identification. If iden
tifi c a tion is re q uired , however, there is going to be a basic ambiguity at
the he ar t of all ide n t ity. This is t he way I would approach the q u estion
of disidentification raised by Zi zek.
As for the q u e st ion c o nc e rn i ng h isto rici sm , my p er spect ive coincides
entirely with Zizek's. I th i nk that radical historicism is a self-defeating
enterprise . It does no t re co gn i ze the ways in which the universal ente rs
into the co n s t i t u tio n of all p artic u lar identities. From a theoretical point
of view, the very notion of particularity presupposes that of totality
(even total separation cannot escape the fact that se p aration is still a type
of relat io n between entities - the monads requi re a 'pre-established har
mony' as a c o n dition of their non-interaction). And, politically spe aking,
th e righ t of particular groups of agents - e thnic , national or sexual
minorities, for i n stanc e - can be formulated onl y as universal righ ts . The
appeal to the universal is unavoidable o nc e , on the one h and, no a gent
can claim to sp e ak directly for the ' to tality ' while, on the o th e r, reference
to the latter remains an essential componen t of the hegemonico-discur
sive ope rati on . The universal is an emp9' place, a void which can befilled only by
the particular, but which, through its very emptiness, produces a series of crucial dfects
in the structuration l destructuration of social relations. It is in this sense that it is
b ot h an i mpossib l e and a necessary object. In a recent work, Z izek has
d e s crib e d q uite acc u rate ly my own approach to the ques tion of the uni
versal. After referri n g to a first c o nc e p tio n o f u n ivers al i ty - the
Cartesian cogito, for which the u nive rsal h as a p o s itive and neutral con
tent, i ndi ffe r e n t to particularities - and a second - the Marxist one, for
w hi c h the u n ive rs al is the distorted expression of a par ti cul ar id e n ti ty he adds :
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There is, however, a third version, elaborated in detail by Erne s to
Laclau: the Universal is empty, yet precisely as such always- alre ady filed
in, that is, hegemonized by some contingent, particular content that acts
as its stand-in - in short, each Universal is the battleground on which the
multitud e of particular contents fight for hegemony . . . The distinction
between this third versio n and the first is that the third version alows for
no content of the Universal which would be effectively neutral and, as
such, common to al its species . . . al positive content of the Universal
is the co n tinge n t result of hegemonic struggle - in itself, the Universal is
absolutely empty. I I

Having reached this p oin t, however, we have to deal in more detail
with this pecu li ar logic by which an object , through its very impossibil
ity, still produces a varie ty of effects shown in the universalization of the
relations of re p resentation - which , as we have seen, is the c o n dition of
po s s ib il i ty of th e hegemonic l ink . What is the ontological structure of
such a link? We wil start tackling this problem through the consideration
of two authors to who m o u r ques ti o n n aire makes repeated reference :
Hegel and Lac an .
n

Hegel

Let us s t art by co ns idering an objection Z izek makes to my re ading of
H egel, for it shows c l e arly what are, in my view, the limitations of
Hegelia n dialectic as a candidate for rendering the he ge mon ic relation
intelligible. Z izek a sse rts :
The only thing to add to Laclau's formulation is that his anti-Hegelian
twist is, perhaps, al too su dden :
We are not dealing here with 'determinate negation' in the Hegelian
sense : while the latter comes out of the apparent positivity of the
concrete an d 'circulates' through contents that are always determi
nate, our notion of negativity d epe n ds on the failure in the
co nstitu tio n of al determination . (Emancipation(s), p. 14)
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What,

however, if the infamous 'Hegelian determinate negation' aims
the fact that every particular formation involves a gap
between the Universal and the Particular - or, in Hegelese, that a par
ticular formation never coincides with its (u n ive rsal) notion - and that it
is this very gap that brings about its dialectical dissolution? 1 2
precisely at

Zizek gives t he

e x a mpl e o f the s tate :

i t i s not that positive ac tu al s tates

i m p erfe ctly app roach their notion, but that the very no ti o n of the st at e
qua rat io n al to t ality cannot be ac tu alized . ' H e ge l 's point here is not that
the S tate which would fully fit i ts n oti on is imposs ibl e - it is p oss ible ; the
catch is, r ath e r, that it is no longer a s t at e , hut a religious community. ' 1 3

I would like to make two p oi n ts to Z izek. The first is that h e is
entirely ri gh t in ass erti ng th at, for Hegel, no particular formation ever
c oi n ci de s with its own notion, simply because the notion itself is in te r
n ally sp l it , and brings about its own dialectical dis s o lutio n . I neve r put
t h i s into doubt. But, secondly, th e dialectical pattern of this d i ssol u tion
re qu ire s it to be a pattern made of necessary trans iti ons : it is - to take
the example - a religious com m un ity and nothing else th at results from th e
non-coincidence of t he state with its notion . T h e impo rtant ques tio n is
this: a cc ep ti n g en t irely that the Absolute Spirit has no positive content of
its own , and is just the succession of all dialectical t r an s ition s , of its
impossibili ty of es t abl is h ing a fmal overlapping between th e universal
and the p art ic ul a r - are these transitions contingent or necessary? If the
l att e r, the characterization of the wh o le Hegelian project (as oppo s e d to
what he actually did) as p anl o gici s t can hardly be avoided.
From this point of view, th e evidence is overwhelming. L et me just
stress a few p o in ts :
1.

i n most post-Kantian Idealist sys t e ms , H e ge l asp ires to a pre
suppositionless p hilosophy. This means that th e irrational - and
u l t i m a t e ly co n tra d i c t o ry - moment of the th in g in itself h as to be
eliminated. Furth ermore, if R e a s o n is going to be i ts own ground
ing, the Hegelian list of categories cannot be a catalogue, as in
Ari s totl e or K an t - the categories have to deduce themselves from
each other in an orderly fashion. This means that all de te r mi nation s
are going to be logical de t e r m i n a ti o n s. Eve n if s o m e t h i n g is
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be re tri eve d as such by the system of Reason.
go i n g to be grounde d on no presupposition, the
method and the con te n t to which it is appli e d cannot be external to

irrational,
2.

it has
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to

If the system is
each other.

For this reason, Hegel's accou nt of the method can come only at the
end of the Logic, not at the beginning. The Ab s olute I d e a , whose
'form' is said to be the method, is visible only at the culmination:
'the Idea is thought i ts elf . . . as the self-determining totality of its
own determinations and l aws, which it gives to itself rather than
having them already and findi ng them within itself' (E: 1 9A) . I 43.

Absolute Idea a s the system o f all determinations i s a close d
b eyon d it, no further advance is pos s ible . The diale ctic al
movement from one category to the next excludes all contingency
(although Hegel was far from b eing consistent in this resp ect, as is
shown in his famous remarks o n Kru g 's p e n) . It is difficult t o avoid
the conclusion th a t Hegel's pan logicism i s t h e hi gh e s t poi nt of
modern rationalism. This shows us why th e hegemonic relation
cannot be assimilated to a dialectical transition: for although o n e of
the p re requisi te s of con ce p tu al ly gr asp ing the hegemonic link - the
incommensurability between Particular and Unive rs al - is met by a
di al e ctic al logic , th e other - the con tin gent character of the link
b e twe e n the two - does not obtain.
The

to tality :

This, h oweve r, is n o t the whole story. I c anno t simply dismiss Z izek's
readin g of He gel , fo r two re as o ns . First, that I a g r e e with most of what
he doe s out if H e ge l 's texts . Se cond , that I do not thin k that he is pro
j e ct in g into those texts a series of c o n s ide rations extraneous to the texts
themselves. They c l e arl y apply to them . So how do I d e a l with this
apparent contradiction on my part? I am c e rtainly not pre p are d to c o n
cede anyth i ng c o nc e r n in g t h e panl o gis t i c nature of H e ge l ' s intellectual
project. However, we should not take the word for the deed . As the high
est point of modern rat i o nal is m , H e ge l claimed, for Reason, a role the
l atte r had never c l ai m e d for itse l f in the past: to rethink, in term s of its
o wn logical transitions, the totality of the ontological d is t inc tions that
the philosophical trad i ti on had dis cer n e d within the real . This gives
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way to a double movement: if Reason, on the one hand, has hegemo 
nized the whole realm of differences, the latter, on the other, could no t
avoid contaminating the former. So many dialectical transitions are spu
rious lo gic al transitions. Since the nineteenth century, criticism of Hegel
has taken the form of asserting that many of his deductions derive their
apparent acceptability from illegitimate empirical assumptions smuggled
into the argument (Trendelenburg, for instance). This was the main line
of Schelling'S cri t icism of Hegel: he attempte d to show that, apart from
many inconsistent deductions in his Logic, the whole project of a pre
suppositionless philosophy was flawed, for it could not even start without
accepting the laws of logic and a rationalist approach to concepts (as
inn ate ideas) , a dogmatic metaphysical realism which s tarts from ' Be ing'
as a lifeless objectivity, and language as a pre-constituted medium. 1 5
Again s t this vision, S chelling asserts that Philosophy cannot b e presup
positionles s , and that human existence is a starting point more primary
than the concept. Feuerbach, Kierkegaard and Engels - all of whom
attended S c h e lling's courses - accepted his basic criticism, and devel
oped their own p articular approaches, giving priority to 'existence' over
'reason ' . In som e sense, it has to be accepted that Hegel represents the
closure of th e me t aphysical tradition which started with Plato.
S chelling's 'positive philosophy' is a new beginning, in which the whole
of contemporary thought was to engulf itself.
Now, I want to stress that, in my departure from dial ecti cs, I do not
take the Schellingian road. The 'discourse' approach that I tak e in re l a
tion to the 'social construction of reality' prevents me from accepting
any sharp disti n cti o n between existence and consciousness. This d oe s
not mean, however, that I believe that a system of conceptually neces
sary transitions is the only alternative to an opaque empiricity. The
main difculty that stands in the way of a purely speculative di alectics is,
in my view, the role of ordi n ary language in the dial ectic al transitions.
Let us quote in full the passage, in Hegel's Logic, where he tries to tackle
this problem:
Philosophy has the right to select from the language of common life
which is made for the world of pictorial thinking, such expressions as seem
to approximate to the determinations of the Notion. T h ere cannot be any
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q ue s ti on o f demonstrating for a word selected from the l a n gu age of
common life that in com mo n life, too, one associates with it the s ame
Notion for which philosophy employs it; for common life has no No tions,
but only pictorial thoughts and general ideas, an d to recognize the
Notion in what is else a general idea is philosophy itself. It must suffice
therefore if pict o rial t hinking, in the use of its expressions that are
employed for philosophical determinations, has before it s o me vague
idea of their distinctive meaning; just as it may be the case that in these
express ion s one recognize s nuances of pictorial thought that are more
closely related to the corresponding Notions. 1 6

passage is cru c ial , for the pro ble m at stake here is th e precise role
' pictori al thinking' in the di al e cti c al transitions. If the im age s
associated with picto rial thou gh t are indifferent names given to entities
co nsti tute d e ntirely outside them, the names would be e n tire ly arbitrary
and logically irrelevant; if, o n the contrary, the transition d ep e nds on a
verisimilitude deriving from the intuitive meaning of the name hifore its
inscription in that transition, in that case the transition cannot be a logical one.
Now, dialectical logic pre s uppo s es that you cannot dissociate fo rm and
content, that the content actually named is an in te g ral part of the whole
logical m ove m e n t of the concept. But if th e name gets its meaning from
a l a n g u a g e pre-existing that l o g i c a l movement, the move ment itself
becomes so m e thin g quite difere nt from a logical deduction: it becomes a
tropological m ove me n t by which a name fils, as a metaphor, a gap op ened
in a chain o f re as o nin g. So the pic to rial im age is not, as H e ge l claims, a
vague or i m p re c is e version of a d e ter mi n atio n made fully ex pli ci t by
Philosophy, but, on the contrary, vagueness an d i m p rec isi o n as such are
fully constitutive of the phil o soph ic al argument. We have to conclude that
dialectical lo gic is the terrain of a generalized rhetoric. The ric hne ss of
Hegel's t exts lies not so mu ch in their attempt strictly to derive c onc e pts
out of a presuppositionless starting point - a rule they violate on every
page - but in the implicit rhetoric which governs their transitions. This is
what , I think, lends its credentials to m any of :l iZek's demarches. We should
not forget, however, that panlogicism is stil there, op erating as a strait
j acket limi ting the effects of the rhetorical displacements.
This also e xpl ains my re ac tion to Butler's Question 9. For the reasons

T his

of the
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that I have just pre s e n ted , no sharp

di stin c ti on can be main tain e d , in a

H egeli an p ersp ective, between form an d c on ten t
o the r.

-

they mediate each

But als o , in a perspe ctive like mine, which approach es hegemonic
t ran s i tio ns in terms o f rh e torical displ aceme n ts , it is impossible con
ceptually to grasp for m ind e pen den tly from content (although not for
l ogic al re asons) . As for the question of th e quasi-transcendentals, it poses
p rob l ems of its own to which I will re tu r n later. The only rem ark I
would like to make to Butler is th at the opp osit io n form/content is n ot
the same as the opp o sition between quasi-transcendentals and example s .
For an example is not a c o n te n t . A content is an i nte gral part of a c o n
cept, while something, in order to be an example, should add no thin g to
wh at it is an example of, and should be substitutable by an indefinite
number of ot her exampl e s . If I say : :Jews are responsible for the national
decline ' , ' C ommunists are defenders of the interests of the mass e s ' , or
'Women are exploited in a patriarchal society', it is evid e nt that al three
can b e e x a mp le s of the agreemen t b e twee n subjec t and verb in a sen
t e nce, without the gr am m at ic al rule being altered by th e semantical
content of the e xamples . It is always, of c ourse, p oss ible that, th rou gh a
set of discursive d evic e s , s o m e thi n g that in a particul ar dis c ou rs e appears
as an ex ample determines the conceptual content in s ome way, but to
establish th is requires the study of particular discursive instances.
To conclude: H e gel i a n dialectics gives us o nly part i al ly adequ ate
ontological t o ol s to d e termin e the l o gic of the hegemonic link. Th e
contingent dimension of politics cannot be thou gh t within a Hegelian
mould . When we m ove from Hegel to Lacan, however, we find an
entirely differe n t scenario.

III

Lacan

Let me say, to s tart with, that I would not establish the opp o s ition
between 'orthodox Lacanian doxa' and 'heterodox appropriation of
Lacan for th e thinking of hegemony' in the sharp terms in wh ich Butler
do e s . Any app ropriati o n of a th eoretic al approach wil be more or less
o rth odox , de pen ding o n the d egree of ide ntific ation that one finds with
the ' ap prop ria te d ' author. But if by orthodox doxa on e unde rs tands
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philological obsession and mechanical repetition of the same categories
without 'developing' them as required by new contexts, it is clear that
any intellectual intervention worth the name wil be 'heterodox' .
So: let us fully engage in a heterodox game. Judith Butler is essen
tially concerned with the question of whether Lacan's 'barred subject'
imposes or does not impose structural l i mitations to the strategic move
ments required by a hegemonic logic . The kernel of her scepticism
about the potential fruitfulness of a Lacanian approach to politics is
neatly stated: 'Can the ahistorical recourse to the Lacanian bar be rec
onciled with the strategic question that hegemony poses, or does it
stand as a quasi-transcendental limitation on all possible subj ect-for
mation and, hence, as indifferent to politics?' (Question 1 ) . Now, to
some extent :lizek hints to what would be my own answer to Butler's
question when he refers to the Lacanian Real as 'its [the symbolic's]
totally non-substantial inherent limit, point of failure, which main
tains the very gap between reality and its symbolization and thus sets in
motion the contingent process of historicization-symb olization?'
(Question 1 ) .
Let u s consider the matter carefully. What i s involved i n constructing
a quasi-transcendental category as ( I ) 'a limitation on all possible subject-formation', and (2) a limitation which is 'indifferent to politics'? In
my view, it involves the introduction of two contradictory requirements
because 'limitation' seems to imply that some political identities are
excluded as a result of the quasi-transcendental limit. If, however, what
results from the latter is an indiference to politics, one should apparently
conclude that the limit is no limit at al - and, as a corollary, that the only
way of superseding such indifference would be some kind of positive
transcendental grounding, which is precisely what the first requirement
.. . was attempting to undermine. In order to go beyond this blind alley, one
should perhaps ask oneself a different question: Is it a bar whorefonction
' consists in showing the ultimate impossibility ojfoll reprerentation, a limit on what
: tan be represented, or, rather, does it expan d the relation of representation (as aJailed
·· representation, of course) beyond all limitation? !f this were the case, it would open
the w� to a more radical hirtoricism than a'!'Ything that could be grounded in either
a system oj positive transcendental categorier or in an appeal to a 'concrete' which lives
in the ignorance of its own conditionr of possibility. Hegemony requires , as we
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have seen, a generalization of the relations of representation, but in such
a way that the process of representation itself creates retroactively the
entity to be represented. The non-transparency of the representative to
the represented, the irreducible autonomy of the signifier vis-a-vis the
signified, is the condition of a hegemony which structures the social
from its very ground and is not the epiphenomenal expression of a tran
scendental s ignified which would submit the signifier to its own
predetermined movements. This 'liberation' of the signifier m a vis th e
signified - the very precondition of hegemony - is what the Lacanian
bar attempts to express. The other side of the coin, the contingent i mp o 
sition of limits or partial fixations - without which we would be living in
a psychotic universe - is what the notion of 'point de capiton' brings
about. 1 7
The representation of the unrepresentable constitutes the terms of
the paradox within which hegemony is constructed - or, in the terms we
used earlier, we are dealing with an object which is at the same time
impossible and nec essary. T h is is not far from the terrain of t h e
Lacanian notion of a 'real' which resists symbolization. At this point,
however, Butler raises an objection: 'to claim that the real resists sym
bolization is stil to symbolize the real as a kind of resistance. The former
claim (the real resists symbolization) c an only be true if the latter claim
(,the real resists symbolization' is a symbolization) is true, but if the
second claim is true, the first is necessarily false.' 18
Butler presents her argument in terms of Russell's paradox ('the
class of all classes which are not members of themselves, is it a member
of itself ? ' , etc.), but the very way she formulates it evokes, quite easily,
the standard Idealist criticism of Kant's 'thing in itself' (if categories
apply only to phenomena, I cannot say that the thing is the external
cause of my sensations, that it exists, etc .). Now, if her assertion was of
this last type, she would be advocating total representability, pure trans
parency of thought to itself, and in that case unrepresentability could
be conceived only as radical unawareness - but to admit even the pos
sibiliry of existence of something of which we are essential� unaware
(that is, not e ve n potentially mediated by thought) would break the
link between representability and actuality. As Hegel said in the
Encyclopaedia:
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Only when w e discern that the c o n te nt - the partic ul ar, is no t self
s u b si ste nt , but derivative from s o m eth ing else, are its finitude and
untruth shown in their proper light. . . . The only conte nt which can b e
held to be the truth is one not me diate d with something else, not limited
by other things: or, o the rwis e expressed , it is one mediated by itself,
where mediation and immediate reference-to-self coincid e . . . . Abstract
thought (the scientific form used by 'reflective' metaphysic) and abstract
intuition (the form used by immediate kn owledge) are one and the
same. 1 9

B u t pe r h aps B u tler is not advo c ating total repre se n tab ility - although it
is difficult to see how the sublation of any 'non-representable' within the
field of representation cou ld lead to any diferent reading. Perhaps what
she intends to p o in t to is not a c ontradic t i o n sensu stricto but a paradox in that case s he would be referring to an aporia of thought, and we
would be back to the te r m s of Russell's dilemma. The ques t i o n there
would be: what can we do wh e n we are confronted with a discursive
space organi zed around logically unanswerable aporias? We can do sev
eral th i n gs , but there is one e spe c i al ly that I w an t to stre ss , given its
ce n tr al i ty for what I have to say later on: we can initiate a tropological
(rhetorical) move ment between the categories establishing the terms o f
the ap oria . Let us consider, as an example, the analysis made by Paul de
Man of the role of the ' zero' in 'Pascal's Allegory of Persuasion'. 2o
Pascal was confronted with the objection to his principle of infinite
smallness: that - if the postulate of a homogeneity between space and
number was to be maintained - it would be possible to conceive of an
extension composed of parts that are not extended, given that we have
numbers m a de of units which are devoid of number (the one). Pascal's
answer consists of two movements: on the one hand he tried to dissoci
ate the order of number from the order of space - by showing that if the
one is, strictly speaking, not a numbe r, for it is exempt from plurality, it
still belongs to the order of number because, through reiterated multi
plication , all other numbers are obtained from, made of units which
inclu de , the one. On th e other hand, however, if th e homology between
' numbe r, time and motion is to be maintained, the equivalent of 'instant'
'or 'stasis' has to be found in the order of number. Pascal finds it in the
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'zero ' . Now, as to t h e d ifference with t h e one, the ze ro i s r adi c ally
he te ro g e n e o u s with the order of number and, moreover, crucial if there
is go in g to be an order of n umbe r at all. In De Man's words: 'There can
be no one wi t h o u t zero, bu t the z ero always app ears in the gu i s e of a one,
of a (some)thing. The n ame is th e trope of the zero. The zero is alwqys
called a on e , when the zero is act u ally nameless, "innommable" .21 So we
have a situation in which: ( 1 ) a syste m i c totality c a nno t be constituted
wi th o u t ap p e a lin g t o so m e th in g r ad ic al ly heterogeneous vis-a.-vis what is
representable within it; (2) this s om e th in g has, anyway, t o be somehow
re p re s e nted if there is to be a system at all; (3) as this will, h oweve r, be
the representation of s om et h in g which is not repre s e n tabl e within the
system - eve n m o re : th e re p re s e n ta tio n of the radical impo s sibility of
r epr es e n t in g the latter - that re p re sentati o n can take place on ly throu gh
tropolo gical substitution.
This is the p o int Butler's argument is really miss in g : if the re prese n
tation of th e Real was a re p re se nt atio n of something e n tirely outside the
sym bolic, this representation o f the unrepresentable as unrep resmtable
would amount, indeed, to fu ll inclusion - this was, for i n stanc e , the way
in which H ege l was able to include th e ' co ntin gent ' within his lo gic al
system. But if what is represented is an internal lim it of the process of
re p re se n tati o n as suc h , th e re l ati o nship between in te rnali ty and exter
nality is su bve rte d : the Real becomes a name for the very failure of the
S ymb o l ic in achieving its own fullness. The Real would be, in th at sense,
a retroactive effect of the failure o f th e Symb ol ic . Its name would be
both th e name of an e mp ty place and the attempt to fil it th rou gh that
very n am i n g of what, in De Man's words , is nameless, innommable. This
means that the presence of that name within the system has the statu s of
a s u tu r ing tropos. Bruce Fink h as shown that there are, in Lacan, 'two dif
ferent orders of the real: ( 1 ) a real b efore the l etter, that is, a p re symbol ic
real, which, in the final an alysis , is but our own hypoth esis (R 1), and
(2) a real after the letter which is ch ar ac te rize d by im pass e s and impos
sib il iti e s due to the relations among elements of the symbolic order itself
(R2), th at is, which is gen e rate d by the symbol i c ' . 22
Thus we can start seeing how the h e gemon ic op e ration involves both
the presence of a Real which subverts signification and the representation
of Re al through tropological s ubs tituti on . The bar in the relation § is the
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very precon dition of a primacy of the signifier without which hege
monic displacements would be inconceivable. There are, however, two
concomitant as p e c ts that I want to stress because they have capital
importance in understanding the workings of the hegemonic logic . The
first concerns the break of the isomorphism postulated by Saussure
between the order of the signifier and the order of the signified. It was
very quickly realized that such an isomorphism led to a contradiction
with the prin ciple that language is form, and not substance, which was
the cornerstone of S au s sure ian linguistics. For if there was to tal iso
m o r p h is m between the order of the signifier and the order of the
signified, it was im possib le to distinguish one from the other in pu re ly
formal terms, so that the only alternatives were either to maintain a strict
formalism which would necessarily lead to the collapse of the distinction
between signifier and signified (and the dissolution of the category of
sign) or to smuggle - inconsistently - the substances (phonic and con
ceptual) into lin gu istic analysis. It was at this point that the decisive
advance was made by Hj elms lev and the Copenhagen School, who
broke with the principle of isomorphism and cons tru cted the d iffere n ce
between the two orders signifier and signified - in purely formal terms.
Now, this change is decisive from a psychoanalytic perspective, for it
allows the exploration of the unconscious to detach itself from the
search for an ultimate meaning. In Lacan's words, the psychoanalytic
process is concerned not with meaning but with truth. To mention just one
example that I take from Fink: Freud's 'Rat Man' , through 'verbal
bridges ' , constructed a 'rat complex', partly through meaningful associ
ations - for example, rat = penis, for rats spread diseases such as syphilis,
and so on - but partly also through purely verbal associations which
have nothing to do with meaning 'Raten means instalments, and leads
to th e equation of rats and florins; Spielratte means g amb le r, and the Rat
Man's father, having incurred a debt gambling, b ec omes drawn into the
rat complex. '23 The importance of this dissociation of truth from mean
ing for hegemonic analysis is that it enables us to break with the
dependence on the signified to which a rationalist conception of politics
would have otherwise confined us. What is crucial is not to conceive the
he ge m o n ic process as one in which empty places in the structure would
be simply fIlled by preconstituted hegemonic forces.24 There is a process
-
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of the empty signifiers by the particularitie s which
carry out the hegemonic sutures, but this is a process of mutual c ontam 
ination; it does operate in both directions. For that reason it leads to an
a u to nomi z ati on of the signifier which is decisive to the understanding of
the political efficacy of certain symbols. To give j ust one example: with
out this auton omization it wou ld be impossible to understand the
eruptions of xenophobia in former Yugoslavia over the l ast ten years.
This leads me, however, to stress a second point which goes, to some
extent, in the opposi te direction from the first . There have been certain
for ms of argu mentation, in Laca n ian circles, which tend to emphasize
what has been called the 'materiality of the signifier' . Now, if by 'mate
riality' one refers to the bar which bre aks the transp are n cy of the process
of signification (the isomorphism we referred to above), this notion
would be u n obj e ction able . But what is important is not to confuse 'mate
riality' conceived in this sense with the phonic substance as such,
because in that case we would be reintroducing substance into the an aly
sis, and we would fall back into the inconsistent Saussurean positio n
discussed above. 25 As has recently been argued, the primacy of the sig
nifIer should be asserted, but with the proviso that signifiers, sign ifieds
and signs should all be conceived of as signifiers. 26 To go back to the
example of the 'rat complex': the fact that the association of 'rat' with
' p e ni s ' involves a passage through the signified, while the association
with 'instalment' takes place through a merely verbal bridge, consti
tutes a perfectly s ec o n dary distinction : in bo t h cases there is a
displacement of signification determined by a system of structural posi
tions in which each element ( co n cep t ual or phonic) functions as a
signifier - that is, it acquires its value only through its reference to the
whol e system of signifiers wi th in which it is inscribed. This point is
important for political analysis, because some rationalistic attempts to
'domesticate ' the theory of hegemony assert that it is a remainder at the
level if the signified which p rovi d es a necessary anchoring point to what
would otherwise be a limitless flux, unable to signify anything. The
problem, however, does not actually pose itself in thos e terms. There is,
certainly, an anchoring role played by certain privileged discursive ele
m e n ts - this is what the notion of point de capiton o r 'Master-Sign ifier'
involves - but this anchoring function does not consis t in an ultimate
of contamination
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remainder of conceptual substance which would p e r sist t h rough all
of d iscurs ive variation. To give an example : the fact that in
some po l iti c al contexts - South Mrica, for example - 'black' can oper
ate as a Mast e r- Signifi e r organizing a whole set of discursive positions
does n ot mean that 'black' has an ultimate signifie d in depende nt of all
disc u r s ive articulation. It fu n c tions, rather, as a pure signifier, in the
processes

sense

that its

sign ifYi ng function would depend on its positio n within a

signifying chain - a position

which wil be

determined partly through

' meaningfu l' associations (as in the case of ' rat ' and 'penis') and partly

through verbal bridge s , in Freud's sense. The relatively stable set of all

these positions is

what

constitutes a ' hegemonic formation' . So we

wil

unders t and by ' m at e riality of the signifier ' not the phonic substance as

such but the inability of a'!Y lin guistic element - wheth er phon ic or con
c ep tu al - to refer direct?Ji to a signified. This means the priority of value
over signification, and what Lacan called the permanent sliding of the
signified under the signifier.
The u ltim ate point which makes an exchange b e twe en Lacanian
the ory and the he gemonic approach to politics possible and fruitful is that
in b o th cases, any kind of unfixity, tropic displacement, and so on, is
organized around an original lack which, while it imposes an extra duty
on all processes of repres entation - they have to represent not just a
de te rminate ontic content but equally the prin ciple of representability as
such - also, as this dual task cannot but ultimately fail in achieving the
suture it attempts, opens the way to a series of indefmite substitutions
which are the very ground of a radical historicism. Th e examples chosen
by 2izek in h is question s are very relevant to ilustrate the point. If repe
tition is made possible / impossible by a primordial lack, no ontic content
can

ultimately monopolize the ontological function of represen tin g rep

as I have tried to show, 2 7 th e
ordering, in Hobbes, cannot be th e special privilege of any con
crete social order - it is not an attribu t e of a good society, as in Plato, but an

resentability as such (in the same way that,

function of

ontological dimension whose connection with particular ontic arrange

of its own nature, contingent) . So there is no possibility of
'reinscription of the process of repetition in the metaphysical logic of

ments is,

identity' . For the same reason the

pro cess of

inte rp e llation fro m

'barred subject', which prevents the
ch ainin g the 'individual' entirely to a
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subject position, introduces an area of indeterminacy which makes pos
sible, among other things, Butler's parodic performances. The same can
be said of the status of sexual diference, which - as �izek has convinc
ingly shown
is linked not to particular sexual roles but to a
real/impossible kernel which can enter the field of representation only
thro ugh tropological displacements/incarnations. 28 (In terms of the
theory of hegemony, this presents a strict homology with the notion of
'antagonism' as a real kernel preventing the closure of the symbolic order.
As we have repeatedly argued, antagonisms are not objective relations but
the point where the limit of al objectivity is shown. Something at least
comparable is involved in Lacan's assertion that there is no such thing as
a sexual relationship.) Finally, I want to add that I agree entirely with
�izek that the notion of 'phallus' in Lacan does not have any necessary
phallogocentric implications. 'Phallus', as the signifier of desire, has
largely been replaced in Lacan's later teaching by the 'objet petit 0', and this
makes possible, even more clearly, the study of its whole range of effects
on the structuration of the field of representation.
I would like to conclude this section by referring to Butler's question
about the relation between politics and psychoanalysis. Let me just say
that a theoretical intervention, when it really makes a diference, is never
restricted to the field of its initial formulation. It always produces some
kind of restructuration of the ontological horizon within which knowl
edge had moved so far. Mentioning some examples of which Althusser
was fond, we can say that behind Platonic philosophy is Greek mathe
matics; behind seventeenth-century rationalisms,
Galileo's
mathematization of nature, and behind Kantianism, Newton's physics.
We can similarly say that we are still living in the century of Freud, and
I would go as far as to say that most of what is fruitful and innovative in
contemporary philosophy is, to a large extent, an attempt to come to
terms with Freud's discovery of the unconscious. This transformation,
however, should not be conceived so much as the incorporation, for
philosophical consideration, of a new regional field but, rather, as the
opening of a new transcendental horizon within which the whole field of
objectivity has to be thought again - as a widening, on the ontological
level, of the kind of relations between objects which it is possible to think
about. What, for instance, involves asserting that an object is impossible
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and, at the same time, necessary? What effects would such

an

object

have in the restructuration of the whole field of representation? Seen
from this perspective, Lacanian theory should be considered a radical
ization and development of what was

in nuce contained in

the Freudian

discovery. But, considered from this angle, psychoanalysis is not alone: it
is, rather, the epicentre of a wider transformation embracing contem

porary thought as a whole. It is to this aspect of our discussion that

I

now want to move.

IV

Objectivity and rhetoric

In his work, :l izek has tried, forcefully and repeatedly, to present the
image of a Lacan entirely outside the field of a poststructuralism that he
identifies mainly with deconstruction. The frontier between the two tra
ditions turns, for him, around the Lacanian maintenance of the

cogito.

How valid is this thesis? In his latest book29
a work that I deeply
admire - :lizek starts by asserting that a 'spectre is haunting Western
-

academia', which is none other than 'the spectre of the C artesian sub
ject ' . 30 We are, however, a bit perplexed when, after this spectacular
beginning of what announces itself

as

a Cartesian manifesto, we read on

the following page that ' [t] he point, of course, is not to return to the

cogito in

the guise

in

which this notion has dominated modern thought

(the self-transparent thinking subject) , but to bring to light its forgotten
obverse, the excessive, unacknowledged kernel of the

cogito, which

from the pacifying image of the transparent Self'. 3 1 Now, one has
ognize that this is

a

is far

to rec

most peculiar way of being Cartesian. It is like caling

oneself a fully fledged Platonist while rejecting the theory of forms; or
proclaiming

urbi et orbi that

one is a Kantian - with just the small quali

fication that one denies that categories are transcendental conditions of
understanding. It is evident that if Descartes had come to terms with the
obverse side to which :l izek refers, he would have considered that his
intellectual project had utterly failed. And it is also clear to me that one
cannot relate Lacan to philosophers such as Hegel or Descartes, in the
way :l izek wants, without emptying them of what constitutes the kernel

of their theoretical projects.
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So I want t o
twentieth-century

offer a different

outline concerning t h e saga o f
The main aspects would b e the

intellectual tho u gh t .

following. The century started with three illusions of immediacy, of the

possibility of an

immediate access to the 'things themselves'. These illu

sions were the referent, the phenomenon, and the sign, and they were

the starting point of the three traditions of Analytic Philosophy,

Phenomenology and Structuralism. Since then, the history of these three
traditions has been remarkably similar: at some stage, in al three, the ilu
sion of i mm edia cy disintegrates and gives way to one or other form of
t hou ght in which discursive mediation becomes primary and constitutive.
This is what happens to Analytic Philosophy after Wittgenstein's
Philosophical Investigations, to phenomenology after Heidegger's existential
analytic, and to Structuralism after the poststructuralist critique of the
sign. (And, I would argue, to Marxism after Gramsci.) Within this histor
ical fram ework , it is clear to me that one of the most important moments
in the c ri ti q u e of the transparency of th e linguistic sign is to be found in

Lacan's linguisteries, in his notion of the primacy of the signifier to which

we referred earlier. So Lacan is no t only, for me, a poststructuralist,
also one of the two crucial moments

in the emergence

but

of a po s tst ruc

theoretical terrain . The other is deconstruction, of course, whic h
I see as extending the field of the undecidable quasi-infrastructures32
and, as a result, expanding the field of what are for Lacan the 'kinks in the
symb o li c order'33 - in a more rigorous fashion, in some respects, than
anything to be found in Lacanianism.
The way which I am proposing of establishing the dominant break

turalist

governing the emergence of a thought that we can properly c all 'con
temporary' is clearly very different from that suggested by ZiZek and it

explains

ou r partially divergent intellectual allegiances. This does not

mean, however, that

I rej ec t in toto the

criterion Zizek uses in

intellectual frontiers. The criterion is valid,
can establish, on this basis, a

dominant

but

fronti e r

drawing his

I would deny that one

in

the way Zizek does.

Zizek's frontier is establishe d by asserting the

need - in Lacanian
theory - for an object which is simultaneously impossible and necessary.
The deduction of its possibility from its necessity - the non
acknowledgement of i ts obverse, obscene side, to use Zizek's words
would be the inner limitation of modernity's logic of transparency;
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while the opposite move, the denial o f its necessity out of its impossibil
ity, would be the stigma of postmodernity and poststructuralism (a
rather forced assimilation, for it can hardly be claimed of, for instance,
Derrida). Now, with the need to assert both sides - necessity and impos
sibility - I could hardly be in disagreement, for it is the cornerstone of
my own approach to hegemonic logics - the latter not involving a flat
rejection of categories of classical political theory such as 'sovereignty' ,
'representation', 'interest', and so on, but conceiving of them, instead, as
objects presupposed by hegemonic articulatory logics but, however, always
ultimately unachievable by them. I am a Gramscian, not a
Baudrilardian.
This double condition of necessity and impossibility makes possible,
among other things, three endeavours: ( I ) to understand the logics by
which each of the two dimensions subverts the other; (2) to look at the
political productivity of this mutual subversion - that is, what it makes
possible to understand about the workings of our societies which goes
beyond what is achievable by unilateralizing either of the two poles; 3)
to trace the genealogy of this undecidable logic, the way it was alrearfy
subverting the central texts of our political and philosophical tradition.
An always open intertextuality is the ultimately undecidable terrain in
which hegemonic logics operate. Zizek, however, has constructed his
discourse through a different intellectual strategy: he has privileged the
moment of necessity, and on the basis of that he has constructed a
genealogy which locates Lacan within the rationalist tradition of the
Enlightenment, weakening in this way his links with the whole intellec
tual revolution of the twentieth century, to which he really belongs. As,
however, the moment of impossibility is really working in the Lacanian
texts - and ZiZek would be the last to deny it - he has Lacanianized the
tradition of modernity, most visibly in the case of Hegel,34 in a way
which I see as hardly legitimate. Instead of exploring the logics of what
follows from the relationship necessity/impossibility, we are confronted
with an - in my view - arbitrary decision of privileging one pole of this
dichotomy, while the effects of the other are severely limited from the
outset by this initial privilege. This is not without some consequences for
2izek's discourse concerning politics - as we will see later. Indulging for
once in one of those jokes Zizek is so fond of, I would say that I am an
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in te ll ectual bi gam is t trying to exploit this ambiguity by drawing on its
best s tr a tegi c p o ss ib ilitie s , while � iie k is a staunch monogamist
(Lacanian) in theory, who, however, makes al l kinds of practical conces
sions - this is his obverse, obscene side - to his never

p ublicly recognized

mistress (deconstruction) .
With this conclusion in mind, we can now move to some more gen
eral matters concerning social knowledge. Let us refer, first, to the
q u e s ti on of the status of the transcendental . I would argue that the

transcendental dimension is unavoidable but that transcendentality, in
the fu ll sense of t h e term, is impossible (that is why that we can speak of

quas i-transcendentals) . 3 5 Why this impossibility? Because full transcen

de n t ali ty would require, to start wi th , a ne at demarcatory frontier from

the emp i ric al , which is no t available. There is no object without c on di

ti o n s of po s sibil i ty transcending it (this is the u n avoidable transcendental
h orizon) , but, as this horizon c o n s i s ts of undecidable i nfras truct u re s iteration, supplementarity, re-mark, and so on - the empirical moment
of the decision is in a complex relation internality/externality to the
transcendental horizon. The category of 'difference' has undergone a
considerable pro c e s s of inflation in contemporary thought, but, of its
m any us es, there is one which I think is particularly fruitful: the one
which sees it as what closes a structure while remaining utterly hetero

geneous vis-a-vis it. This is why my answer to Butler's question
concerning the u nicity or plurality of 'the metaphysical logic of identity'
would be that, ir re spec t ive of its many variations, a hard nucleus of

meaning remains in all of them, which is the denial of the c o n s titutive
character of difference, the assertion of the possib ility of a closure of the

structure through its own internal re so u rc es .

We can now move to Butler's various questions c o n ce rn i ng social

logics and their relation to social p ractice s . What, in the first place, is

a

social logic? We are not, of c ourse, talking about formal logic, or even

about a general dialectical l ogi c , but about the notion whi ch is implicit
in expressions such as 'the logic of kinship', 'the logic of the market',
and s o forth . I would characterize it as a rarefied system of obj ects, as a

' grammar' or cluster of

rules which make some combinations and sub

stitutions p o s s ible and exclude others. It is what, in our work, we have
call e d 'discours e ' , 3 6 which b roadly c o in c i des with what in Lacanian
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theory i s called the 'symbolic' . Now, if the symbolic was all there was in
social life, social logics and social practices would exacdy overlap. But we
know there is more in social practices than the enactment of the sym
bolic through institutionalized performances. There is,
the moment

of

in

our analysis,

antagonism, which - as we pointed out above - is not

part of social objectivity but the limit of objectivity (of the symbolic) in
constituting itself. Although our analysis of antagonism is not derivative
from Lacanian theory, it can overlap to a large extent with Lacan's
notion of the Real as an ultimate core which resists symbolization - as
� izek perceived very early, in his review of Hegemony and Socialist Strategy
published in
bo o k. 37

1 985,

almost immediately after the publication of our

This subversion of the Symbolic by the Real has to take place, how
ever, with the only raw materials availabl e : the different structural
locations shaping the symbolic space. This system

(or

of structural locations

distinctions) has, like any linguistic structure, only two properties:

their relations of combination and substitution - what in stricdy lin
guistic terms would be the syntagmatic and paradigmatic relations. In
terms of broader social analysis, these would correspond to the distinc.

tion that we have established between logics of diference (of diferential
institutionalization) and logics of equivalence (which construct antago
nisms on the basis of the dichotomization of the social space via

'; substitutions).

�:. '

What happens when we move from the purely linguistic side of social
to their performative dimension, in which Buder is especially

Kinterested? When we make this move we are not, stricdy speaking, out.

the linguistic, because if - as we stated above - language is form,
substance, the fact that we are dealing with words in one case and
actions in the other is something that we can keep fully within a

fhmified

grammar as long as the principle of differentiality is

strictly

f'.maintained. But the performative dimension helps to make more visible
' an aspect

of any me aningful

action that a purely l o gic i st notion of lan-

guage c ou ld otherwise have kept

,
•

enactment

of

a rule via

an

in

the dark: it is the fact that a strict

instititionalized performance is ultimately

impossible. The application of a rule already involves its

own subversion .

Let us think of Derrida's notion of iteration: something, in order to b e
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repe at able, has to be different from itself. Or Wi ttgenstein 's conception
of app lyin g a rule : I need a second rule to know how to apply the first,
a third one to know how to apply the second, and so on . . . so that the
only possible conclu sion is that t h e in s tan ce of app l ic ation is internal to
the ru le i ts el f, and constantly displaces the latter. The importance of this
notion of a c on tinu ity operating through partial disco n tinuiti e s is obvi
o u s fo r the the o ry of hegemony.
But thi s reflection makes fully visible one of B u tler 's po te nti ally most
original contributions to soc i al th eo ry, her notion of ' paro dic p erfo r m
ance ' . Butler has app l ied her notion only to very p rec is e ex am pl e s, and
has not gone far enough in the dire c tion of u n iversali z i ng her own
n o t io n, but my op timistic reading of her texts is that this generalization,
if it is fully deve lop ed, can tell us something really important conce rn ing
the structuration of social life. My argument would be as follows: if a
paro d i c performance means the creation of a distance between the


action actually being performed and the rule being enacted, and if the

ins tance of applicati o n of the rule is intern al to the rule itself, p arody is
con s t itutive of any social action. Of cou rs e the word 'parody' has a
playful ring to it, but this is not essential. One c an think of very tragic
parodies of universal dimensions, like the one of Greeks and Rom ans
enacted in the course of the French Revolution. In actual fact, any p olit
ical ac ti on - a strike, a speech in an election, the assertion of its right by
an opp r e s s ed group - has a parodic compo nent , as far as a certain
meaning which was fIXated within the h ori z on of an ensemble of insti
tutionalized practices is displaced towards new uses which subvert its
literality. This movement is tropological inas m u ch as the displac em e n t is
not governed by any necessary logic dictate d by what is be in g displaced,
and catachrestical inasmuch as the entities constituted through the dis
pl a c e me n t do not have any literal m e ani ng outside the very
displacements from which they emerge. This is why I prefer to speak not
of parody but of the social organized as a rhetorical space - not only
because in that way we can avoid misunderstanding base d on the play
ful connotations of the term parody, but also because the latter unduly
restricts the tropoi which could be con stitutive of social identities.
I would argue that the space of this trop ologi c al movement subvert
ing the symbolic order is the place of emergence of the Subject. In New
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Tlme, 38 I maintained that the Subject is

the distance between the undecidability of the structure and the deci
sion. If what emerges from the tropological displacement was
pre-announced by what is being displaced - or if the logic of the dis
placement was governed by an a priori specifiable norm - the
tropological dimension could not be constitutive of the social (it would
simply be an adornment of the expression - as in ancient rhetoric easily substitutable by a literal formulation). If, on the contrary, the
tropological movement is essentially catachrestical, it is constitutive, and
the moment of the decision does not recognize a principle of grounding
external to itself. As Kierkegaard - quoted by Derrida - said: ' the
moment of the decision is the moment of madness' . And as

I would add

(which Derrida wouldn't): this is the moment of the subject before sub
jectivation .
This point is crucial because it shows us the basic distinction on
which,

I think, all political - and, fmaly, social - analysis is grounded.

If

we conceive of the decision in the terms just presented, all decision is
internally split: it is, on the one hand, this decision (a precise ontic con
tent) but it is, on the other h and,

a

decision (it has the ontolo gical

function of bringing a certain closure to what was structurally open).

The crucial point is that the ontic content cannot be derived from the
ontological function, and so the former wil be only a transient incarna
tion of the latter. The fullness of society is an impossible object which

successive contingent contents try to impersonate through catachrestical
displacements. This is exactly what hegemony means. And it is also the

source of whatever freedom can exist in society: no such freedom would
be possible if the 'fullness' of society had reached its 'true' ontic form the good society, as in Plato - and the tropological movement would
have been replaced by a fully fledged literality.39
This is the point of introducing a short remark on Ethics. I have
been confronted many times with one or other version of the following
question: if hegemony involves a decision taken in a radically contingent
' terrain, what are the grounds for deciding one way or the other? :lizek,

for instance, observes:

'Laclau 's notion of hegemony describes the uni

versal mechanism of ideological "cement" which binds any s ocial body
: together, a notion that can analyse all possible sociopolitical orders,
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from Fascism to liberal democracy; on the other hand, Laclau none the
less advocates a determinate political option, "radical democracy" . ' 40 I
do not think this is a valid objection. It is grounded in a strict distinction
between the descriptive and the normative which is ultimately derivative
from the Kantian separation between pure and practical Reason . But
this is, precisely, a distinction which should be eroded: there is no such
strict separation between fact and value. A value-orientated practical
activity will be confronted with problems, facilities, resistances, and so
on, which it will discursively construct as 'facts' - facts, however, which
could have emerged in their facticity only from within such activity. A
theory of hegemony is not, in that sense, a neutral description of what
is going on in the world, but a description whose very condition of pos
sibility is a normative element governing, from the very beginning,
whatever apprehension of facts as facts there could be.
That being said, the problem remains of how these two dimensions,
even if they cannot be entirely separated, can actually be articulated. Let
us consider Marx's postulate of a society in which the free development
of each is the condition for the free development of alI. Is this an ethi
cal postulate or a descriptive statement? It is clear that it is both, for it is,
on the one hand, a description of the final, necessary movement o f
Histo ry and, on the other, an aim with which we are asked to identify. If
freedom is conceived as self-determination, the very distinction between
freedom and necessity collapses. The link between the two aspects is so
c lo s e that we can h ardly speak of articulation . For that reason, it is
wrong to present classical Marxism as a purely des c riptive science, puri
fied of all ethical commitment. What it does not have is a separate ethical
argument, for the obj ective process it recognizes already has a normative
dimension . It was only later, when the faith in the necessary laws of his
torical development was put into question, that the need for an ethical
grounding of socialism was experienced, and it led to a return to
Kantian dualisms, as happened with Bernstein and Austro-Marxism.
So what about hegemony? A hegemonic approach would fully accept
that the moment of the ethical is the moment of the universality of the
community, the moment in which, beyond any particularism, the uni
versal speaks by itself. The other side of it, however, is that s o ciety
consists o nly of particularities, and that in this sense, all universality
'

'
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will have to be incarnated in something that is utterly incommensurable
with it . This point is crucial: there is no logical transition from an
unavoidable ethical moment, in which the fullness of society manifests
itself

as

ethical

an empty symbol, to any particular normative order. There is an

investment in particular normative orders, but no normative order

which is, in and for itself, ethical. So

the true question · of a contem

porary ethics is not the old-fashioned debate on the articulation between
the descriptive and the normative, but the much more fundamental

ethical (as the moment of mad
in which the fullness of society shows itself as both impossible and
necessary) and the descriptive/normative complexes which are the ontic raw
materials incarnating, in a transient way, that universality - that elusive
question of the relationship between the
ness

fullness. Hegemony is, in this sense, the name for this unstable relation

ethical and the normative, our way of addressing this infinite
of investments which draws its dignity from its very failure. The

between the
process

I would go even fur
onb' ethical object. (1 think Emmanuel Levinas progressed

object being invested is an essentially ethical obj ect.
ther: it is the

to some extent towards this distinction between the ethical and the nor

mative, through his differentiation between ethics and morality. He did
not, however, resist the temptation to give some sort of content to ethics,
which considerably diminished the radicalism of his undeniable break

throu gh.)

So, going back

to

our original question, I would say that

'hegemony' is a theoretical approach which depends on the essentially
ethical decision to accept, as the horizon of any possible intelligibility,
the incommensurability between the ethical and the normative (the

the descriptive). It is this incommensurability which is
the source of the unevenness between discourses, of a moment of invest

latter including

ment

which is not dictated by the nature of its object and which, as a

result, redefmes the terms of the relationship between what is and what

ought to be (between ontology and ethics): ontology is ethical through and

throu gh, inasmuch as any description depends on the presence (through
its absence) of a fullness which, while it is the condition of any descrip
tion, makes any

pure description utterly impossible. But if, with these

considerations, we have displaced the terms of the debate from the
normative/ descriptive distinction to one grounded in the incommensu
rability between ethics and the normative order, we have said very little
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about the ways in which this incommensurability is negotiated. So we
have to start speaking about politics.

V

PoHtics

and the negotiation of UDiversaHty

If the moment of the ethical is the moment of a radical investment (in
the sense that there is nothing in the ontic characteristics of the object
receiving the investment that predetermines that it, rather than other
objects, should be such a recipient), two important conclusions follow.
First, only that aspect of a decision which is not predetermined by an
existing normative framework is, properly speaking, ethical. Second,
any normative order is nothing but the sedimented form of an initial
ethical event. This explains why I reject two polarly opposed approaches
which tend to universalize the conditions of the decision. The first con
sists of the different variants of a universalistic ethics which attempt to
reintroduce some normative content in the ethical moment, and to sub
ordinate the decision to such a content, however minimal it could be
(Rawls, Habermas, etc.). The second is pure decisionism, the notion of
the decision as an original fiat which, because it has no aprioristic limits,
is conceived as having no limits at al. So what are those limits which are
other than aprioristic? The answer is: the ensemble of sedimented prac
tices constituting the normative framework of a certain society. This
framework can experience deep dislocations requiring drastic recompo
sitions, but it never disappears to the point of requiring an act of total
refoundation. There is no place for Lycurguses of the social order.
This leads to other aspects which require consideration. First, that if
the radical ethical investment looks, on one side, like a pure decision, on
the other it has to be collectively accepted. From this point of view it
operates as a surface for the inscription of something external to itself as a principle of articulation. To give just one example : Antonio
Conselheiro, a millenarian preacher, had wandered for decades in the
Brazilian serti , at the end of the nineteenth century, without recruiting
too many followers. Everything changed with the transition from the
Empire to the republic, and the many administrative and economic
changes it brought about - which, in various ways, dislocated traditional
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life in the rural areas. One day Conselheiro arrived in a village where
people were rioting against the tax collectors, and pronounced the words
which were to become the key equivalence of his prophetic discourse:
'The Republic is the Antichrist'. From that point onwards his discourse
provided a surface of inscription for al forms of rural discontent, and
became the starting point of a mass rebellion which took several years
for the government to defeat. We see here the articulation between the
two dimensions mentioned above: ( I ) the transformation of the signifiers
of Good and Evil in those of the opposition Empire/Republic is some
thing which was not predetermined by anything inherent in the two
pairs of categories - it was a contingent equivalence and, in that sense,
a radical decision. People accepted it because it was the only available
discourse addressing their plight. (2) But if that discourse had clashed
with important unshakeable beliefs of the rural masses, it would have
had no effectivity at all. This is the way in which I would establish dis
tances with 'decisionism': the subject who takes the decision is only
partiallY a subject; he is also a background of sedimented practices organ
izing a normative framework which operates as a limitation on the
horizon of options. But if this background persists through the con
tamination of the moment of the decision, I would also say that the
decision persists through the subversion of the background. This means
that the construction of a communitarian normative background (which
is a political and in no way a merely ethical operation) takes place
through the limitation of the ethical by the normative and the subver
sion of the normative by the ethical. Isn't this one more way of stating
what hegemony is about?
So inscription means an investment not based on any preceding
rationality. It is constitutive. But could we not say that the opposite
move, an investment which is always-already contaminated by norma
tive particularity, is also operating from the outset? For what has to be
invested, in order to have actual historical effectivity, subverts the object
of the investment as much as it needs the latter for that process of sub
version to take place. Let us give another historical example to ilustrate
the point: Sorel's notion of the constitution of the historical wil through
the myth of the 'general strike' . 4 1 That myth has al the characteristics
of an ethical principle: in order to function as a proper myth, it has to be
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an object devoid of any particular determination - an empty signifier.
But in order to be empty, it has to signify emptiness as such; it has to be
like a b o dy which can show nakedness only by the very absence of dress. 42
Let us assume that I participate in a demonstration for p articular aims, in
a strike for a rise in wages, in a factory occupation for improvements in
working conditions. Al these demands can be seen as aiming at partic
ular targets which, once achieved, put an end to the movement. But they
can be seen in a different way: what the demands aim for is not actually
their concretelY specified targets: these are only the contingent occasion of
achieving (in a p arti al way) something that u tte rly transcends them: the
fullness of society as an impossible object which - through its very
impossibility - becomes thoroughly ethical. The ethical dimension is
what persists in a chain of successive events in so far as the latter are s een
as something which is split from their own particularity from the very
beginning. Only if I live an action as incarnating an impossible fullness
transcending it does the investment become an ethical investment; but
only if the mate ri al i ty of the investment is no t fully absorbed by the act
of investment as such - if the distance between the ontic and the onto
logical, between investing (the ethical) and that in which one invests (th e
normative order) is never filled - can we have hegemony and politics
(but, I would argue, also ethics) .43
Let us now recapitulate our main conclusions.
I.

2.

3.

Th e e thical s u b s t a n ce of the community - the moment of its
totalization or universalization - represents an object which is
simultaneQusly impossible and necessary. As impossible, it is
incommensurable with any normative order; as necessary, it has
to have access to the field of representation, which is possible only
if the ethical substance is invested in some form of normative
order.
This investment, a s i t shows n o inner connection between what is
invested and the social norms which receive the investment, depends
on the central category of decision, conceived as an act of articulation
grounded on no a priori principle external to the decision itsel£
Si n c e the subject constituted through that decision i s n o pure sub
j ect, but always the partial result of sedimented practices, i ts
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decision will never be ex nihilo bu t a displacement - within existing
social norms - of the impossible object of the ethical investment
(the alternative ways of naming it) .
All dec ision is internally split : a s requ ire d by a dislocated situation,
it is a de cisi on ; but it is also this decision , this p articu lar ontic con
te n t This is the distinction between ordering and order, between
changing and change, between the ontological and the ontic - oppos i
tions which are only c o nti nge ntly articulated through the
investment of the first of the terms into the second. This invest
ment is the cornerstone of the operation called he gem ony, which
has within it, as we have seen, an ethical component. The de scrip
tion of the facts of social life and the normative orders o n which
those facts are based, which is compatible with a he gemo n ic
approach, is different from th os e appro aches which start by iden
tifying the ethical with a hard normative core, and with those
which p os tu late total decisionism.
S o th e question: 'If th e decision i s contingent, what are the grou n ds
for choosi ng this option rather than a different one?', is not rele
vant. If decisions are contingent displacem e nt s within con textual
communitarian orders, they can show their verisimilitu de to people
living inside t hos e orders, but not to somebody conceived as a pure
m in d outside any order. This radical contextualization of the nor
mative / descriptive order has, however, been possible only because
of th e radical decontextualization introduced by the ethical
m ome n t
.

5.

.

I now want to s tate a corollary of my analys is which will be crucial for
the argument I intend to present in the second round of this exchange.
If the e thic al moment is e ssential ly linked to the presence of empty
symbols in the community, the commu nity requires the constant pro
du ctio n of those symbols in order for an ethical life to be possible. If the
commu nity, on top of that, is to be a democratic one, everything turns
around the possibility of keeping always open and ultimately undecided
the moment of articulation b e twe e n the particularity of the normative
order and the u n i vers ality of the ethical moment. Any kind of full
absorption of the latter by the former can lead only either to totalitarian
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unification or to the implosion of the community through

a proliferation

of p ure ly particularistic identities. (This is, frequ en tly, the atomistic ver

sion of the totalitarian dream. The secret link between both is often

provided by the defe nc e

of religious or ethnic fundamentalisms in terms
s o ci e ty is one

of the right to cultural diversity.) The only democratic

which permanently shows the contingency of its own foundations - in
our terms, permanently keeps open the gap between the ethical moment
and the normative order.
This , in my
end

of

view,

is the main political question confronting us at this

the century: what is the destiny of the universal in our societies?

Is a prolife ration of particularisms

-

or their correlative side: authori

tarian unification - the only alternative in a world in which dreams of a
gl obal human emancipation are rapidly

fading

away? Or can we think

of the possibility of relaunching new emancipatory proj ects which are
compatible with the complex multiplicity of differences shaping the
fabric of present-day societies ? It is on these questions that my next
intervention in this discussion will be centred.
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because sexual diference is real a nd not symb ol ic , because it is not necess arily linked to
39. It
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of symboli c po siti ons , that the way is open to the kind of his
a h egem on ic gam e be come s p ossible .
The same goes for some of Butler's oth er questions: 'Does a logic that inva riably
results in aporias p ro duce a kind of stasis that is inimical to the proj e c t of hegem o ny? '
If there were no aporia, there would be no possi blity of hegemony, for a necessary l ogic
inimical to h ege m oni c variations would impose itself, entirely u nch alen ge d . We have
here the same mutualy su bve rtin g rel ati o ns h ip b etwe en n ece s sity and imp o ssibili ty to
wh i ch we have been refe rri ng from the beginning.
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lrkologies 1 . 3 ( 1 996): 2 0 1 -20; and 'The Politics of Rhetoric', paper pre s e nted at the con
ference on 'Culture and Materiality', wh i ch took place at th e Un ive rsity of California,
Davis, 2 3-25 April 1 998 (fo rth c om i ng 2000).
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toricist variation that Butler asserts - and that
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as it is, without reference to dress, as in Ancient sculpture) and the naJced (where the

absence of dre ss is fully visible,

as

in Northern painting of the late Middle Ages and

early Renaissance).

43 . The same argument that I have m ade about Sorel could be made about the
dialectic between re presentability/unrepresentability in mystical discourse. Se e Ernesto
Laclau, 'On the Names of God' , in Sue Golding, ed., The Eight Technologies rif Othtrness,
London: Routledge 1 99 7 , pp. 253-64.

C lass Struggle or
Po stmodernism? Ye s, please !
Slavoj Zizek

The real i z at io n of the world as global market, the u ndivided reign

of great financial conglomerates, etc . , al this is an indisputable

reality and one that conforms, essentially, to Marx's analysis. The

question is, where does politics fit in with all this? What kind of

p o l it ics

is real[y

heterogeneous to what

today's question.

c api tal

demands?

-

that is

(Alain Badiou)

In a well-known Marx Brothers j oke Groucho answers the standard
question 'Tea or c o ffe e ? with 'Yes, please!' - a refusal of choice. The
b as i c underlying i de a of this essay is that one should an swe r in the same
way the false alternative today's critical theory seems to impose on us:
either 'class struggle' (the outdated problematic of c l a s s antagonism,
commodity production, e tc ) or 'postmodernism' (the new world of dis
persed multiple identities, of radical contingency, of an irreducible ludic
pl ura l i ty of struggles). H e re , at least, we can h ave our cake and eat it how?
To begin with, I would like to emphasize my closeness to both my
partners in this endeavour: in both Judith B utl e r s and Ernesto Laclau's
wo rk, there is a c en tr al notion (or, rather, two aspects of the same cen
tral notion) that I fully endorse, finding it extraordinarily productive. In
Ju d i th Butler's work, this notion is th at of the fundamental reflexivity of
human desire, I and t h e notion (concomitant to the fi rs t one, alth ou gh
'

.

'
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developed later) of ' p assi on ate attachments ' , of traumatic fixations that
are unavoidable and, simul tane ously, inadmissible - in o rder to remain
op e r a t ive , they have to be re pre ss e d ; in Laclau, it is, of course, the
notion of antagonism as fundamentally different from the logic of
symbolic/structural d iffe rence , and the concomitant notion of the he ge 
m on ic s t r u g gl e for m l in g o ut t h e e m p ty pl a ce of u n ive r sa l i ty as
necessary/impossible. In both cases, we are thus deali ng with a term
(universality, ' p assion ate attachment ') which is simu ltane ously impossible
and necessary, disavowed and unavoidable. So where is my difference
with the two of them? To d e fi ne it is more difficul t than it may app e ar:
any direct attempt to formulate it via a comp arison between our respec
tive p o si tions somehow misses the p oin t. 2 I have dealt in more detail with
the task of p rovid in g th e ' co gnitive mapp ing ' for trac ing these differ
ences in my latest book; 3 so, to avoid repetitio n , this essay is conceive d as
a suppl e m e n t to that book, focusing on a specific topic : that of univer
sality, h is toric ity and the Real.
Another introductory remark: it is qui t e p rob able that a cou nt e r
claim could s om etimes be made that in my dialogue with Butler and
Laclau I am not actually argu in g again s t th e ir po s ition but against a
watere d-down p op u l ar version which they would also oppo se . In such
cases I ple a d guil ty i n advance, emphasizing two points: first - probably
to a m u c h greater degree than I am aware - my di al ogu e with them
rel ie s on shared presupposi tions , so that my critical remarks are rather to
be perc eived as desperate atte m p ts to clarifY my own position via its c l e ar
delimitation; s e condl y, my aim - and, as I am su re , the aim of all th re e
of us - is not to score narcissistic p o in ts against othe r s , but - to r i s k an
old-fashioned expression - to stru g gl e with the Th in g itself which is at
stake, namely, the (im)possibilities of radical p o litic al th o u gh t and prac
tice t o d ay.

I

Let m e begin with Laclau's c on c ep t of hegemony, which p rovide s an
exemplary m a trix of the re l ation s h ip b e tween u n ive rs ality, his toric al
conti n ge ncy and the limit of an imp os s ible Real - o n e s h o uld always
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bear in mind th at we are de al in g h ere with a dis ti nct concept whose
specificity is often missed (or reduced to some vague proto-Gramscian
ge ne rality) by th os e who re fer to it. The key feature of the c o nc ept of
he ge mo ny lies in the co n tin ge nt connection between in trasocial differ
ences ( ele m en t s within the social s p a ce ) and the limit that separates
society itself from no n -s o c ie ty (ch ao s , utter decadence, d issolu ti o n of
all s o c i al links) - the limit between the social and its exterio ri ty, the non
social, can articulate itself o nly in the gu i s e of a diffe rence (by m apping

itself on to a diffe re nce ) between elements o f social space. In other
represented o n ly in a distorted way,
through the particular differences internal to the system. 4 Laclau's point
is thus th at external diferences are always-already also intern al and, fur
the r more , that the link between th e two is ultimately c on t inge n t , the
w ord s , r ad i c al an tago n is m can be

result of politic al s truggle for hegemony, not inscribed into the very
social Bein g

In the

o f age n t s .

his tory of Marxism , the ten s i on that defines the c on c e pt of

is best exemplified by it s oscillation between the radical rev
logic of equivalence (Vs against Them, P rogre ss agai nst
Reaction, Freedom against Tyranny, Society against De c ad e nce) , which
had to have rec ourse to different co ntinge n t groups to realize the uni
versal task of gl ob al social transformation (from wo rk i n g class to
colonized pe asants ; see also S orel 's oscillation from Leftist Syndicalism
to Fascism), a n d the 'revisionist' reduction of the p ro gressi ve age n d a to
a s e r ie s of p artic u l a r social proble ms to be resolved gr a d u ally via com
p ro m i s e s . M o re ge n e r all y, we are suspended between a pure corporate
vision of s o c i e ty as a B ody with each part occupying its proper plac e ,
and th e radical revolutionary vision of antagonism between society and
an t i s oc i al forces (' the people is split into fri e nds and enemies of the
people') - and, as LacIau e mp ha s i ze s , both these e xtrem e s u l tim ately
hegemony

ol uti o n ar y

coincide : a pure c orporate vision has to ej ect forces that oppose its

org a n i c notion of the social Body into p ure e x t e r n al ity (the Jewish pl ot ,
etc.),

the

thus reasserting radical an tagoni sm between the social

Bo dy and

external force of Decad en ce; while radical revolutionary practice has

to rely on a particular element (class) which embodies universality (from
Marxist pro letari at to Pol Pot 's peasants). The only solution to this dead
lock s e e m s to b e to a c c ept it as such - to a c c ept that we are condemned
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u n e n d in g s tru ggl e b etwe e n p articul ar elements to st an d in for the

to the

imposs ib le to ta l ity :

If hegemony means the representation, by a p articu lar social sector, of
an impossible totality with which it is incommensurable, then it is enough
that we make the space of tropological substitutions fully visible, to
enable the hegemonic logic to operate freely. If the fullness of society is
unachievable, the attempts at reaching it wil necessarily fail, although
they wil be able, in the search for that impossible object, to solve a vari
ety of partial problems. 5

Here, however, a s e rie s of qu e sti on s arises from my p e rsp e c t ive Does
not this solution invo lve the Kantian logic of th e infmite appro a ch to the
impossible Full ne ss as a kind of 'regulative Idea'? Does it not involve t h e
resign e d / cynic al stance of 'although we know we wil fail , we should
pe rsist in our s e arc h - of an agen t which knows that the glo b al Goal
towards which it is s t rivi n g is impossible, that its ultimate effort will nec
e ss arily fail, but which none the less accepts the need for this global
S pe c tre as a n e c e ss ary lure to give it the energy to engage in s o lvin g p ar
ti al p robl em s ? Furthermore (and this is j u s t another aspect of the s am e
problem) , is not th is alternative - the alternative between a chi evin g 'full
ness of society' and solving 'a vari ety o f partia l p ro bl e m s ' - too lim it e d ?
Is it not that - here, at l e ast - there is a Third Way, al thou gh definitely
no t in the sen s e of the Risk S o ci e ty th e o ri s ts ? W h a t ab o ut chan gin g the
very fu n d ame n t a l structural principle of s o ci e ty, as h app e ne d with the
e me rge n c e of the 'democratic i nve n t i o n ? The p as sage from feudal
monarchy to cap ital is t democracy, while it failed to re ach the 'impossi
ble fullness of society' , c e r t ain ly did m o re th an ju s t 'solve a vari e ty of
partial p ro ble m s
A po s s i ble counter-argument would b e th at the radi cal break of the
d e m o cr a ti c invention' consists in the very fact that what was previously
c o n sidere d an obstacle to the 'normal' functioning of power (the 'e mp ty
pl ace of p ower, the g ap b etwe e n this pl ace and the o n e wh o a ctually
exe rts pow e r, the ul tim ate in de te r minacy of powe r) now becomes its
po si tive condition: what was previously exp erienced as a thre at (t h e stru g
gl e between more subjects-agents to fill in the pl ace o f p ower) now
.

'

'

'.

'

'
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becomes the very co n ditio n of the legitimate exercise of power. The
extraordinary character of 'democratic invention' thus consists in the
fact that - to put it in Hegelian terms - the contingency of power, the
gap between power qua place and its place-holde r, is no longer only 'in
itself', but becomes 'for its e lf' , is acknowledged explicitly 'as such',
reflected in the very structure of power. 6 What this means is that - to put
it in the well-known Derridan terms - the condition of impossibility of
the e xerc ise of power becomes its condition of possibility: just as the ulti
m ate failure of communic at ion is what compe ls us to talk all the time (i f
we could say wh at we want to s ay directly, we would very soon stop talk
ing and shut up for ever), so the ultimate uncertain ty and precariou sness
of the exercise of power is th e only guarantee that we are deal ing with
a legitimate democratic power.
The first thing to add here, h oweve r, is that we are dealing with a series
of breaks : wi t hi n t h e h istory of modernity itself, one should distinguish
between the bre ak of the 'first modernity' ('democratic invention': t he
French Revolution, the introduction of the notion of the sovereignty of
the people, of democr acy, of human rights . . . ) and the contemporary
bre ak of what Beck, Giddens and others call the ' sec ond modernity' (the
tho rough reflexivization of soc i e ty) . 7 Furthermore, is not already the
'first m o de rni ty ' already characterized by the inherent tension between
the 'people 's democracy' (People-as-One, General Will) with its poten
tially 'totalitarian' outcome, and the liberal notion of individual
freedom, reducing state to a 'nigh t watchman' of civil soc iety.
So the point is that, again, we are dealing with the multitude of con
fi gurati on s of the democratic soci e ty, and these con fi gura tion s form a
kind of Hegelian 'concrete universality' - that is to say, we are not deal
ing s i mply wit h differe nt s u bsp eci e s of t h e genus of Democracy, but
with a series of bre aks which affect the very universal notion of
Democracy: these subspecies (early Lockeian liberal democracy, 'totali
tarian' democra cy . . . ) in a way explicate ('posit', are generated by) the
inherent tension of the very un ive rsal notion of political D e mocracy.
Fu rthermore , this tension is not simply internal/inherent to the notion
of D emoc racy, but is dermed by the way Democracy relates to its Other:
not only its political Other - non-Democracy in its vari o us guises - but
primarily that which the very definition of political democracy tends to
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exclude as 'non-political' (private life and economy in classical liberal
ism, etc.). While I fully endorse the well-known thesis that the very

gesture

of drawing a clear line of distinction between the Political and

the non-Political,

of positing some domains (economy, private intimacy,
. . . ) as 'apolitical', is a political gesture par excellence, I am also tempted
to turn it around : what if the political gesture par excellence, at its p u rest ,
is pre cise ly the gesture of separating the Po litic al from the non-Political,
art

of excluding some domains from the Political?

II

Let me, then, take a closer look at Laclau's narrative which runs from

Marxist essentialism (the proletariat as the universal class whose revolu

tionary mission is inscribed into its very social being and thus discernible
scientific analysis) to the 'postmodern' recognition of the
contingent, tropological, metaphorico-metonymic, link between a social
agent and its ' task ' . Once this contingency is acknowledged, one has to
accept that there is no direct, 'natural' correlation between an agent's
social position and its tasks in the politic al struggle, no norm of deve l
opment by which to measure exceptions say, because of the we ak
politic al subjectivity of the bourgeoisie in Russia around 1 900, th e work

via ' obj e c tive '

ing class had to accomplish the bourgeois-democratic revolution

My first observation here is that while this standard post
Leftist narrative of the passage from ' essentialist' Marxism,

itself . . .8

modern

with

the proletariat as the unique Historical Subject, the privileging of

economic class struggle, and so on,

to the postmodern irreducible plu
rality of struggles u n doubte dly describes an actual historical process, its
proponents, as a rule, leave out the resignation at its heart - the accept
ance of capitalism as 'the only game in town', the renunciation of any
real attempt to overcome the existing capitalist liberal regime. 9 This
point was already made very pre cis ely in Wendy Brown's perspicuous
observation that ' the political purchase of contemporary American
identity politics would seem to be achieved in part

renaturalization

thus:

of

c ap italism '. 1 0

The

through a certain
crucial que stion to be asked is
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to wh at extent a critique of c api t ali s m is fore c losed by th e current con
figuration of oppositional politics, and not simply by the 'loss of the
socialist alternative' or the ostensible 'triumph of libe rali s m ' in the global

order. In contrast with the Marxist critique of a social whole and Marxist

vision of total transformation, to what exte nt do identity politics re qu ire
a s ta nd a rd internal to existing society against wh ich

to pitch

their claims,

a standard that not only preserves capitalism from critique, bu t sustains

the invisibility and inarticulateness of class

-

not incidentally, but endem

ically? C ould we have stumbled upon one reason why class is i nvariably

named but rarely theorized

or

developed in the multiculturalist mantra,

'race, class, ge n d e r, sexuality'? I I

One can describe in very precise terms this reduction of class to an
entity 'named but rarely theorize d ' : one of the great and permanent
res ul ts of the so-called 'Western Marxism '

first formulated by the young

Lukacs is that the class-and-commodity structure of capitalism is not
j u s t a phenomenon limited to t h e parti cu l ar 'domain' of economy, but

t h e structuring principle that overdetermines the social totality, from
politics to art and religion.
pended

in

today's

This

global dimension of capitalism is sus

multicultu ralist

progressive

politics:

its

'anti-capitalism' is reduced to the level of how today's capitalism breeds
sexist/racist oppression, and so on. Marx claimed that in the series
production-distribution-exchange-consumption, the term 'production'
is doubly inscribed: it is simultaneously one of the

terms in the series and

the structuring principle of the entire series. In production as one of the
terms of the series, production (as the structuring principle) 'encounters

itself in its opposition al determination', 1 2 as Marx put it, using the pre

cise Hegelian term. And the same goes for the postmodern political
series class-gender-race . . . : in class as one of the terms
particular struggles, class qua structuring principle of

in the series of
the social totality

'encounters itself in its oppositional determination' . 1 3 In so far as post

moder n politics promotes,

in

effect, a kind of 'politicization of

economy' , is not this politicization similar to the way our

the

supermarkets -

which fun damentally exclude from their field of visibility the actual
production process (the way vegetables and fruit are harvested and
packed by

im m i gr ant

workers, the genetic and other manipulations in
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their production and display, etc.) - stage within the field of the dis
a k i nd of ersatz , the spectacle of a pseudo-production
(meals prepared in full view in 'food courts ' , fruit juices freshly squeezed
before the customers ' eyes, etc.)? 1 4 An authen ti c Leftist should therefore
ask the postmod e rn politicians the new version of the old Fre u dian
question put to the p erp l exed Jew: 'Why are you saying that one should
politicize t h e economy, when one should in fact politicize th e
economy ? ' 1 5

played goo d s , as

So: in so far as postmodern politics involves a ' [t] heoretical retre at
from t h e problem of domination within capitalism', 1 6 it is here, in t his
silent suspension of class analysis, that we are dealing with an exemplary
case o f the mechanism of ideologic al displacement: when class antagonism
is d is avowe d , when its key stru cturing ro le is s uspende d , 'other markers
of social difference may come to bear an inordinate weight; indeed,
they may bear all the weight of the sufferings produced by capitalism in
a ddit i on to that at tributa ble to the explicitly politicized marking' 1 7 . In
other words , this displacement accounts for the somewhat 'excessive '
way the discourse of postmodern identity politics insists on the horrors
of sexism, racism, and so on - this 'excess' comes from the fact that these
other '-isms' have to bear the surplus-investment from the class struggle
whose extent is not acknowledged. 1 8
Of course, the postmo der nists ' answer would be that I am 'essential
izing' class struggle: th ere is, in today's society, a series of particular
political struggles (economic, human rights, ecology, racism, sexism,
religious . . . ), and no struggle can claim to be the 'true' one, the key to
al the others . . . . Usually, Laclau's development itself (from his first
breakthro u gh work, Politics and Ideology in Marxist Theory, to his standard
classic, co-authored with Chantal M ouffe, Hegemo7VI and Socialist Strategy)
is presented as the gradual process of getting rid of the 'last remnants of
essentialism': 1 9 in the first book following the classic Marxist tradi
tion - the economy (the relatio ns of produ ction and economic laws)
still serves as a kind of 'ontologic al an c ho r age point' for the otherwise
contingent struggles for hegemony (i . e . in a Gramscian way, the stru ggle
for hegemony is u ltimate ly the struggle between the two great classes for
which of them will occupy-hegemonize a series of othel' 'historical
tasks' - national liberation, cultural struggl e , etc.); it is only in the second
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book that Laclau defmitely renounces the old M arxist problematic of
infra- and superstructure, that is, the objective grounding of the 'super
structural' h eg e mo n i c struggle in the economic 'infrastructure ' economy itself is always-already 'political' , a discursive site (one of the
sites) of political struggles, of power and resistance, 'a field penetrated by
pre-ontological undecidability of irrevocable dilemmas and aporias'. 2o
In t heir Hegemony book Laclau and Mouffe clearly privilege the polit
ical struglefor democracy, that is to say, they accept Claude Lefort's thesis
that the key moment in modern political history was the 'democratic
invention' and all other struggles are ultimately the 'application' of the
principle of democratic invention to other domains: race (why should
other races not also be equal?), sex, religion, the economy . . . . In short,
when we are dealing wit h a series of particular struggles, is there not
always one struggle which, although it appears to function as one in the
series, effectively provides the horizon of the series as such? Is this not
also one of the consequences of the notion of hegemony? So, in so far
as we conceive radical plural democracy as 'the promise that plural
democracy, and the struggles for freedom and equality it engenders,
should be deepened and extended to all spheres of society' , 2 1 is it possi
ble simply to extend it to the economy as another new terrain? When
Brown emphasizes that 'if Marxism had any analytical value for political
theory, was it not in the insistence that the problem of freedom was con
tained in the social relations implicitly declared "unpolitical" - that is,
naturalized - in liberal discourse', 22 it would be too easy to accept the
counter-argument that postmodern politics, of course, endorses the
need to denaturalize/repoliticize the economy, and that its point is pre
cisely that one should also denaturalize/repoliticize a series of other
domains (relations between the sexes, language, etc .) left 'undecon
structed' by Marx. Postmodern politics definitely has the great merit that
it 'repoliticizes' a series of domains previously considered ' apolitical' or
'private' ; the fact remains, however, that it does not in fact repoliticize
capitalism, because the very notion andform of the 'political' within which it
operates is grounded in the 'depoliticization' of the economy. If we are to play the
postmodern game of plurality of political subjectivizations, it is for
m ally necessary that we do not ask certain questions (about how to
subvert capitalism as such, about the constitutive limits of political
,

-
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de moc r a cy and/ or the democratic state as such . . . ) . So, again, apropos
of Laclau 's obvious counter-argument that the Political, for him, is not
a s p e c ifi c social domain but the very set of contingent decisions that
ground the S o c i al , I wo u l d answer that the postmodern emergence of
new multiple p ol i ti c al subjectivities certainly does not reach this radical
level of t he political act proper.
What I am tempted to do here is to apply the lesson of Hegelian
' concrete universality' to 'radical democracy': Laclau's notion of hege
mony is in fact close to the Hegelian notion of 'concrete universality', in
which the specific difference overlaps with the difference constitutive of
the genus itself; as in Laclau 's hegemony, in which the antagonistic gap
between society an d its external limit, non-society (the dissolution of
social links), is mapped on to an in tra - social structural difference. But
what about the infamous Hegelian 'reconciliation' between Universal
and Particular rejected by Laclau on account of the gap that forever sep
arates the empty/impossible Universal from the contingent particular
content that hegemonizes it? 2 3 If we take a closer look at Hegel, we see
that - in so far as every particular species of a genus does not 'fit' its uni
versal genus - when we finally arrive at a particular species that fully fits
its notion, the very universal notion is traniformed into another notion. No exist
ing historical shape of state fully fits the notion of State - the necessity
of dialectical passage from State ('objective spirit ' , history) into Religion
(�bsolute Spirit') involves the fact that the only existing state that effec
tively fits its notion is a religious communi� - which, precisely, is no longer a
state. Here we encounter the properly dialectical paradox of 'concrete
universality' qua historicity: in the relationship between a genus and its
subspecies, one of these subspecies will always be the element that
negates the very universal feature of the genus. Different nations have
different versions of soccer; Americans do not have soccer, because
'baseball is their soccer' . This is analogous to Hegel's famous claim that
modern people do not pray in the morning, because reading the news
pape r is their morning prayer. In the same way, in disintegrating
socialism, writers' and other cultural clubs did act as political parties.
Perh ap s, in the history of cinema, the best example is the re lat io n s hip
between Western an d sci-fi space operas: today, we no longer have 'sub
stantial' We s terns, because space operas have taken their place, that is, space
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operas are todqy 's ffisterns. So, in the classification of Westerns, we would
h ave to s u pp l em e n t the standard subspecies with space opera as t oday 's
non-Western stand-in for the Western. Crucial here is this intersection of
different genuses, this partial overlapping of two universals: the Western
and space opera are n ot s imp ly two differe n t genres, they intersect - that
i s , in a c e r tain epoch, space opera bec om es a subspecies of the Western
(or, the Western is 'sublated' in the space opera) . . . . In the same way,
'woman' becomes one of the s ubsp ec i e s of m an , Heideggerian
Daseinsana?J!se one of the subspecies of phenomenology, 'sublating' the
preceding u nive rsal i ty ; and - back to a 'radical democracy' - in the
same way, 'radical democracy' that was ac tually 'radical' in the sense of
politicizing the sphere of economy would, precise!J, no longer be a ' (p o liticalj
democracy' .24 (fhis, of course, does not mean that the 'impo ssible fullness'
of Society would in fact be actualized: it simply means that the limit of
the impossible would be transposed on to another level.) And what if the
Pol i t ic al itself (the radically contingent struggle for hegemony) is als o
split/barred in its very notion? What if it can be operative on?J! in sofar as it
'represses' its radicallY contingent nature, in sofar as it undergoes a minimum W 'nat
uralization'? Wh at if the essentialist lure is i rre du c ibl e : we are never
dealing with the Political 'at the level of its notion ' , with political agents
who fu l ly endorse their contingency - and the way out of this deadlock
via notions like 'strategic e s s e n ti ali s m ' is definitely condemned to fail?
My c o n c l u s io n would thus be to e mp h as iz e that the impossibility at
work in Laclau's notion of antagonism is double: n o t only does 'radical
ant a go nis m ' mean th at it is impossible adequately to represent/articu
late the fullness of Society - on an eve n more radical level, it is also
impossible adequatelY to represent/articulate this very antagonism /negativity that pre
vents Society from achieving its full ontological realization. T h i s means that
id e ol o gi cal fa n t a sy is not sim p ly th e fantasy of the i mp os s ib l e fullness of
Society: not only is S o c iety impossible, this impossibility itself is distort
edly represented-positivized within an ideo logi cal field - that is the role
of ideological fantasy (say, of the Jewish plot). 25 When this very impossi
bility is rep r e se n ted in a pos i t ive element, inherent impossibility is
c hang e d into an external obstacle. ' I d e ol o gy ' is also the name for t h e
guarantee that the negativity which prevents Societyfrom achieving itsfullness does
actuallY exist, that it h as a positive existence in the guise of a big Other
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who pulls the strings of social life, like the Jews in the anti-Semitic notion
of the :Jewish plot' . In short, the basic operation of ideology is not only
the dehistoricizing gesture of transforming an empirical obstacle into
the eternal condition (women, Blacks . . . are by nature subordinated,
etc .), but also the opp osite gesture of transposing the a priori
closure/impossibility of a field into an empirical obstacle. Laclau is well
aware of this paradox when he denounces as ideological the very notion
that after the successful revolution, a non-antagonistic self-transparent
society will come about. However, this justified rejection of the fullness
of post-revolutionary Society does not justify the conclusion that we have
to renounce any project of a global social transformation, and limit
ourselves to partial problems to be solved: the jump from a critique of
the 'metaphysics of presence' to anti-utopian 'reformist' gradualist pol
itics is an ilegitim ate short circuit.

III

Like Laclau's notion of universality as impossible/necessary, Butler's
elaboration of universality is much more refined than the standard his
toricist denouncing of each universality as 'false ' , that is, secretly
privileging some p articular content, while repressing or excluding
another. She is well aware that universality is unavoidable, and her point
is that - while, of course, each determinate historical figure of univer
sality involves a set of inclusions/exclusions - universality simultaneously
opens up and sustains the space for questioning these inclusions/ exclu
sions, for 'renegotiating' the limits of inclusion/ exclusion as part of the
ongoing ideologico-political struggle for hegemony. The predominant
notion of 'universal human rights', for instance, precludes - or, at least,
reduces to a secondary status - a set of sexual practices and orientations;
and it would be too simplistic to accept the standard liberal game of
simply insisting that one should redefine and broaden our notion of
human rights to include also all these 'aberrant' practices - what stan
dard liberal humanism underestimates is the extent to which such
exclusions are constitutive of the 'neutral' universality of human rights, so
that their actual inclusion in 'human rights' would radically rearticulate,
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even un d ermine , our n otion of what 'humanity' in 'human rights'
means. None the less, the inclusions/exclusions involved in the hege
monic notion of universal human rights are not fixed and simply
consubstantial with this universality but the stake of the continuous ide
o Iogico-political struggle, something that can be renegotiat e d and
redefined, and the reference to universality can serve precisely as a tool
that stimulates such questioning and renegotiation ('If you assert uni
versal human rights , why are we [gays, Blacks . . . J not also part of it?').
So when we criticize the hidden bias and exclusion of universality, we
sho uld never forget t h a t we are a lre ady doing s o within the terrain
o pe n ed up by universality: the proper critique of 'false universality' does
not call it into question from the standpoint of pre-universal particular
ism , it mobilizes the tension inherent to universality itself, the tension
between the open negativity, the disruptive power, of what Kierkegaard
would h ave called 'universality-in-becoming' , and the fIXed form of
est a bl i she d universality. Or - if I may interpret Butler in Hegelian
terms - we have, on the one hand, the 'dead', 'abstract' universality of
an id e olo gica l notion with fixed inclusions/ exc l usions and, on the other,
'livin g ', ' c o n crete ' universality as the permanent process of the ques
t i on i ng and renegotiation of its own 'official' content . Universality
becomes 'actual' precisely and only by ren dering thematic the exclusions
on which it is grou nde d , by co n tin uously questioning, renegotiating, dis
placing them, that is, by assuming the gap between its own form and
content, by conceiving itself as unaccomplished in its very notion. This
is what Butler's notion of the politically salient use of 'performative
contradiction' is driving at: if the ruling ideology performatively 'cheats'
by undermining - in its actual discursive practice and the set of exclu
sions on which this practice relies - its own officially asserted universality,
progressive politics should precisely openly practise performative con
tradiction, asserting on behalf of the given universality the very content
this universality (in its hegemonic form) excludes.
Here I s h oul d just like to emphasize two further points:
the exclusionary logic is always redoubled in itself: not only is the
subordinated Other (homosexuals, non-white races . . . ) excluded/
re p resse d , but hegemonic universality itself also relies on a
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disavowed 'obscene' particular content of its own (say, the exercise
of power that legitimizes itself as legal, tolerant , Christian . . . relies
on a set of pub licly disavowed ob scene rituals of violent humiliation
of the subordinated26). More generally, we are de aling here with
what one is tempted to call the ideological practice oj disidentification.
That is to say, one should turn around the standard notion of ide
ology as providing a firm identification to its subjects, constraining
them to their 'social roles': what if, on a diferent - but no less irrev
ocable and structurally necessary - level , ideology is effective
prec i sely by cons truc tin g a space of false disidentification, of false dis
tance towards the actual co-ordinates of those subjects' s o c i al
existence? 27 Is not this lo gic of disidentification discernible from the
most elementary case of 'I am not only an American (husband,
worker, demo crat, gay . . . ) , bu t, beneath all these role s and masks,
a human being, a complex un ique p e rs onality ' (where the very dis
tance towards the symbolic feature that deter m ines my social place
guarantees the efficiency of this de te r minat io n) , up to the more
complex case of cyberspace p l ayin g with one's multiple identities?
The mystification operative in the perverse 'j ust playing' of cyber
space is therefore double: not only are the games we are playing in
it more serious than we tend to assume (is it not that, in the guise of
a fiction, of 'it's ju s t a gam e ' , a subject can articulate and s tage
features of his symbolic identity - sadistic, 'perverse', and so on which he would never be able to admit in his 'real' intersubjective
contacts?), but the opposite also holds, that is, the much-celebrated
playing with multiple, shifting pe rson as (freely constructed identities)
tends to obfuscate (and thus falsely liberate us from) the constraints
of social space in which our e xis tence is trapped . Let me evoke
another example: why did Christa Wolf's The Quest Jor Christa T.
exe rt such a tremendous impact on th e GDR p ublic in the 1 960s?
Because it is precisely a n ove l about the failure - or, at le as t , the vac
illation - of ideological inte rp ellation, about the failure of fully
recognizing oneself in one's socio-ideological identity:
When her name

was

called: 'Christa T. ! ' - she stood up and

and did what was expected

went
of her; was there anyone to whom she
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hearing h e r name called gave her much to think
really me who's meant? Or is it only my n ame that's
being used? Counted in with other n am e s , industriously added up in
front of the equals sign? And might I just as well have been absent,
would a nyone have noticed?, 28
about: Is it

Is n o t

this gesture of � I t h at name? ' , this p rob in g into one's
symb o l i c identification so well exp r e ss e d by Johan ne s R. Becher's
qu ot e which Wolf p u t at the ve ry b e gin nin g of the novel: 'This
coming-to-oneself - what is it?', hysterical provoc atio n at its pures t ?
And my p oin t is that s u ch a s e l f- pro b i ng attitu de , far from e ffe ctive ly
threatening the p re d o m in an t i de o l o gic al regime, is what u l tim ately
makes it 'livable' - this is why her West German de t rac to rs were in
a way p a r a d ox ically right when , after t h e fall of the Wall , they
cl aim e d that Christa Wolf, by e xp re s s in g the subjective co mpl exi t ies,
inner doubts an d oscillations of the GDR subject, actually pro
vided a re ali s ti c li t e r a ry e qu iva le n t of the ideal GDR s u bj e c t , and
was as such much more successful in her task of sec u ri n g p ol itic al
c o nfo r m i ty than the open naive p ro pa g an d is t fict io n dep icting i deal
su bj e cts s acrifi c i n g themselves for the Communist C au s e . 29
•

The t h e o ret i c al task is not o nly to unmask the p art ic u l ar content of
i n clusio ns ! exclusions involved in th e game, but to account for the
en igm atic emergence of the space of un ive r s a l i ty itself.
Furthermore - a n d m ore p re c is e ly - the real task is t o explo re the
fundamental shifts in the very logic of th e way u nive rs ality works in
th e socio-symbolic space : premodern, modern and today's 'post
modern' n o t io n a nd i d eolo gic al p rac ti c e of u nive rs ality do not, for
e x ample , differ o nly with regard to the par ti c u lar contents that are
included!excluded in u n ive r sal notions - somehow, on a m ore rad
ical level, the very underlying notion of universality fu n c tio ns in a
different way in e a ch of these e p o ch s . 'Universality' as such d o e s not
mean the same thing since the es tablishm e n t of bourgeois market
so c ie ty in whic h in divid uals parti c ip ate in the social order not on
b e ha lf of their particular place wi t h i n the glo b al social edifice but
immediately, as 'abstract' human beings.
Le t me return to the n ot i o n of unive rsa l human rights. The
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Marxist symptomal reading can convin cingly demonstrate the par
ticular content that gives the specifi c bourge ois ideol ogical spin to
the notion of human rights : ' u nivers al hu man rights are in effect the
righ t of white male property owners to exchan ge fre e ly on the
marke t , expl oit workers and women , and exer t poli tic al domina
ti on . . . ' . This identification of the par ti cu l ar c o ntent t h at
h egem onize s the universal form is, however, only half the story; its
o th e r, crucial half consists in asking a much more difficult supple
me ntary q uestion ab ou t th e emergence qf the very form qf universali[)l:
how, in what spe c ific h ist oric al conditio n s, does abstract universal
ity its e l f become a 'fact of (so c ial ) life ' ? In what conditions do
individuals experie n ce themselves as s ubjects of universal human
righ t s ? That is the point of M a rx 's analysis of ' c ommo d ity
fetishism': in a society in which commodity exchange predominates,
individuals themselves, in their daily lives, relate to th ems e lves , as
well as to the objects they encounter, as to contingen t embodiments
of abstract-universal notions. What I am , my con c r e te social or
cultural backgrou nd , is exp erience d as contingent, since what ulti
mately defines me is the 'abstract' universal capacity to think
an d / or to work. Or: any o bj e ct that can satisfy my d es ir e is experi
enced as c ontin ge nt , since my desire is co n ce ive d as an 'abstract'
fo r mal capacity, indifferent towards the multitude of parti c ul ar
obj e cts that may - but never fully do - satisfy it. Or t ake the already
mentioned exam ple of ' profes sio n ' : the modern notion of
profe ss i on implies that I exp e ri enc e myself as an individual who is
no t directly 'born into' his social role - what I will become dep e nds
on the inte rplay between con tin gent social circumstances and my
free c h o ice ; in this sense, today's in dividu al has th e profession of
electrician or professor or waiter, while it is meaningl e ss to claim
th at a m e dieval serf was a peasant by p ro fe ssion . The crucial p oint
here is, again, th at in certa in spe c ific social conditions (of com
m odi ty exchange and a glo bal m arke t e conomy) , 'abstraction'
becomes a direct fe ature of actu al social life, the way c oncre te indi
viduals behave and relate to their fate and to their s o ci al
surroundings. He re Marx shares Hegel's insight i n t o h ow
u n iver s al i ty becomes 'for itself ' only in so far as individuals no
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longer fully identify the kernel of their being with their particular
social situation, only in so far as they experience themselves as for
ever 'ou t of joint' with regard to this situation : the concrete,
effective existence of the universality is the individual without a
proper place in the global edifice - in a given social structure,
Universality becomes 'for itself' only in those individuals who lack
a proper place in it. The mode of appearance of an abstract uni
versality, its entering into actual existence, is thus an extremely
violent move of disrupting the preceding organic balance.
My claim is thus that when Butler speaks of the unending political
process of renegotiating the inclusions/exclusions of the predominant
ideological universal notions, or when Laclau proposes his model of the
unending struggle for hegemony, the 'universal' status oj this very model is
problematic: are they providing theJormal co-ordinates of every ideologico
political process, or are they simply elaborating the notional structure of
tod� Js ('postmodern') specific political practice which is emerging after the
retreat of the classical Left?30 They (more often than not, in their explicit
formulations) appear to do the first (for Laclau, say, the logic of hegemony
is somewhat unambiguously articulated as a kind of Heideggerian exis
tential structure of social life), although one can also argue that they are
merely theorizing a very specific historical moment of the 'postmodern'
Left. . . . 31 In other words, the problem for me is how to historicize histori
cism itself. The passage from 'essentialist' Marxism to postmodern
contingent politics (in Laclau), or the passage from sexual essentialism to
contingent gender-formation (in Butler), or - a further example - the
passage from metaphysician to ironist in Richard Rorty, is not a simple
epistemological progress but part of the global change in the very nature
of capitalist society. It is not that before, people were 'stupid essentialists'
and believed in naturalized sexuality, while now they know that genders
are performatively enacted; one needs a kind of metanarrative that
explains this very passage from essentialism to the awareness of contin
gency: the Heideggerian notion of the epochs of Being, or the
Foucauldian notion of the shift in the predominant episteme, or the stan
dard sociological notion of modernization, or a more Marxist account
in which this passage follows the dynamic of capitalism.
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IV

So, again, crucial in Laclau's theoretical edifice is the paradigmatically
Kantian co-dependency between the 'timeless' existential a priori of
the lo gic of hegemony and the historical narrative o f the gradual passage
from the 'essentialist' traditional Marxist class politics to the full assertion
of the contingency of the struggle for hegemony - just as the Kantian
transcendental a priori is c o dependent with his anthropologico-political
evolutionary narrative of humanity's gradual progression towards
enlightened maturity. The role of this evolutionary narrative is precisely
to resolve the above-mentioned ambiguity of the formal universal frame
(of the logic of hegemony) - implicitly to answer the question: is this
frame really a non-historical universal, or simply the formal structure of
the specific ideologico-political constellation of Western late capitalism?
The evolutionary narrative mediates between these two options, telling
the story of how the universal frame was 'posited as such', became the
exp licit structuring principle of ideologico-political life. The question
none the less persists: is this evolutionary passage a simple passage from
error to true insight? Is it that each stance fits its own epoch, so that in
Marx's time 'class essentialism' was adequate, while today we need the
assertion of contingency? Or should we combine the two in a proto
Hegelian way, so that the very passage from the essentialist 'error' to
'true ' insight into radical contingency is historically conditioned (in
Marx's time, the 'essentialist ilusion' was 'objectively necessary', while
our epoch enables the insight into contingency)? This proto-Hegelian
solution would allow us to combine the 'universal' scope or 'validity' of
the concept of hegemony with the obvious fact that its recent emergence
is clearly linked to today's specific social constellation: althou gh socio
political life and its structure were always-already the outcome of
h e ge mo nic struggles, it is none the less only today, in our specific his
torical constellation - that is to say, in the 'postmodern' universe of
globalized contingency that the radically contingent-hegemonic nature
of the political processes is finally allowed to 'come/return to itself ', to
free itself of the 'e s s e n tial ist baggage . . . .
This solution, however, is proble matic for at least two reasons. First,
Laclau would probably reject it as relying on the Hegelian notion of the
-

-

'
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n ecessary historical development that conditions and anchors political
struggles. Second, from my perspective, today's postmodern politics of
multiple subjectivities is precisely not political enough , in so far as it
sil e n tly presupposes a non-thematized, 'naturalized' framework of eco
n omic

relations.

Against the postmodern political theory which tends

increasingly to prohibit the very reference to capitalism as 'essentialist',
one should assert that the plural contingency of postmodern political
struggles and the totality of Capital are not opposed,

with Capital some

how 'limiting' the fre e drift of hegemonic displacements - today's
capitalism, rather, provides

the very background and terrainfor the emergence qf
shifling-dispersed-contingent-ironic-and so on, political subjectivities. Was it not

Deleuze who in a way made this point when he emphasized how capi
talism is a forc e of 'deterritorialization ' ? And was he not following
Marx's old thesis on how,
So, ultimately,

with capitalism, 'all that is solid melts into air'?
my key point apropos of Butler and Lacl au is the

same in both cases: the need to distinguish more explicitly between con
tingency/substitutability

within a certain historical h orizon and the more
grounds this very horizon. When

fundamental exclusionlforeclosure that
Laclau claims that

'if the fullness of society is unachievable,
they will be

at reaching it will necessarily fail , although

the attempts
able, in the

search for that impossible object, to solve a variety of partial problems ' ,
does he n o t - potentially, a t least - conflate tw o levels, t h e

struggle for
within a certain horizon and the more fundamental exclusion
that sustains this very h o r i z o n ? And when Butler claims, against the
Lacanian notion of constitutive bar or lack, that 'the subj ect-in-process
is incomplete precisely because it is constituted th ro u gh exclusions that
are politically salient, not structurally s tatic ' , does s h e also n o t - poten

hegemony

tially, at least - conflate two levels, the endless political struggle of/for
inclusions / exclusions

within

a given field (say, of today's late capitalist

exclusion wh ic h sustains this very field?
approach directly the main deconstruc
tionist criticism of Lacan adopted by Butler: that Lacan gets stuck in a
negative-transcendental gesture. That is to say: while Butler acknowl
edges that, for Lacan, the subj ect never achieves full identity, that the
process of subject-formation is always incomplete, condemned to ulti
mate failure, her criticism is that Lacan elevates the very obstacle that

society) and a more fundamental

This,

finally, enables me to
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s ubj e c t's co mplete realization into a transcendental a priori
'bar' (of 'symbolic c astrati on' ) . So, ins tead of acknowle dgin g the thor
ough contin ge ncy and openness of the historical process, Lacan posits it
u n der the sign of a fundamental, ahisto ri c a l Bar or Prohibition.
Underlying Butler's criticism , therefore is the thesis that Lacanian
the o ry, at least in its pre d omi n ant 'orthodox' form, l imits radical histor
ical contingency: it u n de rp in s the historical process by evoking some
quasi- trans c end en tal limitation, some quasi-transcendental a p ri ori that
is not itself caught in the c on tin ge nt historical process. Lacanian theory
thus ul t imately leads to the Kantian distinction between some formal a
priori framework and its c o n tingen t shifting historical e xamp l es . She
evokes the Lacanian notion of the 'barred subj ect': while s he recog
nizes that th i s no tion implies the co n stitu tive , necessary, unavoidable
inco mple tio n and ultimate failure of every pro c ess of interpellation,
identification, subject-constitution, she none the less claims that Lacan
elevates the bar into an ahistorical a priori Pro hibition or Limitation
which circumscribes every political struggle in advance . . . .
My firs t , almost automatic reaction to this is: is Butler h erself re lyin g
here on a silent proto-Kantian distinction between form and co n tent? In
so far as she claims that 'th e s u bj e ct- in -p ro c e s s i s inc o mple te preci sely
because it is c on s titu te d through exclusions that are p olitic ally salient,
not structurally static' , is not her c riticis m of Lacan that Lacan ulti
mately confounds the form of excl u s io n (there wil always be exclusions;
some form of exclusio n is the necessary condition of subj ective iden
tity . . . ) with some particular, specific content th at is excluded? Butler's
reproach to Lacan is thus, rather, that he is not ' fo r m ali s t ' enough: his
'bar' is too obviously branded by the p articul ar historical content - in an
illegitimate short circuit, he elevates into a q u asi- tr a ns cen dent al a priori
a certai n 'bar' that emerged on ly within s pec ific , ul timately co ntin ge nt
historical conditions (the Oedipus co m pl e x , s exu al diffe re n ce) . This is
especially clear apropos of sexual difference: Butler reads Lacan's thesis
that sexual differ e n c e is 'real' as th e assertion that it is an ah ist o rical ,
frozen opp o sition , fIXed as a n on- negoti able framework that has no place
in hegem oni c struggles.
I claim that this criticism of Lac an involves a misrepres e ntatio n of his
p ositi on , which here is much closer to Hegel. Th at is to say: the crucial

prevents the
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point is that the very form, in its universality, is always rooted, like an
umbilical cord, in a particular content - not only in the sense of hege
mony (universality is never empty; it is always coloured by some
particular content), but in the more radical sense that the very form of
universality emerges through a radical dislocation, through some more
radical impossibility or 'primordial repression'. The ultimate question is
not which particular content hegemonizes the empty universality (and
thus, in the struggle for hegemony, excludes other particular contents);
the ultimate question is: which specific content has to be excluded so that
the very emptyform of universality emerges as the 'battlefield' for hege
mony? Let us take the notion of 'democracy': of course the content of
this notion is not predetermined - what 'democracy' wil mean, what
this term will include and what it will exclude (that is, the extent to
which and the way women, gays, minorities, non-white races, etc., are
included! excluded), is always the result of contingent hegemonic strug
gle. However, this very open struggle presupposes not some fIXed content
as its ultimate referent, but its very terrain, delimited by the 'empty signi
fier' that designates it ('democracy', in this case) . Of course, in the
democratic struggle for hegemony, each position accuses the other of
being 'not really democratic': for a conservative liberal, social demo
cratic interventionism is already potentially 'totalitarian'; for a social
democrat, the traditional liberal's neglect of social solidarity is non
d emocratic . . . so each position tries to impose its own logic of
inclusion! exclusion, and all these exclusions are 'politically salient, not
structurally static'; in order for this very struggle to take place, however,
its terrain must constitute itself by means of a more fundamental exclu
sion ('primordial repression') that is not simply historical--contingent, a
stake in the present constellation of the hegemonic struggle, since it sus
tains the very terrain of historicity.

Take the case of sexual diference itself: Lacan's claim that sexual dif
ference is 'real-impossible' is strictly synonymous with his claim that
' there is no such thing as a sexual relationship' . For Lacan, sexual
difference is not a firm set of 'static' symbolic oppositions and
inclusions! exclusions (heterosexual normativity which relegates homo
sexuality and other 'perversions' to some secondary role), but the name
of a deadlock, of a trauma, of an open question, of something that

III
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resists every attempt at its symb olization . Every translation of sexual dif
ference into a se t of symbolic opposition(s) is doomed to fail, and it is this
very 'impossibility' that opens up the terrain of the hegemon ic struggle
for what 'sexual difference' will mean. What is barred is not wh at is
excluded under the present hegemonic regime.32
The p ol iti cal struggle for hegemony whose o ut come is con tinge nt,
and the 'non-historical' b ar or impossibility are thus strictly correlative:
there is a struggle for hegemony precisely because some pre ce ding 'bar' of
impossibility sustains the void at s take in th e he gem o nic struggle. So
Lacan is the very opposite of Kantian formalism (if by this we under
stand the imp os ition of some formal frame that serves as the a priori of
its co n tinge nt c o nten t) : Lacan force s us to m ake thematic the e xclu s io n
of some traumatic 'content' that is constitutive of the empty universal
form. There is historical space o n ly in so far as this space is sustained by
some more radical e xc l usi on (or, as Lacan would have put it, forclusion) .
So one should distin gu ish between two levels: the hegemonic struggl e fo r
which p a r ticul ar content will hegemonize the empty universal n otio n ;
and the more fundamental impossibility that r end er s the Universal
empty, and thu s a terrain for h e gemonic struggle.
So, with re gard to th e criticism of Kantianism, my answe r is that i t is
Butler and Laclau who are secret Kantians: 33 they both propose an
abstract a p ri o ri formal model (of h ege m ony, of gender performativ
ity . . . ) which allows , with i n its fr am e , for the full c o n ti n gency (no
gu arantee of what the outcome of the fight for h e gemony will be, no last
reference to th e sexu al co n sti tutio n . . . ) ; th ey both involve a logic of
'spurious infmity': no fmal resolution, ju s t the endless process of c omp lex
p arti al displacements. Is not Laclau 's theory of hegemony ' for m alist ' in
the sense of proffe rin g a certain a priori formal matrix of social space?
There will always be some hegemonic empty signifier; it is o nly its con
tent that shifts . . . . My ultimate point is thus that Kantian formalism and
radical historicism are not really opposites, but two sides o f the same
coin: every version of h istoric is m relies on a minimal 'ahisto rical fo rm al
fr amewo rk defining the terrain within which the open and endless game
of contingent inclusions I exclusions, substitutions, renegotiations, dis
placements, and so on, takes place. The truly radical ass er t ion of
historical co ntinge ncy has to inc lu de the dialectical tension between the
'
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domain of historical change itself and its traumatic ' ah istorical' kernel
qua its condition of (im}possibility. Here we have the difference between

historicity proper and historicism:

historicism deals with the endless play

of substitutions within the same fundamental field of (im}possibility,
while

historici9' p roper makes thematic different structural principles of
(im}possibility. In other words, the historicist theme of the end

this very

less open play of substitutions is the very form of ahistorical ideological
closure : by focusing on the simple dyad essentialism-1:ontingency, on the
passage from the one to the other, it obfuscates concrete historicity
the change of the very global structuring principle of the Social .

qua

H ow, th en, are we to conceive this ' ahistorical ' status of sexual dif
feren ce? Perhaps an analogy with Claude Levi-Strauss's notion of the
'zero-institution' could be of some help here. I am referring to Uvi
S trauss's exemplary an alysis, from

Structural Anthropology ,

of the spatial

disposition of buildings in the Winnebago, one of the Gre at Lakes
tribes. The tribe is divided into two subgroups ('moieties '), ' those who
are from above ' and ' those who are from below ' ; when we ask an indi
vidual to draw on a piece of paper, or on sand, the ground plan of his
or her village (the spatial disposition of cottages), we obtain two quite
different answers, depending on his or her membership of one or the
other subgroup . Both perceive the village as a circle, but for one sub
group there is within this circle another circle of central houses, so that
we h ave two concentric circles; while for the other subgroup the circle is
split into two by a clear dividing line. In other words, a member of the
first subgroup (let

us

call it 'conservative-corporatist') perceives the

ground plan of the vilage as a ring of houses more or less symmetricaly
disposed around the central temple; whereas a member of the second
(,revolutionary-antagonistic') subgroup perceives his or her village as
two distinct heaps of houses separated by an invisible frontier

.

.

.

.

3 4 Levi

Strauss's central point is that this example should in no way entice us
into cultural relativism , according to which the perception of social
space depends on the observer's group membership : the very splitting
into the two 'relative ' perceptions implies a hidden reference to a con
stant - not the objective, ' actual' disposition of buildings but a traumatic
kernel, a fundamental antagonism the inhabitants of the vilage were
unable to symbolize, to account for, to ' internalize' , to come to terms
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with - an imbalance in social relations that preve nt e d the c o mmun i ty
from s tab ilizing itself into a harmo nious whole. The two perc e p tio ns of
the ground plan are s imply two mutu ally exclusive endeavours to cope
with this traum atic antago nis m, to heal its wound via the imposition of
a balanced symbolic structure. Is it necessary to add that it is exactly the
same with respect to sexual difference: 'masculine' and 'feminine' are
like the two configu rati o ns of houses in the Levi-Straussian vilage? And
in order to disp el the illusion that our 'developed' universe is not domi
n ated by th e same logic, suffice it to recall the splitting of our politic al
space into Left and Right: a Leftist and a Rightist behave exactly like
memb ers of the opposite subgroups in the Levi- S trauss i an vil age . They
not only occupy different pl aces within the politic al space; each of them
pe rc eive s the very disposition of the political space differently - a Leftist
as the field that is inhe ren tly split by some fundamental antagonism ; a
Righti s t as the o rg anic unity of a Commun i ty di s t ur be d only by fo re i gn
int r u d e r s .
However, Levi-Strauss makes a further crucial p o int here: since the two
subgroups none the less form one and the same tribe , l ivin g in the same
village, this identi ty somehow has to be symb o lic ally inscribed - how, if
the entire symbolic artic ul atio n, al s o ci al institutions, of the trib e are not
neu tral , but are overdetermined by the fundamental and co nstitutive
antagon is t ic sp lit ? By wh at Levi-Strauss ingeniously calls the 'zero-insti
tutio n' , a kind of in stitutional counterpart to the fam ous mana, the empty
signifier with no determinate m eani ng, since it signifies only the pre s e nce
of meaning as such, in oppositio n to its absence: a spe c ific ins titutio n
whic h h as no pos i tive , determinate function - its only func tion is the
purely negative one of signalling th e pres ence and ac tuality of social
institution as such , in opposition to its absence, to pre-so cial chaos. It is the
reference t o such a zero-institution that enables all members of the tribe
to experience themselves as su ch , as members of the same tribe. Is not this
ze ro-institution , then, ideology at its purest, that is , the direct embodiment
of the ideological function of providing a neutral al-encomp assing space
in wh ich social antagonism is obliterated, in which al members of so c ie ty
can re cognize themselves? And is not the s truggle for hegemo� prec is ely
the s truggle over how this zero-institution will be overdet ermin e d ,
coloured by some p ar ticul ar signific ation?
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provide a concrete example: is n o t the modern notion of n a tion
zero-institution that emerged with the dissolution of social links
grounded in di rec t family or traditional symbolic matrixes, that is, when,
with the onslaught of modernization , social in s ti tu ti on s were less and
less grounded in naturalized tradition and more and more expe rien c e d
,
as a matter of 'contract ?35 Of special importance here is the fact that
national identity is experienced as at l e ast minimally ' n atural ' , as a
bel o n gin g grounded in 'blood and so il ' , and, as such , opposed to 'a rtifi
cial ' belonging to social institutions proper (state, profession . . . ) :
premodern institutions functioned a s 'naturalized' symbolic entities (as
institutions g roun d e d in unquestionable traditions), and the moment
institutions were conceived as social artefacts, the need arose for a 'nat
uralized' z e ro-i n s t i t uti on that would serve as t h ei r neutral common
To

such a

ground.

And - back to sexual d i ffe ren c e - I am tempted to r is k the hypothe
sis that, perhaps, the same logic of zero-institution s h ould be applied not
only to the uniry of a s oci e ty, but also to its antagonistic split: what if sexual
difference is ultimately a kind of -"era institution oj the social split within
humankind, th e naturalized minimal zero-difference, a spli t which, prior
t o signalling any determinate social difference, signals this difference as
such? The struggle for hegemony is then, again , the struggle over how
this zero-difference will be ove rde te rm in ed by other particular social
diferences.

So

is important that in bo th cases - apropos of nation as well as
sexual difference - we stick to the Hegelian logic of 'positing
the presuppositions': nei th e r nation nor s exu al difference is the
immediate /natural presupposition later perlaborated/ 'mediated' by the
work of culture36 - they are both (presup)posed (retroactively posited) by
the very 'cultural' p roc e ss of s ym bol iza ti o n .
it

apropos of

v

conclude, let me t ac kl e Butler's critique of Mladen Dolar's critical
re ading of the Althusserian problematic of interpellation as constitutive
of the subject; 3 7 this critique is an excellent summary of what

To
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deconstructionism finds unacceptable in Lacan. According to Dolar,
the emergence of the su bje ct cannot be conceived as a direct effect of
the individual's re co gn i zing him or herself in ideological in t e rp e llati o n :
the subject emerges as correlative to some traum ati c obj ec t al re m ainde r,
to some excess which, p recis e ly, cannot be 'subjectivized', inte grat e d
into th e symbolic space. Dolar's key thesis is thus: 'for Althusser, the sub
ject is what makes ideology work; for psychoanalysis, the subject emerges
where ideology fails' . 38 In s hort , far from emerging as the outcome of
in terpel l ati o n , t he su bj ect emerges only when and in so far as interpel
lation li m i n ally fails. Not only d oe s the subject never fu l ly re co gnize
itself in the interpellative call: its resis tan ce to in te rpe ll ation (to the sym
bolic identity provided by i nterpe ll ation) is the subj ect. In p sycho an alytic
terms, this failure of interpellation is what hysteria is about; fo r this
re as on , th e subj ect as such is, in a way, hysterical. That is to say: what is
hysteria if n ot the stance of the permanent qu es tionin g of one 's sym
bolic iden t ity, of the ide ntity conferred on me by the big Other: 'You say
I am (a mother, a whore, a teacher . . . ) , but am I reallY what you sqy I am?
What is in me that makes me what you say I am? ' From he re , Dolar
moves on to a double criticism of Alt husser: rust, Althusser does not take
into account this obj ectal remainder/excess that resists symbolization;
secondly, in his insis t en ce on the 'material' status of I deological State
Apparatuses (ISAs), Althusser misrecognizes the 'ideal ' status of the
symbolic order itself as the u ltimate Institutio n.
In h er response, Butler accuses Dolar of Cartesian i dealism: ident i
fyi n g m a te ri al i ty with ' actual' ISAs and their ritual practices, she
de s cr ibes the remainder that resists as ideal, as a part of inner psychic
real i ty that c annot be reduced to an effect of interpellatory rit u als .
(H e re, Butler p ays the price of overhastily translating Dolar's position
into p h ilo sop h ical terms he does not use - for instance, in this rather
astounding passage: 'Theological resistance to materialism is exemplified
in D olar's e xpli c i t defense of Lacan's C artesian inheritance, his
in sis te nce upon th e pure ideality of the soul . . . ,39 where does either
Dolar o r Lacan ' explic itly defend' the pure ide ality of the s oul?4� It
would therefore appear that Dolar, under the guise of insisting on the
Real qua material remainder, repeats agains t Althusser the classic Idealist
gesture of insisting on how the inner (self-)experience of subj ectivity
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cannot be re duced to a n effect of external ma te ri al p r a c ti c e s and/or rit

uals: in th e

final

a n alys is

,

the Lacanian 'objet petit a' qua real turns out to

be the coden arne for an ideal psychic object beyond reach of material

p r a c ti ce s . . . . Furthermore,

Bu tl e r also acc u s e s D ol ar o f i deal i z i n g the
big O ther, that is, of e n d o rs ing t he (Lacan ian) shift from material ISAs

and their rituals to the notion of an immaterial/ideal symbol ic order.
As for this last notion, the (im)ma te r ial i ty of the big Other, Dolar's
p o i nt is thoroughly materialist: he does not claim that an ideal quasi
Platonic 'big Other' ac tu aly exists (as a Lacanian, he is we l l aware that

it ny a pas de grand Autre);

he m e re ly claims that, in order for interpellation

(interpellative re c o gn i ti on) to occur, material prac tic e s and/ or rituals of

real social ins tituti ons (sch oo l s, laws . . . ) do not suffice, that is, the sub

ject has to presuppose the sy mbo li c Institution, an ideal structure of
differences. 41 This 'ideal' function of the 'big O th e r '

opposed to ideal

ego)

qua

ego ideal (as

can also be discerned through the notion of inter

passivity, of trans p o sin g on to the Other - not my activity, but my very
passive experience . 42 Let us recall the proverbial

c ri pp l e d

adolescent

who, unable to co mp ete in basketbal, identifies himself with a famou s
playe r he watches on the television screen, imagines himself in his place ,

acting ' through' him, getting satisfaction from h is triumphs while sitting
alone at home

in fron t of th e

screen - examples like this abound in con

se rvative cultural c r iti c i sm, with its complaint that in our era, people,

instead of engaging i n direct social activity, p r efe r to remain impas s ive

consumers (of s ex , of sport . . . ), achieving satisfaction through i magi

nary identification with the other, their ideal ego, observed o n screen.

What Lacan is aiming at with the ego ideal ( t he point of sym b o l ic iden

ti fic a t i on ) , however, as opposed to ideal ego (th e point or figure of

imaginary identification) , is the exac t opp os i te : what about the basketball
player himself? What if he can shine in the game only in so far as he

i magi ne s

himself being exp o s e d to some - ul t imat e ly fantasized

Other's gaze, seeing himself being seen by that gaze, imagi n i ng the way

p o in t
guis e of my ideal ego - is the
e go ideal , the p o int of my sym bo l i c identification , and it is h e re that we
e nc o unte r the s t r u c ture of interpassivity: I can be active (shining on the
basketball court) o n ly in s o far as I id e n t ify with another impassive gaze
his brilliant game is fas c inat i n g that gaze ? This third gaze - th e

from which I see myself as l i keabl e , in the
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for which I am doing it, that is, o n ly in so far as I transpos e on to another
the passive experience of bein g fascinated by what I am doing, in so far
as I imagine mys e l f appearing to this Other who registers my ac ts in the
symbolic network. So interpas sivity is not simply a symm etric al reversal
of ' i n terac t ivity ' (in the sense, described ab ove, of being active
through (our identification with) another): it gives birth to a 'refl exive '
structure in which the gaze is redoubled, i n which I 's ee myself being
seen as likeable' . (And incidentally, in the same sense, exhibitionism being exposed to the Other's gaze - is not simply a symme tric al reversal
of voyeurism, but the original constellation that s upp o rts its two sub
spe cies , exhibitionism proper and voyeurism: even in voyeurism , it is
never j u st me and the object I am spying on, a third gaze is always 
already there: the gaze which sees me seeing the object. So - to put it in
Hegelian terms - exhibitionism is its own subspe ci e s - it has two species,
voyeurism as well as exh ibi t ionism itself in its 'opp ositional
determination' . )
When Dolar speaks of th e 'remainder', however, this is not the ideal
big Other, but precisely the small other, the 'bone in the throat' that
resists symb oli c idealization. Or - with regard to the oppos ition between
the Inner and the External - the remainder of which Dolar speaks (objet
petit a) is precisely not internal/ideal, but extimate, thoroughly contin
gen t , a fo re ign body at my very he art, decentring the subj ect . In short,
far from being an ideal-immaterial-internal object opposed to exter
nality, the 'remainder' of which Dolar speaks is the remainder of
conti n ge n t externality t hat persists within e ve ry move of
internalization/ idealization, and subverts the clear line of divis io n
between 'inner' and 'outer'. In somewhat s impl is tic Hegelian terms,
objet petit a is the rem ainde r that can never be 'sublated [a,ygehoben] , in the
movement of symb olizatio n . So not only is this remainder not an 'inner'
object irredu c ible to external materiality - it is p re ci se ly the irreducible
trace of ext er n ality in the very midst of 'internality', its co nditi on of
impo s sib ility (a foreign b ody preventing the s u bj e c t's full constitution)
which is simultaneously its condition of po ss ibility. The 'materiality' of
this remainder is that of the trauma which resists symbolization. So what
one should do here in order not to miss Lac an 's point is to rej ect th e
equivalence between 'm ateriality ' and so-called 'external reality': objet
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petit a, of course, is no t 'material ' in the sense of an o bj e ct within 'exter
nal re al ity ' , but it is ' m at er i al ' in the sense of an impenetrable / dense
s tai n within the ' ideal' s p h e re of psychic life itself. True materialism does
not consist in the simple operation of reducing inner psychic exp erie nc e
to an effect of the p ro cess e s taking pl ace in 'external reality' - what one
should do, in addition, is to isolate a 'material' traumatic kernel/remain
der at th e very h eart of 'psychic life' itself.
Butler's misunderstanding emerges a t its most radical apropos of the
rel a ti ons hip between r i t u al and belief. When Alth us s er refers to Pascal's
�ct as if you believe, pray, kn ee l down , and belief will come by itself',

he is not merely making the simple behaviourist assertion of the d epe nd 
ence of i nne r b elief on ex te rn al s oc i al in te racti o n ; what he proposes is,
ra t h e r, an intricate reflective mechanism of r e troac tive ' aut op o iet ic '
c a u sal ity, of how 'external' ritual pe rfo r m at ive ly generates its own ide
ological fou nd a t ion : kneel down, and you shall believe that you knelt down
because of your beliif - that your kneeling was the effect/ expre s si o n of
your inner belief.43 So: when Dolar insist that, in order to kneel down
and fol l ow th e ritu al , th e su bj e c t al rea dy has to believe, does he not
thereby miss Althusser's point by ge t t i n g caught in the archetypal ideo
logical vi c io u s circle (in o rde r for the p ro ce s s of s u bjec tiviz ati o n to take
p lac e , the subj ect alrearfy has to be there)? When Butler reads Dolar's p oin t
about belief as if it i m pl i e s this vicious circle, she counters it with a ref
erence to Wit t ge n s t e i n :
Wittgenstein remarks, 'We speak, we utter words, and only

later get a

sense of their life ' . Anticipation of such sense governs the 'empty' ritual
that is speech, and ensures its iterability. In this sense, then, we must nei
ther first believe before we kneel nor know
speak.

On the contrary, both

the sense of words before we

are performed 'on faith' that sense will

arrive in and through articulation itself thereby governed

an antic ipati on
by a guarantee of noematic satisfaction .44

that is not

not the p oi n t of the Lacanian n o ti on of the retroactive te mpo ral
m e an ing, of signified as the circular e ffe c t of the signifier's chain,
so on, pre ci s e ly that m eanin g always comes 'later', that the notion

But is
ity of
and

of ' always-alre ady there' is the true imaginary ilusion-misrecognition?
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The belief which has to be there when we perform a ritual is precisely
an 'empty' belief, the belief at work when we perform acts 'onfaith' - this
belief, this trust that, later, sense wil emerge, is precisely the presupposition
of which Dolar, following Lacan, speaks. (It is with reference to this gap
that forever separates these two beliefs - the first, 'empty', belief at work
when we engage in a symbolic process 'on faith', and the full belief in a
Cause - that one should also read Kierkegaard's famous insistence on
how we, Christians , never simply believe, but ultimately believe onlY in order
to believeY') This act of faith which makes us kneel (or, more generally,
engage in a symbolic process) is what Derrida means when he speaks of
the 'primordial Yes!' that constitutes the minimal engagement; it is what
Lacan means when he interprets the Freudian B9ahung as the primordial
acceptance of the symbolic order - the opposite is not Verneinung (since
Verneinung denies an element which was already inscribed in the symbolic
order), but the more primordial Verwerfong, refusal to participate. So, in
short, this primordial 'Yes!' is proven in a negative way by the fact that
there are subjects who do not say 'Yes!', but 'No!' - so-called psychotics
who, precisely, rifuse to engage in the symbolic process.
Underlying all these misunderstandings is the fundamental differ
en ce in how we conceive the notion of subject. Dolar criticizes Althusser
not for 'eliding the dimension of subjectivity' 46 (that is, 'the lived and
imaginary experience of the subject',47 ) but precisely for the opposite:
for conceiving the subject as imaginary, as an effect of imaginary recon
naissancelmeconnaissance. In short, Lacan's answer to the question asked
(and answered in a negative way) by such different philosophers as
Althusser and Derrida - 'Can the gap, the opening, the Void which
precedes the gesture of subjectivization, stil be caled "subject"?' - is an
emphatic 'Yes!' - for Lacan, the su bj e ct prior to subjectivization is not
some Idealist pseudo-Cartesian self-presence preceding material inter
peUatory practices and apparatuses, but the very gap in the structure
that the imaginary (mis)recognition in the interpellatory Cal endeavours
to fil in . We can also see here how this notion of the subject is strictly
correlative to the notion of the 'barred' symbolic structure, of the struc
ture traversed by the a ntagonist ic split of an impossibility that can never
be fully symbolized.48 In short, the intim ate link between subject andfail
ure lies not in the fact that 'external' material social rituals and/or
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p r ac tice s forever fail to re ach the s ubjec t 's innermost kernel, to represent
it ade q u a te ly - that some i n te r nal i ty, s om e inte rn al obj e ct irreducible to
the exte rn ali ty of social practice s (as Butler reads Dolar), always remains
- but, on t he contrary, in t he fact that the ' subj ect ' itself is nothing but the
fa il ure o f sym b oli zatio n , of its own symbolic representation - the subj ect
is n othin g ' beyo n d ' this failure, it emerges through this failu re , and the
objet petit a is m erely a positivization/ embodiment of th is failure.
VI

This notion of the subj ect as the ' answer of the Real' finally allows me
to c o nfront Butler's standard criticism of the relations h ip between the
Real and the S ym b o lic in Lacan: the determination of the Real as that
wh i c h res ists sym boli z at i on is itself a symbolic dete r m ina tio n, that is, the
very gesture of excluding s ometh in g from the Symbolic, of positing it as
b eyo n d the prohibitive Limit (as the Sacred, Untouchable), is a symbolic
g e s t ure (a gesture of symbo l ic exclu sio n) par excellence . . . . In c o n trast to
this, however, one s h o u l d insist on how the Lacanian Real is strictly
internal to the Symbolic : it is n o th in g but its inherent limitation, the
i m p os s ibility of the Symbolic fully to 'become itself'. As we h ave al ready
emph asi ze d, the Real of sexu al difference does not mean that we have
a fixed set of symbolic o p posi tion s defini ng masculine and feminine
'roles' , so that all subjects who do not fit into one of these two slots are
e x c lu d e d / rej ecte d into the ' i mp ossible Real' ; it means precisely that
every attempt at its symbolization fails - that sexual diference cannot be
ad e q u a te ly translated into a set of sym boli c opp os itions . However, to
avoid a further misunderstanding: the fact that sexual difference can n o t
be tra n s lat ed into a set of symbol ic opposi tions in no way implie s that it
is ' real ' in the sense of some pre-e xis tin g external substantial Entity
beyon d the grasp of symb oliz ation : precisely as real, sexual difference is
absolutelY internal to the Symbolic - it is its point of inheren t failure.
It is in fact Laclau's notio n of a ntagon i s m that can exemp lify the
Real: jus t as sexual diference can articulate i tse lf only in the gu ise of the
series of (fail ed) attempts to tran spos e it in to symb olic opp os itions, so the
an t agon is m (between S o c ie ty itself and the non-Social) is not simply
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external to the differences that are internal to the social structure, since,
as we have already seen, it can articulate itself only in the guise of a dif
ference (by mapping itself on to a diference) between elements of social
space.49 If the Real were to be directly external to the Symbolic, then
Society definitely would exist: for something to exist, it has to be defined
by its external limit, and the Real would have served as this externality
guaranteeing the inherent consistency of Society. (This is what anti
Semitism does by way of 'reifying' the inherent deadlock
impossibility-antagonism of the Social in the external figure of the
Jew - the Jew is the ultimate guarantee that society exists. What happens
in the passage from the position of strict class struggle to Fascist anti
Semitism is not just a simple replacement of one figure of the enemy
[the bourgeoisie, the ruling class] with another [the Jews] , but the shift
from the logic of antagonism which makes Society impossible to the
logic of external Enemy which guarantees Society's consistency.) The
paradox, therefore, is that Butler is, in a way, right: yes, the Real is in fact
internal/inherent to the Symbolic, not its external limit, butfor tha t very
reason, it cannot be symbolized. In other words, the paradox is that the
Real as external, excluded from the Symbolic, is in fact a symbolic
determination - what eludes symbolization is precisely the Real as the
inherent point offailure of symbolization. 50
Precisely because of this internality of the Real to the Symbolic, it is
possible to touch the Real through the Symbolic - that is the whole
point of Lacan's notion of psychoanalytic treatment; this is what the
Lacanian notion of the psychoanalytic act is about - the act as a gesture
which, by definition, touches the dimension of some impossible Real.
This notion of the act must be conceived of against the background of
the distinction between the mere endeavour to 'solve a variety of partial
problems' within a given field and the more radical gesture of subvert
ing the very structuring principle of this field. An act does not simply
occur within the given horizon of what appears to be 'possible' it
redefines the very contours of what is possible (an act accomplishes
what, within the given symbolic universe, appears to be 'impossible', yet
it changes its conditions so that it creates retroactively the conditions of
its own possibility) . So when we are reproached by an opponent for
doing something unacceptable, an act occurs when we no longer defend
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ourselves by acceptin g the underlying premis s that we hitherto shared
with the opponent; in contrast, we fully accept the reproach, changing
the very terrain that made it unacceptable - an act occurs when our
ans w er to the reproach is 'Yes, that it is precisely what I am doing! '
In film, a modes t , not q u ite appropri ate recent ex am ple would be
Kevin Kline's b l urti n g out 'I'm gay' instead of 'Yes! ' during the wedding
ceremony in In and Out: openly admitting the tr uth that he is gay, and
t h us surprising not only us, the spectators, but even himself.5 1 In a series
of recent (com m erc ial) mms, we find the same surprising radical gestu re .
In Speed, when the hero (Keanu Reeves) is confron ting the terro ris t black
ma i ler partner who holds his partner at gunpoint, he shoots not the
blackmailer , but his own partner in the leg - this apparently senseless act
momentarily s h o cks the blackmailer, who lets go of the hostage and
runs away. . . . In Ransom, when the media tycoon (Mel Gibson) goes on
television to answer the kidnappers request for two million dollars as a
ransom for his son, he surprises eve ryone by saying that he wil offer two
million dollars to anyone who wil give him any information about th e
kidnappers, and announces that he will purs u e them to the end, with all
his resources, if they do not release his son immediately. This radical ges
ture stuns not only the kidnappers - immediately after accomplishing it,
Gibson himself almost breaks down, aware of the risk he is courting. . . .
And finally, the supreme case : when, in the flashback scene from The
Usual Suspects, the mysterious Keyser Soeze (Kevin Stacey) retur ns home
and finds his wife and small daughter held at gunpoint by the members
of a rival mob , he re s orts to the radical gesture of shooting his wife and
daughter themselves dead - this act enables him mercilessly to pu rsue
members of the rival gang, their famili e s, parents, friends , kiling them
all. . . .
What these three gestures have in common is that , in a situation of
the forced ch oice , the subject makes the ' cr azy ' , impossible choice of, in
a way, striking at himself, at what is most preciou s to h i mse lf. This act, far
from a m o u n ti ng to a case of impotent aggres s ivity turned on oneself,
rather changes the co-ordinates of the situation in which the subject
finds himself: by c u tting himself loose from the precious obj e ct through
whose posse ssion the enemy kept him in check, the subject gains the
space of fre e action. Is not such a radical gesture of 'striking at oneself'
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constitutive o f subj ectivi ty a s such? Did not Lacan himself ac c omp lis h
act of ' sh oo ting at himself' when, in 1 9 7 9 , he dis so lved the
Ecolefreudienne de Paris, his agalma, his own organization, the very space of
his collective life? Yet he was well aware that only su ch a ' s elf-de stru ctive '
a s im il ar

act could clear the terrain for a

new beginning.

In the dom ain of politics proper, mos t of to day's Left succumbs to
id e o l o gic al blackmail by the Ri gh t in a ccepting its bas ic premisses ( ' the
era of th e welfare state , with its unlimited sp e nding, is over', etc.) - ulti
m at e ly, this is what the celebrated 'Third Way' of today's social
de m o c ra cy is about. In s u ch conditions, an authe n tic act would be to
counter the Rightist agit atio n apropos of some 'radical' measure ('You
want th e i m po ss ible ; this will lead to catastrophe, to more s tate inter
vention . . . ') not by defe nding ourselves by saying that this is not what
we mean, that we are no l o nge r the old Socialists, that the p ropose d
measures will not increase th e st ate bu dge t, that they will eve n render
state expenditure m o re 'effective' and give a boost to investment, and so
on a n d so fort h, but by a re s ou n d ing 'Yes, that is preciselY what we
want! , .52 Althou gh Clin to n 's pre siden cy epitomizes the Third Way of
t o day 's (ex-) Left s u c cu m b ing to Rightist id eo l o gic al blackmail, his
healthcare reform programme would none the less amount to a kind of
act, at least in today's conditions, since it would be based on the rejection
of the h e ge monic notions of the need to curtail Big State exp en diture
and administration - in a way, it would 'do the imp o ssibl e ' . No won de r,
the n , that it failed : its fai l u re - p e rh aps the on ly s ignifica nt , albeit nega
tive, event of Clinton's pre s i de ncy - bears witness to the material force of
th e ide o logical notion of 'free ch oice ' . That is to s ay: alth ough the great
majority of so-called ' ordinary people' were not p roperly acquainte d
with the reform pro g r amm e , the medical lobby (twice as strong as the
infam o u s defence lobby!) succeeded in imp o s ing on the public the fun
dam e n t a l idea that with universal healthcare, free cho ic e (in m a tte r s
c o n ce r n in g medicine) would be somehow threatened - ag ai ns t t h is
pu rely fictional reference to 'free c h o ice ' , any e nu m e ration of ' h ar d
facts' (in Canada, health care is less expensive and more e ffe c tive , with no
less free choice, etc.) prove d in effe ctu al .
As for the s u bj e ct ' s ( age n t 's) ide n t ity : in an authentic act, I do not
simply express/ ac t u ali z e my inner n atu re - rathe r, I redefme myself, the
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very core of my identity. To evoke B utler's often-repeated example of a
s u bj e c t wh o h as a deep homosexu al 'passionate attachmen t ' , yet is
unable openly to acknowledge it, to make it part of his symbolic iden
tity:53 in an authentic sexual act, the subject would have to change the
way he rel ates to his homosexual 'passionate attachment' - not o nly in
the sense of 'coming out', of fully identifying himself as gay.

An act does

not only shift the limit that divides our identity into the acknowledged
and the disavowed part more in the direction of the disavowed part, it
does not only make us to accept as

'possible'

our innermost disavowed

'impossibl e ' fantasies: it transforms the very coordinates of the dis
avowed phantasmic foundation of our being.

An

act does not

merely

redraw the contours of our public symbolic identity, it also transforms

the spectral dimension

that sustains this identity,

the undead ghosts that
trans

haunt the living subj ect, the secret history of traumatic fantasies

mitted 'between the lines ' , through the lacks and distortions of the
explicit symbolic texture of

his or her identity.

Now I can also answer the obvious counter-argument to this
Lacanian n otion of the act: if we define an act solely by the fact that its
sudden emergence surprises/transforms its

agent itself and, simultane
(im}possibility, is not
act par excellence? Did Hitler not 'do the impossible',

ously, that it retroactively changes its conditions of
Nazism, then, an

changing the entire field of what was considered ' acceptable' in the lib
eral democ ratic universe? Did not a respectable middle-class petit

bourgeois who, as a guard in a concentration camp, tortured Jews, also

accomplish what was considered impossible, in his previous 'decent'
existence and acknowledge his 'passionate

attachment'

to sadistic tor

ture? It is here that the notion of ' traversing the fantasy' , and - on a
different level - of transforming the constellation that generates social
symptoms becomes crucial .
fantasy, attacking

An authentic act disturbs the underlying

it from the point of

'social symptom' (let us

Lacan attributed the invention of the notion of symptom to

recall that

Marx!). The

so-called 'Nazi revolution', with its disavowal/ displacement of

the

fun

damental social antagonism ('class struggle' that divides the social edifice
from within) - with

its proj ection/ externalization of the cause of social

antagonisms into the figure of the Jew, and the consequent reassertion of

the corporatist notion of society as an organic Whole - clearly avoids
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confrontation with social a n tago ni sm : the ' N azi revolution' is the exem
plary c as e of a pseudo-change, of a frenetic activity in the course of
which m any thin gs did change - 'something was going on all the time' so that, precisely, something - that which real?J matters - would not
change; so that things would fun dament ally 'remain the same'.
In short, an authentic act is not simply external with regard to the
h e gem onic symbolic field disturbed by it: an act is an ac t only with regard
to so m e symbolic field, as an in te rve ntion into it. That is to say: a sym
bolic field is always and by definition in itse lf ' dece n tred', structured
around a central void/impossibility (a personal life-narrative, say, is a
bricolage of ul timate ly failed attempts to come to terms with some
trauma; a social edifice is an ultimately failed attempt to displace/obfus
c ate its constitutive an tago nis m); and a n a ct distu rb s the symbol ic field
into which it intervenes not out of nowhere, but precisely from the stand
point of this inherent impossibility, stumbling block, which is its hidden, disavowed
structuring principle. In contrast to this authentic ac t which intervenes in

the con stitu tive void, point of failure - or what Alain Badiou has called
the 'symptomal torsion' of a given constellation54 - the inauthentic act
legitimizes itself through reference to the point of substantial fullness of
a given constellation (on the political terrain: Race, Tr ue Re ligion ,
Nation . . . ): it aims precisely at obliterating the last traces of th e 'symp
tomal torsion' which disturbs the balance of that conste llation .
One palpable political consequence of this notion of the act that
has to intervene at the 'symptomal torsion' of the structure (an d also a
proof that our position does not invo lve ' eco n omic essen ti a lis m ') is that
in each concrete constellation, there is one touchy nodal point of con
tention which decides where one 'truly stands'. Fo r exa m ple , in th e
recent struggle of the so-called ' de m oc r at ic opposition' in Serbia against
the Milosevic regime, the truly touchy topic is the stance towards the
Albanian m aj o ri ty in Kosovo: the great majority of the 'democratic
opp o s i tion ' unconditionally e nd o rs e MiloseviC's anti-Albanian nation
alist agenda, even accusing him of making compromises with the West
and 'betraying' Serb n at i o n al interests in Kosovo. In the course of the
stu d e n t demonstrations against M ilo sevic 's Socialist Party falsification of
the election results in the winter of 1 996, the We s te r n me dia which
cl o s e ly followed events, and praised the revive d democratic spirit in
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S erb i a , r are ly mentioned the fact that one of the demonstrators' regul ar
slogans against the special police was 'Instead of ki cki n g us, go to
Kosovo and kick out the Alb an ian s !'. So - and this is my point - it is the
o retic ally as well as p o litic ally wrong to claim that, in today 's S erbi a,
' anti-Albanian nationalism' is simply one among the 'floating signifiers'
that can be app rop ri ate d either by Milosevic 's power bloc or by the
opposition: the m omen t one e ndors es it, no matter how much one 'rein
scribes it into the democratic chain of equivalences', one already accepts
th e terrain as defined by Milosevic, one - as it we re - is already 'playing
his game ' . In today's Serbia, the absolute sine qua non of an authentic
p o li t ical act would thus be to reject absolutely the ideologico-political
topos of the Albanian t hre at in Kosovo.
Psychoanalysis is aware of a whole series of 'false acts': psychotic
p a ran o i a c violent passage a ['acte, hysterical acting out, obsessional
self-hindering, perverse self-instrumentalization - all these acts are not
sim p ly wrong according to so m e external standards, they are immanent[y
wrong, s in ce they can be properly grasped only as reactions to some dis
avowed trauma that th ey di splac e , repress, and so on. What we are
tempted to say is that the Nazi anti-Semitic violence was 'false' in th e
same way: all the s h a t teri ng impact of this large-scale frenetic a c tivi ty
was fu nd am e n t al y 'misdirected', it was a kind of gi gant ic passage a l'acte
betraying an inability to confront the real kernel of th e trauma (the
s o ci al antagonism ) . So what we are c l aim in g is that anti-Semitic vio
lence, s ay, is not o n ly 'factually wrong' Oews are 'not re ally like that',
exp loiti n g us and o rgani z i n g a u n ive r sal plot) and! or ' m o rally wrong '
(u nac c e p table in terms of elementary s t an dards of decency, etc.), but
also 'untrue ' i n the sense of an in au the nti c i ty which is simu l t a n e o u sly
epistemological and ethical, just as an obsessional who reacts to his dis
avowed sexual fixations by enga gin g in c omp ul s ive defence ritu al s acts in
an inauthentic way. Lacan claimed that even if the p ati ent's wife is realy
sleeping a ro u nd with other men, the patient'S jealousy is still to be
treated as a pathological condition; in a homologous way, even if rich
Jews 'really' expl o i te d German workers, seduced the ir daughters, dom
inated th e p opul a r press, an d so on, anti-Semitism is still an emphatical[y
'untrue' , pathological ideological condition - why ? What makes it p atholo gi c al
is the disavowed subjective libidinal investment in the figure of the Jew - the
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way social an tagonis m i s displaced-obliterated by being 'projected' into
t he

figure of

the Jew.55

So - back to the obvious counter-argument to the Lacanian notion of
the act: this second feature (for a ges ture to count as an act, it must ' tra
verse

the

fant asy ') is not simply a further, additional criterion, to be

added to the first ('doing the impossible', retroactively rewritin g its own

conditions) : if this second criterion is not fu lfll e d , the first is n ot really

met either - that is to say, we are not actually 'doing the impossible ' ,
traversing the fantasy towards the

Real.

The problem of today's philosophico-political scene is ultimately best
exp re s s e d by Lenin's old question 'What is to be done? ' - how do we

reassert, on the political terrain , the proper dimension of the act? The
main form of the resistance against the act tod ay is a kind of unwritten

Denkverbot (p rohib ition to think) similar to the infamous Benifsverbot (pro

hibition to be employed by any state institution) from the late 1 960s in
Germany - the moment one sh ows a minimal sign of engaging in polit
ical projects that aim seriously to change the ex isti n g orde r, the answer
is imm e d i ate ly : 'Benevolent as i t is, this wil necessarily end in a new
Gulag! ' The 'return to ethics ' in today's p o l i t i cal philosophy shamefully
expl oits the h orrors of Gulag or Holocaust as the ultimate bogey for
blackmailing us in to renouncing all serious radical engagement. In this
way, conformist liberal scoundrels can find hypocritical satisfaction in
their defence of the existing order: they know there is c orr up tion ,
exploitation, and so on, but every attempt to change things is denounced

as e t h ically dangerous

and unacceptable, recalling the ghosts of Gulag

or Holocaust. . . .

And this resistance against the act seems to be shared across a wide

spectrum

of (officially) opposed philosophical positions. Four philoso 

phers as different as Derrida,

H ab e r mas ,

Rorty a nd Dennett would

prob ably adopt the same left-of-centre liberal democratic stance in prac
tical p ol i tic al de cision s ;

as for the political conclusions to be drawn from

their thought, the difference between their positions is ne gligible . On the

other hand,

already our immediate intuition tells us t h at

a ph ilosopher
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Heidegger on the one h an d , or Badiou on the other, would definitely
adopt a diferent stance . Rorty, who made this perspicacious ob e rvation ,
concludes from it that p h ilos ophical differences do not involve, generate
or rely on political diffe re nces - politically, they do n o t really matter.
What, h owever, if p h il os o p h ic al diferences do m atte r politically, an d if,
as a conseque nce, this political congruence be tween ph ilo sop h ers tells us
something crucial about the ir pertinent philosophical stance? What if, in
sp i te of the g re at pas s i o n ate public debates between deconstructionists,
p ragma t is ts , Habermasians and co gni tivis ts , they none the less share a
series of philosophical p remi s s e s - what if there is an unacknowledged
proximity b e tween them? And wh a t if the t as k to d ay is p re c is e l y to
break w i th this terrain of s h are d premisses?
like

Notes
I . More p rec i se ly, the idea, already present in her first book, Su/dects of Desire (New
York: Columbia U n ive rs i ty Press 1 98 7), of con ne c ting the no tio n of reflexivity at
work in psychoanalysis (th e reversal of the regulation of desire into th e desire for reg
ulation, e tc .) with the reflexivity at work in German Idealism, e sp e c iall y in Hegel.
2. To begin with, o n e would have to qu e stion (or 'deconstruct') the series of pref
erences acc e p te d by to d ay's deconstructionism as the indisputable backgro und for its
en d e avou r : th e prefe re n ce of diference over s am e n e ss , for historical ch an ge over
order, for ope nne ss over closure, for vital dyn ami cs over rigid sch e me s , for temporal
finitude over eternity. . . . For me, th ese prefere nce s are by no me ans self-eviden t .
3. See Slavoj Zii ek, The TrcJdish Su/dect: The Absent Centre of Political Onmlogy, London
and New York: Verso 1 999, e spe ci aly chs 4 and 5 .
4. It is worth m en ti o n ing here th a t the fll'st t o formulate the probl e m atic which
underlies this notion of h ege mony (a One wh ich , within the series of elements, holds
th e place of the impossible Zero, e tc . ) was Jacques-Alain Miler, in his 'Suture', inter
vention at Jacqu es Lacan's seminar on 24 Feb ru ary 1 965, fll'St published in Cahim POUT

l'anaIYse 1 ( 1 966): 37-49.
5 . Ernesto L ac l au , 'The Po li t ic s of Rhetoric', i nte rve n t ion at the conference
' Culture and Materiality', University of C alifornia, Davis, 23-25 April 1 998 (forth
coming 2000).
6. Th is shift is an alo gous to the series of shifts that characterize the emergence of
modern s oc iety as r¢lexive s oc iety: we are no lon ger directly 'born into' our way of life;
rather, we have a 'profession', we play certain 'social roles' (al these terms denote an
irreducible contingency, the gap between the abstract human subj ect and its particu
lar way of life); in art, we no longer directly iden tify certain artistic rules as 'natural',
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a multitude of historicaly co nditioned 'artistic styles ' between
are free to choose .
7. Let me take Fran cis Fukuyama's h alf-forgotte n thesis about the End of His tory
with the advent of the global libe ral democratic order. Th e obvious choice se ems to be:
either on e accepts the alle ge dly H e ge lian thesis of the En d of History, of the finally
fo u nd ra tio nal fo r m of s oc i al l ife , or one emph as izes that struggles and historical con
tinge n cy go on, that we are far from any End of H istory. . . . My point is that ne ither
of the two op ti on s is truly H e ge l ian . One should, of course, rej e c t the naive n o tion of

w e become aware o f
which we

the End of H isto ry in the sense of achieved reconciliation, of the battle already won

in principle; however, with today's glob al capitalist liberal democratic order, with this
regime of ' glob al re flexivity ' , we have re ache d a qu alitative break with al history hith
erto; history in a way, did re ach its end; in a way we actually do live in a p o s t-h i stori c al
society. Such globalized historicism and conti n gency are the defmitive in dices of this
'end of history'. So, in a way, we sh o ul d re ally s ay th at tod ay; alth ou gh history is no t at
its end, the very n otio n of 'h is tori city' functions in a different way from be fore .
8. The opposite case is even more crucial and fateful for the h isto ry of Marxist pol
itics: n o t wh e n th e p ro l e tar iat takes over the (democratic) task left u na ccomplis hed by
the p re ced i ng' c l ass , the bo u rgeo i s ie , but when th e very revo l u tion ary task of the
p roletariat itself is taken over by some 'prece ding' class - say; by the peasants as the very
oppo s i te of the p ro le tari at , as the ' s u bstan tial ' class par excelleTu;e, as in revolutions from
'

China to Cambodia.

9. Is i t not, then, that in t oday's oppo siti o n between the dom in an t forms of the

pol i tical Right and Left, wh at we actually have is wh at Marco Revelli caled
Ri ghts': that the opposition is ac tu aly the one between the 'populist' Righ t

i tse lf 'Right') an d the ' te chn ocratic ' Right (whi ch calls itself the 'New
irony is that tod ay, because of its populism, the Right is
actual id e ologic a l stance of (whatever

1 0. Wendy B row n ,
p. 60.

remain s

much closer to articulating the

oQ the traditional wo rkin g cl as s .

States qf Injury, Princeton, ru: Princeton

I I . I b id . , p. 6 1 .
1 2. Karl Marx, Grondrisse, H ar mon dswo rth:

'the two
(which calls
Left')? The

Penguin

Un iversity

1 972, p. 99.

Press

1 995,

general level - and well beyon d the scope of this e ss ay - on e shou ld
ag ain today make thematic th e status of (materiaQ production as oppo sed to participation
in symb oli c exch ange (it is the merit of Fredric Jameson that he insists on thi s poin t
again and again) . For two philosophers as different as Heidegger and Badiou, material
p rodu ct io n is no t the site of 'authentic' Truth-Event (as are pol itic s, philosophy, art ... );
deconstructionists usu ally start with the statement that p roductio n is also part of the
discu rsive regime, not outside the domain of symb ol ic culture - and then go on to
ignore it an d focus on culture. . . . Is not this 're pre ssio n' of production reflected
within the sphere of production its e lf, in the guise of the division between the vir
tual/symbolic site of 'c re ative ' planning-programming and its execution, its material
realization, carried out m ore and more in Third World swe atsh op s , from Indonesia or
Br azil to China? This division - on the on e h an d, pure 'frictionless' planning, carried
1 3 . On a more
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out on research 'camp u se s ' or in 'abstract' glass-covered corporate high-rises; o n the
other, the 'invisible' d ir ty execution, taken into a c cou nt by the planners mostly in the
guise of 'environmental costs', etc. - is more and more radical today - the two si des are
often even geographically se p arated by thousands of miles.
1 4. On this spectacle of pseudo-production, see Susan Willis, A Primerfor DailY 4ft,
New York: Routledge 1 99 1 , pp. 1 7- 1 8.
I S. Am I not thereby ge tting close to Richard Rorty's recent attack on ' radical'
Cultural S tudies elitism (see Richard Rotty, Achieving Our Country, Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press

1 998)?

Th e difference none the less is that Rorty seems to

advocate the Left's participation in the pol itical

p roce ss as it is in the

USA, in the mode

of resuscitating the progressive Democratic age nda of the 1 9505 and early 1 9608 (get

involved in elections, putting pressure on Congress . . . ), not ' doing the impossible',
the transformation of the very basic co-ordinates of social life . As
such, Rorty's (po li tical , not ph il osoph ic al) 'engaged pragmatism' is ultimately the com
ting

that is, aiming at

plementary reverse of the 'radical' Cultural Studies stance, which ab h o rs actual
p articipatio n in the po litic al process as an inadmissible compromise: these are two sides
of the same deadlock.
1 6 . Brown,

States qf l,yury, p. 1 4.

1 7 . Ibid . , p. 60. In a more general way, poli tic al 'extremism' or 'excessive radical
ism' should always be read as a phenomenon of ideologico-political

displacement:

as an

i n d ex of its opposite, of a l imi t ation , of a refusal actually to 'go to the end'. What was

the Jacobins' recourse to radi c al 'terror' if not a kind of hysterical acti ng out b e aring
witness to their inability to disturb the very fundamentals of economic orde r

(private

property, etc .)? And do e s not the sa m e go even for the so-called 'excesses' of Political

C orre ctn e ss ? Do they also not betray the retreat from di sturb ing the actual (economic,
etc .) causes of racism and sexism?

1 8. An example of this suspension of clas s is the fact, notice d

Badiou,

L'abrlge du mltapolitique, Paris: Editions du Seull

1 998, pp.

by B adiou (see Alain
1 36-7) that in today's

critical and p olitic al discourse, the term 'worker' has dis app e are d from the vocabulary,
substituted and/or obliterated by 'immigrants [i m migran t wo rkers : Algeri an s in
France , Turks in Germany, Mexicans in the USA) '. I n this way, the class p roblem atic

of workers'

immigrants' ethnic, etc., rights clearly derives its energy

dim ens i on .

1 9 . Jacob Torfing, New

20.

racism,
in protecting

exploitation is transformed into the multi&ulturalist problematic of

intolerance, etc. - and the multiculturalist liberals' excessive investment

Ibid., p.

2 1 . Ibid., p.
22. Brown,

from

Theories qf Discourse, Oxford: Blackwell

the 'repressed' class
1 999, p. 36.

38.

304.

States qf l,yury. , p. 1 4.

2 3 . In other words, 'concrete universality' me an s that every definition is ultimately

circular, forced to includel repeat the term to be defined among the elements providing
its d efinitio n . In this precise sense, all great progressive materialist defmitions are cir
cular, from Lacan', 'definition' of the signifier ('a signifier is what represents the subject
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for the chain of al other signifiers') up to the (implicit) revolutionary defmition
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of man

('man is what is to be crushed, st amp e d on, m e rcil es sly worked over, in order to pro

duce a new man'). In both case s, we have the tension between the series of ' o rd in ary '

elements ( 'o rdinary' signifiers, ' ordin a ry' men as the 'material' of h ist ory) and the

exceptional 'empty' element (the ' un ary' Master-Signifier, the socialist 'New M an',

which is also at first an empty pl ace to be filed up with pos i t ive conte n t throu gh rev
olutionary tu r moil) . In an authentic revo l u ti on , there is no a priori p o sitive
determination of this New Man - that is, a revolution is not legitimized by the positive

notion of what Man's essence, ' ali en ated ' in p rese n t conditions and to be realized
through the revolutionary process, is: th e only le gitimiz ation of a revolution is n e gative,

a wil to bre a k with the Past. So , in b oth cases, the subject is the 'vanis h i ng mediator'
between thes e two l eve ls , that is, this twisted/curved tautological structure in which a

su b sp ec ie s is included, counted, in the sp ecies as its own e l eme n t, is the very structure

of subjectivity. (In the case of 'man', the revolutionary subject - Party - is the 'van
ishing mediator' between 'normal' corrupted men and the e me rging New Man: it
represents the New Man for the series of ' ord in ary' man.)

24. As

such, concrete univers ality is linked to the notio n of sym bolic reduplicatio, of

the minimal gap between a 'real' feature and its symbolic inscription. Let us take the

opposition between a rich man an d a p oor man: the moment we are dealing with redu

plicatio, it is no longer en ough to say that the spe cie s of man can be subdivided in to two

subspecies, the rich and the poor, those with mo ney

and

those without it - it is quite

meaningful to say that there are also 'rich men without money' and 'poor men with
money', th at is, people who, in terms of their symbolic status, are identified as 'rich', yet

are broke, h ave lost their fortune; and p eople who are identified as 'p o or' in terms of

their symbolic status yet have unexpectedly struck it rich. The species of ' rich m en' can
be thus subdivided into rich men with money and rich men without money, that is, the

notion of 'rich men' in a way includes itself as its own species. Along the s ame lines, is

it not true that in the patriarchal symbolic universe, 'woman' is not simply one of the

two subspecies of humankind, but 'a

man witho ut a penis'?

More precisely, one would

have to introduce here the distinction between phalu s an d pe nis, because p h alu s qua

signifier is precisely the symbolic reduplicatW of penis, so that in a way (and this is Lacan's
n otion of symbolic castration),

the very presmu r!I the pmis indicates the absence r!I tke phallus

it
(the pe nis) , is it (the ph allus) . So, in the male version of castration, the subject loses, is
deprived oj, what ," rrtVeT possessed in thefirst pl4ct (in perfect oppos ition to love which, accord

- man has it (the pen is), and is not it (the phalus), while woman who does not h ave

ing to Lac an, means giving what one does not have). Perhaps this also shows us the way - one

of the ways - to redeem Fre ud's notion of Penisnei what if this unfortunate 'pe nis envy'

is to be c onceived as a male category, what if it designates the fact that the penis a man
actually has is never that, the phallus, th at it is always deficient with regard to it (and this
gap can also express itself in the typical male phantasmic notion that there always is at
least one other man whose peni s 'realy is the ph alus' , who realy embodies full potency)?
2 5 . I draw here on Glyn Daly's paper 'Ide ol ogy and its Paradoxes' (forthcoming in
The ]oUTTlaI r!I Political Ideowgies).
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2 6 . I elaborated the l ogi c o f th is ' ob s c e n e s u pp l eme n t of power' in detail in
of The Plague of Fantaries, Lon don and New York: Verso 1 997.
2 7 . I draw he re o n Peter Pfaler, ' D e r Ernst der Arbeit ist vom Spiel gelernt', in �rk
and Culture, Klagenfurt: Ritter Verlag 1 998, pp . 29-36.
28. C h ri sta Wolf, The Questfor Christa T., New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux 1 9 70,
Chapter I

p . 55.

2 9 . In a s tric tly symmetrical way, th e Soviet literary critics were right in pointing o ut
that John Ie Carre's great spy novels - in de pi cting the Cold War struggle in al its

moral ambiguity, with Western agents like Smiley, full of doubts and incertitudes ,
often horrified at the m anip ul atio ns they were forced to effect - were mu ch more
potent l i t erary legitimizations of Western anti-Communist democ racy than vulgar
anti-Communist spy thrilers in the mode of Ian Fleming'sJames Bond series.
30. This is also why Gerukr Trouble is by far Butle r's 'greatest hit', and Hegemony and
Socialist Strategy (co-authored with Chantal Mouffe) Laclau's ' gre ate s t hit': on top of
their timely and perspicacious inte rvention into the theoretical scene, both books were
ide n tified with a specific political practice, serving as its legitimization and! o r inspira
tio n - Gender Trouble with the anti-identitarian turn of queer politi cs towards the
p racti ce of performative displacement of the ruling codes (cross-dressing, etc.);

Hegemony with the 'enchainment' of the series of particular (feminist, anti-racist, eco

logical . . . ) progressive s tru ggle s as opposed to the standard
economic struggle. (Judith Butler, Gender Trouble:

leftist domination of the
Feminism and the Subversion of Il1mti",

New Yo rk: Routledge 1 990; Ernesto Ladau and Chantal Mouffe, Hegemony and Socialist

Politics, London and New York: Verso 1 985.)
3 1 . And, along the same lines, is not the opposition between the impossible actual
ization of the fullness of So ciety and the p r agmatic solving of par tial problems rather than be in g a non-historical a priori - also the expression of a precise historical
Strategy: Towards a Radical Democratic

moment of the so -caled 'breakdown of large

historico-ideological narratives'?

3 2 . This gap that forever separate s the Real of an antagonism from (its translation

into) a symb oli c opposition becomes obvious in a surplus that emerges apropos of
every such translation. For example, the moment we transl ate cl ass antagonism into the
op pos iti on of classes qua positive , existing social groups (bourgeoisie versus working
class), there is always, for structural r e as ons, a surplus, a third element which does not
'fit' this oppo s ition (lumpenproktariat, etc.). And o f course, it is the same with sexual dif
ference qua re al : this, precis ely, means that there is always, for stru ctu ral reasons, a
su rpl u s of 'perverse' exces se s over 'masculine' and 'feminine' as two opposed symbolic
identities. One is even te mp ted to say that the symbolic! stru c tu ral articulation of the
Real of an an tagoni s m is always a triad; today, for ex ampl e , class an tagoni sm appears,
within the edifice of social diference, as th e triad of ' upper class' (the manage rial ,
p o lit ic al and intellectual e lite), 'middle class' , and the non-integrated ' l owe r class'
(immi grant workers, the homeless . . . ) .

3 3 . At le ast , if by 'Kantianism' we unde rstand

the

standard notion of it; there is

anoth e r Kant to be re disc overed today, the Kant of Lacan

- see Alenka Zup an cic ,

Ethics of the Real. Kant, Lacan, Lo n don and New York: Verso 1 999.
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34. Claude Levi-Strauss, 'Do Dual Organizations Exist?' , in Structural Anthropology

(New York: Basic Books 1 963), pp . 1 3 1 --6 3 ; the drawings are on pages 1 3 3--4.

35 . See Rastko Moc nik, 'Das "Subjekt, dem unterstellt wird zu glauben" u nd die

Nation als eine Null-Institution', in Denk ProQSse nadi Althusser, ed. H. Boke, Hamburg:
Argument Verlag 1 994.

36. To this misperception correspond two evolutionist notions: the notion that all

'artificial' social links gradually develop out of their natural foundation, the direct
ethnic or blood reLation; and the concomitant notion that

al 'artificial' forms of social

division and expLoitation are ultimately grounded in and gradually develop out of their

natural foundation, the diference between the sexes.
3 7 . See Judi th Butler,

The PfYChic Life of Power: Theori&r in

Subjection, Stanford, CA:

Stanford University Press 1 997, pp. 1 20-29. Mladen DoLar's 'Beyond Interpellation'

was published in Qjti Parle 6, no. 2 (Spring-Summer 1 993): 7 3-96. For a Lacanian read
ing of Althusser similar (and indebted) to Dolar's, see chs 2 and

Sublime Object of Ideology,

London and New York: Verso 1 989.

5 of Slavoj

ZiZek, The

3B. Dolar, 'Beyond Interpellation' , p. 76.

39. Butler, The Psychic Life of Power, p. 1 2 7 .

40 . O n Dolar's precise formulation o f the relationship between the Lacanian sub

ject and the Cartesian cogito , see Mladen Dolar, 'Cogito as the Subject of the
Unconscious', in Slavoj Zizek, ed.,

Un iver s ity Press 1 998.

Cogiw and the

Unconscious, Durham, NC: Duke

4 1 . The Lacanian 'big Other' does not designate merely the explicit symbolic rules

regulating social interaction, but also the intricate cobweb of
Suffice it to mention Roger Ebert's

unwritten 'implicit' rules .

The Little Book of HoUywood ClidzJ.r (London: Virgin

1 995), which contains hundreds of stereotypes and obligatory scenes, from the famous

'Fruit C art' rule (during any chase scene involving a foreign or ethnic locale, a fruit cart

wil be overturned, and an angry pedlar wil run into the middle of the street to shake
his fist at the hero's departing vehicle) to more refined cases of the 'Thanks, but No
Thanks! ' rule (when two people have j u st had a heart-to-heart conversation, as Person

A starts to leave the room, Person B says (tentatively): 'Bob [or whatever Ns name

is)?'

A pauses, turns, and says 'Yes?' B then s ays : 'Thanks') or o f the 'Grocery Bag' rule

(whenever a scared, cynical woman who does not want to fal in love again is pursued

by a su ito r who wants to tear down her wall of loneliness, she wil go grocery shopping;

the bags wil then always break and the fruit and vegetables spill everywhere - either

to symbolize the mess her life

is in,

and/or so that the suitor can help her pick up the

pieces of her life, not only her potatoes and apples). This is what the 'big Other' qua the

symbolic substance of our lives is: this set of unwritten rules which in fact regulate our

actions. However, the spectral supplement to the symbolic Law aims at something

more radical: at an obscene narrative kernel that has to be 'repressed' in order to
remain operative.

42. On this notion, see Chapter 3 of 2izek, The Plague

of Fantasies.

4 3 . This point was made clearly by Isolde Charim in her intervention 'Dressur und

Ver n ein un g' at the colloquium Der Althusser

Effekt, Vienna,

1 7-20 March 1 994.
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44. Bu tl er, The Psychic life qf Power, p. 1 24.
45 . Fu r the r m o re, as I have alre ady de mo n s tr ate d elsewhe re (s ee Chapter 4 of
Slavoj Ziiek, Tarrying with tire Negative, Durham, NC: Duke U n ive rsity Press 1 99 3),

belief (in an ideol ogical Cau s e) is also always a reflexive b el i ef,

a second-de gre e belief
sense of minimal 'intersubjectivity': it is never a direct belief, but a
beli e f in b el ief: when I say 'I still believe in Communism', what I ultim ately mean is 'I
bel ieve that I am not alone, that the Co mmu n is t idea is stil alive that there are stil
people who believe in it' . The notion of belief thus inherently involves the n otion of a
'subject s uppo s e d to b elieve ' , of another subje ct in whose belief I believe.
in th e p re cis e

,

46. Butler, The

Psychic life qf Power, p.

1 20.

47. Ibid. , p. 1 22.

4 8 . As to this notion of the subject, see Chapter 1 of Zizek,

Negative. I nc i d en t al ly, the most co n sis te n t

an d in ge ni ous defence

Tarrying

with

the

of Althusser again s t

Dolar's (as well as my) Lacanian criticism was elaborated by Robert Pralle r, for whom

the distance expe ri e n c e d toward s in terp ell ation is the very fo rm of ideological mis

recognition: this apparent failure of interpellation, its self-relating disavowal - the fact
th at I, the su bject, experience the in n e r most kernel of my b e ing as s om e thin g which
is not 'merely th at' (the m at e riali ty of rituals and app aratus e s) is the ultimate proqf qf its
success: of the fact th at the 'effect-of-subject' really took pl ace . And, in so far as the
Lacanian term for this innerm ost kernel of my being is ofdet petit a, it is justifiable to
,

treasure, the agalma, is the sublime Ofdtcl qf ideology
in me more than myse l f ' which cannot be
reduced to any of my ex ter n al sym bol i c determinations - that is, to what I am for
others. Is this fe e l in g of an u n fathom ab l e and inexpressible 'depth' of my personal
ity, th is ' inner distance' towards what I am for othe rs , the exemplary form of the
imaginary di s tan c e towards the symboli c app aratu s ? That is th e crucial dim e n sio n of
t he id e o lo gic al ifJel-sujet: not in my direct identification with the symbo l ic mandate
(such a direct identification is potentially psychotic; i t turns me into a 'shallow
mechanical doll ' , not into a ' l ivi n g person'), but in my exp erie nc e of the kernel of my
Self as something whi ch pre-exists the process of interpellation , as subj ectivity prior to
interpellation. The anti - i deological gesture par exulfmce is th ere fo re the act of 'sub
j e ctive destitution' by means of whi ch I rmounce the tre asu r e in myself and fuly admit
my depe n d enc e on the ex te r n al i ty of symbolic apparatuses - that is t o say, fully
assum e the fact th at my very self-experience of a subje ct who was already there prior
to the e xte r n al p rocess of interpell ation is a retroactive misrecognition b rought about
by the very p ro c e s s of interpellatio n . See Ro b e r t Pfaller, ' Ne g at io n and Its
Reli ab i l iti e s', in Z izek, ed., Cogito and the UncoTlScWus.
49. As the reader may have noticed, my m an ipul ative strategy in this essay is to play
one of my p artne rs again st the othe r - what are friends for, if not to be manip ul ate d
in this way? I (i mpl ici tly) rely on Butler in my de fe nce of Hege l ag ain st Ladau Qet us
not forget that Butler vindicated even H e geli an Absolute Knowledge, that ultimate bite
noire of anti-Hegelians: see her briliant inte rve nt ion 'Comme nt ary on Jose p h Flay 's
"Hegel, D e rrida , and Bataile's Laughter " in Wiliam Desmond, ed., Hegel and His
claim that this

objet petit a, the

secret

- the feeling that there i s ' s o m e th i n g

,
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Critics, Albany, NY: SUNY Pre ss 1 989, pp. 1 7 4-8), and now on Laclau's notion of

antagonism in order to defend the Lacanian Real against Buder's criticism.
50. For the La can ia n

cognoscenti, it is clear that I

am referring here to his ' for mul as

of sexuation': the Real as external is the exception that grounds symbolic universal ity,
while the Real in the strict Lacanian sense - that is,

as

inherent to the Symbolic - is the

elu sive, e n tirely non-substantial point of failure that makes the Symbolic forever 'non

all' . On these 'formulas of sexuation', see Jacques Lacan , Lt Slminaire, livre XX: Encore,
Paris : Editions du Seuil 1 975, chs VI, VII.

5 1 . However, the filin turns into social kitsch by stagin g the easy conversion of the

smal-town commu n ity from horror at the fact that the teacher of the ir children is gay

into tolerant solidarity with

him - in a mocking imitation of Ranciereian

metaphoric

universalization , they al proclaim: 'We are gayl'.

5 2 . When the status quo cynics accuse alleged 'revolutionaries' of believing that

'everything is possible', that one can 'change everyth ing' , what they really mean is that

nothing at all is real{y possible, that we cannot real!J change anything, since we are basicaly
condemned to the world the way it is.

53.

Many people feel that who they are a s egos in the world, whatever imaginary

centres they have, would be radicaly dissolved were they to engage in homo

sexual relations. They would rather dic than engage in homosexual relations.

For these people homosexuality represents the prospect of the psychotic dis

solution of the subject . (Judith Buder's interview with Peter Osborne, in A
Critical Sense, ed. Peter Osborne, London: Rou dedge 1 966, p. 1 20)

54. See Alain Badiou, L'elTe Bt

l'evenement, Paris:

Editions du Seuil 1 988, p. 25.

5 5 . And is this not stricdy analo gous to False Memory Syndrome? What is prob

lem atic here is not only the fact that ' memories' unearthed through the suggestive help

of the all-tao-willing therapist are often revealed to be fake and fant asized - the p oin t,

rather, is that

even

if thfy are/actuallY true (that is, even if the child was actualy moleste d

by a parent or a close relative), thfy are 'folse', since they allow the subject to assume the
neutral position of a passive victim of external injurious circumstances, obliterating the
crucial question of his or her own libidinal investment in what happened to him or her.

C ompeting Universalities

Judith Butler

protocol th at Ernesto Laclau, Slavoj � izek, and I
prior
to writing these sections of the book, we did not know in
ac ce p te d

A c cordin g to the

other au thors would be at the
that we wrote our own. I p re s u med that � izek would raise the
question of the status of sexual diference, so I decided to dedicate a
good portion of this second essay to that t op ic . But what surprised me
ab out his contribution was its convergence with my own on the problem
of formalism, and I th in k that much of what I have laid out in the first
contribution here constitutes some t hin g of a rep ly, avant la leltre, to his
suggestion that I am perhaps a closet formalist after all. This is made al
the more interesting by his suggestion, Hegelian-style, that I am also a
h i sto ric is t . I be lieve the Lac ani an group that writes in �izekian vein is
the only group of scholars who have called me a historicist, and I am
delighted by the improb ability of this appellation. Things become more
difficult to ne g ot i ate , however, when I am also labelled a 'deconstruc
t ionis t ' . This is a term that no one who p ractise s deconstructive criticism
has ever used, one which turn s a variable practic e of reading into an
ideol ogic al identity (note that one does not use the dero gatory 'Lacaniste'
to describe someone of L ac anian persuasion). Rather than accept or
refuse the s e various labels - or, indeed, ask whether what they name is
really me - I will try to take a diferent tack in offering a reply to the
many in te re s tin g points that � izek raises. I
advance what the first contributions of the

time
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HegeDlony'. trace
I t hin k

that Zizek and I are in agreement on the point that we both
make, in different ways, c oncerning how the exclusion of certain con
tents from any given version of unive rs ality is itself responsible for the
produc tion of univers ality in i ts empty and formal vein. I take it that we
both derive this point from Hegel, and that it i s imperative to understand
how specific mechanisms of exclu sion produc e , as it were, the effect of
formalism at the level of universality. I n de e d , so far our contributions
have produced an unwitting c om edy of formalisms in which :lizek and
I trade the ac cusation, and Laclau offers a spirited defe nc e of the term.
As for my own position, the for m ali sm that characterizes universality, as
I argued in my previous piece, is always in some ways m arred by a trace
or rem ai n der which gives the lie to the formalism itself. I am in partial
agreement with Zizek when he w rit e s : ' the ul tim ate qu e s tion is: which
specific content has to be excluded so that the very emp�form of univer
sality emerges as the "battlefield" for hege m o ny ? ' (8Z, p. 1 1 0) . Indeed,
I would suggest that there may be yet another set of qu estio n s beyond
this 'ultimate' one (though probably not itself ultimate): how do e s the
empty form of univers al ity that emerges under such conditions provide
evidence for the very exclusions by wh ich it is wrou ght? In wh at ways do
the incoherences of universality emerge in political discourse to offer a
refracted view of what both limits and mobilizes th at discourse? What
form of p o litical hermeneutics is needed to read such moments in the
arti c ulation of fo rm al universality?
Zizek, however, makes another point - sh rewdly citing Wendy Brown
to this effect - that the battle for hegemony which takes place through
the unfolding di scou rse of u n iver s ality ge n e rally fails to take into
account the 'background' of capitalism that makes it possible. Argu ing
that class has become unspeakable for Laclau, he wonders, with Brown,
whether the struggle over the articulation of identity-positions within the
political field renatu ralizes capital ism as an inadverte n t consequence.
Indeed, Zizek offers us three different ' level s ' of analysis, e mploying
architectonic metaphors to make his p o int : two furnished by L ac an ,
and one taken from Marx. The struggle over hegemony takes place
ag ai ns t a b ac kgro und of c api t ali sm , and capit alis m , understood as a
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hi sto r ically specific set of ec o n om i c relations, is identified as both the
condition and occluded background of h ege mo n i c struggle. Similarly, in
explaining how Lacan b e c om es p atch ed in to th is framework , he tells us:
One s h o u l d . . . distinguish between two levels: the hegemonic struggle

particular content wil hegemonize the empty universal notion;
that ren de rs the Universal
empty, and thus a terrain for hegemonic struggle. (S:l, p. I l l )

for which

and the

more fu n d a m e n tal i m p o s s i bility

In explaining this mo re fundamental leve l , he re marks that ' every ver
sion of historicism relie s on a minimal "ahistorical" fo r mal framework
defining the terr ain within which the open and endless game of contin
gent inclusions/ exclusions, substitutions, re n egoti atio ns , d isp l ac em ents ,
and so on, takes place' (S 2 , p. I l l ) . I mpl ic i t to this distinction is th e
equation of h ist o ri cism with contingency and with particularity. What is
' h is to ri c al ' are the specific and ch angeabl e struggles; what is non-his
torical is the frame within which they op erate. And ye t , if hegemony
c o n s is ts in part in challenging the frame to permit intelligible p oliti c al
formations previously foreclosed, and if its futural promise de p en ds pre
c i s e ly on t h e revisability of that frame, then it m ake s no sense to
s a fe gu a rd that frame from the re al m of the historical. Moreover, if we
construe the h is tori c al in terms of the contingent a n d political forma
t i o n s in qu e s ti o n , then we restric t the very m e an ing of th e historical to
a form of positivism. That the frame of intelligib ili ty has its own his
t o ricity requires not o n ly that we rethink the frame as historical, but that
we reth ink the meaning of history beyond both positivism and te le o logy,
and towards a notion of a p olitically salient and sh ifting set of e p istem es.
In one of his arguments, then, 2izek suggests paradoxic aly that n ei
ther Laclau n or I historicize the probl e m o f h e gem o ny s uffi c i e n tly, and
that we are closet formalists (even Kantians), by virtue of this failure to
t h ematiz e capitalism s u ffic i e n tly as the necessary background for hege
monic s tru ggle . And in a s ep arat e argument, he refers to a di ffere nt
sort of b ac kgro u n d that is elided in my d is c u s s ion - one whi ch is more
fun d amental and ahistorical, o ne that he will s u b s e que n tly describe as
the constitutive l ack wh ic h , in his terms, is the subject and whic h , as a
lack, conditions the possibility of hegem o n i c struggle. T h e re are, then,
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ac tual ly three 'levels' to this a rchite cto nic, if we take :l i z e k at his word .
And yet, depending on the context in which he is arguing, it appears that
two of them are primary c on ditio n s for hegemony: the one, historicist,
is capitalism; th e oth e r, form alist, is the subj ec t as lack. There is no dis
cussion here that gives us an idea of h ow to u nders ta nd these two
primary conditions in re l ation to o n e another: is one more primary than
the other? Do th ey constitute different sorts of p rim acies ? How are we
to understand cap i tal ism worki ng in c o nj un ct ion with the su bj e ct as
lack to produce something like the co-conditions of hegemonic stru ggle?
I believe it is n ot e nough to distingu ish these as 'levels' of an alysis, since
it is unclear that the subject is not, for instance , from the start, structured
by certain general features of capitalism, or that capitalism does not pro
duce certain quandaries for the unconscious and, in de e d , the psychic
su bj e ct more generally. I ndee d , if a theory of capital and a theory of the
psyche are no t to be thought toge the r, what does that imply about the
division of intellectual l ab our th at t akes pl ac e first under the mande of
Lacan and then under the mantle of Marx, shifts brilian tly between the
paradigms, announces them all as necessary, but never quite gets around
to asking how they might be thou ght - or re th ou gh t - toget h e r?
This is not to s ay th at they do not appear together, for sometimes we
receive an example from the s oc ial world th at i s said to ilustrate a psy
chic process. But Lacan emerges time and again in :lizek's theory at the
limit of the th e ory of capital . This is se e n p e rh aps most ingeniously in
his r eadin g of Al thu ss e r and Lacan toge the r in The Sublime Object of
Ideology. 2 The i nte rp ellation of subjects performed by the institutional
apparatus of the s tate works to the extent that an ' exc ess ' is p osited that
surpasses the social parameters of interpellation itself, a su rplus within
the field of re ality that cannot be dire ctly assimilated into the terms of
re ali ty. H e re o ne might understand this excess in va ri ous ways : as
an ot h er effort to sublimate the traumatic, as an effort to s e t a psych ic
limit to t he fie l d o f so cial reality, or as an effort to indic ate , without cap
turi n g it, what rem ains ineffable in the s ubj e c t, the ineffability of the
unconscious which is at once the condition and lim it of the subje ct
itself. This seems to be what :lizek is approaching throu gh different
means above when he refers to th e subject's 'constitutive lack'. His res is t
ance to what he calls 'historicism' consists in refusing any account given
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by social construction that might render this fundamental lack as an
effect of certain social conditions, an effect which is misnamed through
metalepsis by th ose who would understand it as the cause or ground of
any and all sociality. So it would also refuse any sort of critical view
which maintains that the lack which a certain kind of psychoanalysis
understands as ' fundam en t al ' to the subj ec t is, in fact, rendered funda
mental and constitutive as a way of obscuring its historically contin gent
ori gin s .
For the sake of argument, and in order to render this 'debate' per
haps a bit more subtle, let us assume that this last position, which I have
described as 'critical', is not precisely my view. But let us also concede
th at it has important affi n itie s with the view I do hold: one which
accepts, with 2 izek and Laclau, that psychoanalysis has a crucial role to
play in any theory of the subject. As I h ope to make cle ar, I agree with
the notion that every subject emerges on the condition of foreclosure,
but do not share the conviction that these foreclosures are prior to the
social, or explicable through recourse to anachronistic structuralist
accounts of kinship. Whereas I believe that the Lacanian view and my
own would agree on the point th at such foreclosures can be considered
' internal' to the social as its founding moment of exclusion or pre
emption, the disagreement would emerge over whether either castration
or the incest taboo can or ought to operate as the name that designates
these various op e ra ti o ns .
2izek proposes that we dis tinguis h between levels of an alysis , claim
in g that one level - one that appears to be closer to th e surface, if not
superficial - finds contingency and s ub s t i t u tability within a certain his
torical horizon (here, importantly, h isto ry carries at least two meanings :
contingency and the enabling horizon with in which it appears). He is
clearly referring to Laclau and Mouffe's notion of the chain of equiva
lence, the possibility of new and c o n tin gent identity-formations within
the contemporary p oli tical field, and the capacity of each to make its
claims with reference to the others in the service of an expanding dem
ocratic field. The other level - which, he claims, is ' m ore fundamental' is an 'exclusion / foreclosure that grounds this very hori<;on' (S2, p. 1 08,
2izek's capitalization). He warns both Ladau and me against 'conflat [ingJ
two levels, the endless political struggle ofl for inclusions/exclusions within a
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given field . . . and a more fundamental exclusion which sustains this
very field' (Si, p. 1 08) . On th e one hand, the historical horizon appears
to exist on a different level from the m ore fundamental one, one which
per tains to the traumatic lack in or of the subject. On the oth e r hand, i t
is cle ar that this second level, the more fu n damental one, is tied to the
first by being both its ground and its limit. Thus, the second level is n o t
exactly exterior to the first, which means that they cannot, strictly speak
ing, be co nc eived as separable ' levels' at all, for the historical h oriz o n
surely 'is' its groun d , whether or no t th at gro und appears within the
ho rizo n that it occasions and 'sustains' .
Elsewhere he cautions against understanding this fundamental leve l,
the level at which the subject's lack is operative, as external to social real
ity: 'the Lacanian Real is s t rictly internal to the Symbolic' (8:Z, p. 1 20) .
And we can see that the relation that :Zizek offers by way of the heuris
tic of 'levels' or 'planes' does not quite hold up, and that topo graphy
itself is un s ettled by th e complex set of claims he want s to make. Th e
topographies iizek offers as a way of cl arifying h is p ositi o n must fal
apart if his pos ition is to be rightly u nders to od. But that is p e rhaps only
a marginally interesting point.
This point assumes greater import anc e , h owever, as we a ttemp t to
rethink the relationship between the psychic and the social. This seems
important first of all when we c onsi d e r th e gen er aliz ed th eo ry that
accounts for s u bj ect-for m atio n through a traumatic inauguration. This
trauma is, strictly speakin g, p rior to any social and histo rical reality, and
it constitutes th e h orizon o f in telligib il ity for th e s ubj ec t . This trauma is
constitutive of all su bj e c ts , even tho u gh it will be inte r pre te d retroac
tively by individual subj ects in va rio us ways. This trauma, linked
conceptu ally to the lack, is in tu r n linked to bo th the sce ne of castr atio n
and the incest taboo. These are terms that are routed through the struc
turalist account of kinship, and although they function here to delimit a
traum a and a lack which form the constitutive rupture of social reali ty,
they are th em s elves framed by a very specific theory of sociality, one that
understands the symbolic order to establish a social contr act of sorts.
Thu s , when iizek writes in Enjoy YoUT Symptomi 3 of the l ac k that inau
gurates and d efi n es - nega t ive ly - human social r e al i ty, he p o s i t s a
transcultural s t ru c tu r e to social reality that presupposes a so ci a lity based
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in fictive a n d

i de al i ze d kinship positions th at presume the heterosexual

fam ily as c o n sti tu ti n g the defining social bond for all humans:

the fundamental insight behind the notions of the Oedipus Complex,
incest prohibition, symbolic castration, the adve n t

of

the Name of the

Father, etc., is that a certain 'sacrificial situation' defines the very statu s
of man qua 'parletre,' 'being of language' . . . what is the entire psycho
analytic theory of 'socialization , ' of the emergence of the subject from
the encounter of a presymbolic life substance of 'enjoyment' and the
symbolic order, if not the description of a sacrificial situation which, far
from being exceptional, is the story of everyone and as such
This constitutive charac te r

of the subj ect in the

choice.

. . .

(p. 74)

constitutive?

means that the 'social contract,' the inclusion
symbolic community, has the structure of aforced

Zizek's d i s cu s si on seeks to underscore the s ac rificial situation that inau
yet in his discussion h e posits an
e q u ival e n c e between the symbolic community an d the s oc i al contract,
e ve n as th e social contract is appropriately ironized throu gh in c lu s ive
qu otat io n marks.4 On the next p a ge he makes clear the continuing rel
evance of the Uvi-Straussian sc h e ma for his thinking on ori ginary lack:
'women become an object of exchange and distribution only after the
"mother t h i n g" is p osit ed as p ro h i b i t ed ' (p. 75). Th e choice, for the presumptively male - subject, is thus 'Ie pere ou p i re ' (the father o r
worse) . I d o not mean in these page s to take issue with the theory of kin
ship and the sym b o li c at work h e re , al t h ou gh I do s o in mo re general
terms in my book on An ti gone . s I wish only to point ou t that the very
theoretical pos tul a tio n of th e originary tr au m a presupposes the struc
t ur ali st th eo ry of kinship and sociality - one which is highly contested by
a n t h rop ol ogy and sociology alike, and whi c h has dim i n i s h e d relevance
for new family formations th rou gh o u t the globe. Foucault was ri gh t to
q u e s ti on whether l at e modern social forms could be defmed by systems
of ki n s hi p , and the anthropologist David Sc hne i der has s hown in com
p e l li n g t e r m s h o w k i n shi p has been artificially c o n s tru ct ed by
e th n o grap he rs h opi n g to secure a transcultural u nd e rs t an d i n g of het
erosexuality and b i olo gic al reproduction as the points of reference fo r
gurates s u bj ect-formation, a n d
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kinship organization. 6 Similarly, Pierre Clastres has offered

an

imp ortant

set of s tu dies which show the very partial operation of kinship relations
in defining the social contract and the social bond - studies which have
brought into question the very equivalence of idealized kinship, sym
bolic community, and social contract that conditions Zizek's theorization
of primary lack. 7
Thus it is not enough to say that a primary rupture inaugurates and
destabilizes social reality and the domain of sociality itself, if that rup
ture can be thought only in terms of a very p articular and highly
contestable presumption about sociality and the symbolic order.
This problem , as I understand it, is related to t h e 'quasi
transcendental' status that Z izek attributes to sexual diference. If he is
right, then sexual difference, in its most fundamental aspect, is outside

the struggle for hegemony even as he claims with great clarity that its
traumatic and non-symbolizable status

occasions

the concrete struggles

over what its meaning should be. I gathe r that sexual difference is dis
tinguished from other struggles within hegemony precisely because those

do not simultaneously
tr aumatic diference and a concrete, contingent
historical identity. Both 'class' and 'nation' appear within the field of the
sym bol i z abl e horizon on the occasion of this more fundamental lack,
but one would not be tempted, as one is with the example of sexual dif
ferenc e to call th at fundamental lack 'class' o r 'nation' . T hus, sexual
diffe re nc e o c cupi e s a d is tinc tive positi o n within the chain of signifiers,
one that both oc c a s i o n s the chain and is one link in the chain. How are
we to think the vacilation between these two meanings, and are th ey
always distinct, given that the transcendental is the ground, and occa
sions a sustaining condition for what is called the historical?

other struggles - 'class' and 'nation', for instance

-

name a fundamental and

,

The doubling of sexual difl'erence
There are

surely

some feminists who would agree with the primacy

given to sexual difference in such a view, but I am not one of them. The

formu latio n casts sexual difference in the first instance as more funda
mental than other kinds of differences, and it gives it a structural status,
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whether transcendental in the garden-variety or ' qu as i-' mode, which
purports to be significantly different fro m the concrete formulations it
receives within the horizon of historical meaning. When the claim is
m ade that sexual difference at this most fundamental level is merely
formal (Shepherdson� or empty (:lizek), we are in the same qu andary as
we were in with ostensibly for m al c o nce pts such as universality: is it
fundamentally fo r m al , or d o es it become fo rm al, become available to a
formalization o n the condition that certain kinds of exclus ions are per
formed which enable that very for maliz atio n in it s p u tatively
transcendental mode?
This be c om e s an imp o rt ant consideration when we recogniz e that the
spheres of ' ideality ' which :lizek attributes to the symbolic order - the
structures that govern symbolizability - are also stru ctural features of the
analysi s , not c o n tingent norms that have become rarefied as psychic
ideals. Sexual diffe renc e is, thus, in his view, ( I ) non-symbolizable; (2) the
occasion fo r c o ntesti n g interpretations of what it is; (3) symbolizable in
ideal terms, where the i de al ity of the ideal carries with it the original
non-symbolizability of sexual difference itself. Here ag ai n the d i sagre e 
ment seems inevitable. Do we want to affirm that there is an ideal big
Other, or an ideal small o the r, which is m o re fundamental than any of
its social formulations ? Or do we w an t to q u es t io n whether any ide al ity
that p e rtain s to se xu al diference is ever not co nsti t uted by actively repro
duced gende r norms that pass their id e al ity off as essential to a
pre-social and ineffable sexual difference?
Of cou rse, the reply from even my most progressive Lac a ni an friends
is t h at I h ave no need to wo rry about this unnamable sexual difference
that we neve rthe less name, since it h as no content but is purely fo r m al ,
forever empty. But here I wo u ld refer back to the point made so tren
chantly by Hegel against Kantian formalisms: the empty and formal
struct u re is established precisely through the not fu l ly successful subli
mati on of con tent as form. It is no t ade quate to cl aim that the formal
stru c tu re of sexual difference is first and foremost without content, but
that it c om es to be 'filled in' with c o ntent by a subsequent and anterio r
act. That for mu l ation not only sustains a fully external relation between
form and content, but works to imp ede th e re ading that might show us
how c e rt ain kinds of for m alis ms are generated by a process o f
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abstraction that is never fully free from the remainder of the content it
refuses. The formal character of this originary, pre-social sexual differ
ence in its ostensible emptiness is accomplished precisely through the
reification by which a certain idealized and necessary dimorphism takes
hold. The trace or remainder which formalism needs to erase, but which
is the sign of its foundation in that which is anterior to itself, often oper
ates as the clue to its unravelling. The fact that claims such as 'cultural
intelligibility requires sexual diference' or 'there is no culture without
sexual difference' circulate within the Lacanian discourse intimates
something of the constraining normativity that fuels this transcendental
turn, a normativity secured from criticism precisely because it officially
announces itself as prior to and untainted by any given social operation
of sexual diference. If :lizek can write, as he does: 'the ultimate question
is: which specific content has to be excluded so that the very empty form
of universality emerges as the "battlefield" for hegemony?' (s2:, p. 1 1 0),
then he can certainly entertain the question: 'which specific content has
to be exclu d e d so that the very emptyform of sexual diference emerges as
a battlefield for hegemony?'
Of course, as with any purely speculative position, one might well
ask: who posits the original and fmal ineffability of sexual diference, and
what aims does such a positing achieve? This most unverifiable of con
cepts is offered as the condition of verifiability itself, and we are faced
with a choice between an uncritical theological affirmation or a critical
social inquiry: do we accept this description of the fundamental ground
of intelligibility, or do we begin to ask what kinds of foreclosures such a
positing achieves, and at what expense?
If we were to accept this position, we could argue that sexual differ
ence has a transcendental status even when sexed bodies emerge that do
not fit squarely within ideal gender dimorphism. We could nevertheless
explain intersexuality by claiming that the ideal is stil there, but the
bodies in question - contingent, historically formed - do not conform to
the ideal, and it is their nonconformity that is the essential relation to
the ideal at hand. It would not matter whether sexual difference is
instantiated in living, biological bodies, for the ineffability and non
symbolizability of this most hallowed of diferences would depend on no
instantiation to be true. Or, indeed, we could, in trying to think about
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trans s e xua l i ty, follow the pathol o gizing discourse o f Catherine Milot, 9
who insists up o n the p rim acy an d p e rsist e n ce of sexual difference in the
face of those l ives which suffer under tha t ideality and seek to tra n s form
th e fixity of that belief. O r take the extraordi n arily re g re s sive political
claims m ade by Sylvian e Agac in s ki, Irene Thery an d Fran<;oise Heritier
in re l at io n to contemporary Fre n c h efforts to extend l e gally sanctioned
alliances t o non-married i n divid u al s. l o A gacinski notes that p rec i s el y
because no culture can emerge wi thout th e p res u mptio n of s e xual dif
ference (as its grou n d and condition and o ccas io n), such legi sl ati o n must
be opp o se d, because it is at war with the fundamental presuppositions o f
culture itself. H eritier makes the same argument from the p e r spe c tive of
Uvi-Straussian an th ro p ol o gy, a rguing that efforts to cou nt er nature in
this re gard will p ro d uc e psychotic consequ ences. I I Indeed, this claim
was made so su c c es s fu l l y that the version of the law that finally won
approval in the French Na ti o nal As s e mbly e xp li c itly de nie s th e ri gh ts of
gays and les bi ans to adopt, fearing that the ch ildre n produce d and raised
under such circ u ms tanc e s, counter to nature and culture alike, would be
led into ps yc h o sis .
Heritier cited the notion of the 'symbolic' that u n de rl i e s all cultural
i ntelli gi b il ity in th e work of Levi- S trauss. And Jacqu e s -Al ai n Miller also
j o i n e d in, wr itin g that whereas it is certain that homosexuals should be
g rante d a c knowledge m e n t of their rel atio ns h ips, it would not be po ssi
ble to extend m arriage - like legal arrangements t o th e m , fo r th e prin cipl e
of fidelity for any c o nj u gal p air is secured by the 'the feminine presence',
and gay men app a re ntly lack this cru c ial anch o r in th e ir relatio ns hips. 1 2
One m i gh t well argue that these various political po s iti o n s which
make use of the doctrine of sexual difference - some of which are
derived from Levi-Strauss, and some from Lacan - are i n appropriate
a p pl i c at i o n s of the theory; and that if sexual difference were safe
gu arde d as a truly empty and formal diference, it could not be identified
with any of its given social for m u l atio n s .
But we have s e e n above how difcult it is, even on the conceptual
level , to keep the transcendental and the s o ci al apart. For even if the
claim is th a t sexual difference cannot be identified wi th any of its con
crete formulations or, indeed, its 'contents ' , then it i s e qu ally imp o ss ib l e
to claim that it is r adi c ally extricable fro m any of them as well. H e re we
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see something of the consequences of the vacilating status of the term.
It is supposed to be (quasi-)transcendental, belonging to a 'level' other
than the social and symbolizable, yet if it grounds and sustains the his
torical and social formulations of sexual difference, it is their very
condition and part of their very definition. Indeed, it is the non
symbolizable condition of symbolizability, according to those who
accept this view.
My point, however, is that to be the transcendental condition of pos
sibility for any given formulation of sexual difference is als o to be,
precisely, the sine qua non of all those formulations, the condition without
which they cannot come into intelligibility. The 'quasi- ' that precedes the
transcendental is meant to ameliorate the harshness of this effe ct, but it
also sidesteps the question: what sense of transcendental is in use here?
In the Kantian vein, 'transcendental' c an mean: the condition without
which nothing can appear. But it can also mean: the regulatory and
constitutive conditions of the appearance of any given object. The latter
sense is the one in which the condition is not external to the object it
occasions, but is its constitutive condition and the principle of its devel
opment and appearance. The transcendental thus ofers the criterial conditions
that constrain the emergence if the themal;izable. And if this transcendental field
is not considered to have a historicity - that is, is not considered to be a
shifting episteme which might be altered and revised over time - it is
unclear to me what place it can fruitfully have for an account of hege
mony that seeks to sustain and promote a more radically democratic
formulation of sex and sexual difference.
If sexual difference enjoys this quasi-transcendental status, then all
the concrete formulations of sexual diference (second-order forms of
sexual difference) not only implicidy refer back to the more originary
formulation but are, in their very expression, constrained by this non
thematizable normative condition. Thus, sexual difference in the more
originary sense operates as a radically incontestable principle or crite
rion that establishes intelligibility through foreclosure or, indeed, through
pathologization or, indeed, through active political disenfranchisement.
As non-thematizable, it is immune from critical examination, yet it is
necessary and essential: a truly felicitous instrument of power. If it is a
'condition' of intelligibility, then there wil be certain forms that threaten
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intelligibility, th re aten the p o s sib il ity of a viable life within the soc i oh is 
torical world. S exu a l difference thus functions not m e rely as a ground
but as a d efi n ing condition that mu st be instituted and safeguarded
again s t attempts to undermine it (intersexuality, tr an ssexuality, lesbian
and gay partnership, to name but a fe w) .
Hence it is not mere ly a poor use of Lacan or of t h e symbo li c order
when intellectuals argue ag ai n s t no n -n or m ative s exu al pr act i ces on the
grounds that th ey are inimical to the conditions of culture i t s el f.
Pre cisely because the transcendental does not and c a n n o t keep it s sep a 
rate place as a more fundamental 'level' , p r ec i se ly because sexual
difference as transcendental grou nd must not only take shap e within the
horizon of int ell i gibility but structure and limit that horizon as well , it
fu nc tion s actively -and normatively to constrain what will and will not
co u n t as an in te ll igible alternative within cultu re . Thus, as a transcen
dental claim, sexual difference should be rigorously opposed by anyone
who wan t s to guard against a theory that would p rescrib e in advan c e
what kinds of s exual arrangements wil and will not be permitted in
i n tel ligibl e culture. The in evi tabl e vacillation between the tra nscende n 
tal and social fu nctionin g of th e term makes its prescriptive function
inevitable.

Foreclosures

My disagreement with this p o sitio n is clear, but that does n ot mean that
I disp u te the value of psychoanalysis or, indeed, some forms of Lacanian
re ading. It is true that I oppose uses of the Oedipus complex that assume
a bi - gen d e red p aren tal structure and fail to think c ri tically about the
family. I also oppose ways of thinking about the incest taboo that fail to
consider the concomitant taboo on homosexuality which makes it l e gi
ble and which , al m os t inva ri ab ly, m andates h e te ros exu a li ty as its
sol uti on . I wo u ld even agree that no s ubj ec t emerges without certain
foreclosures, but would reject the presumption that th o se constituting
foreclosures, even traumas, have a universal structure that happened to
be described perfectly from the vantage p oi nt of Levi-Strauss or Lacan.
Indeed, the m o s t i n tere s ting difference between Z izek and myself is
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prob ab ly on th e status of originary foreclosure. I would suggest that
those foreclosures are not secondarily social, but that foreclosure is a way
in which variable social prohibitions work. They do not merely prohibit
objects once they appear, but they constrain in advance the kinds of
objects that can and do appear within the horizon of desire. Precisely
because I am committed to a hegemonic transformation of this horizon,
I continue to regard this horizon as a historically variable schema or
episteme, one that is transformed by the emergence of the non
representable within its terms, one that is compelled to reorientate itself
by virtue of the radical challenges to its transcendentality presented by
'impossible' figures at the borders and fissures of its surface.
The value of psychoanalysis is also, clearly, to be found in a consid
eration of how identification and its failures are crucial to the thinking
of hegemony. I believe that Laclau, 1:iiek and I agree on this point. The
salience of psychoanalysis comes into view when we consider how it is
that those who are oppressed by certain operations of power also come
to be invested in that oppression, and how, in fact, their very self-defini
tion becomes bound up with the terms by which they are regulated,
marginalized, or erased from the sphere of cultural life. In some ways,
this is the age-old problem of identifying with the oppressor, but it takes
a different turn once we consider that identifications may be multiple,
that one can identify with various positions within a single scene, and
that no identification is reducible to identity (this last being another
point on which I believe 1:iiek, Laclau and I can agree). It is always
tricky territory to suggest that one might actually identify with the posi
tion of the figure that one opposes because the fear, justiflably, is that the
person who seeks to understand the psychic investment in one's own
oppression wil conclude that oppression is generated in the minds of the
oppressed, or that the psyche trumps all other conditions as the cause of
one's own oppression. Indeed, sometimes the fear of these last two con
sequences keeps us from even posing the question of what the
attachment might be to oppressive social conditions and, more particu
larly, oppressive defmitions of the subject.
Why any of us stay in situations that are manifestly inimical to our
interests, and why our collective interests are so difficult to know - or,
indeed, to remember - is not easy to determine. It seems clear, however,
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m i n d , and find ourselves achieving o t h e r aims than th o s e we i n te nd , it
s e ems im pe rative to understand the limi ts on transparent s e lf- und e r
standing, especially when it c om es to t h o se ide nt i fi ca ti ons by which we
are mobilized and wh i c h , frankly, we would rather not avow.
I de ntifi c a tio n is unstable : it can be an un cons c io us e ffo rt to app roxim ate
an ideal which one c o n sc iou sly loathes, or to re p u diate on an uncon
scious level an i de n ti fi c at io n which one expl i c i tly c h a mp i ons. It can
t h e reby produce a b ind of paralysis for those who cannot, for whatever
re ason , inte r ro g at e this region of th e i r investments. It can become even
m o re c o mpl i c ate d , however, when the very political flag th at one waves
compels an identification and inve s tm e nt that lead one into a s i tu a tio n
of b ein g exp loite d or dom e st ic ate d thro ugh regulation. For the que stio n
is not s i mpl y what an in d ivi d ual can figure out about his or her p syc h e
and its investments (th a t would make clinical p syc ho an a lys is into the
e ndpoint of pol i tic s) , but to inve s tigate what kinds of identifications are
made possible, are fostered and c o mpe l l e d , within a given political field,
and how certain forms of instability are o p e n e d up within that p ol it i c al
field by vi rt u e of t h e process of identification itself. If the in te r p e ll atio n
of the s h iny, n e w g ay c it i zen requ i re s a de si re to be included within the
ranks of the military and to exch an ge marital vows u nd e r th e ble s s ing of
the state, then t h e dissonance opened up by this very i n t e r p e ll at io n
opens up in turn the possibility o f breaking apart the p i e c e s of this sud
denly co ngl o me r a ted id e n ti ty. It works a g a i n st t h e co nge a l m e n t of
identity into a t ak e n -for-g rante d set of in te rlo cki n g po sit ions a n d , by
u nde rs co ri n g the failure of identification, permits for a diffe re n t sort of
hege monic formation to emerge. It does th is , however, only ideally, fo r
there is no guarantee that a wid e sp rea d sense of that dissonance wil
take hold and take form as the p o li t i c i z ation of gay p e o p le in the direc
tion of a more radical age n d a .
In this se n s e , th e ve ry c a te go rie s that are politically avail abl e for iden
tification restrict in advance the pl ay o f h egemo ny, dissonance and
rearticulation. It is not s i mp ly that a psych e invests in its oppre ssio n , but
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that the very terms that bring th e subjec t into political viability orches
trate the tr aj e ctory of identification and become, with luck, the site for
a disidentificatory re s istance. I b e li eve that this formulation fairly
approximates a view th at is commonly held by my co-authors here.
In the in ters e c tion of Foucault and Freud, I have so u ght to provide a
t heory of agen cy that takes into account the double workings of social
powe r and psych ic reality. And this project, partially undertaken in The
Psychic Life of Power, 1 3 is motivated by the inadequacy of th e Foucauldian
theory of the subject to the e xtent that it relies upon eithe r a be h av
iourist motion of mechanic ally reproduc e d behaviour or a so ciologi cal
notion of 'internalization' which do es not appre c iate the instabilities
that inhere in identificato ry practices.

The

fantasy in the norm.

In a Foucauldian p ersp e ctive, one question is whether the very re gime of
power that seeks to regulate the subj e ct does so by providing a principle
of self-definition for the subject. If it does, and su bj e ctivation is bound
up with subjection in this way, then it wil not do to invoke a notion of
the s ubje c t as the ground of agency, since the subject is its elf produced
throu gh operations of power that delimit in advanc e what the aims and
expanse of age ncy will be. It does n ot follow from this i n sight, however,
that we are all always - al re ady trapped, and that there is no point of
resi s t an c e to regulatio n or to the form o f subj ectio n that regulation
takes. What it does mean, however, is that we ough t not to think that by
embracing the su bj ect as a ground of agency, we wil have countered the
effects of regulatory power. The an alysis of psych i c life becom e s crucial
here, because the social norms t hat work on the subject to produce its
desires and restrict its operation do not operate unilateraly. Th ey are not
simply imposed and internalized in a given form. Indeed, no norm can
op e rate on a subject without the activation of fantasy and, more specif
ically, the phantasmatic attachment to ideals that are at once soci al and
psychic. Psychoanalysis e nters Foucauldian an alysis precisely at the point
where one wishes to understand the phantasmatic dimension of social
no r ms . But I wou ld caution agai ns t u n derst andi n g fantasy as something
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which occurs 'on

one level' and social interpellation a s s ome thing that
takes place ' on another level'. These architectonic moves do no t an swe r
t he ques tio n of t he interrelation between the two processes or, i n deed ,
how s ocial normativity is not finally thinkable outside the psychic real
ity whi c h is the i n s tru me nt an d s o urc e o f its co n tinuin g e ffe ctivi ty.
Norms are not onl y embodied, as B ou rd ieu has argu e d , but embodi
ment is itself a mode of int e r pre tatio n , not always conscious, which
subj e c ts nor mativity its e l f to an iterable te mporality. N o rm s are n o t
st a ti c e n ti ti e s , but i nc orpor ate d and inte rp rete d features of exi ste nc e
that are s ustained by the idealizations fu rnish e d by fan tasy.
Whereas Z izek insis ts that at the heart of psychic life one finds a
' tr a um atic kernel! remainder' which he d e s c rib es alte r n ate ly as material
and ideal, the m at e ri ality to which he refers, however, has no t hing to do
with material re l atio n s . This traumatic kernel is n ot composed of social
relations but functions as a limit-point of sociality, figure d according to
me taph o rs of m ateri al ity - that is to say, ke rne ls and stains - but ne ither
apparent nor legible ou ts i de of these figurations and not, s tri ctly spe ak
i n g, id e al , since it is n o t conceptualizable, and functions, indeed, as the
limit of conceptualization as well. I wonde r whether a Wittgenstei n ian
appro ach to this question might simplify mat te rs . We can agree that
there is a l i mit to conceptualization and to any given formulation of
so c i ali ty,

and t hat we encounter this limit at various liminal and spectral
in experience. But why are we then compelled to give a tech
nical name to this limit, 'the Re al ' , and to make the fu r th e r claim that
the subject is constituted by this foreclosure? The use of th e technical
nomenclature open s up mo re pro bl e m s than it s olve s . On the one hand,
we are to accept that ' the Real' mea ns nothing other than the constitu
tive limit of the subject; yet on the other h and, why is it th at any effort
to refer to the c o n st i tutive limit of the subject in ways that do not use
th a t nomenclature are c o n sid e re d a failure to un d e r s t an d its proper
operation? Are we u s in g th e c ate gor ies to un de rstan d the ph enom e n a ,
or m ars hallin g the phenomena to shore up the cat egori e s 'in the name
of the Father', if you will? Similarly, we can try to accept the watered
down notion of the symbolic as separable from normative kinship , but
why is there all that talk about the place of th e Father and the Phallus?
One can, thro u gh definitional fiat, proclaim that the symb olic c o mmits
moments
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one to no particular notion of kinship or perhaps, more generally, to a
fully empty and generalized conception of kinship, but then it is hard to
know why the 'positions' in this symbolic always revolve around an ide
alized notion of heterosexual parenting. Just asJungians never did supply
a satisfactory answer for why the term 'feminine' was used when anyone
of any gender could be the bearer of that principle, so Lacanians are
hard-pressed to justify the recirculation of patriarchal kin positio n s as
the capitalized 'Law' at the same time as they attempt to define such
socialy saturated terms in ways that immunize them from al sociality or,
worse, render them as the pre-social (quasi-)transcendental condition of
sociality as such. The fact that my friends Slavoj and Ernesto claim that
the term 'Phallus' can be definitionally separated from phallogocen
trism constitutes a neologistic accomplishment before which I am in
awe. I fear that their statement rhetoricaly refutes its own propositional
content, but I shall say no more.
Whereas I accept the psychoanalytic postulate, eschewed by some
prevalent forms of ego psychology, that the subject comes into being on
the basis of foreclosure (Laplanche), I do not understand this foreclosure
as the vanishing point of sociality. Although it might be inevitable that
individuation requires a foreclosure that produces the unconscious, a
remainder, it seems equally inevitable that the unconscious is not pre
social, but a certain mode in which the unspeakably social endures. The
unconscious is not a psychic reality purified of social content that sub
sequently constitutes a necessary gap in the domain of conscious, social
life. The unconscious is also an ongoing psychic condition in which norms are regis

tered in both normali,dng and non-normalking WI!YS, the postulated site of their
fortification, their undoing and their perversion, the unpredictable trqjectory of their
appropriation in identifications and disavowals that are not always consciously or
deliberately performed. The foreclosures that found - and destabilize - the

subject are articulated through trajectories of power, regulatory ideals
which constrain what will and will not be a person, which tend to sepa
rate the person from the animal, to distinguish between two sexes, to
craft identification in the direction of an 'inevitable' heterosexuality
and ideal morphologies of gender, and can also produce the material for
tenacious identifications and disavowals in relation to racial, national
and class identities that are very often difficult to 'argue' with or against.
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Psychoanalysis cannot conduct an analysis of psychic reality that
presumes the autonomy of that sphere unless it is wiling to naturalize
the fo rm s of social power that produce the effect of that autonomy.
Power emerges in and as the formation of the subject: to separate the
subject-generating function of foreclosure from the realm of productive
power is to disavow the way in which social meanings become inter
preted as part of the very action of unconscious psychic processes.
Moreover, if the ideals of personhood that govern self-definition on
preconscious and unconscious levels are themselves produced through
foreclosures of various kinds, then the panic, terror, trauma, anger, pas
sio n , and desire that emerge in relation to such ideals cannot be
understood without reference to their social formulations. This is not to
say that social forms of power produce subjects as their simple effects,
nor is it to claim that norms are internalized as psychic reality along
behaviourist lines. It is to emphasize, however, the way that social norms
are variously lived as psychic reality, suggesting that key psychic states
such as melancholia or mania, paranoia and fetishism, not only assume
specific forms under certain social conditions, but have no underlying
essence other than the specific forms they assume. The specificity of the
psyche does not imply its autonomy.
The prospect of engaging in sexual relations that might invite social
condemnation can be read in any number of ways, but there is no way to
dispute the operation of the social norm in the fantasy. Of course, the
norm does not always operate in the same way: it may be that the sexual
practice is desired precisely because of the opprobrium it promises, and
that the opprobrium is sought because it promises, psychically, to restore
a lost object, a parental figure, or indeed a figure of the law, and to restore
a connection through the scene of punishment (much of melancholia is
based upon this self-vanquishing wish). Or it may be that the sexual prac
tice is desired precisely because it acts as a defence against another sort of
sexual practice that is feared or disavowed, and that the entire drama of
desire and anticipated condemnation operates to deflect from another,
more painful psychic consequence. In any of these cases, the norm oper
ates to structure the fantasy, but it is also, as it were, put to use in variable
ways by the psyche. Thus, the norm structures the fantasy, but does not
determine it; the fantasy makes use of the norm, but does not create it
.
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If that sexu al prac tic e turned out t o be, s ay, an al p en etration , and the
person who lives a vexed relation to it turns out to be a ma n in some
ge n e ric se n se , then m any qu e stio n s can emerge: is the fantasy to perform
or to receive it, to perform and receive it both at once; is the fantasy also
ope ratin g as a substitute for an o the r fant asy, one which has an unac
ce p tabl e agg re s s io n at its core, or which involves incestuous de s ir e?
What figu re does the social norm assume within the fan tasy, and is the
i d e n tific at i on with the desire and wit h the law b oth at on ce , so that it is
not easy to say whe re the 'I' m igh t be s i mply located within the scenog
raphy of the fantasy? And if one finds one s elf in a de b ilitate d state in
re latio n to this fan t asy, suffe rin g paranoia and sh ame , unable to emerge
i n public, interact with others, do we n ot n e ed an exp l an ati o n for this
kind of s uffering that takes into account not only th e social power of the
norm, but the exacerbation of that social power as it enters i nto and
s h ap e s the p syc h ic life of fantasy? Here it wo u l d not be possible to pos
tulate the soc ial norm on one side of the an alys i s , and the fant asy on the
other, for the modus operandi of the norm i s th e fa n tasy, and the very
syntax of th e fantasy could not be read withou t an understanding of the
lexicon of the s o c i al norm. The norm does not simply enter into the life
of se xu ali ty, as if norm and sexuality were s ep a rable : the norm is s exu 
alized and se xu ali z in g, and s ex u ali ty is itself c o n s titu t e d , though n o t
determined, on its basis. In thi s sense, the body mu s t enter into the the
orization of norm and fantasy, since i t is precisely the site where the
desire for the n or m takes shape, and the norm cultivates de sire and fan
tasy in the service of its own naturalization.
One Lacanian te mpt atio n is to claim that the law figured in t h e fan
tasy is the Law in some capitalized sense, and that the small appearance
indexes the operation of the large r one. This is the moment in whic h the
t he ory of psycho a n alysis becomes a theological proj ect . And al th ough
theology has its place, and ou gh t not to be d ism iss e d , it is perhap s
imp o r tant to ac kn owledge that this is a credo of faith. To th e extent that
we m im e the gestures of genuflection that structure this p rac tic e of
knowl e d ge , we do perhaps come to believe in th e m , and our faith
becomes an effect of this mimeti c practice. We could, with Zizek, claim
th at a primordial faith p re c on diti on s t he gestu re s of ge nufle c t i on we
m ake , but I would suggest that all th at is necessary t o start on this
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theological venture is th e desire for theolo gy itself, o n e that not all of us
s h are . In d e ed , what seems more poignant here for psychoanalysis as
both theory and clinical pr actice is to see what transformations social
n orms u n d e rgo as they assume various forms within the p syche , what
specific forms of suffering they induce, what clues for relief they also,
inadvertently, give.
Or let us consider various forms of s e lf- mutil at ion that have th e
apparent aim of marring or even des t roy in g the body of the subject. If
the subject is a woman, an d she takes responsib ility for a seduction that
lured her father aw ay from her mo th er (a n d her mother away from
he r) , or t oo k her brother away from her sister (and both away from
her), then it may be that the mutilation serves as an at tempt to annihi 
l a t e the b od y which she understands as the source of her guilt and her
loss. But it m ay also be that she does not seek to an nihil at e the body,
but o n ly to scar it, to leave the marks for all to see, and so to commu
nicate a s i gn , p erform the corporeal equivalent to a confessional and a
supplication. Yet these marks may not be readable to those for whom
t hey a re (a m b ival e ntly) intended, and so the b ody communicates the
signs that it also fails to communicate, and the 'symptom' at hand is
o n e of a body dedicated to an ill e gi b le confession. If we abstract too
quickly from this scene, and decide that there is something about the
b i g O ther op e ratin g h e re , s o mething quasi-transcendental or a priori
that is generalizable to all subjects, we have found a way to avoid the
r athe r messy p sych ic and social e ntan gl e ment that presents itself in this
example. The e ffo rt to generalize into the a priori conditions of the
scene takes a short cut to a kind of universalizing claim that tends to
dismiss or devalue the power of social norms as they operate in the
scene : the i n cest taboo, the nuclear family, the operation of guilt in
women to thwart the pu t ative ly aggressive consequences of th e i r desire,
women's b odies as mutilated signs ( an u nwi tting playing out of the
Levi-Straussian identification of women with circulating signs in The
Elementary Structures if �Kinship) .
Z i z e k has in part m ade his mark in contemporary critical studies by
taking Lac an out of the realm of p u re theory, showing how Lacan can
be understood through popular culture, and how popular culture con
v e rsely indexes the theory of Lacan . Z i zek's work is full of rich
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examp l e s from popular culture and various kinds of i d eologies and
th e ir complicated 'jokes', but these examples serve to illu strate various
principles of psychic reality without ever clarifying the relation between
the social example and the psychic principle. Although the social exam
ples serve as the occasions for insights into the structures of psychic
reality, we are not given to un d er stan d whether the social is any more
than a lens for understanding a psychic reality th at is anterior to itself.
The examples function in a mode of allegory that presumes the sepa
rability of the illustrative example from the content it seeks to
i l l um i n a te . Thus, this relation of separation recapitulates the architec
tonic tropes of two levels that we have seen before. If this kind of
separation between t h e psychic and the social is not appropriately called
Cartesian, I wo ul d be gla d to fi n d another term to describe the dualism
at work here.
This extended discussion does not yet make clear the place of psy
choanalysis for a broader conception of politics. Zizek has contributed
immeasurably to this project by showin g us how disidentification oper
ates in ideological interpellation, how the failure of interpellation to
capture its object with its d efining mark is the very condition for a con
test about its m ean ings, inaugurating a dynamic es s e n t i al to hegemony
itself. It seems clear that any effort to order the subject through a per
formative capture whereby the subject becomes synonymous with the
name it is calle d is bound to fail. Why it is bou nd to fail remains an
open question. We could s ay that every subject has a complexity that no
single name can capture, and so refute a certain form of nominalism .
Or we could say that there is in every subject something that cannot be
named, no matter how c o mpl i cated and variegated the naming process
becomes (I believe that this is Z izek's point) . Or we c o u l d think a bit
more closely about the name, in the service of wh at kind of regu l atory
apparatus it works, whether it works alone, whether in order to 'work'
at all it requ ires an i t er a ti o n that introduces the pos s i b ili ty of failure at
every i n t e rv al It is important to re m em b e r, however, that interpellation
does not always operate t h ro u gh the nam e : t h i s silence might be meant
fo r you . And the discursive means by which subj ects are ordered fails
not o nly because of an extra-discursive s o m e th in g that resists assimila
tion into discourse, but because discourse has many more aims and
.
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effects than those that are actually intended by its users . A s a n instru
ment of non-intentional effects, discourse c an p rod uc e the possibility of
id en ti t i e s that it m e a ns to fore c l o se . Indeed, the articulation of fore
closure is the first moment of its p ote nti al undoing, for t h e articulation
can become rearticulated and countered once it is l aun che d into a dis
cursive traj e ctory, unmoored from the intentions by which it is
animated.
In the case of foreclosure, where certain possibilities are ru l e d out so
that c u l tu r al in telligib ility can be instituted, giving discursive form to the
foreclosure can be an i n au gurati n g moment of its destabilization. The
unspeakable speaks, or the speakab l e speaks the unspeakable into
silence, but these speech acts are recorded in speech , and s pee c h
becomes so m e th i n g else by virtue of having been broken open by the
u n sp e akable . Ps yc h o a nal ys is enters here to th e extent that it insists upon
the efficacy of unintended meaning in discourse. And although Foucau l t
failed to see his a ffi n i ty with psychoanalysis, he c le arly understood that
the 'inadvertent consequences ' produced by dis c urs ive practices not
fully controlled by intention have disruptive and transformative e ffe c ts
In th i s sense, psychoanalysis helps us to understand the contingency
and risk intrinsic to political practice - that certain kinds of aims which
are deliberately intended can become subverted by other operations of
power to effect consequences that we do not endorse (e.g. the fe m in ist
anti-pornography movement in th e USA saw its cause taken up by right
wing Republicans, to the dismay of - we hope - some of them).
Conversely, attacks by one 's enemies can paradoxically boost one's posi
tion (one hopes), especially when the broader public has n o desire to
identify w it h the manifest aggression represented by their tactics. This
does not mean that we ought not to delineate goals and devise strategies,
and just wait for our foes to shoot themselves in their various feet. Of
course, we should devise and justify political plans o n a co lle ctive basis.
But this will not mean that we would be n a ive in rel a ti on to power to
think that the institution of goals (the trium p h s of the civil rights move
m en t) wil not b e ap prop ri at e d by its opponents (C al ifo r n i a s civil rights
i n it iative) to dismantle those accomplishments (the de c i m at i o n of affir
mative action).
.
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Conditions of possibility for politics

-

and then

SOlDe

The p o s sib ilities of these reversals and t h e

feared p ro sp ect of a full co
by ex i st i n g institutions of power ke e p m a ny a critical
inte ll ec tu al from engaging in activist p ol iti cs . The fear is that one will
h ave to a c c ep t certain notions which one wants to s u bj e c t to critical
scrutiny. C an one embrace a n o t io n of ' ri ghts ' even as the discourse
ten d s to localize and obscure the broader workings o f power, even as it
often involves accepting certain premisses of h um a nism that a critical
p e r sp ec t ive wo ul d qu e s ti on ? Can one acc e p t t h e very pos tu late of ' un i 
op t a t i o n

versality ' ,

s o central

to

the

rhetoric of democratic claims to

the very constitution
of th e polity ought to be brough t into qu e stion? C an one call into ques
t io n the w ay in which the politi c al field is organi ze d , and have such a
que s t io n i n g accepted as part of the process of self-reflection that is c en 
tral to a r adi cal d e m o crat i c ente rp ri s e ? Convers e ly, can a critical
intellectual use the very terms that she subjects to criticism, acceptin g
the pre - th e o re tic al forc e o f the ir d epl oymen t in contexts where t hey are
enfranchisement? The demand for 'inclusion' when

urgently needed?

be able to move as intellectuals between the
pre d ominate these pages, in which the condi
tions of possibility for the political are debated, and the struggl e s that
con s ti tu t e the present life of he gemon i c struggle : the development and
universalization of various new social movements, the concre t e work
ings of coalition al efforts a nd , esp ec ially, those alliances that tend to
c ros s -c u t identitarian politic s . I t wo u l d b e a mis take to th in k that these
effo r t s m igh t be group ed together u n d e r a single rubric, u nd ers t o o d as
'the particular' or 'the historically c onti n ge nt ' , while intellectuals the n
t u r n to more fu ndamental issues t h a t are un d e r s t oo d to be clearly
ma rke d ofT from t h e play of present p olitics. I am not su ggestin g that
my interlocu tors are guilty of such moves. Laclau 's work, espe c i al ly his
e d i t e d volume The Making of Political Identities, 14 takes on this ques tio n
explicitly. And Z izek has also eme rge d as one of th e central critics of
the political situation i n th e B alkan s , more gene r ally, and is e n gage d ,
more l o c al ly, in t h e political life of Slovenia in various ways. Moreover,
it seems that the very notion of hegemony to which we are all mo re or
It

kinds

seems important to

of

questions t h at
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less com m itte d demands a way of thinking about social movements
precisely as t hey come to make a universalizing claim, p rec i s e ly when
they e me rge within the historical horizon as the promise of democra
tization itself. But I would caution that establishing the conditio ns of
p o s s ibil ity for such movements is not the same as engaging with their
internal and overlapping lo gics , the sp ecific ways in which they appro
priate the k ey terms of democracy, and directing the fate of those
te r ms as a consequence of that appropriation.
The l e sbia n and gay movement, which in some quarters has
extended to include a broad range of sexual mino riti e s , has faced a
n u mber of questions regarding its own assimilation to existing norms in
recent years. Whereas some c l am o u red for inclusion in the US military,
others sought to reformulate a critique of the m ilit ary and question the
value of being included there. Similarly, whereas thro ugho u t some
areas of E u rope (especially France and Holl a nd) and the USA some
a c tivi s ts h ave sought to extend the institution of marriage to non
heterosexual partners, others have s u sta i n e d an ac t ive critique of the
in s t itu t i on of marriage, qu e st i o ning whether state recognition of
m o n o g amo u s partn ers will i n the end delegitimate sexual freedom fo r
a number of sexual minorities. One might say that the advances that
are so u ght by mainstream liberal ac tivis t s (i nclu sion in the mil itary and
in m a r r i a ge) are an exte n si o n of democracy and a h e ge m on i c advance
to the e xt e n t that lesbian a n d gay p e opl e are m a king the c l ai m to be
t re at e d as equal to other citizens with respect to these o bl i g ati o ns and
entitlements, and that the prospect of their inclusion in these institu
tion s is a sign th at t h ey are at present ca r ry i ng the universalizing
promise of h e ge m o ny itself. But this would not be a salutary conclusion,
for the e n s tate m e nt of these qu e sti o nab le rights a nd o bligation s for
s om e lesbians and gays establishes n o r m s of legitimation that work to
remarginalize others and foreclose possibilities for sexual free dom
which have also b e en long-standing goals of the movement. The natu
ralizat i o n of the military-marriage goal for gay politics also
m arginal i z es those for whom one or the other of these institutions is
anathema, if not inimical . Indeed, those who oppose both institutions
would find t h at the way in which they are r epres e nted by the
' advance of democracy' is a violation of their most central, political
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commitments. S o how would w e understand th e op e r atio n o f hege
mony in this h ighly c o n flic ted s i tu atio n ?
First of all, it seems clear that the politic al aim is to mobilize again st
an identification of marriage or m ilitary rights with the univers al izing
promise of the gay movement, the sign th at lesbians an d gays are
becoming human according to universally accepted postulates. If mar
riage and the mil i ta ry are to remai n contested zones, as they s u re ly
sh o ul d , it wil be crucial to maintain a p olitic al culture of contestation on
these and other p arallel issues, s u ch as t h e legit i m acy and legality of
public zones of sexual exchange, intergenerational sex, adoption outside
ma rri age , increased research and testing for AIDS, and trans gender
politics. All of these are debated issues, but where can the debate, t he
contest, take place? The New York Times is quick to announce that lesbians
and gays have advanced miraculously since Stonewall, and m any of the
major e nte rtainmen t figures who 'come out' with great enthusiasm also
communicate that th e new day has arrived. The Human Ri ghts
Campaign, the mo s t we l l - e nd owe d g ay righ ts orga ni zat io n , steadfastly
stands in a p atriotic salute before the flag. Given t h e overwhelm in g ten
de n cy of libe ral political culture to regard the ass i m ilatio n of le sb i an s
and gays into the existing i n sti tu t i on s of m arri age and the military as a
gr an d success, how does it become p o s s ib le to keep an open and politi
c ally efficacious conflict of i nt e r p retati ons alive?
This is a differe n t question from as ki n g after the c o n d i ti o ns of possi
bility for hegemony and l o c a ti ng them in the pre-social fi e ld of the Real.
And it wil not d o simp ly to say that all these concrete struggles exem
plify so m e thi n g mo re pro fo u n d , and that our task is to dwell in that
profundity. I raise th is q ues t i on not to counterpose the 'concrete ' to
'theory' , but to ask: wh at are the specifically theoretical questions raised
by these concrete urgencies? In addition to providin g an in qu iry into the
ideal conditions of possibility for h e ge m ony, we also need to think about
its conditions of efficacy, how hegemony becomes re ali z able under pres
ent c on d itio n s, and to rethink re al izab i l ity in ways that res is t totalitarian
conclusions. The o pen- ende dne ss that is essential to democratization
implies that the universal cannot be finally iden tifie d with any parti cu
lar content, and that this in comm e n su r ab ility (fo r which we do not need
th e Real) is crucial to the futural p oss ib ilities of democratic conte s tation .
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To ask after the n e w grou n d s o f realizability i s n o t t o ask after the 'end'

I presume that the point
concur is pre c i s ely the ideal of a pos
s ibility that exceeds every attempt at a fmal realization, one which ga ins
i ts v i tality precisely from its non-coincidence with any present reality.
What m akes this non-coincidence vital is its c ap aci ty to op en up new
felds of possibility and, thus, to instil hope where a s ens e of fat ali ty is
always th re at eni n g to close down political thinking alto ge th e r.
of politics as a static or teleological conclusion :

of hegemo ny on which we mi gh t

Particular

This

and

universal in the practice of translation

incommensurability is give n an elegan t formulation in

work, where it c e n tres on the l ogical in c ompa t ib il i ty

of

Laclau 's

the p a rticu la r

and the u n ive rsal , an d the uses of the lo gi c al impossibility of synthe si s

t hat go ads the hegem on ic process. Laclau acco u n ts for th e e m erge n ce

of
M arx : one which assumes
that a particular cl ass wil become identified with universal goals, and
another which assumes that the i n c o mm e nsu r a b il i ty between a par t i c u 
l a r class a n d its u n iversalist aspirations wil occasion a n op e n - e nd e d
process of democratization . The second formulation gui d e s his discus
sion o f Sorel, Trotsky, Hegel and Gramsci, which c on c lu d e s with the
t h e concept of h e gemony fro m two sources in

following set of claims:

universalizing effects are go in g to irradiate from a partic
ular s e ct o r in society, they can n o t be reduced to the organizat ion of that

If the hegemonic

particularity a ro u nd its own in teres ts, which wil necessarily be
tive. If the

corpora

he gem ony of a particular social sector depends for its success on

presenting i ts own aims as those realizing the universal aims of the com

munity, it is cle a r that this identification is not th e simpl e prolongation of

an in stitutional system of domination but that, on the contrary, al expan
sion o f the l at ter p resupposes the success of that articulation between

universality and particularity (L e. a

h egem on ic victory). (EL, p. 50)

Al though the q u o t at i o n above is offered

as

support for the centrality of

the intellectual function in providing the necessary ' articul ation ',

I offer
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a d ifere n t sort of question. It is unclear to me that given
social sectors or, in deed , given social movements are n ecessa rily p artic
ul aristic prior to the moment in which they articulate their own aim s as
the aims of the gen eral community. Indeed, social movements may well
constitute communities that operate with notions of un ivers ality which
bear only a family resemblance to o th er discursive articulations of uni
ve r sality. In these cases, the problem is not to re n d er the p ar t ic ul a r as
representative of the universal, but to adju d icate am on g compe ting
notions of un iversali ty.
Of c o u rse , if we tre at u n ive r s ali ty as a p u re l y l o gi c al cat egory - by
which I m ean that for which a formal and sym bolizable formulation is
possible - then there can be no competing vers i o n s of u nivers al ity. Yet
Laclau would probably agree that the articulation of u nivers ali ty do e s
ch ange over time and cha n ges , in part, pre c is ely by th e kinds of claims
th at are made under its ru b ric which have not been understood as p art
of its purview. Such claims expose the c o n t in gen t limits of universaliza�
tion, and make us mindful that no a h is t ori c al concept of the un ivers al
will work as a gauge for what does or does n ot b elo ng within its te rms. I
agree wholeheartedly with Laclau 's account of Gramsci: 'the only u ni
versality so c i e ty can achieve is a hegemonic univers al ity - a u nive r sality
contaminated by particularity' (EL, p. 5 1 ). I wo u ld suggest, though - and
h op e to have shown in my first essay for this volume - t hat Hege l would
whole he ar tedly agree with this formulation as well. But if various move
ments spe ak in the name of what is u n ivers ally true for all humans, and
not only do n o t agree on the substantive normative issue of what that
good is, but also understand their relation to this po stulated universal in
semantically dissonant d isco u r s es , then it seems that one task for the
contemporary intellectual is to find out how to n avi gate, with a critical
notion of tr ansl a tion at hand, among these co mpe tin g kinds of claims
on universalization .
But d o es it make sense to accept as a heuristic point of dep a rture that
the p ol itic al field ought to be divided among those social sectors which
make p artic u l ar, corporatist c la im s , and a discourse of u n ive r sality
whi ch stipulate s the kinds of claims that wil be admitted into the process
of democratization? We can see how the notion of 'sovereignty', which
o pe rat ed politi cally in t h e most recent B alkan war in a vari e ty of

it here to raise
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co m p e tin g ways, could not be subjected to a s in gl e lexicographical def
inition. To d o that would have been to

miss the political salience of th e
category a s it was invoked b y Slobodan Milosevic, by Noam C h om sky,
by the I t ali an st u d e nt m ovem ent a gain st NATO, It was not used in th e
same way by e ach of t h e se speakers, and yet it functioned in an i m pas
sioned way as the Left spl it between intelVentionist and pacifist wings.
Indeed, o n e might u n d ers t and some of the conflict to be between an
international consensus that the s ove re ignty of nations is to be pro
t e c te d against incursion by foreign p owe rs and another in ternational
consensus t h at certain fo rms of murderous inj u s t i ce must be countered
by the i n t e r na ti o n al c o mm u ni ty p rec i se l y by virtue of certain int e r n a
tional o bl i g at i o ns more or less codified, that we bear towards one
another, d es p i te n a ti o n a lity. Both make certain kinds of 'universal'
claims, and there does not appear to be any easy way of adj u di cat ing
b e twe en th e se c o m p e tin g universalisms.
Now I would expect that Laclau might say th at what re mai ns imp or
tant for h egem o ny is to re cogn ize th at th es e are particul ar claims ab o u t
what universality ought to be, and that these particul ar claims wil m ake
their b i d for t he status of a universal. What wil be important, then, is
how a consensus can be achieved, and which one, if either, wil c om e to
be identical, in a transient fas h io n with the universal itself. Laclau might
also d i s t in gu i sh between the process of universalization that character
izes this very struggle and the co ntingent versions of universality that are
s tru ggl i n g for co n c ep t u al domination within th e contemporary political
sc en e By re s e rving the term 'universalization' for the active process by
which this c on tes t proc e eds , and 'universality' for sp e cific contenders for
the hegemonic claim , t his first term exempts itself from being one of the
contenders, and seems to s u ppl y a framework within which al con
tention t ake s pla c e It seems clear, h o weve r that even the open-ended
notion of universalization upon which Laclau, Z izek, and I a gr e e is not
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fully compatible with other versions of universalization - which are

found in other for ms of Marxist theory, some of which Ladau has out
lin ed for us, and in liberal theory (including Habermas's normative view
of the universalization of the unconstrained speech act in which are to
be fou n d p r i n c i p l e s of reciprocity which form the ideal consensus
towards which any and all contention is said i m pl i c itly to strive). Thus,
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even the theoretical effort to name and direct the process of universal
ization will be subj e c t to c o n ten tio n - which is, of course, no reason not
to pro p o s e it a n d to make it as pe r s uasive as p os sibl e to accept.
In Laclau 's position, the second view which emp h asiz e s the i n c om 
mensurability between p art icu l ar and universal imp l ie s that 'universal
eman c ip ation is achieved o nly through its transient identification with
the aims of a p a rti c ul ar social sector . . a contingent u n ive rs ality con sti
t u tively re q u irin g p olit ic al mediation and re la tio ns of representation'
(EL, p. 5 1 ) . This last not only ne ce ssi t ate s the role of the intellectual as
the m e di a t in g link, but s p e c i fi e s that role as one of logi cal a nalys is We
will retu rn to the status of logical relations in a moment, but first I
would like to consider the p arti cu l ar task of mediation th at is required.
If hegemony is to wo rk, the p a rticu l a r must come to represent some
thing other than itself. As Laclau begins to s p e c ify thi s p r oble m of
representation in his e s s ay, he makes a tur n away from M arxi an analy
sis towards phenomenology, structuralism and poststructuralism as they,
in consonant fashion, dis tin gu ish between the s ignifie r and the signified.
Thus, the arbitrary relation that governs signification is e qu ate d with the
contingen cy upon which hegemony d epends . The intellectual effort to
bring this c on tin ge ncy into view, to expose what is n e c essary as contin
gent, an d to mo b il i z e an in sigh t into the political uses of this
contingency assu me s the form of a s tr u ctural analysis of language itself.
And although some would surely argue that thi s move sacrific e s the
materialist tradition of Marxism t o a form of linguistic inquiry, Laclau's
point is to show th at this problem of repr es entatio n has been at the
heart of materialism, of the problem of h e gemo ny, and of the articula
tion of powerful and persuasive re s is t an c e to the reified forms that th e
p olitical field assume s
Much of Laclau's argument here rests on the ope rative assu mp tio n
that given s o cial s e cto r s and p o l itic al formations that have not ye t
demonstrated the u n ive rsaliz in g effects of the ir demands are 'particular'.
The political field is divided from the start, it seems, between th o s e
modes of resistance th at are p articu lar and those that successfully make
the claim to universality. Those that m ake the latter claim do not lose
their status a s p artic ul ar but they do engage in a certain practice of rep
resentational incommensurability wh e reby the par ticular comes to stand
.
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for the universal without becoming identical with it. Thu s th e particu l ar,
which constitutes only one part or sector of the sociopolitical field, nev
ertheless comes to represent the universal, which means that the
possibility for the principles of e qu ali ty and justice that d e fi n e the po li t 
ical field within a nominally democratic context seems now to dep e nd
upon the actualization of the go als of the 'particular' sector. It is not the
case that the p art i c u l ar now postures as the universal, usurping the uni
versal in its name, but that the universal comes to be regard e d as
insubstantial unless the claims of the particular are included within its
purview.
This description surely fi ts some of the representational dilemmas of
movements of political en fr anchi s e ment, but there are some polit i c al
dilemmas of representation that it cannot fully address. For in s tan ce , in
those cases where the 'universal' loses its e mp ty status a n d comes to
represent an ethnically restrictive c o n c ep ti on of community and citi
z en ship (Israel), or becomes equated with certain organ izatio n s of
kinship (the nuclear, heterosexual family), or with c ert ain racial identifi
c ati o n s, then it is not j u st in the name of the excluded p a rti cul ars that
politicization occurs, but in t h e name of a different kind of universality.
Indeed, it may be that these al t er n at ive visions of universality a re
embedded in so-called p ar ti c u l ar political for m ati o n s of resistan ce to
begin with, and that they are no less universal than tho se that happen to
enjoy hegemonic acceptance. The democratic struggle is thus not pri
marily one of persuasive synecdoche, whe reby the p arti c u l ar comes to
st an d , compellingly, for the whole. Neither is the problem purely a lo g
ical one in which, by definition , the particular is excluded from the
universal, and this exclusion becomes the condition for the relation of
representation that the particular performs in relation to the universal.
For if the 'partic u l ar ' is actually studied in its particularity, it may be th at
a certain competing version of universality is intrinsic to the particular
movement itself. It may be that feminism, for instance, maintains a view
of universality that impli e s forms of sexual egalitarianism which figu re
women within a new c o n cept i o n of universalization. Or it may be that
struggles for racial equality have within them from the start a conception
of universal enfranchisement that is inextricable from a strong concep
tion of multicultural community. Or that s tru ggle s against sexual and
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gender discrimination involve promoting new notions of freedom of
assembly or fre e do m of association that are universal in ch aracte r even
as they, by imp licati o n, seek to throw off some of the specific shackles
under which sexual minorities live, and c oul d , by extension, q uesti o n the
exclusive lock o n legitimacy that conventional family structures
m ain tain
Thus, the qu e sti on for such movements will not be how to relate a
parti cul ar claim to o n e that is universal, where the u nivers al is figure d as
anterior to the particular, and where the pre su mp tio n is that a logical
incommensurability governs the rel ati on between the two te r ms It may
be, rath e r, one of e stab lis h ing practices of translation am ong competing
notions of universality which, d e spit e any apparent lo gic al i nco mpati
bility, m ay nevertheless b elon g to an ove rlappin g set of social and
politic al aims. Indeed, it seems to me that one of the tasks of the pres
ent Left is precisely to see what basis of commonality th ere might b e
among existing movements, but to find such a basis without recourse to
trans cen d e nt al claims. One migh t argue - and Laclau very possibly
woul d - that wh ateve r set of debates o r tran slat ive proj ec ts emerges
among dive rgent aspects of the Left, th ey wil vie for h e gem o ny under
the rubric of an e mp ty signifier, and that the p ar ticu lar and substantive
claim s about universality will fin ally take place under yet another rubric
of un ive rs ali ty, one which is r adic ally empty, irreducible to specific con
tent, signifying nothing othe r than the ongoing debate over its pos s ible
meanings. But is such a notion o f un ive rsali ty ever as empty as it is
p os ite d to be? Or is there a specific for m of u nive rsality which lays
claim to being empty ? To quote Zizek again, in the spirit of Hegel: 'the
ultimate qu e s tion is: which specific content has to be excluded s o that the
very empty form of universality emerges as the "battlefield" for hege
mony? And is it truly empty, or d o e s it carry the trace of the exclu ded
in sp ec tral form as an internal disruption of its own formalism? Laclau
himself gives support for this view when he writes in his first contribu
tion to this volume: 'A t he o ry of hegemony is not, in that sense, a neutral
descriptio n of what is going on in the world, but a description who se
very c on diti on of possibility is a normative element governing, from the
very b e gi n n in g, wh ateve r appre h en si o n of "facts" as fac ts there could
be' (EL, p. 80).
.

.
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Laclau and Mouffe have argued that one task for the Left is t o estab
lish a chain of equivalence among competing groups, so that each is, by
virtue of its own contingent and incomplete articulation, structurally
similar to the other, and this structurally common 'lack' becomes the
basis for a recognition of a common constitutive condition. It is not
clear to me that each of the competing groups on the Left is primarily
structured by the lack which is said to be constitutive of identity, since it
is not clear to me that al such groups are organized around the concept
of identity. A struggle against racism is not necessarily grounded in an
identity-based set of claims, though it may have some of those claims as
part of its movement. Similarly, a struggle to end homophobia may not
be an identitarian project: it may be one that makes claims based on a
wide range of sexual practices, rather than identities. What remains
difficult to achieve, however, is a strong coalition among minority com
munities and political formations that is based in a recognition of an
overlapping set of goals. Can a translation be made between the strug
gle against racism, for instance, and the struggle against homophobia,
the struggle against the IMF in Second and Third World economies
which involves making greater claims to sovereign self-determination
among those disenfranchised and gutted state economies and counter
nationalist movements that seek to distinguish self-determination from
violent forms of xenophobia and domestic racism?
There are universal claims intrinsic to these particular movements
that need to be articulated in the context of a translative project, but the
translation will have to be one in which the terms in question are not
simply redescribed by a dominant discourse. For the translation to be in
the service of the struggle for hegemony, the dominant discourse will
have to alter by virtue of admitting the 'foreign' vocabulary into its lex
icon. The universalizing effects of the movement for the sexual
enfranchisement of sexual minorities wil have to involve a rethinking of
universality itself, a sundering of the term into its competing semantic
operations and the forms of life that they indicate, and a threading
together of those competing terms into an unwieldy movement whose
'unity' wil be measured by its capacity to sustain, without domesticating,
internal differences that keep its own definition in flux. I do believe
that, contra Zizek, the kinds of translations that are needed politically
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involve an active engagement with forms of multiculturalism, an d that

it would b e a mistake to reduce th e p oli tics of mu lti cu l tu r alis m to the

p articu lari ty. It is bet te r understood, I believe, as a politics of
translation in the service of adjudicating an d composing a movement of
comp eting an d ove rl app i n g universalisms.

pol iti c s of

The practice of logic, the politics of discourse,

and legithnating the liminal

I do not believe that the intellectual can be at a radi cal distance from
such move me nts, al t h o u gh I am not sure I can re tu r n to G ram s ci 's
noti on of the ' organic ' intellectual, much as I respe c t the contemporary
circulation of that m o del in the work and in the person of Angela Davis.
But I am party to it in this respect: I do not think th at the role of the
intellectual is to take n ew s o ci al move me nts as obj e cts of intellectual
inqu iry, and derive from them the logical fe atu re s of the ir claim-making
exercises, without actually studying the claims themselves to see wheth er
the logic i n question suits the phenomena at hand. When we make
claims about the conditions of p o ssibility of such movements, and seek
to show that they are all c o n s t itu te d in the same way, and base our
claims on the n ature of lan guage itself, then we no longer n ee d to take
those social movements as our objects, for we can restrict ourselves to the
theory of language. This is n o t to say that t h e ori e s of l an gu a ge are not
impo rt an t to figu rin g out the re pre s e n tati o n al dilemmas of new s o c i al
movements. They m anife s tly are. But it s e e m s imp o rtan t not to as s u m e
that the p arti cul ar challenges for articulation th at govern the Left - its
very 'conditions of possibility' - are, of n e c e s s ity, ex ac tly the same as th e
more generalized challenge of rep re s e n ta tion po s e d by structuralist con
ditions of

signification.

We

become me tacommentators

con ditio n s o f p o s sibil ity of p o li tical

life without

on the

th en b o th e ring to see

are , in fact, at
in the s u bj ec t we purport to study. It wil n ot do to c laim that th is
a priori mu s t be the case, that it follows from a generalized understand
ing of l an gu age that it is the case, because language, s in ce structuralism,
has p rove d to be a m ore dy n amic a n d c o m p l ex ph en om e n o n than

whether the dilemmas we assume to pertain universally
work
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S aussure or Husser! could have tho u g h t . So neither t he ge n e ral ize d
unde r s t a ndi ng of l an gu a ge no r i ts re l at ion to th e obj e c t s for which it
supplies (some) conditions of possibilities can be taken for granted.
My d ife re n c e with La c l a u on this mat te r becomes clear, I believe,
when we consider the way in wh ic h he defines the 'logical' st at us of his
a n alys i s of social relations: 'We are not, of course, talking about formal
logic , or even about a general dialectical l o gi c , but about the notion
which is im p l i c i t i n ex pre ss i o n s such as "the logic of ki n s h ip " , "the l o gi c
of the market" , and so forth' (EL, p. 7 6). He proc e e ds to characterize
this use of logic as 'a r are fie d system of o bj e c ts , as a "grammar" or cl us
ter of rules wh i c h make some combinations and substitutions possible
and exclude others' (E L, p. 76). He follows this discussion with a set of
c l ai m s establishing this logic as synonymous with ' discourse' an d 'the
s ym b o l i c ' : 'It is what, in our work [Lac l au and Mouffe 's] , we have called
" di s c o u r se " , which broadly coincides with what in Lacanian th eory is
called th e " symb o lic '" (EL, pp. 76-7). Ackn ow l e d gi n g, however, that
social p r ac t i c e s cannot be re d uc e d to expre s s i o n s of the sym b ol ic , he
n eve rth e l e s s seeks to i d en ti fy the limit of an tago nism with the L ac an i an
notion of th e Real . My i mp res s i on is that th i s c l u s te r ing to ge th er of
logic, grammar, discourse an d sym b o l ic elides several issues in the phi
l o so p hy of language that have s igni fi c a n t b e a ri n g on the arguments
bein g m ade on th e i r basis. It seems pro ble m a t i c , for i ns ta n c e , to i de n t ifY
the logic of a social prac t i ce with its grammar, if o nly because grammars
work, as Wi t tgens t ei n remarked, to p ro d u c e a se t of use-based meanings
that no p ure ly logical analysis can uncover. I nd e e d , the move from the
early to the late Wit tgen st e i n is often u nders too d as the turn away fro m
a l o gi c al a n al y s i s of l a n gu a ge to t h at of the grammar of use. Similarly,
the n o t i o n of a grammar is not fu l ly c oincident with the no t io n of dis
c o u rs e developed by Foucault and e l ab o r at e d in Laclau and Mouffe's
Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. Even for the Fo u cault of The Archaeology of
Knowledge, it is u nclear whether 'a discourse ' c an be referred to as a
s tatic un i ty in the same way as a logic or a grammar can be. IS M o re over,
that text also establishes dis cou rse at a si gnifican t distance from both the
structuralist ac c o u n t of ' l an gu a ge ' and the Lacanian symbolic.
Over a n d aga i ns t S aussure, Foucault emp h a s i ze s th e imp ort an ce of
d isc on t inu i ty and rupture, and offers a critique of t ran s c e n d e nt al i ty
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(alth ough power is no t yet fully integrated into his analysis of dis cou r se) .
In the conclusion to that work, he offers the figure of a structuralist
critic, one who believes th at al language can be found to have a single,
constitutive condition. The voice he lends to this hypothetical struc
tu ral ist could eas ily b e adapted to that of a Lacanian who offers the
'Real' as the limit to language as such. That critic remarks that he
cannot accept the a n alysis of discourses 'in their succession with o u t
referrin g t h em to some th in g like a constituent activity', and argues that
all sp ec ifi c discourses take their structure and possibility from a more
generalized conception of language , 'the language [langue] of our kn owl
edge, that l angu age which we are using here and now, the structural
discourse itself that enables us to analyse so many other langu ages [lan
gages] , that langu a ge . . . we regard as irreducible' (p. 20 1). In defending
himself against the accusation that he forsakes the transcendentality of
discourse, Foucault serenely accepts the charge:
misunderstood the transcendence in discours e . . . .
to the speaking subject, it was not to discove r
laws of constru c tion or forms that c oul d be applied in the same way by
all speaking subj ects, nor was it to give vo ice to the great universal dis
course that is common to al men [sic] at a particular p e rio d . On the
contrary, my aim was to show what the diferences cons is te d of, how it
was possible for men, within the same discursive practice, to sp eak of dif
ferent objects . . . I wanted . . . to define the po sitions and functions that
the subject could occupy in the diversity of d is co urse . (p. 200)
You are quite right: I

If I suspen de d al reference

Accordi ngly, the his t o ric ity and dis c o n tinu ity of 'structure' p roduces the
complex semantic field of the p olitical . There is no recourse to a uni
ve rs al l angu age, but neither is there recourse to a single structure or a
single lack that underscores all dis cu r sive formations. Our exile in het
ero ge n ei ty is, in th is sense, irreversible.
In concluding, th e n , I would like briefly to address the question,
p ose d by Laclau, wh e ther ' th e c on tin ge n t dimension of p o l itic s [can] be
tho ught within a Hegelian mould' (EL, p. 64). I wil th e n turn to the
p ra c t ice of perfor m ative contradiction to suggest not only how
p erform at ivity has been re th e orize d at some distance from the problem
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of parody, but also how performativity m ight be thought against the
ass imilation i st drift in the d iscourse o f univers ality
Laclau is clearly right to insist that Hegel refer red politics to the state,
whereas Gramsci identified the sphere of civil society as most crucial to
the process of hegemonic rearticulations. But what Laclau does not
consider is the way a theory of cultural intelligibility can be derived from
Hegel qu i te apart from his exp l icit theory of the state. The sphere of
Sittlichkeit' that is formulated in both The Phenomenology of Spirit and The
Philosophy of Right designates the shared set of norms, conventions and
values that constitute the cultural horizon in which the subject emerges
into self-consciousness - that is, a cultural realm which both constitutes
and mediates the subject's relation to itself. I would suggest that this
theory offers a separate 'centre of gravity' for Hegel's social an alys is,
implying as it does that a changeable set of norms constitutes not only
the conditions of the su bject s self-constitution, but for any and all con
c epti on s of per s onhoo d according to which the subject comes to
understand him- or herself. These norms do not take any 'necessary'
forms, for they not only succeed each other in tim e, but regularly come
into crisis encounters which comp el the ir re arti c u iation. If the thinking
of contin gency is to take place in relation to Hegel, it wou l d have to be
in the context of this theory of Sittlichkeit. The fact that there are various
forms of rec ogn iti on and that the very possibility for recognition is con
ditioned by t he existence of a facilitating norm, is a contingent and
p romis in g feature of social life, one that stru ggles for legitimation cannot
do without.
Moreover, a lth o ugh Laclau insists on Hegel's panlogicism , it is
u nclear what he means by this or, indee d , what follows from it. The
Phenomenology, for instance, operates according to a temporali ty that is
irreducible to teleolo gy. The closure of that text is not the realization of
the State or the manifestation of the Idea in history. It is, sign ific an tly, a
reflection upon the very p o ssib i l ity of beginning, and a gesture towards
a conception of infinity which is without beginning or end and, hence,
at a crucial distance from teleology. Indeed, the problem of naming
that the Phenomenology demon s trates is not far from the problem of the
name as it emerges in the context of discussions of hegemony. The subject of that text emerges under one name (consciousness,
.
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Spirit, Re ason), only to discover that its name must be
sacrificed in order to take more fully into account the conditions of its
own eme rgence . It is never clear what final for m those con ditions must
take, and this means th at the dynamic process of its own temporal ization
never achieves closure. � iz ek also refuses the reading of He g el that
would assume that all temporalization in his work is in the service of
te le o logical closure. Following the tradition of criticis m established by
Kojeve, he reads Hegel as introducing a proble m of time that is funda
men taly concerned with the re tro act ive constitution of the object, the
mom e n t in which the object which first appears turns out to have its
opposite as its essence, and so becomes subj e ct to an inversion on th e
condition of a retroactive con sti tuti on of its 'tru th ' . Whereas I appreci
ate this emphasis in � iz e k, I am also c o mpelled to caution again st a
certain re solu tion of the Hegelian problem atic in an aporia. One th inks
one is oppos ing Fascism, only to find that the identificatory source of
one's ow n opp ositi o n is Fascism itself, and that Fas cis m dep e nds essen
tialy o n the kind of resistance one offers. Something comes to l igh t in
such examples that makes us mindful of a certain dialectic al depen dency
which prevail s between te rms of dominance and resistance, but is this
illumination of dialectical inversion sufficient? And is it sufficient for a
theory of hegemony?
Is it not n ecess ary to make a further Hegelian sugges tion : that the
configuration within w hich dominance and resistance collapse into one
another needs to be revamp e d along lines which not only take into
account the limitations of the for mer c onfigu ration , but produce a more
exp ansive and more self-critical p olitics? C an the term 'resistance' be
renewed in another form that exceeds the instrumental uses to wh ic h
Fascism has subj ec ted its predecessors? Can th ere be a more active sub
version of Fascism that remains more difficult to assimilate to the aims
of Fascism itself? C e ntr al to th e po s sibil i ty of movi ng beyond the
apo retic structure of dialectical inversion is the recogn ition that histor
ical conditions pro d uc e certain forms of binary oppositions. Under what
conditions, the refore , does the political field appear (to some ) to be struc
tu red thro u gh the incommensurability of p artic u l a r and un ive rs al ?
Surely th is was the kind of question Marx could have asked, but it is also
part of the Hegelian inheritance that he did not repu di ate . Similarly,

self-consciousness,
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what conditions does t h e h e gem onic field be c o me ordered
according to a different s e t of p rinc ip l es ? Or, more s p ecifi cally, why
does re s ist anc e app ear in a form that is so easily co-opted by the oppo
sition? What condi tion would have to be in pl ace before we might be
able to think re s i st a nc e outside of this apo retic bind? Moving towards
su ch a new c o n figuration of r esi stance is like comin g up with a n e w
name to de si gn a te the situation in which resi stance is reorganize d on th e
basis of its pr i or failings. There is no gu aran tee that resistance wil work
this time, but there is a ne w configuration organized and sustained by
under

the new name or the old n ame in reinscription, which not only takes

but moves forward to a wager on a more
opens up has
no gu arante e of necessary success, but it is a future, an ope n one, related
to the infinity that p reocc up ie s Hegel's non-teleological reflections on
time, and wh i ch surely has some resonance with the open-ended futurity
of he gemony on which both my interlocutors here also dep e nd
In Hegel, the field in which oppositions t ur n out to have presup
p o s e d each othe r is one t h a t is led into crisis when the p ra c tic e of
nom i n atio n becomes s o profo u ndly equivocal that n oth in g and every
thing is meant by the name. It is u n c l e ar what is resistance, what i s
Fascism, and the u nde rstanding of this equivocation prec ipi tates a crisis
of sorts, one which calls for a ne w organization of the po litica l field
i ts e lf. This can be called a cri sis or a passage of unknowingness, or it can
be un d ers t o od as p re c is ely the kind of collapse that gives rise either to a
new nomenclature or to a radical reinscription of the old. The risk here
is th at the dialectic can work to extend the very terms of dominance to
include every aspect of opp ositi on This is the trope of the monolithic
and carnivorous Hegel whose ' Spirit' in co rp orat e s every difference into
i d en tity. But there is an inverse o p e rati o n - one which is less well noted
in Hegel, but which has its own insurrectionary possibilities. This is the
scenario in which the dominant terms come into e p iste m ic crisis, no
longer know how to s ignify and what to include, and where the opposi
tion br i n gs to p a r a lysi s the incorporative movement of dominance,
l aying the ground for the p o ss ibi l ity of a new social and political
formati o n . Al t h o ugh it does turn ou t in The Philosophy of Right, fo r
instance, that the national state conditions every o th e r sector of society,
account of its own h i s torici ty,

effective strate gy. The future that the Hegelian op e rati on
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i n clu ding

'die sittliche J%lt' , it is equally the case that the legal apparatus
of the state gains it efficacy and legitimacy only through being grounde d
in an extra-legal network of cultural values and norms. The de pende ncy
works both ways, and the question that I would like to pursue in closing
my con tribution is: how can the dependency of the legal dimension of
the state on cultural form be mobilized to counter the hegemony of the
state itself?
One of the pressing instances of this problem is to be found in the
current Euro-American debate on same-sex legal alliances or marriages.
It is imp o rt ant to counter the homophobic arguments marshalled
agains t these proposals, and I have indicated above how these argu
ments work in the French context to deny imp or t ant legal ent itlement s
to lesbian and gay people. But the most pressing question is whether this
ought to be the prim ary goal of the lesbian and gay movement at the
present time, and whether it constitutes a radical step towards greater
democratization or an assimilationist politics that mitigates a gai ns t the
movement's claim to be working in the direction of substantive social
justice. In the bid to gain rights to marry, the mainstream gay political
movement has asked that an existing institution open its doors to same
sex partners, that marriage no longer be restricted to heterosexuals. It
has further argued that this move will make the institution of marriage
more egalitarian, extending basic rights to more citizens, overcoming
arb itr ary limits to the process by which such rights are universalized. We
m igh t be tempted to applaud, and think that this represents s omething
of the radically u nive r saliz ing effects of a particular movement. But
consider the fact that a critique of this strategy clai ms that the petition
to gain entry into the institution of marriage (or the military) extends the
power of the very in s titu tion and, in extending th a t power, exacerbates
the dis t i n ct io n between those forms of intimate alliance that are legiti
mate d by the state, and those that are not. This critique further claims
that certain kinds of rights and benefits are secured only through estab
lishing marital status, such as the right to adopt (in France, in certain
parts of the USA) or the e n titl e m e n t to a p artne r s health benefits, or the
right to receive inheritance from another i n divid u al or indeed the right
to exe cu t ive medical de cision-making or the right to receive the body of
on e s dead lover from t h e h o sp it al . These are only some of the legal
'

,

'
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consequences of marital status; there are, of course, several other kinds
of le gi tim ation that are cultural and economic; and the tax code also
stipulates some w ays in which profitability can be secured more easily
throu gh establishing marital status, including the ability to claim depe n
dants in the US. Thus the successful bid to gai n access to marriage
effectively strengthens marital status as a state-sanctioned condition for
the exercise of certain kinds of rights and entitlements; it strengthens the
hand of the s tate in the regulation of human sexual behaviour; and it
embolde ns the distinction between legitimate and illegi tim ate forms of
partnership and kinship. Moreover, it seeks to reprivatize sexuality,
removing it from the public sphere and from the market, domains where
its pol i tic iz at io n has been very i nten se 1 6
Thus the bid t o gain access t o certain kinds o f rights and entitlements
that are secured by marr ia ge by petitioning for entrance into the insti
tution does not consider the alternative: to ask for a delinking of
precisely those rights and entitle m en ts from the ins titution of marriage
itself. We might ask: what form of identification mobilizes the bid for
marriage, and what fo rm mobilizes its opposition, and are they radically
distinct? In the first case, lesbian and gay people see the opportunity for
an identification with the i n s tituti on of marriage and so, by extension,
common community with straight people who inhabit that institution.
And with whom do they break alliance? They break alliance with people
who are on their own without sexual relationships, single mothers or
single fathers, people who have u nderg one d ivorc e , p e ople who are in
r e l ation sh ips that are n ot marital in kind or in status, other lesbian, gay,
a n d tran sgen d e r pe opl e whose sexual relations are multiple (which does
not mean unsafe), whose lives are not m on o gamous, whose sexuality and
desire do not have the co nju g al home as their (primary) venue, whose
lives are considered less real or less legitimate, who inhabit the more
shadowy re gio ns of social reality. The lesbian/gay alliance with these
p eopl e - and with this condition - is broken by the pe titio n for m arri age
Those who seek ma r ri a ge identifY not only with those who have gained
the blessing of the state, but with the state itself. Thus the petition not
only au gm ents sta te power, but accepts the state as the necessary venue
for democratization itself.
So, the claim to ex ten d the 'right' of marriage to non-heterosexual
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be a claim that works to extend existin g
u nive rsalizing direction, but to the extent that those uni
versalizing effects are those that emanate from the state legitim ation of
sexual practice, the claim has the effect of widening the gap between
l e gitim ate an d illegitimate forms of sexual exchange. In de ed , t h e only

people may appear at first to

rights in

a more

possible route for a radical democratization of legitimating effects would
b e to relieve mar riage of its place as the precondition of l e gal entitle
ments of various kinds.

This kind

of move would active ly seek to

dismantle the dominant term, and to return to non-state-centred forms

augment the possibility for multiple forms on the level of
Here it should become clear that I am not, in
this instance, arguing for a view of pol itical performativity which holds
that it is necessary to occupy the dominant norm in order to pro du ce an
internal subversion of its terms. Sometimes it is important to refuse its
terms, to let the term itself wither, to starve it of its s tre ngth . And there
is, I believe, a p e r formativity proper to refusal which, in this i n s tan ce,
insists upon the reite ration of sexuality beyond the dominant terms .
What is subject to reiteration is not ' ma rriage ' but sexuality, forms of
intimate alliance an d exchange , the social basis for the state itself. As
increasing numbers of children are born outside marriage, as in creas in g
numbers of households fail to re p l icate the family norm, as extended
kin s hip sys te ms develop to care for the young, the il and the agin g, the
s oci al basis for the state turns out to be more complicate d and less u n i 
tary t h an the discourse on the family p er m i ts . And the hope would be,
from the poin t of view of performativity, that th e discourse would even
tually reve al its limited descriptive reach, avowed on ly as one practice
among many that organize human sexual life .
I h ave been referring to this political dilemma in terms which suggest
that what is most importan t is to make certain kinds of claims, bu t I have
n ot yet e xplai n e d what it is to make a claim, what form a claim t ake s ,
whether it is always ve rb al , how it is performed. It would be a mistake to
imagine that a po litic al claim must always be articulated in language;
certainly, media images make claims that are not re adily translatable into
verbal s p e e c h . And lives make claims in all sorts of ways that are no t
necessarily verbal. Th ere is a p h r as e in US politics, which h as its equiv
alents elsewhere, which suggests some thing about the somatic dimension
of alliance that

cul tu r e and civil s oci e ty.
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th e exh o rta t io n : ' Pu t your b ody on the line'.
The li n e is usually understood t o b e the po l ic e line, the line over which
you may not step without the threat of p o lic e violence. But it is also the
l i n e of human b o d ie s in the pl u r al which make a chain of sorts a n d
w h i ch , c o l l e c tive l y, e xe rt th e p hys i c a l force of collective strength . It i s
not e asy, as a writer, to p ut one 's body on the l i n e , for the line is usually
t h e line that is wr i tte n , the one that bears on ly an i n dire ct tr a c e of th e
bo dy that is its c on d i t io n . T he s truggl e to think h e ge mo ny anew is not
quite po s s i bl e , h owever, wit h o u t inh abi t i ng pre cis e ly that line where th e
norms of l egitimacy, i n c rea s i ngly adj u dicat e d by state apparatuses of
various kinds, break down, where liminal social existence emerges in
the c o n d i ti on of s u s p e n d ed o n to lo gy. Those who should ideally be
i n c l ud e d within any o p e r a t io n of the universal find th e m s e l ve s not
o nly outside its terms but as the very outside without which the uni
versal co u l d not be formulated, l ivi n g as the trace, the spectral
remainder, which does not have a home in the fo rw ard march of t h e
universal. This is n o t even to live as the particular, for the p a rtic u l a r is,
at least, constituted wit h in the field of the pol i t ical . It is to live as the
unspeakable and the unspoken for, those who form the bl urred human
background of s o m e thi n g called ' t h e po p ulati on' . To m ake a claim on
o n e ' s own behalf assumes that one s p e aks t h e l anguage in which the
c l a i m can be made, and speaks it in such a way that the c la i m can be
heard . This di ffe r e n t i a l am o n g la n gu ages , as Gaya tr i C h ak ravo r t y
Spivak 1 7 h as a r gu e d , is the condition of power that governs the global
fie ld of language. Who oc c u pi e s t h a t l i n e b etwe e n t he sp e ak ab l e and
the unspeakable, facilitating a translation there that is not the simple
a ugm e n ta t i o n of th e power of the dominant? There is nowhere else to
stan d , but there is no ' g ro u nd ' there, only a reminder to keep as one's
p o in t of reference the dispossessed and the unspeakable, and to move
with caution as one tries to make use of power and discourse in ways
that do not r ena tu r al i ze the p o l i ti c al vernacular of the state and its
status as the pri m a ry instrument of l e gitim ati n g effects. Another u n i
ver sal i ty emerges from the trace t h at only b o rde rs o n p o lit i c al legibility:
the s u bj e c t who has n o t been given the prerogative to b e a s u bjec t ,
whose modus vivendi is an imposed catachresis. If the s pe c t rally human
is to enter into the he gem o n i c re fo r mu l at io n o f u n ive r sal i ty, a lan guage
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between languages will have to be found. This will be no metalan
guage, nor will it be the condition from which all languages hail. It will
be the labour of transaction and translation which belongs to no single
site, but is the movement between languages, and has its final destina
tion in this movement itself. Indeed, the task will be not to assimilate
the unspeakable into the domain of speakability in order to house it
there, within the existing norms of dominance, but to shatter the con
fidence of dominance, to show how equivocal its claims to universality
are, and, from that equivocation, track the break-up of its regime, an
opening towards alternative versions of universality that are wrought
from the work of translation itself. Such an opening will not only
relieve the state of its privileged status as the primary medium through
which the universal is articulated, but re-establish as the conditions of
articulation itself the human trace that formalism has left behind, the
left that is Left.
Notes

I . This exchange follows lIpon several p ubl i sh e d e xch an ges among the three of liS.
1 offered a critique of :lizek's The Sublime Oiject of Ideology in my book Bodie.s that Matler
(New York: Routledge 1 99 3), in a ch ap ter entitled 'Arguin g with t h e Real'. I al so pub

Diacritics 23.4 (Win te r
Emancipation(s) and Drucilla
I then published an exch ange

l is hed a piece entitled 'Postmarxism and Poststructuralism',

1 993)

3 1 1 , in wh ich 1 review both Ernesto Lac1a u 's

The Phiwsophy of the Limit. Ernesto Ladau and
in a journal called 1RA.NS. arts.cultures.media 1 . 1 (Summer 1 995), an onlin e journal
which also ap p e a re d in paperback form; th i s last exch ange has been republished in
Cornell's

Diacritics 2 7 . 1 ( Sp rin g 1 99 7 ).
2 . Slavoj :l.izek, The Sublime Oiject of Ideology, London and New York: Ve r s o 1 989.
3 . Slavoj :l izek, Enjoy Your Symptom!, New York and London: Routledge 1 992.
4. I t a ke it that the reason 'social contract' is ironized th rou gh quotation marks is
that, strictly speaking, there is n o social contract in the same sense as there is no sexual
relation - that is, that the relation is a fantasy conditioned and ruptured by an u n de r
lying lack.

5 . Judith B u tler,

Antigone's Claim: K'l1IShip between Life and Death, New York: Columbia

University Press, forthcoming.

6. David Schneider, A Critique of the Study of Kinship, Ann Arbor: U n ivt'rsi ty of
Michigan Press 1 984.
7. See Pierre Cl a stres , SoczetJI Against the State, trans. Rob ert Hurley, New York: Zone
Books 1 98 7 .
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J U D ITH B U T L E R
Charles S h e p he rd s o n , Vital Signs: Nature, Culture, PsychoanalYsis,

Routledge

New York:

2 000.

9. See Catherine MiIlot, Horsexe: Essf9 on Transsexuali9J, tran s . Kenneth Hylton,

Brooklyn, NY: Au ton o m e dia 1 990.

1 0.

Agacinski, ' Questions autour de la filiation', Ie Forum, Ex Aequo
her recent book, Politique des sexes (Paris: E di tion s du SeuiI
1 998) . T h e re she claims not only explici tly that no 'civil pact of solidarity' ought to be
accorded to gay p eop l e because their relationships are ' private ' , not ' so c i al ' ; but that
heterosexuality c o n s ti tu te s 'une origin e m ixt e . . . qui e s t naturelle, est au ssi un ronde
See Sylviane

auly 1 998),

an

interview on

ment culture! e t syrnbolique' (p. 24). Irene Thery has made a s im il ar argument in her

numerous public presentations again st

the PACS in France, a legal effort to accord lim
ited le gal r i gh ts to n on -m a rri e d couples. See Thery; Couple,filiation e/ parenti a�ourd'hui
(Pari s : O d il e Jaco b 1 998). H e ritie r has made perhaps the boldest arguments in favou r
of the sym bo l ic , arguin g that heterosexuality is coext en s ive with the symb o lic order,
that no culture can e m erge without this p artic ul ar formation of s exu al difference as its
foundation, and that the PACS and othe r such efforts see k to undo the fou ndations of

culture itse!f.
I I . Fo r a more general u n d erst an d i n g of he r view that sexual difference and het
e ro sex u al parenting are essential to al culturally vi abl e forms of kin s h ip, s ee Fra n�o ise
Heritier, Masculin l Fiminin: La pensee de kl difence (Paris: OdiJeJacob 1 996). See also her
remarks in \'\.ucune so c i e te n'admet de p a re n t e homosexuell e ' , IA Croix ( N ove m be r
1 998). I thank Eric Fassin for guiding me th rou gh some of t h i s materi al.

1 2 . See the re spo n se s u pplied by Miller to Eric Laurent's essay 'Normes nouvelles
de " I ' homosexualite " " in ' L'inconscient ho m os e xu al ' , La Causefreudienne: revue de psych
analYse, p. 3 7 :

A mon avis,

de s liens affectifs d e l on gu e duree
selon des modalites a etud ier, leur reconnaissance

i J exi s te , chez les homosexue!s,

qui j u s tifi e n t p a rfa it em e nt ,

j uridique, si les sujets Ie souhaitent. Savoir si cela doit s ' appele r mari age ou pas
e s t une autre q u e s ti on . Ces l ie n s ne sont pas exactement du m€me modele que
les liens affec tifs h e te ro sex u e ls. En partic u l i e r, quand ils unissent d e ux hommes,
on ne trouve pas I ' ex i ge n ce de fidelite e rotiq u e , s exu e l le , introduite pour Ie
couple heterosexuel par un certain nomb re de fact e u rs du cote feminin dans
un certain registre, dans un au tre re gis tre par l e s exigenc �s du partenaire mas
cul i n . (pp. 1 2- 1 3)
In my op i ni o n , there are in homosexual re l atio n s long- t e rm emotional ties
which perfectly j ustify, in accordance with ju ridica l cl au ses to b e studied , their
l eg al reco gn i t i o n , if the subj e cts so d e sire . Whether this ou ght to be called

marriage or

not is another qu es tion . These ties are

model as heterosexual

emotion al

not

exac tly of th e same

ties. In particular, when they unite two me n ,

fidelity th at is introduced into the
he te ros e xual couple by a certain number of factors - from the feminine s ide in
a ce rt ain register; in another re gis ter by t h e demands of the male partner.

we do not find the demand for erotic, sexual
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1 3 . Judith B utle r, Tlu Psychic Lift of Power: Th�ories in Subjection, S tan fo rd, CA:

St anford Un ive rs ity Press 1 99 7 .

1 4. Ernesto Lacl au , ed., The Making of Political Idmtities,

London and New York:

Verso 1 994.
15.

For Fo ucau lt 's cri tique

of gramm a r,

see Michel Foucault, The Arch�ology of

Knowledge & The Discourse on Language, trans. Alan Sheridan, New York: Pantheon Books
1 9 7 2 , pp. 3 7-39, 60-68, 200-2 0 1 .

1 6.

See Mi ch ael Warner, 'Normal and Normaller', GLQ. 5 . 2 ( 1 999); and Janet

H all ey, ' Re co gnition,

Rights, Regulation , Normalization', unpublished MS. The politi
Stonewall Riots in

cization of sexuality in the public sphere was evidenc ed in the

New York, for instance, where the rights of g ay people to congregate had been violated
by the New Yo rk City Police Dep a rtm en t . Violent po li ce action against sexual minori
ties conti nue s in several

cou n tr i es ,

in c l u din g the USA. In B razil, in August 1 998,

military pol ice men to rtu red, humiliated and drowned two t ran sve stite sex workers.

Mexico reports the death of 1 25 gay pe ople between April 1 995 and May 1 99 8 . The
International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights C ommiss i o n kee ps an

active me on the

myriad forms of public violence that continues on an in ter n ational level against les

bi ans , gays, and transgendered people. The unio n i z ation of prostitutes by Coyote and
similar organizations has also been crucial for a dvo c ating for safe working conditions

for sex worke rs . Communities of sexual minorities whose relations of sexual exch ange

take pl ace outside of conju gal or semi-conj ugal forms run the more general risk of
being pathologized and m argin al i ze d as marriage assumes the status of a no rm ative
ideal within the gay movement.

1 7 . Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, 'Can the Subaltern Speak? ', in Marxism and the

lnterpretaticn of Culture, ed.

of Ill in o is Press 1 988.

Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg, Urbana: Univer sity

Structure, History
and the Political
Ernesto

Laclau

I am very grateful to Judith Butler and Slavoj Zizek for the detailed
analyses of my appro ach that they have provided in answering our orig
inal questionnaire. Although I cannot accept many of th e ir criticisms,
they have been extremely useful to me in helping m e develop some
aspects of my own problematic which had not, perhaps, received suffi
c i e n t emphasis. I think also that our exchanges - even our
disagreements could be helpful in creating a space to think politi cs in
te rm s of a theoretical vocabulary which
albeit i n fl u en tial in contem
porary thought
has so far been conspicuously absent from political
an alysis. I will devote the first two parts of this essay to replying to
Butle r and Zizek's c ri t icis m s; in the last section I will concentrate on
giving a preliminary answer to the questions with which I closed my fIrst
intervention in this exchange.
-

-

-

Reply

I have

to

Butler

already e xpl ain e d why I think Butler's obje ct ions to incorporating
the Lacanian Real into the explanation of hegemonic logics are not
valid. As she expands her argument in her new intervention, however, I
will return to t h i s question and present my reply in a more comprehen
sive manner. Bu tler's basic question is form u l a t ed as follows : 'Is the
incompleteness of subje ct-for mation that hegemony requires one in
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subj ect-in-process is i n co mpl ete p recis e ly

because it is consti
are politically salient, not s tru cturally static
o r foundational? And if this distin c tion is wrong-he ade d , how are we to
think those c on s ti tu ting exclusions that are structural and foundational
together with those we take to be po lit ic a lly salient to the movement of
hegemony? . . . C an t h e ahistorical recourse to the Lacanian bar be rec
onciled with the s tr ategic qu es tio n that hegemony poses, or doe s it stand
as a quasi-transcendental limitation on all possible subject-formation
and, hence, as fu n d am e n t ally indifferent to the political field it is said to
which

tuted through exclusions th at

condition? ' (JB, pp. 1 2- 1 3).
Th ro u gho ut her text, Butler establishes a set of oppositions between

the field of structural limitation, on the on e h a n d , and
what she refers to as the 'social', the 'cultural' or the c on text-d e pen de nt.
It is d iffic u l t to comment o n these distinctions properly because Butler
never defines what she u nder s t ands by the ' s o ci al ' or the 'cultural' taking the m , rather, as self-evident re al it ies t o wh i c h s h e poin ts in a
pu re ly referential way. I t h in k , however, that on e c an s afe ly say that the
distinction is, ro u gh ly, for he r, that between an aprio ristic q u a si- tr an
scendental limi t , on the on e h and , and a field of p urely
c o ntext - d epe n d ent rules and forms of life , on the other, wh ic h are his 
torically co ntinge n t and escape the determination by that limit. To this
I would have thre e obj e c ti on s to make:
what she c alls

1.

herself a qu es tion that her whole text is
are the conditions of context-dependency and his
toricity as such? Or - to cast the argument in a more transcendental
fas hi o n - how has an obj e c t to be constituted in orde r to be truly con
text-dependent and historical? If Butler had asked herself this
ques tion - which is fmally about the ontological constitution of the his
torical as such - she wou ld have been confronted with two alternatives
which, I s u spec t , would have been e qu al ly u np al atabl e to her: either she
would have had to assert that historicity a s such is a contingent histori
cal constru ct - and therefore that t h e r e are societies which are not
historical a n d , as a result, fully t ra n sce n den t a lly determined (ergo,
Butler's whole proj e c t would become self-contradictory) - or she would
have had to provide some ontology of h istoricity as such, as a result of
Butler never explicitly asks

crying out for: wh at
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which the transcendental-structural dimension would have had to be
reintroduced into her analysis . In practice she does not refrain from
d oi n g the latt e r. Thus, for instance, she asserts: 'no ass erti on of univer
s ali ty takes place apart from a cultural no r m , and, given the array of
contesting norms that constitute the international field, n o assertion can
be made without at once re qu i ri ng a cultural translation' ( lB, p. 35). To
this one c ou l d object, following Butler's method: is the assertion that 'no
assertion of universality takes place apart from a cultural norm' a struc
tural limit or a context-dependent assertion, in which case the possibility
eme rges of s o c ie t i e s in which universality does arise apart from any cul
tural n or m ? Of course, it would be absurd to reason along these lines,
but it is important to det er m in e where the absurdity is located. It is, I
think, in the fact that, through a hypostasis, a purely negative condition
h as been turned into a p o sitive one. If I say that the limits to historical
va ri ability are to be found in something which can be positively dete r
mined, I would have set up a transcendental limit which h as an ontic
determination of its own. B u t if I say that a negative limit has been set
up - something which prevents any positive l imit from being fully con
stituted - no ontic determination is involved. The only thing it is possible
to say at that point is that a formal movement of substitutions will take
place, without the formal movement being able to determine the actual
contents being substituted. Now, is this not the very condition of radical
contextualization and historicity? In that case, however, Butler's context
dependency b e c o mes very close to Lac an's Real - which consists
precisely in a traumatic core which resists symbolization, has access to
the level of representation only through borrowing ontic contents with
out necessarily being ascribed to any of them. I would add only that the
Lacanian Real has an adva nt a ge over Butler's context substitution: that
while the latter introduces a plurality of contexts in a purely descriptive
or enumerative way, Lacan's Real allows us to go deeper into the logic of
context transformation.
This point is crucial for the logic of h e ge m ony. I have just said that
the sleight of hand on which Butler's argument is based consists i n a
hypo st asis by which a purely nega tive condition is turned into a positive
one only at that price can one assert the non-historicity of the struc
tural limit. But we could pe rhaps retain that hypo s tasis , albeit p l ayin g a
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engages. For it is clear

that without some pos i tiviz ati on of the negative, without so m e pres

ence of the Re al with in symboliz ation , we woul d have a pure ly in ert
negative condition without any discursive effect an d conse quently
without any possible historical i n fl ue n ce. This positivization of the neg
ative is what I h ave called the prod uc tion of tende n t i al ly e m p ty
signifiers, which is the very condition of politics and po litic a l change.
Th ey ar e s ign ifiers with no necessary attachment to any precise content,
si gn i fi e r s which simply name the positive reverse of an experience of
-

historical limitation: 'justice', as against a feeling of widespread unfair
ness ; 'order', when people are confronted with generalize d social
disorganization; solidari ty in a situation in which antisocial self-interest
'

'

prevails, and so on. As these terms evoke the i mpossible

fullness of an

existing system - they are names of the unconditioned in an entirely
conditioned

universe th ey can be, at different moments, identified
p olitical aims of various and divergent groups. So we
(a) the limit is a purely n egative one it points to the ultimate
-

with the social or
argue that:

-

impossibility of society's self-constitution; (b) as society attempts to reach

a fullness which is ultimately going to be denied it, it generates empty

signifiers which function discursively as the names

(c)

of this absent fullness;

as these names, precisely because they are empty, are not

per se

attached to any par ticul aristic social or political aim, a hege m onic strug

gle takes place to produce what

will ultim ately prove

to be contingent or

transient attachments. Although the Lacanian Real was not originaly

attempt

an

to th i nk hegemonic displacements, I do no t see in it anyth i ng

c o n ce p t of the latter. And esp e cial ly, I do not see
any validity in B utl e r s claim that the notion of a structural limit - con
ceived in this way militates against the notion of historical variation. It
is precisely bec ause there is such a structural limit that historical varia
tion becomes po s sible.

which goes against the
'

-

2.

My second

obj ectio n

is linked to the way in which Butler handles

the problem of the relations between the ab s tr act and the concrete. She

approaches this question through a lengthy discussion of Hegel into
de sp it e my interest in the m atter, I ca n not enter here for reasons
of sp ace. So I will con c e n t rate my c ritiqu e on some of the c onclusions

which ,
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that Butler d raws from her Hegelian an alysis, simply a dd in g that some
of my criticisms apply not only to Butler but also to Hegel h ims el f.
Th ere are two m a i n remarks I want to make. The first is related to the
way in which Butler c onflat e s in her discussion two e ntirely different lan
gu age games: ' to apply a rule ' and 'to give an example ' . I have alre ady
dealt wi t h this q u e s t i on in my first essay, and I now want t o expand my
remarks.
To apply a rule consists on concentrating in the s ingl e instance of
application , m a ki n g an abstraction of all other in st an ce s . It is in th i s
s e n se th a t , since the rule d o es not have a sup e r- h a rd transcendentality,
Wittgenstein argu e d convincingly that the instance of application
becomes part of the rule itself. But to give an example is exactly the
o p p os ite : it is to present a variety of particular cases as equivalent to
e ach other this is achievable only by making an abstraction of the indi
viduality of the various instances. In my first essay I gave the example of
three sentences - o n e fro m a Fascist di sc o u rse , the second from a
Marxist o n e , and the third coming from feminism - as examples of the
ag reement between noun and verb in the s e n ten ce . Of course the exam
ples, to some extent, constitute the rule, for if an example c o u l d be
quoted th at violates the r u l e and is nevertheless accepted as legitimate by
the native speakers of that language, we would have to conclude that the
rule has been wrongly formulated. Bu t without making an abstraction of
the i deo l o gi c a l content of the s en t e n c es , of the instances of the ir enun
ciation , and so on, a grammati c al d esc r iptio n of a language would be
impossible. This is a first obj e c ti o n that I want to present to Butler: that
her discourse moves within a concept of context which is too undiffer
e nt i a t e d , and does not discriminate enough between diferent levels of
efficacy and structural determination within society.

me to my second critical remark. I have said enough for
find th at assertions such as th e following are
unwarranted : 'If th e subject al ways meets its limit in the selfsame pl ac e ,
then the subject is fundamentally e x t eri o r to the history in which it finds
itself: there is no historicity to the subject, its limits, its arti c u l a b ility' GB,
p. 1 3) . If the limit m e ans simply the i mp os sib il ity of th e a priori tran
scendental constitution of any positive content, it is difficult to see how this
limit could be s o me t h ing different from the very on tol ogi c al condition of
This leads

the reader to realize why I
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sentence following the on e j ust quoted does n o t fare

'Moreove r, if we accept the notion that all h is to ri c al st ruggle

is nothing other

than

s t r u c tura l in s t a t u s,

a vain effort to displa ce a fo unding limit that is

do we

then commit ourselves to

a

distinction

be twee n the historical and the structural domains that subsequently
excludes the historical domain

from

the understanding

of

opposition?'

( JB , p. 1 3) . I do not understand what 'opposition' means in this state
ment, but its gen e r al trend

is clear

en o ugh : we are con demne d to

politic al impotenc e if the limits are structural. I think that the conclusion
to be drawn is exactly the oppo s ite : if the s tructural limit is conceive d as
the imp o s si bility of constitution of any

aprioristic

essence, we can find

the so u rc e o f som e h op e and some militancy in th e

fact

that politico 

hegemonic articulations can always be ch an ged . The elimination of any
stru c tural limit wo u ld

could not say

introduce total nihilis m

into the argument, for we

anything con c e r ni ng the historicity

or

non-historicity of

p res e nt- day power stru c tu res .
My diffi c ulty with Butler's position lies in the fact th a t by ide n tifyin g

the ' abstract' with

'structural

apriori sti c limitation' she sub s c r ibe s to a

notion of the ' co nc rete ' which (a) lacks any p rin ciple of structuration,
an d is more or less equivalent to

indeterminate contingent variation;

and

(b) c l os es itself to the p o ssib i lity that a bs trac ti on itself is c on cretely pro
d uc ed , and is at the source of a variety of historical effects. To

one example :

in criticizing my notion of ide n tity, she

give just

writes:

The n otion that al identity is posited in a field of diffe re ntial relations is
clear enough, but if these relations are pre-social, or if they constitute a
structural level of diferentiation which conditions and structures the
social but is dis tin ct from it, we have located the universal in yet another
domain: in the structural features of any and al languages . . . . Such an
approach separates the for m al analysis of l anguage from its cultural and
social syntax and semantics. . . . Moreover, if we conceive of un iversal
ity as an 'empty' plac e, one that is 'filed' by specific contents, and furth er
understand political meanings to be the contents with wh ich the empty
plac e is filed, then we po sed an exteriority of politics to language that
seems to undo the very concept of political performativity that Laclau
e sp ous e s . Why should we co nce ive of un ive rsality as an empty 'place '
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which awaits its content in an anterior and s ubsequent event? Is i t empty
only bec au se it has al ready disavowed or suppressed the content from
which it emerges, and where is the trace of the disavowed in the formal
structure that emerges? (lB, p. 34)
This passage, which is crucial in Butler's c ritique of my wo rk, could be
s ubd ivided into three kinds of s t ate m e n ts : (a) those which m is rep re s ent
what I am saying; (b) those which omit a vital p o in t of my argument; (c)
those which m ake critical claims that contradict one another. Rather
than transforming this classification into a fo r mal p r incip le of exposi
tion, however, I will consider vari ous fragm ents of Butler's argument,
which the reader wil fin d no difculty in assigning to each of those three
c a t e gorie s .

(i) First , Butler introduces her usual war m ach in e s - the 'cultural' and
the 'social' - without the slightes t attempt at defining their m e anings , so
i t is im p oss ible to unde rstan d what she is talking ab o u t except through
some c onje ctu re . My own guess is that if she i s opposing the 'cultural'
and the 'social' to s ometh ing which is on the one hand 'universal' and o n
the other 'structural', one has to conclude that structural determinations
are universal, and that they are incommensurable with social and cul
tural sp ecifi c i ty. From th is it is not difficult to conclude that Butler is
advocating, from the p oi nt of view of theoretical analysis, some sort of
so c i o l o gi c al nihilism. Taken at face value, her assertions would mean
that the use of a'V' social category de s c rib ing forms of structural effec
tivity would be a betrayal of cu ltu ral and social specificity. If that were
so, the only game in town would be j o u r n alisti c descriptivism. Of
course, she can say that this was not he r intention, and that she wanted
only to speak out a gai n s t essentialist, ap rioristic notions of s tru c t u ral
determination. In that case, however, she would have to answer two
questions: ( 1 ) where is her own approach to a more differentiated analy
sis of l eve ls of s tructu r al limitation and de te r mi n ation to be found ? (2)
where does she find that I have ever advo c ated in my work a theory of
ahistorical ap r io ris t ic structural determination? On the second point ,
there can be no answer. The theory of h e ge m o ny is a theory about the
universalizing effects emerging out of socially and cultu r ally specific
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contexts. On the first poin t

the answer is more nuanced - in fac t , there
could be an answer if Butler managed to go beyond her rigid opposition
structural determination/cultural s p e cific ity. Any social theory worth
the name tries to isolate forms of structural determination which are
co n text- sp e c ific in their variation and relative weight, but tries also ,
however, to build its concepts in such a way that they make so c i al , and
historical c omparisons p oss ible . Butler's own app ro ach to society at its
best moments - her in novative and ins igh tful approach to performativ
ity, where (and I agree with her) there are several points of coincidence
with the th eo ry of hegemony - proceeds in that way. I have only to add,
in this respect, that one finds it difficult not to turn Butler's weapons
a g a in s t herself, an d ask the insidious question: is performativity an
empty place to be vario u s ly filled in different contexts, or is it context
dependent, so that there were societies where there were no t
p erform ative a ctio ns ?
From Butle r 's passage quoted above, we learn with amazement that
lan gu age is pre-social. In wh at sense pre-social? Is it a gift of Heaven?
Or a prod uct of bio l ogy ? With some goodwill, however, we could p er 
h ap s argue that Butler does not mean that - what she has in min d is that,
give n the kaleidoscopic rhyth m of variation and differentiation she
attributes to the social, she finds it difficult to anchor th e latter in the
more stable structures of language which, up to a certain point, cut
across cultural and historical differentiations. In th at case, however, she
has no t fu lly grasped the meaning of our introduction of linguistic cat
egories into social analysis. In my previous contribution to this exchange,
I ar gued that the formalization of t he Saussurean mo del by the
C op enh age n and Prague Schools made possible the cutting of the
umbilical cord of linguistic categories with the phonic and conceptual
sub s tan ces and, thus, opened the way to a generalized semiology (a sci 
ence of the operati ons of signs in society, which Saussure had advocated
but failed to consti tu te) . Thus Barthes, in the 1 9605, tried to see how lin
guistic categories such as the distinctions signifier/signified,
syntagm/paradigm, and so on, could operate on the level of other social
grammars : the alimentary code, the fashion system, furniture, and so
forth. Today, of course, we have moved well beyond Barthes, but the

(ii)
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possibility of gen eralizing the use of linguistic categories to various
levels of social organization is as valid as it was in the 1 960s. It is in this
precise sense that many of us have tried to introduce linguistic and
rhetorical devices into the s tu dy of politics, devices that we have found
more promising and fruitful than the alternative approaches available on
the market, such as rational choice, structural functionalism, systems
theory, and others.
Now, it is true that this generalization of l in gu is t ic categories was
made possible by the i n c r e asin g formalism of linguistic analysis and its
detachment from the substances which had been the 'material objects' of
classical linguistics. Does this mean, however, as Butler suggests, that this
appro ach 'separates the formal analysis of language from its cultural and
social syntax and semantics'? Hardly. To come back for a moment to
Barthes: when he is applying linguistic categories to his different semio
logical systems, he is not j u st taking those categories as formal entities
which remain selfsame independently of the context of their operation,
but as being contaminated and partially deformed by those contexts.
Thus, a category such as the signifier has to be partially changed when
we move from language as such to the system of fashion, and so on. This
contamination of the abstract by the concrete makes the realm of
formal categories more a world of 'family resemblances ' , in the
Wittgensteinian sense, than the self-contained formal universe of Butler.
At some point, of course, the family resemblances could become too
loose and tenuous, and a change of paradigm could become necessary.
Now, it is in this sense that we have asked ourselves whether some formal
properties of language - conceived in the broad sense specified above
from which the logic of empty signifiers emerges could help in under
standing some emptying logics which we had detected as central
operators in poli ti cal processes. But it was clear to us that each of the
case studies did not mechanically apply a formal rule, but contaminated
an d parti ally subverted the latter. None of the thinkers who have intro
duced, in their own particular ways, a structural approach into the study
of society - not Barthes, nor Foucault, or Lacan and - (given that it is I
who am u n de r fire) certainly not myself - conforms to Butler's caricat
ural formalistic determinism . As for her reference to people who have
located the u n ive rs al 'in the structural features of any and all languages' ,
-
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would suggest that Butler would have to travel back in time t o the
Grammaire of Port-Royal to find a remotely relevant example.

I

3 . Butler's exclusionary dualism between abstract formalism and the
'social' makes her unaware of something which is, however, of capital
importance for understanding the constitution and workings of the
social itself: the processes by which the movement of the concrete itself
constitutes the a b stra c t . (That is, an ' abstr act ' which is not a formal
dimension preceding or separated from the concrete, but something to
which the concrete itself 'tends'. A concrete abstract, if you like.) And it
is in these concrete abstracts, not in any a priori formalistic realm, that
we find the locus of the univers al .
Let us take a couple of examples. The movement of commodities
under capitalism does away with their particular individual characteris
tics to make them equivalent as bearers of value. Here we have an
abstraction which directly structures social relations themselves. The
formal characteristics of commodities are not imposed upon them by any
aprioristic formalism, but emerges out of their concrete interaction. Now
take another example - the discourse on human rights. In order to
assert the rights of people as human beings, we have to make an abstrac
tion of diferences of race, gender, status, and so on. Here again we have
abstractions which produce concrete historical effects in so far as they
are incarnated in ins titu tions , codes, practices, and so forth.
What we have called the logic of empty signifiers belongs to this type
of concrete abstract or universal. The real question is not, as Butler
thinks, whether in an atemporal , pre-social place there is an abstract cat
egory 'emptiness' that all societies should flU some way or another, but
whether concrete societies, out of movements inherent to their very
concreteness, tend to generate signifie rs which are tendentially empty. In
Italy, during the war of liberation against Nazi occupation, the symbols
of G a rib al di anism and Mazzinianism functioned as ge ner al e quiva
lents - as myths in the Sorelian sense - as a l angu age which
universalized its e lf by b ecomi ng the surface of inscription of an in cr e as
ingly large number of social demands. So in this process of
universalization these symbols became increasingly synonymous with
liberation, justice, autonomy, and so on. T h e l arge r the number of social
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demands that they inscribed within their field of representation, the
they became empty, b e caus e they became less and less abl e excl u
sively to re p re s e n t particular int e res t s within society. In the end, they
became the signifiers of the absent fullness of society, of what was lack
ing. As we can see, there is a mutu al contamination here between the
ab s tract and the concrete, because : (a) which signifiers will fulfil this
function of empty universal repre se n tati on depends on each social or
historical context; (b) the degree to which this process of emptying takes
pl ace is also conte xtually depen dent Qess so in highly institutionalized
c o n tex t s, more so in c on t ex ts of ' o rgani c c ri se s ' , e tc . ) ; (c) the very logic
of empty si gnifiers has a genealogy of its own - al thou gh its for mal pos
sibili9J can be abstractly determined, its historical actualization d epen ds
on conditions that are n o t derivable from that possibility.
I t hi nk that if Butler has been unaware of what I have called the con
crete ab str a ct or universal, it is a result of her argument being so roo ted
in the Hegelian way of c o n ceivi ng the articul ati on between the abs tra c t
and the concrete, which is one not of contamination but of reconciliation. I
think that the perfect balance at tempt e d by a notion suc h as Sittlichkcit
utterly excludes the possibility of hegemonic logics. The assertion that
Bu tl e r does not take into account the question of the 'concrete abstract'
is not, however, e nti rely correct. This question is, in some way, pre sent in
her discour se in what she calls 'cultural translations'. This is the aspect
of her appro ach to which I feel closer, and which makes me think that in
the end our pol i tical p osit ions are not really so far ap art , whatever the
differences in our theoretical grounding of them.
'Cultural translation' plays a pivotal role i n Butler's an alysis . In the
first place, it allows her to distance herself from the unified character of
the Hegelian Sittlichkeit. As she asserts:
more

Al t h ough Hegel clearly u nderstan d s customary p rac t i ce, the ethical
order and
unive rs ality

the nation as
which cro sses

simple unities, it does not follow that the

cultures or e merge s out of culturaly hetero

geneous nations must therefore tran s ce n d

culture itself.

In fact,

if H egel 's

notion of universality is to prove good under conditions of hybrid cul
tures and

vacillatin g

national boundaries, it

will h ave to b eco m e

a

universality forged through the work of c u ltur al translation . ( lB, p. 2 0)
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find this most convincing. It means that the universal - or the
abstract - should not be discarded in the name of historical specificity,
but should itself be considered as a specific historical construct. This
coincides, almost term by term, with what I have earlier called the 'con
cre te abstract'. It is for that reason that, as Butler asserts, 'no notion of
universality can rest easily within the notion of a single "culture", since
the very concept of universality compels an understanding of culture as
a relation of exchange and a task of translation' (JB, pp. 24-5).
In the second place, as Butler clearly shows, the fact that the univer
sal always emerges out of a concrete situation means that the traces of
particularism wil always contaminate the universal. She mentions the
case of universalism as an imperialist ideology, but the same could be
said of the universalisms of an opposite sign - those of the oppressed.
This contamination will always end in hybrids in which particularism
and universalism become indissociable. In Butler's words:

I

what emerges is a kind of political claim whic h . . . is neither exclusively

nor excl u sive ly particular; where, indeed, the particular inter
formations of u niversality are exposed,
and no universal is freed from its contamination by the p articular con
texts from wh ich it em e rges and in which it travels. (JB, p. 40)

un ivers al

ests that inhere in certain cultural

could hardly agree more. This is exactly what, in my own terminology,
that there is no universality which is not a hegemonic universality.
What, however, about the internal structure of the translating oper
ation? Let me say, to start with, that one of the most puzzling aspects of
Butler's summary of my approach is the fact th at she has omitted to
mention the one concept which, in my terminology, is particularly close
to her notion of ' translation': that of 'equivalence ' . She even identifies
the notion of 'difference' in my work with that of 'exclusion' or 'antag
onism ' , which is cle arly incorrect, for in my approach, ' difference'
means positive identity, while all antagonistic reordering of the political
space is linked to the category of equivalence. I h ave tried to distinguish,
in the l ogi c s constitutive of the social, two kinds of operation : the logic
of difference, which institutes particular locations within the social spec
trum ; and the logic of equivale nce, which 'universalizes ' a certain

I

means
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on the basis of its substitu t ability with an indefmite number
of other p a rtic u laritie s - th e d is t i ncti on b road ly c orre sp onds , in lin
guistics , to that between relations of combination and substitution, or
b e twe en the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic p ole s . In a populist d is 
course, for instance, the social space tends to be dichotomized around
two syntagmatic p osi ti ons and the e ns e m bl e of identities weaken their
diffe re nt i a l characters by es tabl is h i ng between themselves an e q u iv
alential relation of s ub stitution , while an institutional discou r s e
mu l tiplies the differential-syntagrnatic positions and, as a resu l t, reduces
the e qu ival e n tial movements that are p os sible within a certain social for
m atio n .
Now, I th ink that the internal s t ru c tu re of what Bu tl e r calls 'transla
tion ' and what I call 'equivalence' is very close i nd e ed . Translation , for
her, means the de t e rritoriali z atio n of a certain content by adding some
thing w h ic h , b e i n g outside the o ri gi n al context of enunciation,
universalizes itself by mu l tiplyin g the positions of enunciation from
which that content derives its meaning. A feminist discourse claim ing
women's rights in the name of human e qu ality d o e s ex ac tly that. Butler
gives two e xamp le s from Joan Wallach Scott and Paul Gilroy whi ch are
p art icu l arly clear in this respect. Well, a relation of equivalence, in the
sense that I unde rst a nd it, performs exactly that role. Eq u ivalen c e does
not me an id enti ty - it is a relation in which the diffe ren ti al character of
the e q u ival e n tial terms is still op e rati n g t h e re , giv in g to equival e nce i ts
sp eci fic features, as opposed to mere ' e qu at io n ' . But this also entails
that t h e equivale ntial mom e n t is there anyway, producing its effect,
wh ose name is universali!J. The on ly status I am p rep ared to grant to uni
versality is that of be in g t h e p re cipi tate of an equivalential o pe rati on,
which means that the 'universal' is never an i n de p e n d e n t e ntity, but
only the set of 'names' c o rre sp o ndi n g to an alw ays finite and reversible
relation between p a rtic ula ritie s . If I p re fer th e ter m ' e quival e n c e ' to
'translation', it is because the latter (u nl e ss it is taken in its etymological
s e ns e of translatio) re t a i ns the te l eo l ogic al nuance of the possibility of a
total su bs ti t u ti o n of one term by another. An d al thou gh we know all
about 'traduttore, tradittore', this is still the recognition of the failure - as
inevitable as you like - of wh a t was originally intended. The t er m
'equivalence' doe s not imply that ambigui ty : it is clear from the very
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are not dealin g with an operatio n which tends to col
lapse difference into identity.
A nyway, whether translation or equivalence, I think that both Butler
and I are aim ing at something which is intellectually and politically sim
ilar. Despite my critical remarks about what I see as s e rious mis re adin gs
of my texts, I cannot avoid the feeling that we are thinking and fighting
on th e same terrain. I just want to close this section with two q u e s t i o ns
addressed to Butler: ( 1 ) Is t h ere not a certain contradiction - one which
is translated into her reading of my texts - between accepting the no tion
of a co n tam i n ate d universality, and incorporating the Hegelian dialec
tics between abstract and concrete which implies a perfect non-contaminated - adjustment between abstract and concrete? (2) If
the concrete always contaminates the abstract, is it not the case that a
particul ar p osin g itself as the universal, rather than be in g a sp ecial and
extreme case that one can confine to Jacobin Terror, becomes a fe atu re
of any social life, so that antagonism, as we have always maintained, is an
ineradicable feature of the social?
be gin n i ng that w e

Reply to Ziiek
I wil d eal,

in the first place, with a set of spe cific o bj e ctio n s to my work
be fo un d in :l izek's ess ay ; then I wil move on to the more general
question co nc e r n i n g the alternative 'cl a ss st ru ggle versus postmod
ernism' that h i s text raises. F i r s t, I will deal with three types of
obj ections: ( 1 ) those linked wi th t h e re lati o n ship between th e necessary
failure in c o n s ti tu t i n g society and Kant's notion of a Regulative Idea; (2)
those linked with naturalization as a necessary condition of the Political
and the double imp o ssibil ity inherent in the n o ti on of an t ago nis m ; (3)
t h o s e linked with the p o ssib il i ty of historizing histo ric ism i ts elf.
to

1.
The first obj ection can be answered quite easily, and in fact I am
rather sur pris ed that :lizek h as raised it at al. It is related, on the one
h and , to the qu e s ti o n of the resign atio n inherent in the notion of an infi
nite appro ach and, on the other, to the partial nature of the problem s that
one can solve in this process of infinite advance . :l i z ek ask s :
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Does this solution not involve the

Kan tian logic of the infinite approach
'regul ative Idea'? Does it not
involve the resigned/cynical stance of 'although we know we wil fail, we
to the impossible Fullness as a kind of

should persist in our search' - of an agent which knows that . . . effort

necessarily fail, bu t which none the less accepts the need for this
as a necessary lure to give it the energy to engage in solv
ing partial p roble ms ? (S:l:, p. 93)

wil

global Spectre

In the past, 1:izek knew b e t te r than this. He wrote about my appro ac h,
for i ns tanc e , in terms of th e Kantian notion of 'enthusiastic re sign a
tion' - which, as he knows very well, does not include a scintilla of
cynicis m . Let us consider the two sides of the argumen t : unachievable
Regulative Idea, an d p a r ti a l nature of the probl ems to be solved. The
diference be twee n a Kantian-based appro ach and mine is that for Kant,
the content of the Regulative Idea is given once and for all , from the
very b e gin n in g ; while in my view, the obje ct of the cathe c tic invest
me n ts itself is c o n st a n tly c h a n gi n g. So there is no lin ear accumulative
proc ess by which any cyn i ci sm about ultimate unachievable ends could
arise. For historical actors engaged in actual s tr uggl e s , there is no c yn i
cal resignation whatsoever: their actual aims are a ll that constitute the
horizon within which th ey live and figh t . To say that ultimate fullness is
u n a ch i ev ab l e is by no means to advocate any attitude of fatalism or re s 
ign atio n ; it is to say to people : what you are fighting for is everyth i ng
there is ; yo ur a c tu al stru ggl e is n o t limited by any p rece ding necessity. As
fo r the partial ch ar ac te r of the problems to be solved, we should be care
ful in dis ti ngu is hing two as p e cts : on the one hand, the 'ontic' content of
what is ac tually s o lve d ; on the other, the ' on t ol ogi c al ' investment which
is made i n b ringing that solu tion about . The p arti al nature of the prob
l e ms , in this sense, does not mean taking th e m one by o n e , and dealing
with them in an administrative way - as in the Saint-Simonian motto
adopted by Marx: from the gove rnment of men to th e administration of
things - it means that there is always going to be a gap between the con
tent which at s om e p oi n t incarnates society's aspir ati on to fu llness , and
this fullness as such, which has no content of its own. When people in
Eastern E urop e after 1 989 were galvan ize d by the virtues of the market,
or wh e n s o c i a l ists spo ke about the socialization of the means of
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production, they were thinking of those transformations not a s partial
ways of solving problems of economic management, but as panaceas to
bring about a global human emancipation - in that sense they cathected
partial historical achievements with a symbolic significance far tran
scending them. It is only in this sense - to stress the unbridgeable gap
between the differential, concrete partial character of the change
brought about, and the wider symbolism and expectations without
which hegemony and politics would be inconceivable - that I have
spoken about solving 'a variety of partial problems'. As the re ader can
see, this has l ittl e to do with the Regulative Idea - which involves no
cathectic investment in the concrete, for the content of fullness is given
from the very beginning - or with an administrative management of
partial problems - because that can be done without any hegemonic
investment be i ng involved in their solution. So - no relation between my
politics and the theoreticians of the Third Way, of whom I am as criti
cal as Z izek.
2.

Z i z e k wri te s :
this j u stifi ed rejection [by mys e lf] of the fullness of post-revo lutionary
Society does not justify the conclusion that we have to renounce any
proj ect of a global social transformation, and limit ourselves to partial
problems to be solved: the j ump from a c ri tiq u e of the 'metaphysics of
presen c e ' to anti-utopian 'reformist' gradualist politics is an
sho rt circuit.

(SZ,

ilegitimate

p. 1 0 I )

I agree entirely that this short circuit is illegitimate; the only thing I
to add is that it is only Z izek who is jumping into it. We should
establish a basic distinction here : it is one thing to say that social and
political demands are discrete, in the sense that each of them does not
necessarilY involve the others (so they would be partial); it is quite another
thing to say that they can be politically met only through a gradualist
process of dealing with them one by on e. If, for instance, a relation of
equivalence is e stablished between a plurality of social demands, the sat
isfa c tio n o f any of them will depend on the construction of a more
global social imaginary, whose effects will be far more systemic than

w an t
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anything that mere gradualism could envisage. 'Gradualism', in fac t, is the
first of the utopias: th e belief that there is a n e utral administrative centre
which can deal with social issues in a non-political w ay. If we think of
m aj o r transformations of our societies in the twentieth century, we see
that ' p arti al ' reforms, in al cases, were made possible only through sig
nifican t alterations in the more global social im aginarie s - think of the
New Deal, the welfare state, and, in more recent years, the discourses of
the ' m o ral m ajority' and of neoliberalism ; but, I would argue, s o me t hin g
not so very different could be said of processes whose effects are ce rt ain ly
more gl ob al and systemic, such as the Russian Revolution.
The difficulty with 1: izek's po s i t io n - a point to wh i ch I will return
later is that he n ever clearly defines what he understands by the global
app ro ac h to politics. He opposes partial solutions within a horizon to
changes in th e horizon as such. I am not opposed to that formulation,
provide d that we agree about what a horizon is and about the l o gic of its
constitution. Is it a gro un d of the social? Is it an imaginary construction
to t alizi n g a plurality of discrete struggles? 1: izek is not precise eno ugh
about these matters, and his reference to an author like the young
Lukacs, the quintessence of class reductionism, does little to dispel pos
sible misunderstandings. I will come back in a m om ent to these more
general matters. At this po i n t I want to expl ain clearly why I d o not
share 1: iz e k 's view that the Political 'can be operative onlY in so far as it
"represses " its radicallY contingent nature, in so far as it undergoes a minimum qf
"naturaii;;:ation" " and the conclusion that 'it is also impossible adequatelY to
represent/articulate this very antagonism / negativitp that prevents Societp.from achiev
ing itsfoll ontological reali<;ation' (SZ, p. 1 00). I do not disagree either with

Zizek's analysis of the role of ideological fantasy or with his conclusion
that when 'this ve ry impossibili{y is repre sen t e d in a positive element,
inherent imp ossibility is changed into an external ob s ta cle ' (s1:, p. 1 00).
What I would, however, p u t into qu e stion are two things: (a) that the
re lati o nship between impossibility and external object is a pure ly arbi
trary one; (b) that impossibility itself c an be represented on ly through a
purely a rb itrary proj e c tio n . On the first point, I would argue that
although the gap between an event's ability to bring about the fullness of
society and its ability to solve a series of partial p rob lems can never be
properly bridged, the latter is not simply the result of an arb i tr ary
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of the Jew seems to sugge s t Tzarism and the
actual obstacles to a plurality of democratic
reforms and not ju s t arbitrary targets positivizing an inherent impossi
bility. The fact that they also did the latter is what gave the d iscours es
which overthrew those re g im es their d im e ns i o n of horizon - what
bro u ght ab o ut, b eyo n d a mere addition of p arti al reforms, a proper
overdetermin ation b e tween the m . But - to put it in psychoanalytic
terms
the fact that no drive is necessarily at t a ch ed to an o bj e ct does

choice - as t h e ex amp l e

.

apartheid regime were

-

not mean th at the o bj e c t is unimportant, or that

its choice is entirely

arbitrary.

As for the s ec on d point, c once r n in g Z izek's asse rtio n of the need for
minimum o f n aturaliz ation and the imp oss i b ility of rep re s e n t i n g
impossibility as such , my re s p o n s e is qualified. In one se n s e I entirely
agre e with him . I h ave insisted in my work, time and aga in that an
object which is both imp o s s ib l e and necessary can be revealed only
a

,

t hro u gh its r epre s en tat i o n by

so me t h i n g different

from i ts e lf.

If

that is

all the notion of 'naturalization' i nvo lves , I would have no qu a rrel with
it. But I am afraid that, for Z izek, there is s o m eth in g else involved, as

h is examples of the re l i gi ou s

gest. For

community, the Westerns, and so on, sug
in the endless play of substitutions that Z izek is d es c rib i n g,

one possibility is omitted : that, instead of the im p oss ibili ty le a d i n g to

a
to a sym
a p o s i t ive value. This p oi n t is
unavoidable, nothing prevents

s e ri e s of substitutions which attempt to supersede it, it leads

b oli z atio n of i m p o s s i b ili ty as such as

positivization is
from symbolizing imp o ssibility as such , rather than
concealing it through the illusion of taking us b eyon d it. No doubt this
op e ratio n still retains an element of naturalization, because the very
fact of g ivin g a name to s om eth ing which - like the Pascalian zero - is
nameless is creating a n e nti ty out of s om e th in g which is clearly no
e n t ity at all ; but this minimum of naturalization is different from the
one that would be involved in equ atin g 'impossibility' with a positive dif
ferential content. The possibility of t his weakene d type of naturalization
is important for de m o crati c politics, which involves the institutional
iz at io n of its own openness and, in that sense, the injunc ti on to identify
with its ultimate i mpo ss ib ility
important: although
th is po s itiviz at i o n

.
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3.

:lizek asks:
when Butler speaks of the unending political process of renegotiating the
inclusions/ exclusions of the predominant ideological universal notions,

or when Laclau proposes his model of the unending struggle for hege

mony, the 'universal' status of this lIery model is problematic: are they providing
t h e formal co-ordinates of ellery ideologico-political process, or are they

simply elaborating the notional structure of todqy 's (' postmodern,) specific
p olitic al practice which is emerging after the retreat of the classical Left?
They (more often than not, in
first.

(st,

p.

their explicit formulations) appear to do the

1 06)

As we see, :l izek's a rgu men t is a variation on Buder's about transcen
dental limits and historicism, although ironically, while Butler's charge
was addressed to :lizek's and my own work, :l izek is for mulating the
same objection against Butler and mysel£ I will refrain from joining the
club and making the same criticism - this time against Buder and :lizek.
Most of my answer can be found in my reply to Butler, but let me say a
couple of things about the specific way in which :lizek's argument is for
mulated. The first thing to say is th a t I d o not accept h is sharp
distinction between a transcendental analytic (under which - quite prob
lematically - he subsumes the Heideggerian existential structure of
social life) and the description of a definite historical condition.
'Hegemony' as a theoretical framework is both at the same time and,
however, none of them. In a first sense, it is the description of some
processes which are particularly vi sible in the contemporary world. If it
were onlY that, however, it would require another metatheoretical
fram ework alowing the description of 'hegemony' as the difrentia speci
fica of a certain genus. But there is no such metatheoretical framework.
Only in c o n te mpora ry societies is th e re a generalization of the hege
monic form of politics, but for this reason we can interrogate the past,
and find there inchoate forms of the same processes th at are fully visible
today ; and , when they did not occur, understand why th i n gs were dif
ferent. Conversely, th e se differences make the specificity of the present
more visible. Today, for instance, we have a descriptive category for
s o me processes as 'distribution of income' - a category which did not
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exist in the Ancient World. Would it make sense, therefore, to say that in
the Ancient World, income was not distributed?

Obviously not.

But the

distribution took place through mechanisms different from ours in the
present - mechanisms that we can, however, describe in terms of our
system of categories because we are in full possession of the notion of
' distribution of incom e ' , a notion which became fully available only
when alternative forms of distribution became a historical possib ility.

What is important is to break with the false alternative 'ahistorical
transcenden talism/ radical historicism ' . This is a

false

alternative,

because its two terms e ntail e ach other, and finally assert exactly the
same. If I assert radical historicism, it will require some kind of meta
discourse specifying epochal diferences which

wil necessarily have to be

transhistorical . If I assert hard transcendentalism, I will have to accept

be grasped only in
Only if I fu lly accept the contingency and historicity of
my system of categories, but renounce any attempt to grasp the mean
ing of its historical variation c onceptually, can I start finding a way out
of that blind alley. Obviously this solution doe s not suppress the duality
transcendentalism/historicism, but at least it introduces a cert a in soup
lesse, and multiplies the language games that it is possible to play within
it. There is a name for a knowledge which operates under these condi
the contingency of an empirical variation which can

historicist terms.

tions : it is finitude.

Let us now discuss the more general political points :li z ek makes in his
intervention in this

exchange.

His discourse is structured around

a

sharp

opposition that he establishes between class struggle and po stmod

relations of production and, more
of the contemporary
politics of rec ogn i t io n In spite of the 'yes, please! ' of :li zek's tide, he is
sharply critical of the second, and of what he thinks is an unwise aban
donment of the first. I wil organize my answer around two basic theses:

ernism - the

first

concerning the

generally, capitalism; the second the various forms
.

the first, that I do not think the two type s of struggle are as different as
Zizek believes; the second, that Z izek structures his discourse around
entities - class, class struggle, capitalism - which are largely fetishes dis
possessed of any precise meaning. Before starting, however, I want to
state that I share with Z i zek a real concern about the present state of
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social struggles and, more generally, ab ou t the way in which the Left
envisages its responsibilities in the contemp orary world. I agree with him
that the spread of issue-orientated politics has been accompanied by the
abandonment of more global strategic perspectives, and that this aban
donment involves an unconscious acceptance of the dominant logics of
the system. I think, however, that the solutions he proposes to take the
Left out of its present impasse are fu nd ame ntal ly flawed.
Let us start with the :l i z ekian oppo siti on between c l as s s truggl e, and
what :l izek calls postmodern identity p oli tics . Are they essentiallY differ
ent? Everything depends on the way we co nce ive class struggle. Where
is the fundamental an tagonism at its root located? In New Riflections on the
Revolution of Our Time, I have argued that class antago nism is not in her
ent t o c ap ital i s t relations of production, bu t that it takes p lace between
those relations and the identity of the worker outside them. Va ri o us
aspects must be carefully di st i n guish ed . First, we have to distinguish the
contradiction between forces and relations of p rod uctio n - which, I
have maintained, is a contradiction wi t h ou t an t agon ism - from class
struggle - which is an antagonism without contradiction. So if we con
c e ntrat e on the latter, wh ere is the an t a go n is m located? Certainly no t
within the re l a ti o ns of produ c tion . The capi t alists extract surplus-value
from the workers, but both capital and labour sh ould be conceived of, as
far as the logic of capitalism is concerned, not as actual people but as
economic c a tego ries . So if we are go i n g to maintain that class antago
nism is inherent to the relations of production, we would have to prove
that from the abstract categories 'capital' and 'wage labour' we can log
ically derive the antagonism between both - and such a demonstration
is imp oss ible . It does not logically follow from the fact that the surplus
value is extrac ted from the worker that the latter will resist such
extraction. So if there is going to be antagonism, its source cannot be
inte rn al to the capitalist relations of production, but has to be sought in
someth ing that the worker is outside those relations, something which is
thre ate n e d by them: the fact that below a certain level of wages the
worker cannot live a decent life, a nd so on. Now, unless we are con
fronted with a situation of extreme exploitation, the worker's attitu de
vis-a-vis capitalism will depend e n ti rely on how his or her identi!:JI is con
stituted - as socialists knew a long time ago, when they were confronted
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by reformist tendencies in the trade-union movement. There is nothing
in the worker's demands which is intrinsicallY anti-capitalist.
Could we perhaps say that these demands have priority over those of
other groups because they are closer to the economy, and thus at the
heart of the functioning of the capitalist system? This argument does
not fare any better. Marxists have known for a long time that capitalism
is a world system, structured as an imperialist chain, so crises at one
point in the system create dislocations at many other points. This means
that many sectors are threatened by the capitalist logic, and that the
resulting antagonisms are not necessarily related to particular locations
in the relations of production. As a result, the notion of class struggle is
totally insufficient to explain the identity of the agents involved in anti
capitalist struggles. It is simply the remainder of an old-fashioned
conception which saw in an assumed general proletarianization of soci
ety the emergence of the future burier of capitalism.
The notion of 'combined and uneven development' had already
pointed out the emergence of complex, non-orthodox political identities
as the agencies of revolutionary change in the contemporary world,
and the phenomena of globalization have accentuated this tendency. So
my answer to Zizek's dichotomy between class struggle and identity
politics is that class struggle is just one species of identity politics, and
one which is becoming less and less important in the world in which we
live.
What, however, about his critique of multiculturalism, which main
tains that the specific demands of different groups can be absorbed one
by one by the dominant system and, in this way, help to consolidate it?
This is only too true, but does it not happen in exactly the same way
with the demands of the workers? In so far as a system is able to absorb
the demands of the subordinated groups in a 'transformist' way - to use
the Gramscian expression - that system will enjoy good health. The
crucial point is that there is no special location within a system which
enjoys an a priori privilege in an anti-systemic struggle. I do not think
that multicultural struggles per se constitute a revolutionary subject, any
more than the working class does. But this does not lead me to oppose
their demands either. Just as I support trade-union demands in spite of
the fact that they can, in principle, be satisfied within capitalism, I
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s upport demands of multicultural groups and other issue-orientated
groups without thi nkin g

that they are announcing the end of capitalist
domination. What worries Z izek - and I s h are his concern - is that the

proliferation of particularisms not linked by any more global emanci
patory discourse could lead not only to the preservation of the status quo
but also to a more pronounced swing to the Right. This is a legitim ate

preo cc upa t io n but the w ay to answer it i s not to resuscitate an entity ,

class struggle - which does not have any precise meaning in the con
temporary world

A p art

.

from this global dichoto my which has little substance, Z izek
,

could be criticized for introducing into his discourse a set of c ategories
which, taken literally, either have no precise meaning, or the little they
have goes against what I would have thought is the main te n de n cy of
Z izek's t h o ugh t Most of these terms come from the Marxist tradition,
and Z iz e k uses them in a rather acritical way. Something in his work that
.

I find rather surprising is the fact that despite his professed Marxism, he
pays n o attention whatsoever to

the intellectual history of Marxism, in

which several of th e categories he uses have been refined, displaced, or
- to encapsulate it in one term - deconstructed. Al Zizek's Marxist

of Marx
no reference to

concepts, examples and discussions come either from the texts
himself, or from the Russian Revolutio n . There is

Grams c i, virtually none to Trotsky, a n d as far as I know not a single ref
erence to Austro-Marxism, where m any of the issues which are
a tt rac ting th e at te nti on of contemporary socialism were discussed for the
first time. Let me give a few examples.

Ideology
Z izek writes :
the ruling ideology, i n order t o b e operative, has t o incorporate a series
of features in which the exploited / dominated m�ority wil be able to

recognize i ts authentic lo ngings . In sho rt , every hegemonic universality

at least two particular contents: the 'authentic' popular
content and its 'distortion' by the relations of d omin ation and exploita
tion. ( The TICklish Subject, p. 1 84)
has to in co rp or ate
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most s ur pri s in g s t ate men t c om in g from a Lacani an , for it is
only if one accepts a notion of 'false consciousness' a la
Luk acs which is totally incompatible with the Freudian disc ove ry of the
unconscious, let alone the th eory of he ge mony. For the dominant and
expl oit ative groups do not distort the popular c o ntent any more than the
most revolutionary of the so ci ali st discourses: they simply articulate it in
a different way. The fact th at one prefers one type of articulation rather
than another does not mean that one is teleologically 'true', while the
other can be dismissed as 'distortion'. If th at were so, the hegemonic
struggle would h ave been won before it started.

This is a

i n t el li gi b le

Class

I h ave already re ferre d to this point. Let me simply add that :lizek
spe aks of a 'silent suspe n sion of class an alysis' as a kind of 'disavowal'.
It is difficult to comment on this, because in this respect 1:izek's refer
ence to classes is just a succession of dogmatic ass e rtio n s without the
sl igh te s t effort to explain the centrality of the category of class for the
u nd e r standing of contemporary societies. One cannot avoid the feeling
th a t the n otion of class is brought into :l izek's analysis as a sort of deus
ex machina to play the role of the good guy against the multicultural
devils. Th e o nly feature of 'classes' which emerges from 1: izek's text is
that c l as s es, in some way, are constituted and struggle at the level of the
'system' , while all the other struggles and identities would be intra-sys
temic. The reason for this is not analysed - and it would indeed be a
very diffi c u l t proposition to defend without intro du c in g some crude
version of the base/superstructure mode l . I think that this is what 1:izek
ultim ately does, and it is a new example of the way in which his d is
course is schizophrenically split between a highly sop his ti c ate d Lacanian
analysis and an insufficiently d econs tru cte d traditional Marxism.

Capitalism
:l izek take s a patently anti-capitalist stance, and asserts that the propo
nents of po stmo d er ni s m 'as a rule, leave out of s igh t the resignation at

i ts heart - the acceptance of capitalism as "the only game in town", the
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renunciation of

any real attempt to overcom e the existing capitalist lib

eral regime' (SZ, p.

95).

The difficulty with assertions like this is that they

mean absolutely nothing. I understand what Marx meant by overcoming
the capitalist regime, because he m ade it quite explicit several times. I
also understand what Lenin or Trotsky meant for the same re ason. But
in the work of

Zizek

that expression m eans nothing - unless h e has a

secret strategic plan of wh ich he is very careful not to inform anybody.
Sho uld we understand th at he wants to impose the dictatorship of the

prol etariat? Or does he

want

to socialize the means of production and

abolish market mechanisms? And what is his political strategy to achieve

these rather peculiar aims? What is the alternative model of society
that he is postulating? Without at least the beginning of an answer to
thes e questions, his anti-capitalism is mere empty talk.

B u t perhaps Zizek has something more reasonable in mind: for

instance, the overcoming of the prevalent neoliberal economic model and
the introduction of state regulation and democratic control of the econ
omy, so that the worst effects of globalization are avoided . If that is what
he

means

by anti-capitalism,

I

would certainly agree with him, but so

would most of the 'postmodernists' against whom his polemic is addressed.

It is certainly true that a mainly cultural Left has not paid enough attention

to the economic issues since the welfare state model disintegrated . But in

order

to start doing so, it is necessary to take into account the structural

changes in capitalism over the last thirty years and its social effects, some
of which have been the disappearance of the peasantry, the drastic fall in
numbers of the working class, and the emergence of a social stratification
quite diferent from that on which Marxist class analysis was based.
To conclude: I think that Zizek's politic al thought suffers from

a cer

tain 'combined a n d uneven development' . While his Lacanian tools,
togeth er with his insight, have allowed him to make considerable
advances in the understanding of ideological processes in contemporary
societies, his strictly political thought has not advanced at the same pace,
and remains fixed in very traditional categories. But this uneve nness is
the l aw of intellectu al work.

I

remember that the late Michel Pecheux

said that the great encounter of the

twentieth cen tury never took place :

Fre ud and Lenin discussing the Saussurean notion of 'value' in a coach
on the Orient Express decorated by the Futurists.
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Dialectics of emancipation
I will devote this last section to a preliminary attempt to answer some

questions about the destiny of the universal in our society. Butler, Z i i ek

and

I are all concerned with the elaboration of an emancipatory dis

course which does not dissolve into mere particularism but keeps a
universal dimension alive. We achieve this, however, in somewhat dif
ferent ways: while Z izek attempts to determine a systemic level which
would 'totalize' social relations and would be universal in and for itself,
both Butler and

I tend to elaborate a notion of universality which would

be the result of some form of interaction between particularities - hence
Butler's notion of 'cultural translations' and my notion of 'equivalence ' .

I will try, i n what follows, t o expand on the consequences for 'emanci
pation' of the category of 'equivalence ' , using as a frame of reference
the four dimensions of hegemony that I discussed in my previous essay:
1)

Unevenness o f power is constitutive.

2)

There is hegemony only if the dichotomy universality/particularity is
superseded; universality exists only if it is incarnated in
verts - some

3)

-

and sub

particularity but, conversely, no particularity can become

political without also becoming the locus of universalizing effects.
Hegemony requires the production of tendentially empty signifiers
which, while maintaining the incommensurability between univer
sal and particulars, enables the latter to take up the representation

4)

of the former.

The terrain in which hegemony expands is that of a generalization
of the relations of representation as condition of the constitution of
the social order.

1.

This

first

dimension

stresses

universality's

dependency

on

particularity. The reasons are clear. Let us remember Marx's model of

political emancipation. The condition for a particular group to present its
aims as those of the community at large was the presence of another
sector which is perceived as a general crime. This is a first dimension of
power inherent in the universalist emancipatory project: the very
condition of universality presupposes a radical exclusion . There is,
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however, anoth e r dimension of power: the ability of a group to assume
a function of universal representation presupposes that it is in a better
position than other groups to assume this role, so that power is unevenly
distributed between various o rg an is m s and social sec to rs . These two
dimensions of power - unevenness and exclusion - presuppose a
dependency of universality on particularity : there is no universality
which operates as pure un iver s al ity, there is only the relative universal
ization created by expanding a chain of e quivalences around a central
particularistic core. T h e Gramscian notion of 'war of position' expresses
exactly that: the transition from a corporative to a hegemonic class pre
supposes not the abandonment of the parti cu l ar aims constitutive of
the hegemonic sector, but the universalization of them on the b a sis of
the e quiva le ntial relation they establish with other subordinated sectors
of s oci e ty. This means that power is the condition of e m an cipation there is no way of emancipating a constellation of social forces except by
c reating a new power aroun d a heg emo n ic c e n tre .
This, h oweve r, creates an apparent difculty: is it not the case that the
op p os i te is true, that e m anc ipati o n involves the elimination of power?
Only if we are t h i n ki n g of an emancipation which is t o t al and attains a
unive rs ali ty that is not d e pen d ent on p articulari ties - as in the case of
Marx's 'human' eman cipation . The latter, however, for reasons discussed
above , is imposs ibl e . But I would go fu rth e r : I would argue that the c o n 
tamination of emancipation by power is not an unavoidable e mp irical
imperfection to which we have to accommodate, but involves a h igh er
human ideal than a univers ali ty rep resenting a to ta lly reconciled human
essence, because a fully reconciled society, a transparent society, would
be entirely fre e in the sense of self-determination, but that full realiza
tio n of freedom would be equivalent to the death of freedom, for all
possibility of dissent would have been eliminated from it. Social division,
antagonism and its necessary consequence - power - are the true con
ditions of a freedom which does not eliminate p articul arity.
If we now consider the emancipatory potential of p resen t- day societies
from the viewpoint of this frrst dimension, we find a p oli tic al landscape that
we con template with mixed feelings. On the one hand we have an increas
ing p ro life r ati on of issue-orientated, multicultural and particularistic
demands th a t create the po te n tial - but o nly the p otential - for more
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expanded chains of equivalence than in the past and, as a result, the pos
sibility of more democratic societies. This is an aspect to which both Butler
and I are particularly sensitive. On the other hand, however, we are living
at a time in which the great emancipatory narratives of the past are in
sharp decline, and as a result of this decline there are no easily available
universalizing discourses which could perform the equivalential function.
This is the danger of which 2iZek, quite rightly, warns us: that particu
larisms remain pure particularisms and, in that way, become absorbed by
the dominant system. The main task of the Left, as I see things today, is the
construction of languages providing that element of universality which
makes possible the establishment of equivalential links.
2.
If the first dimension of hegemony stresses the moment of the uni
versal's subordination to the particular, this second dimension
emphasizes the universalizing effects which are necessary if there is
going to be politics at al. Let us again consider 2izek's warning about
the dan gers of pure particularism. The more particularized a demand,
the easier it is to satisfy it and integrate it into the system; while if the
demand is equivalent to a variety of other demands, no partial victory
wil be considered as anything other than an episode in a protracted war
of position. I remember that during my years of activism in the student
movement in Argentina, the division between Right and Left in the stu
dent body became evident in terms of attitudes towards concrete
demands (hours when the library was going to be open, the price of tick
ets in the students' restaurant, etc.). For some, a mobilization which
attained its immediate aims should fmish there, while for those of us who
were more militant, the question was how to keep the mobilization
goin g, which was possible only in so far as we had historical aims - aims
that we knew the system could not satisfy. In some sense our worst ene
mies were those university administrators who offered concrete solutions
to the problems we were posing - not, obviously, in the sense that we dis
missed these solutions, but in that the important thing, for us, was to see
those partial victories as mere episodes in a protracted war of position
tending towards more global aims.
The central point is that for a certain demand, subject position, iden
tity, and so on, to become political means that it is something other than
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itself, living i t s own particularity as a moment or link in a chain o f equiv
ale nces that transcends and, in this way, universalizes it. Food riots in
France had taken place following a remarkably similar pattern since the
Middle Ages ; but it was only when they broke their local particularism
and became a link in the more universalistic discourse of the philosophes
that they became a force for systemic change. That is my basic quarrel
with the category ' class stru ggle ' : it tends to anchor the moment of

struggle and an tagonism in th e sectorial identity of a group, while any

m eani n gfu l s tru ggl e transcends any sectorial ide nt ity and becomes a
c o m plexly a rticulated 'collective wil l ' .
m obilization , even

if

In

t h at sense a truly political

it is conducted mainly by workers, is never simply

a 'working-class struggle ' . Here again we fmd the basic political dilemma
of our age :

wil

the proliferation of new social actors lead to the enlarge

ment of the equ ival ential chains which will enable the emergence of
stronge r collective wills; or will they dissolve into mere particularism,
making it easier for the system to integrate and subordinate them?
3.

What, h ow ever, about the stru c t u re of the equivale nt ial discourses

which would enable the emergence of new collective wills ?

If

the equiv

alential chains extend to a wide variety of concrete demands, so that the

ground

of

the equivalence cannot be found in the specificity of any

one of them, it is clear that the resulting collective will will find its

anchoring point on the level of the social imaginary, and the core of that
social imaginary is what we have caled empty s ignifiers . It is the empty
character of these anchoring points that truly universalizes a discourse,

making it the surface of inscription of a plurality of demands beyond
their particularities. And, as an emancipatory discourse presupposes the
aggregation of a plurality of discrete demands, we can say that there is
no true emancipation except in a discourse whose anchoring terms
remain empty.

It

is not necessary that the term does not have a precise

meaning, in as much as th e re is a gap between its concrete content and

the set of equivalential meanings associated with it.
ignated an alliance

of political forces,

Front Populaire des

but in the political climate of the

France of the 1 9 30s it raised a wide variety of social hopes that far
exceeded its actual political reality.
It is important to point out that these social imaginaries organized
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around some empty signifiers represent, in my view, the limit

21 1

of socially

attainable universalization . There is no universality, as we have seen,
except through an equivalence between particularities, and such equiv
alences are always contingent and context-dependent. Any step beyond
this limit would necessarily fall into a historical teleology; with the result
that universality, which should be considered as a horizon, would
become a ground. I want to stress above all the function of surfaces of
inscription that these horizons exercise. Once they become the general
ized language of social change, any new demand will be constructed as
one more link in the equivalential chain embraced by those horizons.
They become, in this sense, powerful instruments in the displacement of
the relations of force in society. C onversely, their decline is linked to their

decreasing ability to embrace social demands, which recognize them
selves less and less in the political language provided by that horiwn.
The crisis of the Left, from this point of view, can be seen as a result
of the decline of the two horizons which had traditionally structured its
discourse: communism and, in the West, the welfare state. Since the
beginning of the 1 970s it is the Right which has been hegemonic: neoIib
eralism and the moral majority, for instance, have become the main
surfaces of inscription and representation. The Right's hegemonic ability
is evident in the fact that even social democratic parties have tended to
accept its premisses as a new and unchallengeable 'common sense '. The
Left, for its part, finding its own social imaginaries shattered and without
any expansive force, has tended to retreat into the defence of merely spe
cific causes. But there is no hegemony which can be grounded in this
purely defensive strategy. This should be the main batdefield in the years
to come. Let us state it blundy: there wil be no renaissance of the Left
without the construction of a new social imaginary.

4.

Finally, representation. From its c ritique by Rousseau to the

Marxian assertion that the liberation of the workers will be the deed of
the workers themselves, the idea of representation has been considered
with considerable suspicion by emancipatory discourses. Without rep
resentation, however, there is no hegemony. If a particular sector has to

incarnate the universal aims of the community, representation is ess en 

tially inherent to the hegemonic link. However, is representation realy a
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second best, s omet h ing to which we h ave to res ign ourselves because the
fullness of s oci e ty is not i m m ed iately give n , but has to be labo u r i o usly
constructed thro u gh a system o f me di ati o ns ?
H e re we can p u t forward a si m i lar argument to the one we put for
ward in re l ati o n to 'p owe r ' . Why is a re l ation of repres e n tation necessary
in the first pl a ce ? As I have argued in othe r works, because at a certain
point decisions are go in g to b e taken which affect the interests of some
body who is m aterially ab s en t from it. And , as I h ave also argued,
represen tation is always a d o u bl e movement from re prese n te d to repre
sentative and from r ep re s ent at ive to rep r e s e nt e d - this latt e r movement
a gai n allowing us to s ee the emergence of a pro c e ss of universalization.
The task of a rep re s en tative in Pa rli am en t, for instance, does not simply
c o n s i st in tra n s m it tin g the wishes of th o s e he represents; he will have to
elaborate a new discourse which convinces the other Members - by, for
instance, argu in g that the interests of the people in his c onstitu e ncy ar e
c o m pat ibl e with the national interest, and so on . In this way he ins crib e s
those interests with in a more u n iver s al discourse and, in so far as his dis
c o ur se also becomes that of the people of his c ons ti tu e n cy, they also are
able to universalize thei r e xp e ri e n c e . The relation of representation
t hus becomes a vehicle of universalization and, as universalization is a
precondition of e m anc ip ation , it can also become a road to the latter. In
the c o nd it i o n s of i n t e rc onn e c tio n which exi s t in a globalized world, it is
only th rough relations of repres e ntati o n that universality is achievable.

In this section I h ave tried to point to some of the language games
wh ic h a hege m on ic logic makes it possible to play with c ate gori es such
as 'power', ' representation' and ' e mpt in ess' . But, obviously, many more
games a re po s sib le. I see as a main task of political theory to develop
these l an gu a ge games and thus to p rom o te the expan si on of p o litic al
imagin ation. We s h o u l d - this time politically - h elp to let the fly o u t of
t h e b o ttl e .

Da Capo senza Fine
Slavoj 'Zizek

When Giles Deleuze tries to account for the crucial shift in the history

of cinema from image-mouvement to image-temps, h e makes a s eemin gly
naive and brutal reference to 'real history', to the traumatic impact of
World War II (wh ich was felt from Italian neorealism to Americanfilm
noir). This reference is fully consistent with Deleuze's general anti
Cartesian thrust: a thou gh t never b egins spontaneously, out of it self,
with its in h ere n t prin cipl e s - wh at provoke s us to think is always a trau
matic e ncounte r with some external Real which b rutally imposes itself
on us, shattering our established ways of thinking. As such, a true

thought is always decentred: one does not think spontaneously, one is
forced to think.
This Deleuzian argument was the first ass oc iatio n that came to my
mind after readin g Butler's and La c l au's in tro du c t ory contributions to
our debate: for me, at least, the authentic effect of their interventions lay
in the fact that they hit me as a violent encounter that shattered my self
comp l ac ency - even while I c o ntinue to disa gre e with their criticisms, I
had to reformulate my p osition in a new way. No won d e r, then, that my
re ac tion to their interventions oscillated between two extremes: either it
se eme d to me as if there was a simple misu n de rs tan ding to be clarified,
or it seemed that there was a radical incompatibility between our respec
tive positions, with no middle g ro u n d in between . I n sh o rt, this
osc ill ation indicates that, in our differences, we are dealin g with some
Real: the gap that separates the three of us is impossible to defme in a
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neutral way - that is t o say, the very formulation of how we differ
a l re ady i nvolves ' t aki n g sides ' . Conse q uently, my m a i n concern in this

second intervention will be to ac com p l i s h at least a part of th is impossi
ble task o f reiterating the diferences.

Butler: historicism

and the

Real

It s ee ms to me th at several of Butl e r 's and Ladau 's criti cism s of my work

we re al re ady answered either in my first co nt ribu ti on

(wh ich , of course,

was at t h a t point unknown to the o t h e r two p ar t i c i p a n ts) or by the third
co n t ributor
a gain s t the

I have specificaly in m i nd here Buder's standard argum en t

L ac an i an

Real as an ahistorical quasi-transcendental bar:

this criticism is dealt with in detail in my and La da u 's first contributions;

see the fo ll o wi n g keys passage from Ladau, which I ful ly endorse :

This is the point Butler's a rgu me n t is realy missing: if the re pre s e n tati on

of the Real was a representation of something entirely outride the sym
bolic, this re p re senta tio n of the unrep resentable

as

unrepresentablt would
inter

amount, indeed, to ful in cl u s ion . . . . But if what is represe nte d is an

nal l i m i t of the p ro ce s s of re p re s e n t ati o n as such, the re lat io ns h ip

between internality and extern al ity is subverted: the Real becomes a
name for the very failure of the Symbolic in achieving its own fu llne s s .

(EL, p. 68)

The opp os i ti o n between an ahistorical bar of the Real and th o ro u ghly

co nt inge n t historicity is therefore a false one: it is the very 'ahistorical' bar

as

the internal limit of the process of .rymbolization that sustains the space of historici!J.

That,

in my view,

is the fundamental m i s u nd e rs ta n ding: in Lada u 's terms,

Butler systematically ( m i s) re ad s antagonism (which is impossible-real) as

(symbolic) diference/opposition; in t h e

case, for

inst an c e , of the Lacanian

sexual diference as real (a s th at which , precisely,

resists symbolization), she

s ys t em a ticaly int e rp re ts it as the firm, unchangeable

.rymbolic s e t of oppo

sitions defming the (heterosexual) i d ent i ty of each of th e two sexe s . I In her
first in t erve ntion in the pres e n t dial ogu e , th is m is u n ders tand i ng

discernible in the following passage :

is dearly
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A particular identity becomes an id e ntity by virtu e

of its relative location
in an open system of differential relations. In other words, an identity is
constituted through its d iffere nce from a li mitle ss set of other iden titie s .
That difference is sp ecified in the course of Laclau's exp o sition as a
relatio n of exclusion and/or antagonism. Laclau's point of refere nc e here is
S au ssu re rather than Hegel . . . the 'incompleteness' of e ach and every
ide ntity is a direct result of its diferential emergence: no particular iden
tity can emerge without presuming and en acting the exclusion of others,
and this constitutive exclusion or antagonism is the shared and e qu al
condition of al identity-constitution. (JB, pp. 30-3 1 )

It i s m y contention th at , i n contrast t o this cl aim , one should assert that
antagonism is precisely not th e Saussurean differential relation where
the ide n tity (of a signifier) is no th ing but a fascicle of differences; as
Laclau puts it in very p recise terms, what is missi ng in the Saussurean
differentiality is the 'rdlective' overlapping oj internal and external difrence: the
difference, for example, which separates woman from man is ' antago 
nistic ' in so far as it s i m u l tan e ou s ly 'bars' the woman fro m wi t h in,
p reve nti ng her from ach i evin g full self-identity (in c o ntras t to a pure
differential rel ati o ns hip , where the opposition to m an defines woman's
identity) . In other words, t h e notion of an t ago n ism involves a kind of
metadifference: the two an tago nisti c poles differ in the very way in
which they define or p e rc e ive the difference that separates them (for a
Le ftis t , the gap that s e p arates him from a Righ tis t is not the same as this
same gap p e rc e ive d from the Rightist's po in t of view) . Or - to pu t it in
yet another way - the overlapp ing of in te rn al and external difference
m e an s t hat , in the differential field of signifiers, there is always at le a s t
one 'sign ifier w i th ou t a s i gn ifi ed ' which has no ( d et e r m i nat e) me a n i n g,
since it simply stands for th e presence of m e a nin g as such - and Laclau's
notion o f ' h ege m ony ' d e sc rib e s p rec i s e ly the proc e s s by mea ns of
w h i ch the void of the s i gn i fi ed of this si gn ifi e r is filled in by s o m e
contingent particular /de terminate m e an in g whi c h , in the case of suc
cessful h eg em o ny, starts to function as the s tan d - i n for m e a n i n g 'as
such'.
The consequences of this mis re ading are far- re ac hi n g: i f we conflate
the real of an an t agon is m with symbolic diffe re nc e (s) , t he n we re gre ss to
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an empiricist problematic - something to which , I think, Butler comes
dangerously close in the following p as s age :
No doubt it makes a difference whether one understands the invariable
incompleteness of the subj ect in terms of the limits design ated by the
Real, considered as the poin t where self-representation founders and
fails, or as the inability of the social category to capture the mobility and
complexity of persons. UB, pp. 29-30)
To th is ,

I am tempted to re p ly t h at i t c e r t ain ly does make a difference : to
reduce the structural inc ompl e ten e ss to 'the inability of the social cate
gory to capture the mobility and complexity of persons' is to re duce it to
the empiricist problematic of how ide o l ogi c al categories are too fIxed
a n d , as such , are never able to capture the complexity of social reality 
th a t is, to rely on the e mpiricis t opposition between the infInite wealth of
reality and the abstract poverty of the c ate gories by means of which we
try to grasp reality. Furth e r m ore , does Butler not court th e s am e e mpiri 
c is t p ro ble m atic when she asserts how ' [t] h e claim to u n ive rs al i ty always
t ake s p l a c e in a given syntax, through a certain set of c u l tu r al conven
tions in a recognizable ve nu e ' (lB, p. 35)? The consequence of this
as se rtion , of course, is that translation (from one to another cultural con
text, with i ts given syntax) is c r u c i a l for a lib e r a t ing notion of
universality:
Without translation, the very concept of universality cannot cross the lin
guistic borders it claims, in principle, to be able to cross . . . without
translation, the only way the assertion of un ive rs ality can cross a border
is through a colonial and exp ansionistic logic. (lB, p. 35)

t hes e as se r ti on s, I am te mp t e d to claim that, on the contrary, the
concept of universality emerges as the consequence of thefact that each particular cul
ture is precisely never and Jor a priori reason s simply particular, but has

Ag ai n st

alwqJls-already in it s e lf 'crossed the linguistic borders it claims' . In short, while

Butler emphasizes that there is no universality without tra nsl ation , I am
t e mp t ed to claim th at , today, it is crucial to emphasize the opposite aspe c t :
there is no p a r ti c ul a rity without translation. This means th at th e alte r n ative
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'either the direct imposition of Western human rights as universal or the
patient work of translation' is ultimately a false one: the work of trans
lation has

a/wl9's-already begun; linguistic borders are alwqys-already crossed -

that is to say, every assertion of particular identity always-already
involves a disavowed reference to universality. Or, to put it in Laclau's
terms: prior to

being the neutral link or common thread between a series oj particu

lar entities, the "universal" is the name oj a gap thatjorever prevents the particular

itself.from achieving its (self-)identi9'.
There is another shift of emphasis in Butler's notion of universality a shift with even more directly discernible political consequences, one
which concerns the relationship between universality and exclusion.
When Butler claims that 'abstraction cannot remain rigorously abstract
without exhibiting something of what it must exclude in order to con
stitute itself as abstraction' ( JB, p. 1 9) , she conceives of this exclusion as
the exclusion of those who are oppressed (underprivileged) in existing
power relations, as is patently the case in the following quote :

that is officialy represented by the government is thus hau nted
that is excluded from the representative function . Thus the
government is established on the basis of a paranoi d economy in which
it must repeatedly establish its one claim to universality by e ras ing al
remn an ts of those wils it excludes from the domain of representation.
(JB, p. 22)

The 'wil'

by a 'wil'

Here, again, I think it is crucial also to emphasize the opposite aspect:
universality excludes is not primarily the underprivileged Other

what

whose status is reduced, constrained, and so on, but
founding gesture:

-

its own permanent

a set of unwritten, unacknowledged rules and prac

tices which, while publicly disavowed, are none the less the ultimate
support of the existing power edifice. The public power edifice is
haunted also by

its

own disavowed particular obscene underside, by the

particular practices which

break its own public rule - in short, by its

'inher

ent transgression' .
In

The Siege,

a recent terror thriller, as a response to Muslim terrorists

exploding bombs and kilg people

al over Manhattan,

a right-wing US

general (played by Bruce Willis) imposes a state of emergency on New
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in, al Arab men of c omb at age are is olat e d i n s tadia,
At the end, the good FBI age nt (played, of course, by Denzel
Washington) outsmarts th e crazy general; his main argument is th at
such terrorist methods are bad
if we fight fundamentalist violence in

York: tanks roll
and so on.

this way, then even if we gain a military victory, the enemy has in a way
truly wo n ,

The

fal si ty

because we lose what we were defending (d em o cracy) . . . .
of th is film is that it first revives all the nasty fantasies a

go o d liberal h a rb o u r s and secretly enjoys in the depths of his 'privacy' ,

then re dee m s us fro m enjoying them by firmly co n dem n i n g such proce

way, we are allowed to have our cake and eat it: to engage
fa nt a s iz i n g while m a in t aining our good liberal conscience. In
sense, The Siege stages the ph a n tas m i c ' inherent tr a n sg re ssi o n ' of

dures - in a
in racist
t h is

the tolerant liberal . And the political consequence I draw from this notion
of 'inherent transgression' is that one h a s to abandon the

idea

that

power operates in the mode of iden tification (one becomes the su bj e c t of
power by recognizing oneself in i ts interpellation , by assuming the sym

bolic place imposed on

us

by it) , so that the privil e ge d for m of

to power should involve a p o l itic s of disidentificatio n .
disiden tification is

A

resistance

minimum of

a priori necessary if power is to function - not only in

the empiricist sense that ' p owe r can never fu l ly succeed in its attempt to

t o t al i z e

the fi e l d ' , and so on, but in a much

more radical sense: powe r

c a n rep rod u c e itself only throu gh some form of self-distance, by relying
on the obsc e n e disavowed rules and p r a cti ce s that are in conflict with its
public norms.

To avoid

a m i s un de rs t an ding : I am well aware that B u tl e r

herself
o f in h e re nt transgre ssion - this, in my view,
is what her notion of disavowed ' p as si o n ate attachments' as the con
ce aled support of power is u l ti m a t e ly about. Let me e l a b o r ate this
crucial point via Martha N u s sb au m ' s c r it i q ue of Butler in The New
Repuhlic.2 According to N ussb aum , Butler conceives of Power as an all
embracing and all-powerful e d ifi c e that is ul t im ately i mp e rvio us to the
subj ec t 's i n t erve n ti o n : any o rgani ze d individual or collective at te m p t
ra di c a l ly to ch an ge the power edifice is doomed to failure ; it is caught in
advance in the web of Power, so the o nly th i n g a su bj e c t can do is to p lay
perverse marginal erot ici z ing games . . . . Here Nussbaum comple te ly
misses Butler's p o int : it is not the subject wh o, unable to undermine or
comes very close to this logi c
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transform the power edifice effectively, resorts to p erve rs e games of

ero tic i z atio n - it is

the po wer apparatus itseifwhich,

in

order to reproduce

itself, has to have recourse to obscene eroticization and phantasmic

inve stmen t . The disavowed eroticization of the very p ower-m e ch anism s

that serve to control s exu al i ty is the only way for these mechanisms

actually to 'grasp' the subj ect, to be accepted or 'internalized' by it. So

Butler's po i n t is that the 'perverse' sexualization /eroticization of p owe r
is alreaqy there as its disavowed obscene underside, and - to put it in
so m e wh at simplified t e rms - the goal of her po l i ti cal interventions is

precisely to elaborate strategies that would enable subjects to

undermine

the hold of this eroticization over the m .
In what, then, does o u r difference consist? Let me approach this key
point via another key criticism from Butler: her point that I describe
the paradoxical

reproduces i ts e lf

mechanisms

o nly

of i d e o l o gy, the way an i d eo l o gi c a l edifice

(the reversal that ch aracterizes the effect of point

de capi

ton , the 'inherent tra n s gre ss io n ', etc .), without elaborating how one can

'disturb' (re signify, displace, tur n a gai ns t themselves) these mechanisms;

I show:
how power compels us to consent to t hat which constrains

us, an d how
dissimulated instru
ment of dominance. But what remains less clear to me is how one moves
beyond s u c h a dialectical reversal or imp a s s e to something new. How
would the new be produced fro m an an alys is of the social field that
remains restricted to inversions, aporias an d revers al s th at wo rk re gard 
less of time and pl ace ? (JB, p. 29)

our very sense of freedom or resistance can be the

In The Psychic Life rif Power,
Lacan hi ms e l f:
The

[Lacanian]

Butler

imaginary

makes the same p o in t

apropos

of

[resistance] thwarts the efficacy of the sym

turn back upon the law, demanding or e ffecting its
reformulation. In this sense, p syc h ic resistance thwarts the law in its
effects, but cannot redirect the law or its effects. Resistance is thus loc ated
in a domain that is virtualy powe rles s to alter the law that it opposes.
Hence, psych ic resistance presumes the continuation of the law in its
bolic law but cannot
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anterior, symbolic form and, in that sense, contributes to its status quo. In
such a view, resistance appears doomed to perpetual defeat.
In contrast, Foucault formulates re si s tan ce as an effect of the very

power that it is said to oppose . . . . For Foucault,

the

the symbolic produces

possibility of i ts own subversions, an d these subversions are unantic

ipated effects of symbolic in terpellations. 3

My response to this is triple. First, on the level of exegesis, Foucault is much
m ore ambivalent on this p oin t : his thesis on the immanence of re s is tan ce

to power can also be re ad as asserting that every resistance is caught in
advance in the game of the power it opposes. Second, my notion of 'inher
ent transgression', far from playing another variation on this theme

(resistance rep ro d u ce s that to which it resists), makes the power edifice even
more

vu ln e rab le : in so far as power

then - sometimes, at least -

ignoring this

relies on its 'inherent transgression',

oueridentifYing with the explicit power discourse -

inherent obscene underside and simply taking the power dis

course at its (publ i c) word, acting

as

if it realy means what it explicitly says

(and promises) - can be the most effective way of disturbing its smooth
functioning. Third, and most important: far from

constraining the subject

to a resistance doomed to pe rpetu al defeat, Lacan alows for a much more
radical subjective

intervention than Butler: what the Lacanian notion of

'act' aims at is not a mere displacement/resignification of the symbolic co

ordinates that confer on the subject his or her identity, but the radical
transformation of the very universal structuring 'princip l e' of the existing

symbolic order. Or - to put it in more psychoanalytic terms - the

Lacanian

act, in its dimens i on of 'traversing the fundamental fantasy' aims radicaly

to disturb the very 'passionate attachment' that forms, for Butler, the ulti
mately ineluctable background of the process of resignification. So, far
from being more 'radical' in the sense of thorough

historicization, Butler is

in fact very close to the Lacan of the early 1 950s, who found his ultimate
expression

in the rapport de Rome o n 'The Function and the Field of Speech
in Psychoanalysis' ( 1 953) - to the Lacan of the permanent

and Language

process of retroactive historicization or resymbolization of social reality; to
the Lacan who emphasized again and again how there is no directly acces
sible 'raw' reality, how what we perceive as 'reality' is overdetermined by

the symbolic texture within which it appears.
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Along these lines, Lacan tri um p h an tly rewri te s t h e Freudi an ' stage s '

(oral , anal , p hallic . . . )

not as

bi ologi c ally determined stages

in

libidinal

evoloution , but as diferent modes of the dialecticial subjectiviz;ation of the

chil d 's p os itio n within the

he r family: what matters in,
the sub
je c tive stan c e it i nvo lves (comp lying with the Other's de m and to do it in
an orderly way, a ss e rtin g one's defiance and/or self-control . . . ) . What is
crucial h e re is th at it is this Lac an of radical and unlimited resignification
who is at the same time the La can of t he p at er n al Law (Name-of-the
Fat h e r) as the unquestionable h ori z on of th e s u bjec t 's in t e gr at i o n into
th e sym b o l i c order. C ons eq ue ntly, the shift from this early 'Lacan of
unlimited resignification' to the later ' Lacan of t h e Real' is no t the shift
from the unconstrained play of re significati o n towards the ass e rtion of
network of his or

say, the anal stage is not the function of defecat ion as such, but

some ahistorical limit of the process of symbolization:

it is the veryfocus on

the notion of Real as impossible that reveals the ultimate contingency, ftagility (and
thus changeability) of every symbolic constellation that pretends to serve as the a priori
horizon of the process of symbolization.
No wonder Lacan's shift of focus towards the Real is strictly correl ative
to the devaluation of the paternal function (and of the central place of the

O edipus comp lex itself) - to the introductio n of the notion that p ate rn al

authori ty is ultimately an impostu re , one among the possible 'sinthoms'

which allow us t e mp o ra r ily to stabil iz e

te nt /n o ne xis t en t

'b ig

and co-ordinate the inconsis

Other ' . So Lacan's p oint in unearthing the

'ahistorical' limit of historicization/resignification

is thus not that we have

to accept this lim it in a resign ed way, but that every historical figuration of

is itself contingent and, as such, susceptible to a radical overhaul.
So my basic answer to Butler - no doubt paradoxical for those who have

this limit

b e en fu lly involved in re cen t debates - is that, with all the talk about
Lacan's clinging to an ahistorical b ar, and so on, it is Butler herself who, on a
more radical level, is not historiciSt enough: it is Butler who limits the subject's
intervention to multiple resign ifications/ displ acemen ts of the b asic 'pas
sionate attachment', which therefore persists as the very limit! condition of
subjectivity. Consequently, I am tempted to suplement Butler's series in her
rhetorical qu estion quote d above: 'How would the new be produced from
an an alysis of the soci al field that remains restricted to inversions, aporias,
reversals, and peiformative displacements or resignijications . . . ?'4
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It is crucial to get the p rec i se idea of wh at Butler is cl aiming here : her
notion is that since ideological un ivers al ity (th e space of interpellation),
in o rd er to reproduce itself and retain its hold, h a s to rely on its re p eated
assumption by th e subject, this re petiti on i s not only the p ass ive assum
ing of the s a m e m andate, bu t opens up the space of re - for m a t i on ,
resignification , d is p l a ce m en t - it is p o s sibl e to re signify / dis pl ace the
' sym b ol i c s u b s t a nce ' wh ich pre d e t e rm i n e s my identity, but not totally to
overhaul it, s i n ce a to t al exit would involve the p sych o t i c loss of my
sym b oli c ide n tity. This resign ification can wo rk even in the ext rem e case
of injurious i n te rp e ll ati on s : t h ey determine me, I can not get rid of t h e m ,
they are the condition of my sym b o l ic being/identity; rej e ct ing th e m tout
court would bring about p sych o s is; but what I can do is resignify / d is p l ac e
the m , mockingly assume them: 'the p o s si b i l i tie s of resignification wil
rework and unsettle the p as s io n ate attachment to subj e c t ion without
wh ich subject-formation - and re-formation - cannot succeed' .5
My aim is n o t to deny that such a pr ac tic e of resign ific at i on can be
ve ry effective in the ideological stru ggl e for hegemony - does n o t the
success of The X Files provide an e xc e ll en t illustration of this? What
happens in this se rie s is precisely that the stand ard formula of al i en
threat and invasion is 'res i gnifie d ' , reset in a diffe rent context. Not on l y
does the content of t h is threat offer a quasi-encyclopaedic 'multicultur
al i s t ' combination of all p os s i ble myt h s and folklores (from Eastern
Euro p ean va m pi re s a n d were w o lve s to N avaj o spectra l m o nst ers); what
is eve n more c ruc i al is the s etti n g of these appar iti ons: derelict suburbs,
half-abandoned country houses or lonely forests, m os t of them in a
North of the USA (no doubt conditioned by th e fact that, for economic
reasons, most of the ex t eri o rs are shot in Canada) - the privileged sites
of the threat are the outcasts of o ur so c ie ty, from Native Americans and
illegal Latino i mmi g r an ts to the homeless and j u n ki es in our c i ti e s .
Fu r t he r m o re , the government i t s e lf is systematically presented as an
o minou s network, penetrated by secret organizations which deny their
e xi s ten c e , a mbi gu ously coll aborat ing with the aliens . . . .
There is, h owever, a li m i t to this p ro cess of resignification, and th e
Lacanian name for this li m it, of course, i s p re c ise ly the Real. How does
this Re al operate in l an gu a ge ? In 'Pretending', J. L. Austin evokes a
neat e x am p l e of how pretending to be vulgar can itself become
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vu lgar : 6 when I a m with people w h o have rigid s t an d ards o f behaviour,
I pretend to be vulg ar and, as part of a social joke, start to use obscene
language or refer to obscene content. My prete n di n g to be vulgar will in
fact be vulgar - thi s c ol l ap se of the distinction between prete n ding an d
b ei n g is the u n m ist akab le s ignal that my speech has touched some Real.
T h a t is to say: apropos of what kind of speech acts does the distance
between p re t end i n g and b e i n g (o r, rather, actually do in g it) co l l ap s e ?
Apropo s of sp ee ch acts which aim at the other in the Real of his or her
be i n g : h at e s pe e ch, aggressive humiliation, and so on. In suc h cases, no
amo u n t of disguising it with th e semblance of a joke or irony can pre
vent it from h av ing a hurtful effect - we touch the Real when the
e fficie n cy of such sym boli c markers of distance is suspended.
And my p oin t is that in so far as we conceive of the p olitic o- ide olo g
i cal r e si gnific ation in the terms of the struggle for he ge mony, today's
Real which se ts a limit to resignification is C ap ital : the smooth func
ti o n ing of C apit al is that which remains the same, that which 'always
returns to its p lace ' , in the unconstrained struggle for hegemony. Is this
not demonstrated by the fact th at Butler, as well as Laclau, in their crit
icism of the old 'essentialist' Marxism, none the less silently accept a set
of premisses: th ey n e ver qu e s ti on the fundamentals of the c apit ali s t

market economy and the liberal-democratic political regime; they never

the pos s ib il ity of a completely diferent e conomico-political
they folly participate in th e abandonment of these
questions by the 'postmodern' Left: all the changes they propose are
ch an ge s within thi s e conomico-political regime.

e nvi s a ge

regime. In th i s way,

Laclau: dialectics and contingency
I have a s u spici o n that the philosophical

a gr ee m e n t between Butler and

aspect of this political dis
Laclau on the one side and me on the

other finds its expression in our different stances towards the notion of
B u tl er and Laclau re ly fully on the opposition
essentialism / contingency; they both conceive of ' progre s s ' (if this term is stil

'essentialism ' .

defensible) as the gradual passage from ' essentialism' to the more and

more radical assertion of contingency. I, however,

find

the notion of
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'essentialism' problematic, in so far as it tends to condense three differ
ent levels of resistance to total fluidity: the imaginary 'essence' (the firm
shape, Gestalt, which persists through the incessant flux of change); the
One of the Master-Signifier (the emp!y signifier that serves as the container
for the shifting significations: we are all for 'democracy', although the
content of this term changes as a result of hegemonic struggles), and the
debilitating Sameness of the Real (the trauma that resists its symboliza
tion and, as such, triggers the very repetitive process of symbolization).
Is not Butler's criticism of Lacan the exemplary case of how the term
'essentialism' implies the progressive reduction of the latter to the
former level: first, the Sameness of the Real is reduced to a 'fixed' sym
bolic determination (Butler's poin t that sexual diference as real equals
a firm set of heterosexual normative symbolic determinations); then, the
symbolic itself is reduced to the imaginary (her thesis that the Lacanian
'symbolic' is ultimately nothing but the coagulated, 'reified', imaginary
flux).
The problem with 'essentialism' is thus that this critical designation
shares the fatal weakness of the standard procedure of philosophical
rejection. The first step in this procedure is the negative gesture of total
izing the field to be rejected, designating it as a single and distinctive
field, against which one then asserts the positive alternative - the ques
tion to be asked is the one about the hidden limitation of this critical
totalization of the Whole that one endeavours to undermine. What is
problematic i n Kantian ethics is not its formalism as such but, rather, the
fact that, prior to Kant's assertion of the autonomous formal moral
Law, he has to reject every other foundation of ethics as 'pathological',
relating to some contingent, ultimately empirical notion o f the Good what is problematic is this reduction of all previous ethics to the utili
tarian notion of the Good as pathological, serving our pleasure . . .
(against this, Sade, as the truth of K an t , asserts precisely the paradoxi
cal possibility of a pathological-contingent attitude which works against
one's well-being, finding satisfaction in this self-blockage - is not the
point of the Freudian death drive that one can also suspend the rule of
utilitarian egotism on 'pathological' grounds?).
In much the same way, is not Derrida's 'metaphysics of presence'
silently dominated/hegemonized by Husserl's subjectivity as the pure
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auto-affection / self-presence of the conscious su bj e ct , so that when
Derrida talks about 'm e t ap hysi c s of presence' , he is alw ays essentially
referring to th e Husserlian subject present-to-itself? The p roble m with
swee pin g ph ilos op h ic al opp o s it io n s (all the o the r s ag ains t me and po s s i
bly my pre dec e s so rs) therefore lies in the probl e m atic totalization of al
other o p tions under one and the same global label - the multitu de thus
totalized is always secretly 'hegemonized' by one of its p artic ul ar s p e cies ;
in the same way, the Derridan notio n of the 'm etaphys ics of presen ce '
is secretly h e ge mo n i z e d by H us s erl , so that Derrida in effect reads Plato
and all the others through H u ss e r!. And it is my contention that the same
goes for the critical notion of ' essentialism' . Le t us take the c a s e of cap
italism itself: a ga in st the proponents of the criti que of global c apitalis m ,
of the 'logic of C apital ' , Laclau argues that c ap italism is an inconsistent
co mpos ite of h etero gen e ous features which were comb ine d as the result
of a c on tinge nt historical constellation, not a homogeneous To tal ity
obeying a common unde rlyin g Logic.
My answer to this is the reference to the H e gelian logic of the retroac
tive reversal of co ntingency into necessity: of cours e capitalism em erged
from a continge nt c ombin ation of historic al c on ditio ns ; of course it gave
birth to a series of phenomena (political demo cracy, concern for human
rights, etc.) which can be ' resi gnifie d', rehe gem onize d , inscribed into a
n on -c ap itali st context. However, cap italis m retroactively 'pos ite d its own
presuppositions ', and rei n scribed its contingent/external circ u mst a n ce s
into an all- enc omp as s ing l ogic that can be generated from an e l emen tary
conceptual matrix (the 'contradiction' involve d in th e act of commodity
exc ha n ge, etc.). In a p rop e r dialectical analysis, the 'necessity' of a total
ity does no t pre clude its contingent origins and the hetero ge n e ous nature
of its constituents - these are, p recis ely, its presuppositions which are then
po s ited , retroactively t o tali ze d , by the emergence of dialectical total
ity. Furthermore, I am temp te d to claim that Laclau's cri ti qu e would
have been much more appropriate with regard to the very notion of ' rad
ical de moc r acy' , to which Laclau and Mouffe re g u larly refer in the
singular. doe s this notion not actually cover a series of heterogeneous phe
nomena for which it is problematic to claim th at they belong to the same
genus: from the femi n is t , e co lo gical, e tc . stru ggle in developed countries
to t h e Third World resistance to the neoliberal New World Order?
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Where, then, do

I locate my diference with Laclau? Here, the above

mentioned oscilation between 'mere terminological misunderstandings'

and 'radical incompatibility' is even stronger. Let me first deal with
some points which may seem to concern mere terminological or factual
misunderstandings, as is the case with Laclau's critical remark about my
advocacy of the Cartesian
gotten

cogito. With regard to my reference to the 'for
obve rse, the excessive, unacknowledged kernel of the cogito, which

is far from the pacifying image of the transparent self' , Laclau's claim is
that

I d ep rive the cogito of its Cartesian content and Lacanize the tradi

tion of modernity, 'like calling oneself a fully fledged Platonist while

rejecting the theory of forms' (EL, p. 7 3). To this

cr

iticism I am first

tempt ed to resp o n d, in a naive factual way, that my p osi tion is by no

means as 'eccentric' as it may sound: there is a long tradition within

Cartesian studies of demonstrating that a gap fo reve r separates the

cogito
res cogitans: that the self-transparent 'thinking substance
[res cogitans] ' is sec o nd a ry, that it already obfuscates a certain abyss or
excess that is the founding ge stu re of cogito was it not De rrida himself
who, in his ' Cogito and the History of Madness ', highlighted this moment
of excessive madness constitu tive of cogito?7 So wh en Laclau re fers
ap prov in g ly to Kierkegaard 's notion of dec i sio n ('As Kierkegaard itself from the

-

quoted by Derrida

-

said: "the moment of the decision is the moment of

I would add [which Derrida wouldn't] : this is the
moment of the subject before subjectivation' [EL, p. 7 9] , I while, of

madness " . And as

-

course, fully end o rsin g his approval - would insist that this ' moment of

madness' can be conceptualized only within the space opened up by the
'empty' , 'non-substantial' Cartesian subject.
Furthermore, I claim that democracy itself

-

what Claude Lefort

called the ' democratic invention'S can also emerge only within the
Cartesian space. The democratic legacy of the 'abstract' C artesian cogito
can best be discerned apropos of the pseudo-'feminist' argument for a
more pro m ine n t role for women in public and po li tical life : their role
should be more p ro mine n t since, for natural or histori :al reasons, their

predominant stance is less individualistic, competitive, domination
orientated, and more co-operative and compassionate . . . The Cartesian

democratic lesson here is that the moment o ne

accepts the terms of such a dis
cussion, one alrea4J concedes difeat and also accepts the pre-democratic 'meritocratic'
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principle: th e re should b e more wome n in pu blic life not because of any
particular positive female psychoso cial prope r ties, but on account of
the s imple democratic-egalitarian principl e (what Balibar called egalib
erte):9 wo me n have the right to a more p romin e n t role in p u bl i c
de c is i on - m aking simplY because they constitute half the population, not on
accou nt of any of their specific properties.
Leaving aside the que s tion of how to read Kant (I als o think there is
an aspect of Kant that is totally obliterated by the s tan dard academic
image of him 1 0), let me go on to a fu rther diference betwe en Laclau and
me wh i ch may also appear to be grounded in a s imple terminological
and/ or factual misunderstanding, albeit already in a more ambiguo us
and p rob l em ati c way. This difference is clearly discernible in Laclau's
criticism that in my reading of He ge l I do not take into account He ge l 's
p an l o g ic is m , that is, the fact th at He g el ' s philosophy forms a c los e d
system which radicallY reduces contingency, sin ce the passage from one posi
tion to the next is always, by de finition necessary:
acce ptin g e ntirely that the Absolute Spirit has no positive content of its
own, and is just the succession of al dialectical transitions, of its impos
sibility of e stabl is h in g a final overlapping between the universal and the
p articu lar - are these transitions contingent or necessary? If the latter, the
characterization of the whole He gelian Jmlject (as opp os e d to wh at he
actually did) as panl o gicist can hardly be avoided. (EL, p. 60)

For me, Laclau's opposition is all too crude, and misses the ( alre ady
mentioned) key feature of Hegelian dialectics: the ultimate mystery of
what Hegel calls ' po sit in g the presuppositions' is the mystery of how
con tin ge n cy retroactivery ' subl ates ' itself in to ne c e s si ty - how, through his
toric al repe tition , an initialy contingen t occurrence is 'transubstantiated'
into the expression of a n e c ess ity : in short, the mystery of h ow, th rou gh
' au t opo ietic ' self-organization, o rd e r emerges out of chaos. I I H e re
Hegel is to be read 'with Freud': in Freud also, a contingent feature (say,
a traumatic sexual e nc o u nte r) is elevate d into a ' n e c essity ' , that is to say,
into the stru c t urin g principle, into the central p o in t of reference around
which the subject'S entire life revolves.
The second aspect of Laclau's critique of my reading of H ege l is that
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I do

n o t sufficiently take into account the gap between the Hegelian
project in its fundamental dialectical principle and what Hegel actually
acc omplis

h es :

Hegel's theoretical practice

often differs from his 'official'

self-understanding - in what he does, he often relies on (disavowed)

rhetoricity, contingent tropes, and so on. To this, I am tempted to answer
that the split Laclau is talking about is already discernible in the very fUndamental
Hegelian project itself, which is thorou ghly amb igu ous . Let me simply men
tion what may appear to b e Hegel 's utmost 'lo gocentric' notion, namely,
the notion of totality: one should bear in mind t h at this notion does not
d e s i gn ate simply a total mediation accessible to a global subj ect but,
rather, its exact opposite, best exemplified by the dialectic of the
Beautiful Soul: 'totality' is encountered at its purest in the negative expe
rience of falsity and breakdown, when the subject assumes the position
of a judge exempt from what he is passing a jud gement on (the position
of a multiculturalist critic of Western cultural imperialism, of the
Western p aci fis t liberal horrified at the ethnic violence in fundamental
ist countries) - here the message of 'totality' is s imp ly : 'No, you are
involved in th e system you pre tend to rej ect; purity is the most perfidious
form of cheating. ' . . . So, far from being correlative to the Universal
Subject, 'totality' is realry experienced and 'actually exists ' precisely in the
negative shock of failure, of paying the price for forgetting to include
oneself in the situation into which one intervenes. Furthermore, I think
that here we are not dealing with a simpl e case of misreading Hegel: the
fact that Laclau tends to reduce the properly Hegelian dialectic of neces
sity and contingency to the simplified standard notion of contingency as
the external I empirical mode o f appearance of a 'deeper' underlying

Necessity indicates some inherent inconsistency in his theoretical edifice,
an inconsistency

in

the relationship between the de s c r iptive and

normative - here is Laclau 's answer to

my criticism

the

on this point:

have been confronted many times with one or other version of the fol
if h e ge mony involves a dec ision taken in a radicaly
contingent terrain, what are the grounds for de cidin g one way o r the
other? Z izek, for i nst a n c e, observes: 'Laclau's notion of h e gemo ny
describes the universal m ec h ani s m of ideological "cement" which
binds any social body to ge th e r, a notion that can an alyse al possible
I

lowing question:
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s ocio p o litical orders, from Fascism

to liberal

2 29
democracy ;

on

the othe r

han d , Laclau none the less advocates a determinate p oli tic al option,

do not think this is a valid obj e c tion . It is
distinction between the descriptive and the no r ma
tive which is ultimately derivative from the Kantian separation betwe en
pure and practical Reason. But this is, pre cis ely, a distinc tio n which
should be eroded: there is no such strict separation b e twe e n fact and
value. A value -orientated practical activity will be confronted with prob
lems, facilities, resistances, and so on, which it wil d isc ur sive ly construct
as 'facts' - facts, however, which could have emerged in their facticity
only from wi thin such activity. (EL, pp. 79-80)
"radical democracy" . ' I

grou n ded in a stric t

are confounded here. I fully endorse Laclau's argument
de sc riptive and the n o r ma
tive - i n fac t , I mys elf refer to a similar exampl e of how the Nazis'
'description' of the social situation in which th ey inte rve n e (d e ge n e ra
tion , th e Je wis h p l o t , a c ris is of values . . . ) already depends on the
practical 'solution' they propos e . In Hegelese, it is not o n ly, as Marx put
it , th at ' [m] en make their own history; but they do not make it j us t as
they please; they do not make it under circumstances chosen by them 
s e lve s , but under ci rc u m s t an c e s directly encountered, give n and
tran s mitt e d from the past'; 1 2 it is also that these circumstances or 'pre 
supp o s it ion s ' are themselves alw ays - alrea dy ' p os ited ' by the pra ctic al
context of our in te rve n ti o n in them. In th is sense, I fully e ndorse
Laclau's point that 'the qu e stion : "If the decision is contin gent , what are
the grounds for choosing this op t ion rather than a different one?", is not
relevant' (EL, p. 85): there are n o u l ti m ate ' obj ective ' gro u n ds for a
d ec i s io n , since these grounds are always-already r e troa ctively con
structed from the horizon of a de ci s i on . (I myse lf often use the example
of religio n here: one does not become a Christian when one is convinced
by reason of the truth o f Christianity; rath er, only wh e n one is a
Christian can one real(y understand in what sense C h ris tianity is true.)
My p oint , however, is p re c ise ly that it is Laclau's theory oj hegemony itself
which relies on an unriflected gap between the descriptive and the normative, in so far
as it functions as a neutral con ce p tu al tool for accounting for every ideo
logical form ati o n , including Fascist populism (one of Laclau 's favo urit e
I think two leve l s

against the strict distinction between th e
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e x amp le s ) . Of course, Laclau would have answered h ere that the
universal th e o ry of hegemony is not simply neu tral, since it a lready
involves the practical st an c e of 'radical d e moc r a cy ' ; but aga in , my
an s we r would be that, p rec i s e ly, I do not see in wha t specifically inherent
way the very universal n o tio n of ' h egemony ' is linked to a particular
ethico-political ch o i c e . And - as I have al re ady argu e d in my first con
tribution to this debate - I think the key to this ambiguity is the
unresolved que s tio n of the historicity oj the assertion oj historicism/contingency
itself in Laclau 's (as well as Buder's) theoretical edifice.

Against historicism
So much fo r an swe rin g concrete c ri t icis m s . Let me now focus on clari
fyin g a co u ple of more general points that e me rged during our dialogue.
First, the issue of radical historicism (in the sens e of asserting radical
contingency) versus Kant (i.e. the Kantian theme of a formal a priori
that provides an ah is tori cal frame for every pos sible contin ge n t con
t e n t) . Since deconstructionism is often p e rce ived as overlapping with
historicism (to ' d e c on s t ruc t ' a u n ive r s al notion means, a mon g o th e r
th i ngs , to show how the no ti o n in que s tion is in fact grou n de d in a spe
cific historical context wh i c h q u al ifi e s its universality with a se r i e s of
exclusions and/or exceptions), it is crucial to distinguish the strict decon
structionist stance from the historicist stance wh ic h p e rva de s to d ay ' s
Cultural Studies. C u ltu ral Studies, as a rule, involves the stance of cog
n i t ive su spe n s ion characteristic of h is t oric is t relativism: cinema theorists
in Cultural S tu d ie s , for in s tanc e , no lo n ger ask basic qu es tions like 'What
is the n at u re of c i ne m ati c perception?', they simp ly tend to reduce su ch
qu e s tions to th e historicist reflection upon conditions in which certain
notions e merged as the result of historically specific power relations. In
other words, we are deal in g with the historicist abandonment of the very
question of the inherent ' tru th - val u e ' of a theory under c ons id e rati o n:
when a typi c al Cultural Studies theorist deals with a ph il o s op h i c al or
psychoanalytic edifice, th e a n al ys is fo c u se s e xc l u sive ly on u n e a r th i n g its
hidden p atri a rc h al , Eurocentric, id e n ti t ari a n , etc., 'bias', with o u t even
asking the na i ve but none the less necessary question: OK, but wh at is
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the structure of the universe? How does the human psyche ' really' work?

taken seriously in C u ltu ral Studies, s i n c e a typical rhetorical m ove - Cultural Studies denounces the very
attemp t to draw a cl ear line of distin c tion between, say, true scie n c e and
pre- scie n tific myth o lo gy, as part of the Eu rocen tric proce du re of imp os
in g its own h e ge m ony by m e ans of the exclusionary di s cu rs ive strategy
of devaluing the Other as not-yet-scientific . . . . In this way, we end up
arranging and an alys ing science proper, premoder n 'wisdom', and other
forms of kn owl edge as di ffere n t discursive formations evaluated not
with regard to their inherent truth-value but w ith regard to their
soci opo litical status and imp ac t (a n ative ' h o l is tic ' wi sdom can thus be
considered mu ch m ore ' pro gres s ive ' than the 'mechanistic' Weste rn sci
ence re sp on sible for the forms of mo dern do min ation) . The problem
with such a procedu re of historicist relativism is that it continues to rely
on a set of silent (non- them atized) ontological and epis te m ol o gi c al pre
supposi tions on the nature of human knowledge an d re al i ty : u su ally a
pro to- Nietz sche an notion that knowledge is not only embedded in but
also gen erate d by a compl ex set of discursive strate gies of power (re)p ro
ductio n , and so on.
Does this mean, h oweve r, that the o nly alternatives to cultural his
to rici s t relativism are either naive e mpiri cis m or the old-fashioned
m e taphys ic a l TO E (Theory of Everything)? Here , precise ly, decon
struction at its best involves a much more n u anc ed positio n . As Derrida
argues so c oge n tly in 'White Mythology', it is not s ufficie nt to claim that
'all concepts are metap hor s ' , that there is no pure ep iste molo gi cal cut,
since the umbilical cord c onn e c tin g abstract concepts with eve ryday
m etap h o rs i s ir re d ucibl e . Fi r s t , th e po in t is not s imply that 'all concepts
are m etaph o rs ' , but that the very difference b etwe en a con c e p t and a
metaphor is always m ini m ally metaphorical, relying on some metaphor.
Even more imp ort ant is the opp o si te conclusion: the very reduction of a
concept to a bundle of m etap ho rs al re ady has to rely on some im p lic it
philosophical (conceptual) deter m in atio n of the difference between concept
and m e taph or - that is to say, on the very o pp o s i t io n it tries to under
mine. \ 3 We are thus forever c augh t in a v ic i ou s cycle : true, it is
impossible to a d op t a philosophical stance which is free of th e con
straints of everyday naive life world attitudes a nd notions; h o w eve r,
Such qu estio n s are not even

in
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although it is imp o ssib le, this philosophical stance is simultaneously
unavoidable. (Derrida makes the same point apropos of the well-known
historicist thesis that the entire Aristotelian ontology based on the ten
modes of being is an effect/ expression of Greek grammar: the problem
is that this reduction of ontology (of ontological categories) to an efct of grammar
presupposes a certain notion (categorical determination) of the relationship between
grammar and o n to logical concepts which is itself already metaphysical-Greek. 1 4)
We should always bear in mind this delicate Derridan stance on
account of which he avoids the twin p itfal s of naive realism as well as of
direct philosophical foundationalism: a 'philosophical foundation' to
our experience is impossible, yet necessary although aU that we perceive,
understand, articulate, is, of course, overdetermined by a horizon of
pre-understanding, this horizon itself remains ultimately impenetrable.
Derrida is thus a kind of metatranscendentalist, in search of the condi
tions of possibility of philosophical discourse itself - if we miss this
precise point, that Derrida undermines philosophical discourse from
within, we reduce 'deconstruction' to just one more naive historicist rel
ativism. Thus Derrida's position here is the opposite of that of Foucault
who, in answer to a criticism that he spoke from a p osition whose possi
bility is not accounted for within the framework of his theory, retorted
cheerfu lly : 'These kinds of questions do not concern me: they belong to
the police discourse with its fIles constructing the subject's identity !'
In other words, th e ultimate lesson of deconstruction seems to be that
one cannot postpone the ontological q uesti o n ad infinitum. That is to say:
what is d e ep ly symptomatic in Derrida is his oscillation between, on the
one hand, the hyper-self-reflective approach which denounces the ques
tion of 'how things really are' in advance, and limits itself to third-level
deconstructive comments on the inconsistencies of philosopher B's read
ing of philosopher A, and, on the other, direct 'ontological' assertions
about h ow diferan ce and archi-trace designate the structure of all living
things and are, as such, already operative in animal nature. One should
not miss the paradoxical interconnection of these two levels here : the
very feature which forever prevents us from grasping our intended object
directly (the fact that our grasp i ng is always refracted, 'mediated' , by a
decentred otherness) is the feature which conn e c ts us with the basic
proto-ontological structure of the universe . . . .
-
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S o deconstruction ism involves two p ro h i b ition s : it p r oh ibit s the
'naive' e m piric ist appro ach (let us examine the material in question
carefully, then generalize hypo the ses about it . . . ), as well as global non
historical metaphysical theses about the origin and st ru ctu re of the
universe. And it is interesting to note how the recent cognitivist backlash
against deconstructionist Cultural Studies violate s p re cis ely these two
prohibitions. On the one hand, cognitivism rehabilitates the e mpiricis t
freshness of app roa ch i n g and examining the object of research without
the background of a glo b al theory (at last one can study a film or a
group of filins without having to possess a glob al theory of Subj ect and
Ideology . . . ). On the other hand, what indicates the recent rise of
quantum physics popularizers and other proponents of the so-called
Third C ult ure if not a violent and aggressive rehabilitation of the most
fundamental metaphysical questions (what is the origin and the putative
en d of th e universe, etc.)? The e xpl ici t goal of people l ike S t ep h e n
H awking is a version of TOE: the ende avour to discover a basic formula
of the s tr uc t u r e of our universe that one c o u ld p rin t and wear on aT
shirt (or, for a human being, the genome that id e ntifies what I obj ective ly
am) . So, in clear contrast to the strict Cultural Studies p rohibition of
dire ct 'ontological' q ue sti on s , the proponents of Third Culture approach
the most fun d am e n tal ' metaphysical' issues (the ultimate c o ns titu e nts o f
re ality; the o rigins and end of the universe; the n atu r e of c onsciou sne s s;
how life emerged ; etc .) u ndau n te d - as if the old dream - which died
with the demise of Hegelianism - of a broad synthesis of metap hys ics
and science, the dream of a global theory of all gro un d e d in exact sci
entific insights, is coming alive again . . . .
On a different level, this circular mu tu al imp l icatio n which is charac 
teristic of d ec o ns t r ucti on i sm proper is also discernible in political
philosophy. Hannah Arendt l 5 articulated refined distinctions between
power, authority and violence: Power proper is at wo rk neither in o rgan 
izations run by di re c t non-political a u th ority (by an o r d e r of c omm and
that does not rely on po li t i c a lly groun ded authori ty: the Army, the
Church, t h e school) nor in the case of th e direct reign of violence
( terror) . Here, however, it is crucial to insist that the relationship between
political power and pre-political violence is one of mutual implication:
not only is (political) p owe r alw ays- alre ady at the root of every
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apparently 'non-political' relationship of violence; violence itself is the
necessary supplement of power. That is to say: it

is true that the accepted

violence and direct relationship of subordination in the Army, the
Church, the family, and other 'non-political' social forms is in itself the
'reification' of a certain ethic o -po litical struggle and decision - the job of
a critical analysis should be to discern the hidden political process that sus

tains al these 'non-' or ' pre -politic al ' relationships. In human society, the
political is the englobing structuring principle, so that every neutraliza
tion of some partial content as 'non-political' is

a

political gesture

par

excellence. At the same time, however, a certain excess of non-political vio
lence is the necessary supplement to power: power always has to rely on
an obscene stain of violence - that is to say, political space is never
'pure', it always involves some kind of reliance on 'pre-political' violence.

The relationship between these two implications is asymmetrical: the

first mode of implication (every violence is political, grounded in a
political decision) indicates the overall symbolic overdetermination of
social reality (we never attain the zero-level of pure violence; violence
is always mediated by the emi n ently s ymbolic relationship of power),
while the second mode of implication indicates the excess of the Real
in

every

symbolic

edifice.

Similarly,

the

two

deconstructionist

prohibitions /implications are not symmetrical either: the fact that we
can never leave behind the conceptual background (that in all decon
struction of the C onceptual we rely on some notion of the opposition
be tween concept and m et aphor) indicates the irreducible symbolic
overdetermin ation, while the fact that all concepts remain grounded

in

metaphors indicates the irreducible excess of some Real.
This double prohibition that defines deconstructionism bears clear
and unambiguous witness to its Kantian transcendental philosophical
origins (which, to avoid misunderstanding, is

not

meant as a criticism

h e re): is not the same double prohibition (on the one hand, the notion of
th e transcendental constitution of reality involves the loss of a direct
naive empiricist approach to reality; on the other, it involves the prohi
bition of metaphysics, that is, of the aU-encompassing world-view that
provides the noumenal structure of the Whole universe) characteristic of
Kant's philosophical revolution? In other words, one should always bear

in mind that Kant, far from simply expressing a belief in the constitutive
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power of the (transcendental) subj ect, introduces the n o tio n of the tran
s ce nd en tal dimension in order to an swe r the fundamental and
irre so lvable deadlock of human existence: a human being s trives com
pulsively towards a glob al notion of truth, of a unive rs al an d n ecess ary
co gnition , yet this co gnition is simultaneo usly forever inaccessible to
him. For this reason, Kant was undoubte dly the fIrst philosopher who, in
his notion of 'transcendental illusion', implicitly outlined a theory of the
structural necessity of ghos ts : 'gho sts' (' undead ' entities in general) are
app aritions which are constru c te d in order to fill in this gap between
nec e ssi ty and impos sib ility which is co ns tit u t ive of the human
co nd itio n . 1 6

'Concrete universality'

fu rthe r substantial clarification is needed with regard to B u tle r 's crit
icism that I present an abstract/decontextualized matrix or l ogi c of
ide ology/ dom inati on , and use concrete cases o n ly as examples and/or
illustrations of this formal matrix - her claim is that, by do i ng this, I
secretly Kantiani<:e H e gel , intro du cing the pre-Hegelian gap between the
universal formal matrix and its c ontingen t historical content/illustra
tions. This c on fro n ts us with the difficult philosophical issue of the
prop e rly dialectical relationship between universality and particularity with the Hegelian n o ti on of 'concrete u nivers ali ty ' . Although Hegel
was Althusser's btte no ire, it is my c o n tentio n that H e ge lian 'concrete
universality' is uncannily close to what Althusser called the articulation of
an overd e te r m ined totality. Perhaps the most approp ri ate way to tackle
this problem is via the notion of suture whi ch , in the last few years, has
unde s e rve dly gone out of fashion.
One should begin by dispelling the key mis u n de rstan din g : suture
does not stand for the idea that traces of the produ ction process, its gaps,
its mechan isms , are obliterate d , so that the product can appear as a
naturalized o rganic whole. In a first approach, one could define suture
as the structurally necessary short circuit between different levels. So, of
course, suture involves the ove rcoming of the crude distinction between
different levels - in cinema studies, the inherent formal analysis o f style,

A
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narrative analysis, research into the economic conditions of the studio
system of production, and so on. However, suture must be distinguished
from the otherwise very productive and interesting new historicist prob
ing into the contingent particular set of conditions which gave birth to
some well-known stylistic innovation: often, such an innovation occurred
as a cre ative invention to resolve some very common deadlock con
cerning the economic limitations of cinema prod u c tion .

The first association in cinema studies here, o f course, is Val Lewton's

s tylistic revolution in horror fIlms: the universe of his Cat People and Seventh
Victim simply belongs to a different planet compared with the universe of,
say,

Frankenstein or Dracula

-

and, as we know, Lewton's procedure of only

hinting at the presence of Evil in everyday reality in the guise of dark
sh adows or strange sounds, never directly showing it, was prompted by
the fin ancial limitations of B-productions. 1 7 Similarly, the greatest post
World War II revolution in opera staging, that of Bayreuth in the early
1 950s, which replaced bombastic stage costumes with a bare stage and
singers dressed only in pseudo-Greek tunics, the main effects being
achieved by strong lighting, was an inventive solution conditioned by
fmancial crisis: Bayreuth was practically broke, so it couldn't afford rich
staging and costumes; by a stroke of luck, some large electrical concern
offered them strong searchlights . . . . Such explanations, however, insight
ful and interesting as they are, do not yet undermine (or - to use the
old-fashioned term - 'deconstruct') the notion of the inherent evolution
of stylistic procedures, that is, the standard formalist narrative of the
autonomous growth of artistic styles - these external conditions leave
the internal logic intact, just as,
love is actually brought about

if a scientist tells me that my passionate

by neuronal or biochemical processes,

this

knowledge in no way undermines or afects my passionate (self-)experi
ence. Even if we go a step further, and endeavour to discern global
correspondences between diferent levels of the phenomenon of cinema
(how a certain narrative structure relies on a certain set of ideological pre
suppositions, and finds its optimal expression in

a

determinate set of

formal procedures of montage, framing of shots, etc . , like the standard
notion of classic Hollywood involving the ideology of American individ
u alism, the linear narrative closure, the shot/reverse-shot procedure, etc.) ,
we do not yet reach the level of suture .
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Wh at , the n , i s still mis s in g ? The dialectical notion of rqiexivity migh t
h e lp here : to put it in Lacl au 's terms, 'suture' means that

be of some

external diference is always an internal one, that the external limitation

of a field of phenomena always reflects itself within this fie l d, as its
in h ere n t impos sib ility fully to b e c o m e itself. To t ake a harrowing exam
ple from p hil o s ophy : Etienn e Balibar de mon strate d c onvinc ingly how
Althusser, in his last theoretical writin gs in th e years just p rio r to his
mental c ollapse with its well-known tragic re su lts , systematicaly ende av
oured to destroy his p revio u s 'standard' propo s itio ns - these writings are
sustained by a kind of philosophical death-drive, by a will to obliterate,
to un d o , one 's previous achievements ( like th e e pi s te m ol ogic al cut,
etc .). 18 If, h owever, we ac c o u nt for this 'wil to self-obliteration' in the
simp l e terms of th e unfortunate theoretical effects of a pe rs on al p ath o l 
ogy - of the d e st ru c tive turn which finally fo und its o u tlet in the
mu rd e ro u s assault on his wife - we miss the point. tru e as it may be on the
level of bi o grap hic al fa ct s , t h i s ext er nal c aus ality is of no interest what
soever if we d o not succeed in in te rpreting it as an external shock that
set in motion some i nhe re n t te n si on alre ady at wo rk within Althusser's
phil os ophic al edifi ce it self. I n othe r words , Al thu ss e r 's se lf- d es truct ive
tur n ul tim ate ly had to be accounted for in the terms of h is p hilos op hy
itself. . . .
We can see how, in this p recis e sense, suture is the exact opp os ite of
the illusory self-enclo s e d totality th at successfully er as es the decentred
trace s of its p rodu c tion process: suture means that, precisely, such self
enclosure is a priori impossible, that the excluded exte r n ality always
leaves its traces - or, to put it in standard Freudian terms, that the re is
no re p re ssion (fro m the scene of p he nomen al self-e xperienc e) without
the return of the re press ed . More pre cis ely, in order to produ c e th e
effe ct of se lf- e n clo s ure, one must add to the series an exce ss ive element
which ' suture s ' i t p re c i s e ly in so far as it does not b el ong to the series,
but stands out as an exce ption , like the prove rbi al 'filer' in classificatory
sys te m s , a category which poses as o ne among the species of a ge nu s ,
although it is actually just a negative container, a catch-al for everything
that doe s not fit th e sp e cie s articulated from the inherent prin ciple of
the genus (the �siatic mode of production' in Marxism).
As for cinema, th is , again, m e an s that one cannot simp ly dis tingu i s h
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different levels

say, the narrative line from the for mal proc e dures of

shot/counter-shot, tracking and crane shots, and so on - and then estab
lish structural correspondences be tw een them, that is, determine how

certain narrative modes entail - or at least privilege - certain formal pro
cedures.

We attain th e level of su ture only when, in a unique short

c ircuit, we conceive of a certain formal procedure not as expressing a
certain aspect of the ( n ar rative) content, but as m arking/ signalling

the

part of content that is excluded from the explicit narrative l ine so that
,

'all' the narrative content, we must reach beyond the explicit
narrative content as such, and include someformalfeatures which act as the stand-in
for the 'repressed' aspect of the content.
if we want to reconstruct

To take a well-known elementary example from the analysis of melo
dramas: the emotional excess that cannot express itself directly

in

the

narrative line fmds its outlet in ridiculously sentimental musical accom
paniment, or

in

some other formal features. An excellent example is the

way Claude Berri's Jean

de Florette and Manon des Sources displace

Marcel

Pagnol's original mm (and his own later novelization of it) on which they
are based . Pagnol's original retains the traces of 'authentic ' French
provincial community life, in which people's acts follow old, quasi-pagan

fail

religious patterns; while Berri's films

in their effort to recapture the

spirit of this closed premodern community. Unexpectedly, however, the
inherent obverse of Pagnol's universe

is the theatricality of the action and
fIlms, although

the element of ironic distance and comicality, while Berri's
they are

s

h ot more 'realistically', emphasize destiny (the musical leitmotiv

is based on Verdi's

Lafor;:;a del destino),

and a melodramatic excess whose

hystericality often borders on the ridiculous (like the scene

in which, after

the rain passes over his field, the desperate Jean cries and berates
Heaven). 19 So, p aradoxically, the closed ritu alized premodern community
implies theatrical comicality and i rony, while the modern 'realistic' ren

dering involves Fate and melodramatic excess . . . . In this respect, Berri's
fIlms are the oppos ite of Lars von Trier's

Breaking the Waves:

in both cases,

we are dealing with the tension between form and content; in

Waves,

however,

Breaking the

th e excess is located in the content (and the subdued

pseudo-documentary for m brings out the excessive content); while in

the excess in theform olijUscates and thus brings home, thejlaw in content, the
impossibility of realking the pure classical tragedy of destirry today.

Ber r i

,
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The ultimate philosophical example here is that of the s u bjective versus
objective dimension: subjective perception-aware ness-a ctivity ve r su s
o bje c tive socio-economic or physiological me chan is ms . A dialectical
t h e o ry intervenes with a double s ho rt circuit: objectivity relies on a sub
jective surplus-gesture ; su bjec t ivity relies on objet petit a, th e p ar a doxic al
obj ec t which is the s u bj e c t 's c o u n te rpoin t . This is wh at Lacan is aiming
at in his persistent reference to to r u s and o th e r variations on the
Moebius-band-like s tru c tu re s in which the relationship between i n sid e
and outside is inverte d : if we want to grasp the minimal structure of sub
jectivity, the c l e a r- cu t opposi tio n between inner s u bj e ctive experience
and outer obj e c tive reality is no t sufficient - there is an excess on both
sides. On the one hand, we should accept the lesson of Kant's tran
scendental idealism: o u t of t h e confused multitude of impre ssions,
objective re ali ty e merges through the intervention of the subject's tran
sce nd e n tal act . Kant d oe s not deny the dis tin c ti on between the
multitude of s ubj ec tive impressions and objective reality; his point is
merely th at this very distinction results from the intervention of a
subjective ges tur e of transcendental constitution. Similarly, Lacan's
' M as te r- S ignifier ' is th e 'subjective' signifying feature whi c h sustains the
very ' obj e ctive' symbolic structure: if we abstract this subj e ctive excess
from the objective symb olic order, the very obj e ctivity of this order dis
inte grates . On t h e other hand, the Lacanian objet petit a is the exact
opposite of the Master-Signifier: not the subj e c tive s upplem ent wh ich
s us ta ins the obj ective order, but the o bj e ctive supplement which s u s
tains subj e ctivity in its contrast to the subjectless obj e ctive order: objet petit
a is that 'bone in the throat ' , that disturbing stain which forever blurs our
pictu re of reality - it is the object on account of which ' obj e ctive reality'
is forever in a c c e s sible to th e s u bj e c t . 20
This already b rin gs us to the next feature, that of universali9J and its
exception. The properly dialectical proce d ure , pr actise d by H e ge l as well
as by Freud in h is great case stu die s , can be best described as a dire c t
j ump fro m the si n gu l a r to the u nive r s a l , byp assing the mid- l eve l of
particularity:
In its di alectic of a clinical case, psychoanalysis is a field in which the sin
gular and the universal coincide without passing through t he particular.
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This is not common in philoso phy, with the exception, perhaps , of cer
tain He gelian moments. 2 1

When Freud deals with a case of claustrophobia, h e always embarks on
a search for some singular traumatic exp erience which is at the root of
this phobia: the fear of closed spaces in general is grounded in an expe
rience of . . . . Here, Freud's procedure is to be distinguished from the

Jungian s e arch for archetypes: the root is not a paradigmatic universal
traumatic experience (like the proverbial horror of being enclosed in the
mother's womb), but some singular experience linked to a closed space
in a wholly contingent, external way - what if the subject witnessed
some traumatic scene (which could also have taken place elsewhere) in a
closed space? Even more 'magic' is the opp osite situation, when, in his case

analyses, Freud, as a rule, makes the direct leap from a close dissection

of a singular case (l ike that of the Wolf Man or of the fantasy � child
is being beaten') to the universal assertion of what 'fantasy (masochism ,
etc.) "as such" is'.
From the standpoint of em p iricist cognitivism, of course, such a
short circuit immediately gives rise to a host of critical questions : how
can Freud be so sure that he has picked on a truly representative exam
ple? Should we not at least compare this case with a representative
s ample of other, different cases, and so verify the universality of the
concept in question? The dialectical counter-argument is that such

careful empirical generalization never brings us to a tru e universality w hy not? Because all particular examples oj a certain universaliry do not enter
tain the same relationship towards their uniuersaliry: each of them struggles
with this u niversality, displaces it, and so on, in a specific way, and the
great art of dialectical an alysis consists in being able to p i c k out the
exceptional singular case which allows us to formulate the unive rsality
'as such'. 2 2 Just as M arx articulated the universal logic of the historical

development of humanity

on

the basis of his analysis of capitalism as

the excessive (imbalanced) system of p roduction (for M arx, capitalism
is a contingent monstrous formation whose very 'normal' state is per
man e n t dislocation, a kind of 'freak of hi s t o ry a social system caught
',

in the vicious superego cycle of incessant expansion - yet precisely as
such, it is the ' truth' of the entire previous 'normal' history) , Freud was
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able t o formulate t h e universal logic of t h e Oedipal mo de of social
ization through identification with

the paternal Law precis ely because

he lived in exceptional times in which Oedip us was already in a state of
crisis. 23

of dialectics, th e refore, is: whenever we are offered a
enumeration of subspecies of a universal sp ecies , we s h o uld
alw ays look for the exception to the series . In contrast to this prop erly
dialectical direct mix of a sp ecial case and swee ping generalizations
�ike the detailed analy si s of a scene from a noir melodr ama, from which
The basic rule

simp l e

one directly draws general conclusions on feminine subj ectivity and the

p atriarchal order), today's cognitivist antidialecticians insist
clear th eoretical clas sificatio ns and gradu al generaliz ations based
on carefu l empirical research. They distin guis h transcu l tural universal
fe atu res (part of our evolutionary h eritage and the psyc h ic structure of
human beings) from features that are specific to particular cul tu res and
periods - that is to say, they operate in terms of a simple pyramid rising
from natural or other trans-cultural universal features to more and
more sp ecific c h aracte ristics wh ich dep e nd on localized contexts. The
gaze in the
on

elementary dialectical counter-argument here is that the very relation

ship between transcultural universals and culture-sp ecific features is not
an ahistorical constant, but historically overdetermined: th e very notion
of a transcultural Universal means different th ings in different cultures.
The procedu re of comparing different cultures and isolating or identi
fying their common features is never a ne utral p ro ced ure , but
presupposes some spe cific viewpoint - while one can claim, say, that al
cultures recognize some kind of difference between subjective imagi

and reality, things as th ey exist out there, this assertion

stil begs

the question of what ' obj ec tive reality ' means in different

cultures.

nation

When a European says :

'G

h osts don't really exist ' , wh ile

a Native

American s ays that he communicates with them, and that they therefore
do r eal ly exist,

does 'really' mean the same th ing for both of them? Is

not our notion of 'really existing' (which relies on the opposition
between Is and Ough t , between Being and Values, etc .) s p ec ific to

modernity?
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Noir

as a

HegeHan concept

course, today's cognitive semantics no longer advocates the simplis
tic logic of empirical generalization, of classification into genuses

Of

through the identification of common features; rather, it emphasizes
how terms that designate species display a kind of 'radial' structure of
intricate family resemblances, without any unambiguous feature to unify
all the members of a species (recall the difficulties in elaborating a defi
nition of noir that would in fact include all the fIlms we 'intuitively'
pe rc eive as noir). This, however, is not yet what a properly dialectical
notion of the universal amounts to. To demonstrate this limitation of the
preconceptual historicist account, let us take an exercise in cinema
theory historicism at its best: Marc Vernet's rejection of the very concept
of film noir.24
I n a detailed analysis, Vernet demonstrates that all the main features
that constitute the common definition of film noir ('expressionist'
chiaroscu ro lightning and oblique camera angles, the paranoiac uni
verse of the hardboiled novel, with corruption elevated to a cosmic
metaphysical feature embodied in the femme fatale, etc.), as well as the
explanation for them (the threat the social impact of World War II
posed to the patriarchal phallic regime, etc.) are simply false. What
Vernet does apropos of noir is something similar to what the late Fran�ois
Furet did with the French Revolution in historiography: he turns an
Event into a non-Event, a false hypostasis that involves a series of mis
recognitions of the complex concrete historical situation. Film noir is not
a category of the history of Hollywood cinema, but a category of the
criticism and history of cinema that could have emerged only in France,
for the French gaze immediately after World War II, including all the
limitations and rnisrecognitions of such a gaze (th e ignorance of what
wen t on before in Hollywood, the tension of the ideological situation in
France itself in the aftermath of the war, etc.).
This explanation reaches its apogee when we take into account the
fact that poststructuralist deconstructionism (which serves as the stan
dard theoretical foundation of the Anglo-Saxon analysis of film noir)
has, in a way, exactly the same status as film noir according to Vernet: just
as American noir does not exist (in itself, in America), since it was
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invented for and by the French gaze, one should also emph as i ze that
poststructuralist deconstructionism does not exist (in itself, in Fran c e),
since it was invented in the USA, for and by the American academic
gaze, with all its constitutive limitations. (The prefIX post in 'poststruc
turalism' is thus a reflexive determination in the strict Hegelian sense of
the term: although it seems to designate the property of its object - the
change, the cut, in the French intellectual orientation - it actually
involves a reference to the gaze of the subject perceiving it: 'post' means
things that went on in French the ory after the American (or German)
gaze had perceived them, while ' structuralism' tout court designates
French theory 'in itself', before it was noted by the foreign gaze.
'Poststructuralism' is structuralism from the m oment it was no ted by the
foreign gaz e. )
In short, an entity like 'poststructuralist deconstructionism' (the term
itself is not used in France) comes into existence only for a gaze that is
unaware of the details of the philosophical scene in France: this gaze
brings toge th e r authors (Derrida, Deleuze, Foucault, Lyotard . . . ) who
are simply not perceived as part of the same epistbne in France, jus t as the
concept offilm noir posits a unity which did not exist 'in itself ' . And just
as the French gaze, ignorant of the ideological tradition of American
individualist anti-combo populism, misperceived through the existen
tialist lenses the heroic cynical-pessimistic fatalist stance of the noir hero
as a socially critical attitude, the American perception inscribed the
French authors into the field of radical cultural criticism, and thus
attributed to them a feminist, etc., critical social stance for the most
part absent in France itself.25 Just as film noir is not a ca te go ry of
American cinema, but primarily a category of French cinema criticism
and (later) of the historiography of cinema, 'poststructuralist decon
structionist' is not a category of French philosophy, but prim arily a
category of the American (mis)reception of the French authors de sig
nated as such . So, when we a re read ing what is arguably the
paradigmatic example and topic of (cinema) deconstructionist theory, a
feminist analysis of the way the femme fatale in film noir symbolizes
ambivalent male reaction to the threat to the p atriarch al 'phallic order',
we ac tu al ly have a nonexistent theoretical position analysing a nonex
istent cinematic genre. . . .
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Is such a conclusion really unavoidable, however, even if we concede
that, on the level of data, Vernet is right? Although Vernet actually
undermines a lot of the standard noir theory (for example, the rather
crude notion that the noir universe stands for the paranoiac male reac
tion to the threat to the 'phallic regime' embodie d in the femme fatale),
the e nigma that remains is the mysterious efficiency and persistence of
the notion of noir: the more Vernet is right on the level of facts, the
more enigmatic and inexpl i cable becomes the extraordinary st ren gth
and l ongevity of this 'illusory' notion of noir, the notion that has
h a u n ted our ima gi natio n for decades. What, then, if film noir is none
the less a concept in the s trict Hegelian sense: something that cannot
simply be explained, accounted for, in terms of historical circum

stances, c o nditions and reactions, but acts as a structuring principle
that displays a dynamics of its own -film noir is a real concept, a unique
vision of the universe that combines the multitude of elements into
what Althusser would have called an articulation. 26 So, once we have
ascertained that the notion of noir does not fit the empirical multitude
of noir films, instead of rej ecting this n o tion , we should risk the notori
ous Hegelian rejoinder ' S o much the worse for r e ality ! ' - more

precisely, we sho u l d engage in the dialectic between a universal notion

and its reality, in which the very gap between the two sets in motion the
simultaneous transformation of reality, and of the notion itself. It is
because real films never fit their notion that th ey are c onstantly chang

ing, and this ch ange imperceptibly transforms the very notion , the
standard by m e ans of which they are measure d : we pass from the
h ardboiled-detective noir (the Hammett Chandler formula) to the 'per
secuted innocent bystander' noir (the Cornell Woolrich formula), and
thence to the ' naive sucker caught up in a crime' noir (the James Cain
formula), and so on.
The situ ation here is in a way similar to that of Christianity: of
course, almost all its elements were already there in the Dead Sea
Scrolls; most of the key Christian notions are clear cases of what

Stephen Jay G o u l d would have called 'exaptation s ' , 27 retroactive rein
scriptions which misperceive and falsify the original impact of a notion,

and so forth; but none the less, this is not enough to explain the Event of
Christianity. The concept of noir is therefore extremely productive not
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only for the analysis of mms, but even as a tool to help us retroactively

vein, implicitly
of man is the key to the
anatomy of the monkey, Elisabeth Bronfen uses the co-ordi nates of the
nair universe to throw a new light on Wagner 's Tristan as the ultimate nair
opera.28 A further example of how nair en abl e s us to 'deliver' Wagner's
cast a new light on previous classic works of art; in this

applying Marx's old idea that the an atomy

operas retroactively are h is long retrospective monologues, that ultimate
horror of impatient spectators - do net these long narratives call for

nair flashback to ilustrate them?

a

Perhaps, h owever, as we have already insinuated, Wagner is a

Hitchcockian

avant La lettre rather

than a nair composer:

not only is the
the

ring from his Ring the ultimate MacGuffin ; much more interesting is
whole of Act I of

Die Walkire, especially the long orchestral passage in

the middle which constitutes a true Wagnerian c ou nterp art to the great

party

sequence in Hitchcock's

Notorious,

with its intricate exchange of

glances: three minutes without a singing voice, only orchestral music that
accompanies and organizes a complex exchange of glances between
the three subjects (the love couple of Sieglinde and Siegmund and their
common enemy, Sieglinde 's brutal husband Hunding) and the fourth

element, the object, the m agic sword Nothung deeply embedded in a

gigantic

trunk that occupies centre stage. In his famous Bayreuth cente

nary staging of the Ring ( 1 97 5-7 9), Patrice Chereau solved the problem

of how to stage this rather static scene with an intricate, sometimes
almost ridiculous ballet of the three characters moving around and
exchanging their respective places (first Hunding between Siegmund
and Sieglinde, then Sieglinde stepping over to Siegmund and both con

fronting Hunding, etc .), as if the role of the third, disturb ing element is
being displaced from one actor to another (first Siegmund, then
Hunding). I am tempted to claim that this exquisite ballet

-

which

almost rem in ds us of the famous boxing scene in C haplin'S CiV' Lights,

with its interpl ay between the

two boxers and the referee

desperately

endeavours to compensate us for the fact that no subj ective shots are fea

sible on the theatrical stage : were this th ree - minu te scene to be filmed

like the party scene from Notorious, with a well-synchronized exchange of
establishing shots, objective close-ups and subjective shots, Wagner's
music would find its appropriate visual counterpart

an exemplary case
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of Wagnerian scenes wh ich, as Michel Chion put it, should be read

today in a kind of fotur

anteneur,

since 'they seem retrospectively to call

for the cinema t o correct them ' . 29 This interpretative procedure is the

ve ry opposite

o f teleology: teleology relies on a linear evolutionary logic

in which the lower stage already contains

in nuce the

seeds of the h igher

stage, so that evolution is simply the unfolding of some underlying essen
tial potential, while here, the l ower (or, rather, previous) stage becomes
re adable only retroactively; in so far as it is itself ontologically 'incom
plete ' ,

a

set of traces without meaning, and thus open to later

reappropriations.
We are therefore tempted to designate the two foreign misrecogniz
ing Gazes whose oblique point of view was constitutive of their
respective obj ects

(film noir, 'poststructuralist deconstructionism ') as pre

cisely the two exemplary cases of the so-called 'drama of false
appearances , : 30 the hero and/ or heroine are / is placed in a c ompromis
ing situation, either over their sexual behaviour or because of a crime;
their actions are observed by a character who sees things in the wrong
way, reading illicit implications into their innocent behaviour; at the
end, of course, the misunderstanding is clarified , and the hero or hero
ine is absolved of any wrongdoing. The point, however, is that through
this game of false appearance,

a censored thought is allowed to be articulated:

the spectator c a n imagine the hero or heroine e n acting forbidden
wishes, but escape any penalty, since he or she knows that despite the
false appearances, nothing has happened: they are innocent. The twisted
imagination of the onlooker who misreads innocent signs or coinci
dences is

the s tand-in for the spectator's

viewing': 3 1 this

is what Lacan had in

'pleasurably aberrant

mind when he claimed that truth

has the structure of a fiction - the very suspension of literal truth opens
up the way for the articulation of libidinal truth . This situ ation was
beautifully illustrated in Ted Tetzlaff 's

The Window, in which

a small boy

actually witnesses a crime, although nobody believes him and his parents
even force him to apologize to the murderers for the false rumours he is
spreading about them .

.

However, it is Lillian

.

.

32

Hellman's

play

The Children's Hour,

twice filmed

(both times directed by William Wyler), which offers perhaps the
cle arest, almost laboratory-type example of this ' drama of false
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appe ar an c es ' . As is well kn own , the first version ( These Three [ 1 936]),
provi de d the occasion for one o f the great Gol dwyn is ms : when Sam
Goldwyn , th e pro duce r, was warned that the flm take s place among les
bi an s , he s u pp o s e dly re p l ie d : 'That's OK, we ' l l turn them into
Americans!' What ac tu ally happened th en was that the alleged lesbian
affair around which the story p ivots was in fact turned into a stan dard
heterosexual affair. The fUm t ake s place in a posh priva t e school for
girls run by two fri e n ds , the austere and domineering Martha and the
warm and affe c t io n ate Karen, who is in l ove with Joe, the local doctor.
Wh e n Mary Tilford, a vicious pre-teen pupil, i s censured for a misdeed
by M a rt h a , she retaliates by te ll i n g h er gr an d m o th e r that late on e
even in g she saw Joe and Martha (not K aren , his fi an c e e) 'carrying on' in
a b e dro om near th e students' q uarters . The grandmother b e l i eves her,
e spe c i ally after this lie is corroborated by Rosalie, a weak girl t erro ri ze d
by Mary, so she removes Mary from the sch ool, and advises all the other
parents to do th e same. The truth eventually comes out, but the dam age
has be e n done: the school is clo se d , Jo e loses his post at the hosp ital, and
even th e frie nd s h ip between Karen and Martha comes to an end afte r
Karen admits that she, too, has her suspicions about Martha a n d Joe . Joe
l eaves the coun try for a j ob in Vienna, wh ere Karen later j oins h im . . . .
The second version ( 1 96 1 ) is a fa i thful rendition of the play: when Mary
retaliates, she tells her grandmother that she has seen Martha and Karen
kissing, e mb r a c i n g an d whi sp e ri ng, implying that she doe s not fully
unde rst an d what she was witnessin g, just that it m ust have been some
thin g 'unnatural ' . Mte r all th e p arents withdraw their children from the
school, and the two women find themselves alone in the large bu ild ing,
Martha re alize s that she d oe s actually love Karen in more t han j us t a sis
t e rly fashion - unable to b e ar the gu ilt she feels, s h e h a n g s herself.
M ary's lie is finally exp o se d , but it is far too late now: in th e fmal s ce ne ,
Karen leaves Martha's funeral and walks p ro udly past Mary's grand
m o th e r, Joe, and all the other tow n spe op le who were gulled by Mary's
lies . . . .
The story revolve s around the evil onlooker (Mary) w ho , th r ough
her lie, unwittingly realizes the adult's u n co n sc i o us desire : the p a ra dox,
of c o ur se, is that prior to M ary ' s accusation, Martha was not aware of
her lesbian longings - it is o n ly this external accusation t h a t m a ke s h e r
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aware of a disavowed part of herself. The 'drama of false appear
ances ' thus realizes its truth : the evil onlooker's 'pleasurably aberrant
viewing' externalizes the repressed aspect of the falsely accused sub
ject. Th e interesting point is that although, in the second version, the
censorship distortion is corrected, the first version is, as a rule, consid
ered far supe rior to its 1 96 1 remake, mainly because it is full of
repressed eroti cism: not the eroticism between Martha and joe, but the
eroticism between Martha and Karen - although the girl's accusation
concerns the alle ged affair between Martha and joe, Martha is
attached to Karen in a much more passionate way than joe, with his
rather conventional straight love . . . . The key to the 'drama of false
appearances' is therefore th at , in it, less overlaps with more. On the one
hand, the standard procedure of censorship is not to show the (pro
hibited) event (murder, sex ac t) directly, but in the way it is reflected in
t he witnesses; on the other hand, this deprivation opens up a space to
be filled in by phantasmic proj ections - that is to say, it is possible that
the gaze which does not see what is actually going on clearly sees more,
not less.
Similarly, the notion of noir (or of 'poststructuralist deconstruction
ism ' , for that matter), although it results from a limited foreign
perspective, perceives in its obj ect a potential which is invisible to those
who are directly engaged in it. That is the ultimate dialectical paradox of
truth and falsity: sometimes, the aberrant view which misreads a situa
tion from its limited perspective can, by virtue of this ve ry limitation,
perceive the 'repressed' potential of the observed constellation. It is true
that, if we submit productions usually designated as noir to a close his
torical analysis, the very concept of film noir loses its consistency, and
disintegrates; paradoxically, however, we should none the less insist that
Truth is on the level of the spectral (false) appearance of noir, not in
detailed historical knowledge. The effectiveness of this concept of noir is
that which today enables us immediately to identify as noir the short
scene from Lady in the Lake, the simple line of a dialogue in which the
detective answers the question 'But why did he kill her? Didn't he love
her?' with a straight 'That is reason enough to kill' .
Furthermore, sometimes the external misperception exerts a pro
ductive influence on the misperceived 'original' itself, forcing it to
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become aware of its own 'repressed'
of

noir,

truth
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(arguably, the French notion

alt ho ugh it is the result of misperception, exerted a strong

influence o n

American film-making). Is not the supreme example of
external misperception the American reception
of Derrida? Did it not although it clearly was a misperception - exert
a retroactive productive influence on Derrida himself, forcing him to
this productivity of the

-

confront ethico-political issues more directly? Was not the American
reception of Derrida in this sense a kind of pharmakon, a s upplement to
the 'original ' Derrida himself - a poisonous stain-fake, distorting the
original and at the same time keeping it alive? In short, would Derrida

still be so much 'alive' if we were to subtract from

his work its American

misperception?

FroID aHenation to separation

After this clarification of 'concrete universality', I

can

finally answer

Butler's criticism of Kantian formalism: her notion that Lacan hyposta

sizes the symbolic order into an ahistorical fIXed system of rules which

predetermine the scope of the subject's intervention, so that the subject

is a priori unable actually to resist the symbolic order, or to change it
radicaly. So what is the Lacanian 'big Other' as the 'decentred' symbolic

order? A seemingly eccentric defin ition from Hegel's p h ilosophy of
nature (that of a plant as an animal with its intestines outside its body3 3)

offers, perh aps the most succinct description of what the subj ect's

'decentrement' is about.
Let us again approach this via

Die Waikiire, in

which Wotan, the

supreme god, is split between his respect for the sacred link of marriage
(advocated by his wife Fricka) and his admiration for

the

power of free

love (advocated by his beloved rebellious daughter BIilnnhilde); when

the brave Siegmund, after escaping with the beautiful Sieglinde, wife of
the cruel Hunding, has to confront Hunding in a due l , Brtlnnhilde
violates Wotan's explicit order (to let Siegmund be kiled) . In defence of
her disobedience , Brilnnhilde claims that by trying to help Siegmund,
she has actually carried out Wotan's own disavowed true wil in a way
-

she is nothing but this 'repressed'

part

of Wotan, a p art he had to
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r e n ounce whe n he decided to yield to Fricka's pressure . . . . In a
Jungian reading, one could thus claim that Fricka and Brunnhilde (as
well as other lesser gods who surround Wotan) merely externalize dif
fe rent libidinal components of his personality: Fricka, as the defender

of the orderly family life, stands for his superego, while Brunnhilde,

with her p assionate advoc acy of free love, stands for Wotan's uncon
strained love passion .
For Lacan, however, it is already going too far to say that Fricka and
B runnhilde ' externalize ' different components of Wotan's psyche : the
subject's decentrement is original and constitutive; 'I' am from the
very outset 'outside myself', a bmolage of external components - Wotan
does not merely 'project' his superego in Fricka, Fricka is his superego,

just as Hegel claims that a plant is an animal that has its intestines out
side its b o dy, in th e form of its roots embedded in the e arth . So - if a
plant is an animal with its intestines exterior to itself, and if, in conse
quence, an animal is a plant with its roots within itself, then a human
b ei n g is biologically an animal , but spiritually a plant, in need of firm
roots - is not the sy mbolic order a kind of spiritual i n testine s of the
human animal outside its Self: the spiritual Substance of my being, t he

roots from w h ic h I draw my spiritual food, are outside myself, embod
ied in the decentred symbolic order? This fact that, spiritu ally, man

remains an animal, rooted in an external substance, accounts for the
impossible New Age dream of turning man into a t ru e spiritual animal,
floating freely in spiritual space, without any need for substantial roots
ou tside himself.
So wh at is dece ntre ment? When Woody Allen made a series of
pub l i c appe arances before journalists in the wake of his scandalous
separation from Mia Farrow, he acted in 'real life' exactly like neurotic
and insecure male characters in his films. So should we conclude that
'he put himself in his films ' , the main male characters in his films are

half-concealed self-portraits? No - the conclusion to be drawn is exactly
the opposite : in 'real life' , Woody Allen identified with and copied a cer
tain model that he elaborates in his films - that is to say, it is 'real life '
that imitates symbolic patterns expressed a t their purest i n art. However,
the b ig O ther' is not simply the decentred symbolic 'substance'; the fur
'

ther crucial fe ature is that this 'substan c e ' is, in its turn, again
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s ubj ectivized, expe rie nc ed as the ' s u bj e ct s upp os e d to know', th e Other
of the (forever split, hysteric al) s ubj e c t , the guarantee of the consis
tency of the field of Knowledge. As such, the 'subject su pp o s ed to
kno w ' is often embodied in a concrete individual, not only God himself
(the paradoxical function of God qua big Other from Desc arte s through
Hobbes and Ne w to n , and so on, up to Einstein is precisely to guarantee
the materialist m e c h anism of Nature - God is the ul timate guarantee that
nature 'does not play at dice' , but o beys its own laws) , bu t even some
quasi-empirical figure; l e t us recall this well-known passage from
Heidegge r :
Recently I got a s eco nd invitation to te ach at the University of Berlin.
On that occasion

I left Freiburg and withdrew to the cabin. I li stened to

what the mountains and the forest and the farmlands were saying, and I

7 5-ye ar-ol d farmer. He had read
in the newspaper. What wo uld he say? Slowly he
fIxed the sure gaze of h is clear eyes on mine, and ke epin g his mouth
tightly shut, he thoughtfully put his faithful hand on my s houlde r. Ever so
slightly he shook his h ead. That meant: absolutely no.34
went to see an old friend of mine, a
about the cal to Berlin

Here we h ave it all: the uncorrupted! exp e rie n ce d old farmer as the

subject supposed to know who, with his barely p erceptible gesture, a pro
lo n gat i o n of the wh isper of 'the mountains and the forest', provides the
definitive answer. . . . On a different level, did not

a reference to the
member of the working class pl ay the same
role in s o m e versions of Marxism-Leninism? And is it not true that

j udge m en t of an

authentic

even today, multiculturalist 'politically correct' discourse attributes the
same authentic stance of the one

'supposed to know' to s ome p rivile ge d

(Mri c an - American , gay . . . ) figure of the Other?
Even deprived of this supposed

kn owle d ge , the quasi-empirical

em b o dime nt of the big Other is a person elevated into the ideal Witness
to whom one speaks and whom one endeavours to fascinate - is not this

function of th e big Other discernible in a strange feature of the m aj o rity

of James Bond fIlms: after the Big Criminal captures Bond, instead of
kiling B ond imm edi ately, he keeps him alive, and even give s him a kind
of qu ic k inspection tour of his e n te rp ris e , exp lainin g the big coup he is
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p l an nin g to execute in the next hour? It is, of course, this very need for
a Witness to who m the o pe ration should be explained th at costs the Big

Criminal dearly: this delay gives Bond the chance to spot a weakness in

hi s enemy and strike b ack at the last minute (or som etim e s even the last
s e con d) .
This big Other as the p oi n t of transference is central to th e very def
inition of

the

psychoanalytic notion of i n t e rpre t a t i o n . Freud's

introductory example in his Interpretation qf Dreams is the reading of his
o w n dream ab o ut Irma's inj e c t i on dream - what is th e ultimate mean
i n g of this dream? Fre u d himself focuses on the dream-thought, on his
'superficial' (ful l y c o nsc i o u s) wish to obliterate hi s re s pon s ib i l i ty for the

failure of

his treatm e nt of Irma; in Lacanian t e r m s , this wish cle arly

b el on gs to the domain of t h e

Imaginary.

Furt he r m o re , Fre u d

p rovid e s

some hints about the Real in this dream : the unconscious desire of the
dream is th a t of Freud himself as th e ' p ri mo rdial father' who wants to
possess all the three women who appear in the dream. In his e arly

Seminar II, Lacan proposes a p ure ly symbolic reading: the ultimate mean
is simply that there is a meaning, tha t there is a formula
(of trimethylamine) wh ic h guarantees the p re s en c e and c o n s is te n cy of
m e a n i n g. 3 5 H owever, some recently p ub l i s h ed d o cu men t s 3 6 c le arly
es tablish that the true focus of th i s dre am was the traniferential desire to
save Fliess - Freud's cl o s e friend and collaborator who, at that time, was
for him the ' s u bj e c t su p p o s ed to know' - from his re s po nsibil i ty and
guilt: it was Fliess who b o t ch e d up I r ma 's nose operation, and the
dream's desire is to ex cu lp at e not the dreamer (Freud himselfj , but the
dreamer's big Other, that is, t o de mon s t ra t e t h a t the tr a n s feren t i al
O th er was n ' t res p o n sibl e for th e medical failure, that he was n ' t deficient
in kn owledge .
The Lacanian big Other qua the symb ol i c order is thus th e ultimate
ing of this dream

ever p ossible:
even whe n we deceive, and precisely in order to deceive s u c c e s sfu lly, the

guarantor of Truth towards which no external distance is

trust in the big Other is already there. When the symbol ic trust is in

effect l o s t , t h e su bj e c t assumes the at t i tu de of a radical sce p tic - as
Stanley C avell has p oin t e d out, the sc e pt ic wants his big Other to estab
l ish the connection between his claims to knowledge and the objects
upon which these claims are to fall in a way which would occur without
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the knower's intervention, that is, in a state of suspension of the

he knows. The kn owledge the s ce ptic
kn o wl e dg e, a
knowledge involving no subjective position, no engagement in the O the r
of the symbolic pact, a knowledge without a knowe r. 3 7 In oth e r words,
the sceptic suspends the dimension of the big Other, of the symbolic
pact and engagement, the domain with in which the knower always
already dwells, and which provides the background of our relating to the

knower's absorption in the work

would fully acknowle dge is a kind of impossible / real

world and thus, in a way constitutes this world, since what we experience
as world is always-already embedded

in a concrete lifeworld

experience

of myself as an engaged agent. The sceptic wants 'proof' that my words

the world, yet he first suspends the big Other,
symbolic pact which regulates this reference and
since it grounds in advance the very logic of possi

actually refer to objects in
the horizon of the
cannot be 'proven' ,
ble proofs. 38

This dimension of the 'big Other' is that of the constitutive

alienation

of the subj ect in the symbolic order: the big Other pulls the s t ri n gs ; the
subject does not speak, he
this 'big

O t he r '

'is spoken' by the symboli c structure. In short,

is the name for the social Substance, for all that on

account of which

the

subj ect never fully dominates the effects of his

acts - on account of which the final outcome of his activity is always

anticipated. 39 It is c ruc ia l
chapters of Seminar XI, Lacan

something other than what he aimed at or
here, however, to note that in the key

struggles to delineate the operation that follows alienation and is in a
sense its counterpoint, that of

separation: alienation in the big Other is fol

lowed by the separationftom
the subject realizes

the big Other. Separation takes place when
how the b ig Other is in itself inconsistent, purely vir

tual, 'barred', deprived of the Thing - and fantasy is an attempt to

fil

of the Other, not of the subject: to (re)constitute the consistency
of the big Other. For that reason, fantasy and paranoia are inextricably
linked: at its most elementary, paranoia is a belief in an 'Other of the
Other', in another Other who, hidden behind the Other of the e xplici t
ou t this lack

social texture, programmes (what appears to us as) the unforeseen effects
of social life, and thus guarantees its consistency: beneath the chaos of
the market, th e degrad ation of m orals, and so on, is the

purposeful

strategy of the Jewish plot . . . This paranoiac stance has ac qu ired a
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further boost with today's digitalization of our daily lives: when our
e n tire (social) existence is progressively externalized materialized in the
big Other of the computer network, it is easy to imagine an evil pro
grammer erasing our digital identity, and thus depriving us of our social
existence, turning us into non-persons.
Perhaps the ultimate literary example of the shift from alienation to
s eparation occurs in Kafka's writings. On the one h and, Kafka's uni
verse is that of extreme alienation : the subject is confronted with an
impervious Other whose machinery functions in an entirely 'irrational'
way, as if the chain that links causes and effects has b roken down - the
only stance the subject can assume towards this Other (of the Court, of
the Castle bu re aucracy) is that of impotent fascination . No wonder
Kafka's universe is that of universal-formal guilt independent of any
concrete content and act of the subject who perceives himself as guilty.
However, the final twist of the paradigmatic Kafkaesque story; the para

ble on the Door of the Law from The Trial, pinpoints precisely what is
false in such a self-perception: the subject failed to include himself in the

scene, that is, to take into account how he was not merely an innocent
bystander of the spectacle of the Law, since 'the Door was there only for
him ' . The dialectical paradox is that since the subject's exclusion from the
fascinating spectacle of the big Other elevated the big Other into an all
powerful transcendent agency that generates an a priori guilt, it is the
very inclusion into the observed scene that allows the subject to achieve

separation from the big Other

to experience his subjective position as

correlative to the big Other's inconsistency/impotence/lack: in separa
tion, the subj ect experiences how his own lack with regard to the big
O ther is already the lack that affects the big Other itself (or, to quote
Hegel's immortal formulation again, in separation I experience how the
impenetrable secret qfthe Ancient Egyptians were already secretsfor the
Egyptians themselves) .
This reference to separation allows me to counter the criticism
according to which there is in Lacan a secret longing for the 'strong'
symbolic

order/prohibition

threatened

by

today's

narcissistic

disin tegration: does Lacan really envisage as the only solution to the
recent deadlock the reassertion of some fundamental symbolic prohibi
tion/ Law? Is this really the only alternative to the p ostmodern global
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social life ? It is true that the Lacan of the 1 940s an d

such conservative cultural criticism; his
effort from the 1 960s o n w ard s , however, is to break out of this
framework, to expose the fraud of pat ern a l au th ority (rej e c tin g also the
Pas c ali an cyn ic al solution that one s h ou ld ob ey the Power eve n if one
kn o w s o f i t s fa l se / ill e ga l or ig i n s) . Fur t h e r m o re , this reference to
s e p ar a t i on also allows us to answer Butler's point th at the Lacanian big
Other, the symbolic order, fo r m s a ki n d of K anti an a priori which
cannot be undermined by the s u bje c t 's in te rve n ti o n , since e ve ry resist
ance to it is doomed to pe rp e t u al defeat: the big Other is u n ass ailable
only in so far as the subject en te rt a in s towards it a relatio ns h ip of al ie n
ation, while s e p a r a t i o n p r e cise l y opens up the way for such an
1 9508 does contain elements of

c on st ant

interve ntion.
I n terms of affects, the diffe ren c e

between al ie n atio n and s e p aration
diffe r e n ce between guilt and anxiety: the s u bje c t e xp erie n c es
guilt before the b ig Other, while anxiety is a sign th at the Other itself is
lacking, im po t e nt - i n s h ort , guilt masks anxiety. In psychoanalysis, guilt is
the re fo re a c at ego ry wh ich u ltim ate ly deceives - no less than its opp osi te ,
innocence. Despite its shocking and obvi ou sly 'unjust' ch aracte r, eve n
th e p ar adigm atic Stalinist remark apropos of the victims of po litic al
trials ('The more they proclaim their inno c ence, the mo re guilty they
are ! ') therefore contains a grain of truth: the ex-Party c adre s wrongfully
c ond e mn e d as 'traitors' were guil ty in a w ay, although not, of course, of
the crimes of which th e y were explicitly accu s e d - their true guilt w a s a
kind of m e t a gu i l t ; that is , it lay in the way th ey themselves participated
in t h e creation of the system which rej e cte d them, so that on some level,
at leas t , the ir c on d e m n ation m e ant th at th ey got from the system their
own me ss age in its inverted-true form. Their guilt resided in their very
assertion of innocence which means that they th ou gh t more abo u t the ir
i ns igni fi c an t in dividu al fate th an about th e large r historical interests of
the Party (which needed their s acrifice ) - what made them guilty was this
form of abstract individu al ity which underlay their stubborn assertion of
innocence. T h ey we re thu s cau gh t in a s tran ge forced choice: if they
admitted their guilt, they were guilty; if they insisted on their inn o 
ce nc e , t h ey were, in a way, even more guilty. On th e other h and , this
e x am p le of t h e accused in the Stalinist s ho w- tr i al c le arly expr e sse s the
equals the
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tension be tween guilt and anxiety: t h e Party leaders needed the
accused's confession of guilt in order to avo id the unbearable anxiety of
h avi ng to admit that 'the big Other does not exist' , that the h ist o rical
N e c e s sity of the Progress to Communism is an inconsistent phantasmic
fake.
And p e r h a ps , in s o far as the ultimate name for the decentred
symbolic place th at overdetermines my speech is the Freudian 'uncon
scious ' , I am even tempted to risk a kind of rehabilitation of
consciousness: if, in psych oan alysi s , gu ilt is ultimately unconscious (not
only in the sense that the s ubj e c t is unaware of his or her guilt, but also
in the sense that he or she, while experie ncin g the pressure of guilt, is
unaware of what he o r she i s guilty of), what then if anxiety, as the
counterpoint of guilt, should be linked to consciousness? The status of
consciousness is much more enigmatic than it may appear: the more its
marginal and epheme ral character is e mphasi z e d , the more the ques
tion forces itself upon us: What is it, then? To what does self-awareness
amount? The more Lacan de nigrat e s its fu n cti on , the more inscrutable
it becomes.
Perhaps a key is provided by Freud's notion that the unconscious
knows of no death : what if, at its most radical, 'consciousness' is th e
awareness of one's finitude and mortality? So B adio u (who reduces the
awareness of one's m o rtali ty to the animal dimension of human be ings)
is wrong here: there is nothing ' an im al ' about finitude and mortality only ' co n s c io us ' beings are actually finite and mortal, that is, only they
relate to their finitude 'as such'. Awareness of one's own mortality is not
one among many aspects of s elf-aware ness, but its very zero-level: in an
analogy to Kant's n o t ion that each consciousness of an object invo lves
self-consciousness, each awareness involves an implicit (self-)awareness of
one's own mortality and finitude. This awareness is then disavowed by
the subject's unconscious disbelief in his or her mortality, so that the el e
mentary model of 'I know very well, but . . . ' is perhaps the very mo d el
of self-awareness: 'I know very well that I am mortal, but neverthe
less . . . (I do not accept it; I un c on s ci ously believe in my immortality,
s i n c e 1 c a nno t envisage my own death)'. 40
The usual psychiatrist's complaint is that the patient ofte n accepts
some traumatic fact on a purely intellectual level, while continuing to
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reject i t e m otion ally, acting and be h avin g as if this fact were nonexistent.
What, h oweve r, if s u c h a gap is constitutiue of my (s e lf-) consciousness, not
j u s t i t s s e c o n d ary distortion? What if c on s c io u sne s s means th at I am
aw a re of some fact whose full affective impact is suspended? Wh a t if, in
consequence, I can neuer consciously 'fully assume ' the p l a c e of my
unconscious b e l ie f, of my fundamental fa nt asy (of my ' pr im o rdi al
attachment' , to use Butler's te rm) ? In s o far as, for Freud, anxiety is the
'universal affect' that signals th e primordial re p r ess i on of (th e m inim al
dis t ance fro m) the scene of incestuousjouissance, consciou sne ss , in effect,
equals a nxiety, So when Butler asks the rhetorical qu esti o n we conceive of universality as an empty 'plac e ' which awaits
its content in an anterior and subsequent event? Is it emp ty only because
it has already disavowed or supp ressed the content from which it
emerges, and where is the trace of the disavowed in the formal structure
that emerges? (JB, p. 34)
Why should

- I fully

endorse her implicit stance. My answer (apart from rejecting the
of the term 'disavowal', which has another precise
m eanin g in psychoanalysis) is: Lacan's 'primo rd ial repression' of das
Ding (of the pre-symbolic incestuous Real T hing) is prec i sely th at which
c re ate s un ive r s ality as an empty p l ac e ; and the 'trace of th e disavowed
in the formal structure th at emerges' is what L ac an calls objet petit a, the
re ma ind er of thejouissance within th e s ymb olic order. This very ne c essity
o f t he p rimordi al repre ssion shows clearly why one should distin guish
between the exclusion of the Real that opens up the empty place of the
u niver s al and the s u bse qu e n t hegemonic struggles of diferent p artic u 
lar contents to occupy this empty place. And h e re I am even tempted to
read Butler against herself - s ay, a g ainst her sympathetic recapitulation
of Ladau : 'Inevitable as it is that a po litic al o r ganiz at ion will posit the
possible ftlling of that [empty p lac e of the u n ive rs al] as an ideal, it is
equally in evitable that it will fail to do so' (lB, p. 3 2). It is in endo rsin g
this logic of t he ideal to be e n dl ess ly approximated that I see the under
lying Kantianism of both Butler and Ladau .
Here, I think, it is crucial to defend the key Hegelian in sight directed
ag ain st the K an ti an position of th e universal a priori frame distorted by
in app rop r i ate use
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empirical 'path ological ' conditions, in all its versions, inclu ding the
Habermasian universal communicational a priori: it is not enough to
posit a universal formal criterion and then to agree that, owing to con
tingent empirical distortions, reality
question

is,

rather:

how,

wil

through

never fuUy rise to its level. The
what

violent

operation

of

excl usion /repression, does this universal frame itself e merge ? With
regard to the notion of hegemony, this means that it is not enough to
assert the gap between the empty universal signifier and the particular
signifiers that endeavour to

fil

its

void

-

the question to be raised is,

again , how, through what operation of exclusion, does this

vo id

itself

emerge ?
For Lacan , this preceding loss (the loss of

das Ding, what Freud called

the 'primordial repression') is not the loss of a determinate obj ect (say,
the renunciation of the same-sex

libidinal

partner) , but the loss which

paradoxically precedes any lo s t object, so that each positive obj ect th at is
elevated to the place of the Thing (Lacan's definition of sublimation) in

body to the loss. What this means is that that the Lacanian Real ,
the bar of impossibility it stands for, does not primarily cross the subject,

a way gives

b u t the big Other itself, the socio-symbolic 'substance' that confronts the
subject and in which the subject is embedded. In other words, far from
signalling any kind of closure which constrains the scope of the subject's
in tervention in advance, the bar of the Real is Lacan's way of asserting
the terrifying abyss of the subject's ultim ate and r adical fteedom, the free

dom whose space is sustained by the Other's inconsistency and lack. So
- to conclude with Kierkegaard, to whom Laclau refers: 'the moment of
decision is the moment of madness' precisely in so far as there is no big
Other to provide the ultimate guarantee, the ontological cover for the
subj ect'S decision .
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two books: there is bot!J trouble because gender (sexual diference) matters - to be sure, sexual
difference is n ot a fact of biology, but neither is it a social construction - rather, it des

ignates a traumatic cut which disturbs the smooth functioning of the body. What
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of course, that of the gaze itself - crucial to the Lacanian
gaze is th at it involve s the reversal of the rel ationsh ip between subj e ct and
object: as Lacan puts it in Four Fundamental Concepts I! Psycho-AnalYsis (London: Tavistock
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fundamental structure of subjectivity were no t
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impassive fasci
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3 8 . One can also see here in what p recis e sense the s ce ptic's p ositio n i s inherently
sadistic: the scep tic who finds enjoyment in demonstrating the inconsistency of his
Other's claims shifts th e split nature of subj ectivity on to the Other - it is always the
Other who is cau ght out in inconsistencies.
39. A short book by Yitta Halberstam and Ju dith Leventhal, Small Miracles:
Extraordinary Coincidencesftom Everydl!Jl Lif'e (Holbrook, MA: Adams Media Corporation

1 997), provides an excellent ilustratio n of how this dimension of the 'big Other' - the

'deeper' meaning beneath coincidences - is mobilized in to day's p opular ideology. It

consis ts of a series of stories like the one about a young boy in a concentration camp
wh o once saw, through the barbed wire, a girl pass by. The next day, the girl, who
noticed his wistful gaze, passed by again and threw him an app le . This was repeate d
over several days. After the war, in 1 95 7 , the boy, who

a su cc essful manager, was

survived the camp and was now
past

set up on a blind date. When they talke d about their

lives, the woman, who was of Germ an origin, told him that she rememb ere d a young
boy in

a camp

to whom she threw apples - so his date was his very s aviour from th e

war! They immediately got married and lived happily ever after.

.

•

.

Th is

belief that

such coincidences deliver a message from s ome Higher Power is the zero-form of the

supp ositio n of the b ig O the r.

40. The point of decentrement is thus

n ot s imply

that our belief is forever
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postponed,

displ aced ,

dealing with a

that it never occurs as such; on the contrary, it is that

we

are

beliif we cannot get rid rIf, a belief which returns more and more strongl}s

and fmally asserts itself in the readiness actually to kil oneself, obeying the order of a
castrated leader. So, belief is thus real: impossible (forever postponed/displaced) and,
simultaneously, necessary, unavoidable. This excessive belief is our specificaly 'post
modern' , form of

in heren t

transgression. Contrary to appearances, in our allegedly

cynical and reflective times it is more difficult than ever to be a true atheist.

Dynamic C onclusions
Judith Butler

This vol u me runs a certain risk, since it is not clear which of two proj e cts
seeks to fulftll. One the one hand, it is an o cc as ion for some pr ac ti
tioners of theory with convergent commitments to think to ge the r about
the status of the politic al domain; on the other hand, it is an o cc as io n on
which each practitioner defends his or her p os i tion against the criti
cisms of th e others, offers his or her own criti cisms, distinguis h e s his or
her position . T h ere appears to be no easy way to resolve this tension, so
p erh aps the in te re s tin g qu estion wil become : is the irresolution th at the
text p e rfor ms a particularly productive o ne ? And how will we know
whe t he r or not it is productive?
One clear benefit of such an exchange is that it not on ly raises the
ques tio n of the status of theory within a radical dem oc r ati c project, but
suggests that 'theory' itself is not a mo nolithic term. It would be too bad,
I think, if our effort s devolved into a point-by-point rejoinder to criti
c is m s (although that kind of discussion does have the adv an tage of
o ffe ri n g s pec ificati o n s of the positions at hand) , while the status of
universality, contingency and hegemony somehow fell by the wayside.
In my view, an un ders tan ding of radicalism, whether conceived as
poli ti c al or theoretical or both, requires an inquiry into th e pres upp osi
tions of its ow n enterprise. In t h e case of theory, this radical
it

interrogation must take as its object the transcendental form that the ory
sometimes takes. One might think th at to ask, radically, after p re supp o 
sitions is of necessity to e n te r into a transcendental activity, asking about
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the ge nerali zed

conditions o f possibility according t o which the field o f

knowable objects is constituted . B u t i t seems t o me that even this pre

supposition must be questioned , and that the form of this question
ought not to be taken for granted. Alt h ough it has been said many times

by

now,

it probably bears repeating: to question a form of activity or a

conceptual terrain is not to banish or censor it; it is, for the duration, to
suspend its ordinary play in order to ask after its constitution . I take it
that this was the phenomenological transcription of Kant to be found in

Husserl's

n otion of the

epoche,

and that it provided the important back

drop for Derrida's own procedure of 'placing a concept under erasure' .

I

wo uld only add, i n the spirit o f more recent forms o f affirmative

deconstruction, t h at a concept can be put under erasure and played at
the same time; that there is no reason, for

instance,

not to continue to

interrogate and to use the concept of 'universality'. There is, however, a
h ope that the critical interrogation of the term

wil

condition a more

effective use of it, especially considering the criticisms of its spurious for
mulations that have been rehearsed with

great justification

in

recent

years in postcolonial, feminist, and cultural studies.
The commitment to radical interrogation means that there is no
moment in which politics requires the cessation of theory, for that would
be the moment in which politics posits certain premisses as off-limits to
interrogation - indeed,

where

it actively embraces the dogmatic as the

condition of its own possibility. This would also

be the moment in which

such a politics s acrifices its claim to be critical, insisting on its own self
paralysis, paradoxically,

as

the condition of

its own

forward movement.

Clearly, the fear of political paralysis is precisely what prompts the
anti-theoretical animus in certain activist circle s . Paradoxically, such
positions require the paralysis of critical reflection in order to avoid the
prospect of paralysis on the level of action. In other words, those who
fear the retarding effects of theory do not want to think too hard about
what it is they are doi n g, wh at kind

of

discourse they are using; for if

they think to o hard about what it is they are doing, they fear that they

wil no

longer do i t . In such instances, is it the fear that thinking wil have

n o e n d , that it will never cease to coil back upon itself in infinite m ove
m e n ts of circularity,

and

that limitless thinking will

pre-empted action as the paradigmatic political gesture ? If

then have

this

is the
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fear, then it seems to rest upon the belief that critical reflection precedes
political action - that the former sets out the plan for the latter, and the
latter somehow follows the blueprint established by the former. In other
words, political action would then presuppose that thinking has already
happened, that it is finished that action is precisely not thinking,
unthinking, that which happens when thinking has become the past.
Even in Aristotle's earliest extant writings, he insisted th at phronesis
inc l u de s both theoretical and practical forms of wisdom (see the
Protrepticus and the Eudemian Ethics). In the Nicomachean Ethics, he does dis
tinguish between sophia, understood as theoretical wisdom, and phronesis,
understood as practical wisdom, even as they combine in the notion of an
overal 'intellectual virtue'. In Book VI of that text, he separates thought
and action, bu t this seems to be true only from one perspective. He writes:
� the saying goes, the action that follows deliberation should be quick,
but deliberation should be slow' . 1 Aristode reviews several ways of know
ing in this context, distinguishing, for instance, �nesis (understarIding what
another says) from gnome (good sense or insight), and concludes that the
oretical wisdom is not the same as practical wisdom: theoretical wisdom
produces happiness and practical wisdom produces virtue. To the extent
that virtue is 'guided by right reason' or, indeed, 'united with right reason'
(p. 1 7 1 ), it is inextricably bound up with practical wisdom. He is also clear
that not al aspects of practical wisdom become manifest as right action;
some are related only to 'the virtue of a part of our soul' (p. 1 7 2). Yet
practical wisdom does have 'an important bearing on action' (ibid.), since
it wil be impossible to make a right choice without it. Indeed, choice or
action that is unmoored from practical wisdom wil, by definition, lack
virtue.
'Virtue ' , in Aristotle's sense, is that which determines what the end of
action should be, and practical wisdom is that which orientates our
judgement and our action towards doing what is right. Action is not
divorced from the knowledge by which it is conditioned, but is composed
of that knowledge, and is the mobilization of knowledge as co ndu c t.
Indeed, the 'habitus' that Aristotle attributes to the person wh o cultivates
the practice of moral deliberation is one which implies that knowledge
is em bo di e d at the moment of action.
When Aristotle claims that 'theoretical wisdom' is not ordered by
-
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practical wisdom, h e means n o t only that each form o f wisdom pursues
differe nt ends (happiness, for the oretical wisdom; virtue, for practical
wisdom ) , but th at theoretical wisdom must have a certain measure of
autonomy from practical wisdom . To the extent that theoretical wisdom
seeks true knowledge of the fundamental principles of reality, and con
stitutes the science of things ' as they really are' , it is engaged in the
practice of me taphysical reflection. Aristotle is thus clear that 'theoret
ical wisdom is not the same

as

politics' (p. 1 5 6). In explaining why we

consider that philosophers such as Anaxagoras and Thales have theo
retical r ather than practical wisdom, he claims: ' they do not know what
is advantageous to them . . . they know extraordinary, wonderful, diffi

cult, and superhum an things ' , but their knowledge is called 'useless
because the good they are seeking is not human' (p. 1 5 7). Whereas prac
tical wisdom is distinguished by 'deliberation', theoretical wisdom lacks
this quality. It is not orientated towards action or, indeed, towards any
good attainable by action.
I provide this excursus into Aristotle in order to pose the question of
wh at kind of knowledge we are pursuing here. Ernesto Laclau and
Chantal Mouffe have n amed the Verso series in which this text appears

'phronesis ' , a n d this suggests that whatever theoretical work is provided

under that rubric wil have action as its implicit end. It seems important
to note that Aristotle leaves us with a certain ambiguity: with the notion
of practical wisdom , he introduces a kind of knowledge without which

right political action is impossible. But with intellectual wisdom, he safe
gu ards a ce rtain kind of intelle c t u al inquiry from the cons traints

imposed upon thought by the implicit or explicit reference to delibera
tion and action . Which kind of inquiry do we offer here? And does our
own writing get caught up in this difcul ty, re-elaborating its irresolution

in contemporary terms? Do we p e rhaps know 'extraordinary, wonderful,
difficult, and superhuman things', but are they, finaly, useless? Moreover,

is 'use' the standard by which
In

the

foreword

to

to j u dge th e ory s val ue to politics?

his

'

dissertation

'To

Make

the

World

Philosophical ' , 2 Marx notes that the very distinction between the philo
sophical, as
c o n c r et e

a

domain of pure thought, and the world, as that which

is

and actualized, must b e read symptomatically as a split

produced by the conditions of the modern world. With a certain amount
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o f naive enthusiasm, he writes against this division, announcing its c ol
lapse as both

a

psychological necessity and a political accomplishment:

'It is a psychological law that the theoretical mind, once liberated in
itself, turns into practical energy . . . the practice of philosophy is itself tlu

oreticaf (p. 9). By insisting that philosophy, even in its most 'theoretical'
aspects, is a practice , and that that practice is theoretical, he at once
returns theory to the sphere of action, and recasts action as an embod
iment - or habituated form - of knowledge. Specifying the notion of
'critique' and 'reflection'

in this early piece of writing, Marx clarifies that

philosophy seeks to realize itself, to make the world adequate to its own
idea, and that its 'realization is also its loss' (p. 1 0) . For philosophy to
realize itself would be for philosophy to lose its ideality, and that loss
would constitute the death of philosophy itself. Thus, for philosophy to
realize its own goals would be for philosophy to undo itself

as

philosophy.

That to which philosophy is opposed is, on the one hand, the 'world'
which stands over and against it,

as

the realized stands to the unrealized.

On the other hand, this very 'world' is philosophy in its not-yet-realized
form. It is, we might say, a realization that remains at

a distance from the

realization that philosophy seeks to be. This distance is the condition of
criticality itself, an incommensurability which provides the ground for
theory as a reflective and critical exercise.
Although it seems difficult to accept the implicitly teleological view
proffered by Marx according to which the idea is realized as the world
once its independent status as an idea is overcome, it seems important
to remember the doubling of positions that Marx describes for reflec
tive consciousness here: 'These individual self-consciousnesses always
carry a double-edged demand, one edge turned against the worl d , the
other against philosophy itself ' . He continues : 'wh at in the thing itself
appears as

a

relationship inve rte d in itself, appe ars in these self

consciousnesses as a double one, a demand and an action contradicting each

other' (p. 1 0; emp hasis added) . To gain critical distance on the world in
its givenness, there is a demand for philosophy, the demand of critical
ity itself to refuse the given as the extent of the possible. And yet, to
remake the world according to the idea that philosophy affords requires
the dissolution of philosophy itself that is simultaneous with its
realization.
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Our contemporary situ ation is, however, even more confounded,
sin ce the value of ' re ali zati o n ' has itself come into crisis. Marx's call fo r

the realization of the ideal of radi c a l equality, for i nstance , or the egal

it arian distribution of wealth, was taken up by some Marxist states as a
j ust i ficati o n for i mp o s i ng on populations certain kinds of economic

plans that not only fortified the state as a centralized agency of regula

tion and con trol , but undercut b as i c prin ciples of d e m o cracy. The call to

action can be understood preci s e ly as this drive to realize the ideal. The
effort to re tri eve and re-elaborate a radical de m o c rati c theory for our
time therefore demands a critical re l a t i o ns h ip to ' realiz ation ' itself: how
o ugh t such ideals to be realized, if they are to be realized? Through
what means, an d at what price? Do these ide al s justify any and al me an s
of i mp l e m enta t ion? To what ex t en t h as Marxism re-encountered the
paradox of the Terror

that we

co n s i d e red

in the

context of Hegel's writ

ing: how is it that the implementation or ' real i z ati o n ' of the concept
i nvo lve s , or eve n req ui re s , a c e rt ain vi o l ent imp os i tio n? What is the vio
l en c e involved in the realization of th e ideal? Moreover, what h appe ns to
our sense of futurity, and the fu tu r i ty which is essential to democracy
itself, u n d e rs t oo d as an ope n- e n d ed process, one whose 'closure' would

be its death,

whose real i z a ti o n - to re-cite Marx - would be its loss?

So, it seems that the commitment to a c on c e p t io n of d emocracy

which is fu tu r al , which remains u nc o n str ain ed

by t eleo lo gy, and which is

not c o mm e n s ur at e with any of its 'realization s ' re q uires a d iffe r e nt
demand, one which defers re al i z a ti o n permanently. Parad oxical ly - but
significantly for the notion of hegemony elaborated in the s e p ages, an d
inaugurate d by L a c lau and Mouffe 's Hegemony and Socialist Strategy is secure d precisely through its resistance to realization.

de m o c ra cy

Now t hi s may

be

a moment in which a s e lf- defin ed activist ceases to

re a d these pages, but I think th at t hi s in s igh t is, in fact, part of the

very

practice of ac t ivis m itself. T h is last fo r mul a t io n does not mean that
there are no moments or events or institutional occasions in which goals

ar e a c h ie ve d , but only that whatever goals are ach i eved (and th ey are ,

t h ey are) , democracy itself remains u n ac hieve d

-

th at parti c ul ar policy

and legis l at ive victories do not exhau st the p ractice of de mo c racy, and

that it is essential to this practice to re m a in , in som e permanent way,
unrealizable. This valorization of unrealizability can be found in several
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wh ose p olitical s e n sibility is c r afte d in p art from
I have offered my critical ques
tio n s about it in a sep ar ate essay.3 One c an see this argued in various
ways by Drucilla C o r nell, Homi Bhabha, Ja cqu e s D e rrid a , G ay atri
Chakravorty Spivak, William C onno l ly an d Je an - Lu c Nancy, not to
mention my interlocutors in this volu me.
Although I have a rgue d that 'unrealizability' as a value can re giste r
and for tify a certain form of politic al pessimism, I re tur n to it now to
m ake a different point. I g ath e r that the reason for preserving the ideal
ity of d emocra cy, its resistance to a full or final realiz ation, is precisely to
ward off its dissolution. Yet, even though I be lieve that Laclau, :l:izek
and I agree on this m o s t fundamental of points, we difer on how that
ideality is to b e understood, through what language or logic it is to be
conc eptu alized . Moreover, what it means to function as a ' criti c al ' intel
l ectu al involves mai ntainin g a certain distance not - as Marx would
have it - between the i d e ali ty of p hilo so phy and the act uali ty of the
world, but between the ideality of the ideal and the givenness o f any of
its modes of instantiation.
It is my view that no a priori account of this incommensurability is
going to suffice, since the a priori as a h e u ris tic p oin t o f de p a rtu re will
have to come under radical s crutiny if it is n ot to function as a dogm atic
moment in theory construction. This d o e s not mean that I am unwilling
to take certain notions for granted in order to proceed with an analysis.
But even if one de ploys the 'a pri o ri ' under erasure, as it were, it is no
lo n ge r functioning as an epis temo lo gic al foundation. It is operating as a
repeatable figure, a linguistic citation, one that t ake s the foun d atio n al use
of the term as a c ircu l ating trope within a discourse. I ndee d , I wou ld not
recommend a hype rc ri t ical ity that puts every word in s u ch discussions
into quotation marks. On the con tr ary: it seems impo rtant sometimes to
le t certain signifiers stand, assum e a status of givenness, at a certain
moment of analysis, if only to see how they work as they are put to use
in the c ontext of a readin g, especially when th ey have become forbidden
territory within a dominant discourse. This wilingne ss to le t the signifier
congeal at the moment of u se is not the same as pu ttin g that same
s ignifier off-limits. The 'social' is surely one such term in my analysis.
The fact that I agre e to use the te rm does not mean that I take it as a
the resources of poststructuralism, and
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its importan ce Laclau seems t o think that
have fallen aslee p on the job, but I assu re my reade r that my vigilanc e
is still at work! The so ci al as a sphe re has its history (see Poovey) an d its
e n during controversies, especially in the tensions that exist, for in s tan ce,
between social th e o ry an d s oc i ol ogy, between th e social and th e cultural
(s ee Yanagisako) and the so cial and the structural (see Clastres). 4 To insist
upon the te r m is not to en gage in a sociologism that presumes the foun
d at ion al status of social causalities. On the co ntrary, I insist upon it here
because it seems that the term now signifies s om e th ing of a s upe rse ded
past. The fo r m al i s t account of the a priori s tru c ture s of political articula
tion t e nd either to figure the 'social' as its p re h i s tory or to deploy the
'social' as ane cdo te and example fo r the pre-social structure it articu
l a te s Inde e d one m ight argue that formalism provok es a return of the
'social' pre c is e ly by virtu e of its simultaneous exclusion and subordination
within formalist th e ory itsel( 5 It is not that in u s in g the term I am gu il ty
of t re a ti ng it as a given or, indeed, in a 'purely referenti al way', bu t that
the te r m itself has become synonymous with 'the given' , a lexicographi
c al habit with i n poststructuralism that cals for critical atte n ti on
The category of the 'social' reintroduces a conception of language as
a pr a ctic e a c o n c e p tio n of language in relation to p ower a n d, hence, a
t h e o ry of discourse. It al s o allows for a cri ti c al relation to the fo r m al ist
dimension of linguistic analysis, asking what suppressions and exclusions
make formalism possible (a q u e s tio n that Marx was very keen to ask) .
M or e ove r, it offe rs a p e rspe c tive on embodiment, suggesting th at knowl
e dge, to the extent that it is embodied as habitus (Bourdieu), 6 represents
a sphere o f p e rfor m at ivity that no analysis of political articulation can
do without. Indeed, if one is in te re s t e d in un de rstan di n g the politics of
gender, the embodied performativity of s oci al norms will em erge as
one of the c e n tral s ite s o f poli t ical contestation . This is not a vie w of the
social that is settled, but it does repre se nt a series of p oli tic ally conse
quential sites of analysis that no purely formalist ac c ou n t of the empty
sign will be able to addre s s in adequate ter m s
Moreover, if we take the point p ro ffe re d by Wi tt ge n s t e in that 'logic'
is n o t mime t ic ally rep ro du ce d in the language we us e - that the logically
e nu merat ed pictu re of the world does n o t correspond to the grammar of
l angu age but, o n the contrary, th a t gram m ar in du ce s l o gic itself - it
' given', b u t o nly t o in s i st up on

.
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becomes necessary to return logical relations to the linguistic practices
by which they are engendered. Thus, even if Laclau is able to establish
something logically contradictory about my position, he remains within
the unexamined sphere of logical relations, separating logic from lin
gu is tic practice, and so failing to engage the fundamental terms of
disagreement between us.
Although Laclau engages at length in a discursive disputation of my
criticism,

I

think it is best not to respond on a point-by-point ba s i s .

I

think that his description of my criticism as part of a 'war machine'
attributes to me a c ert ain ag gres s io n which I d o not mean to embody,
and

I

think that as a result, much of what he produces by way of argu

ment is more war tactic than clear argument. It is, I believe, nonsensical
to claim , for instance, that

I

do not see a value in the 'positivization of

negation' . My view on the place of the unspeakable and unrepresentable
within the social and discursive field refutes that. Neither have
claimed that language is pre-social. And

I

certainly agree

I

ever

with the claim

that the analysis of what constitutes a context is an important and nec
essary question.

I do

not think contexts are 'given', and

against that in my work for more than a decade. So
given if

I fail, as I endeavour to do,

I

I

have argued

hope

I wil be for

to respond to criticisms that are more

exuberant than philosophically sound.
What

I do hope to do, however, is to insist that we do have an impor

tant debate among us about to how to grasp the dynamism of

I openly worry about the degradation of the
I think that if the linguistic turn in politics that we each rep

hegemonic rearticulation.
'social ' , and

resent becomes a formalist turn, we will be repeating mistakes that
predate Wittgenstein's

Philosophical Investigations. I

agree, for instance,

that one of the key questions to be asked is 'whether concrete societies,
out of movements inherent to their very concreteness, tend to generate
signifiers which are tendentially empty'

(EL,

p.

1 9 1);

but Laclau and

I

disagree on how best to think that 'emptiness'. For him, it is a general

ized 'emptiness' which can be derived from a theory of the sign. I am
less certain that the sign ought to be the unit of analysis, and ask
whether the sign must itself be resituated within discursive practices.
Moreover, I understand the negative along diferent lines, and return to
Hegel to think negativity as part of the problem of historicity.
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My tho u gh t i n my first co ntr ibu tion here was to rely on Hegel t o call
into qu es ti o n this kind of formalism, bu t Z iz e k rejoi n s that H e ge l shows
us how theorization itself is p rom pte d by ' s o m e t h i n g ' which cannot be
fully gra spe d within the terms of theory, and he proceeds to offer the
'Re al' as the way to refer to this m otiv ati n g 'X'. Thus his view produces
a quandary for me, for it is u nc l ear how best to include Hegel in the task
which we share. The in tere s tin g irony is th at for Z izek, the turn to H e ge l
offe rs a t h e ory of reflexivity th at is transcendental in it s scope, even as
tra nsc e nd e n t al ity now indicates, t h rou gh th e fi gu re of extimiti, a r ad i c al
gap or fis s u re within i ts structure. So it seems important to recognize that
this is not trad i tion al transcendentality at work in Zizek's theory. If for
malism is disrupte d by a radical gap or fissure within its structure, is this
a gap or negation that remains in a relation to that which is fissured by
its p re s e n ce ? In other words, is th i s a determinate n e gation of some
sort, one which is defined by precis e ly what it negates? Or is it - as I
think Z i z ek would insist - an indeterminate n e gatio n , an originary
p o we r of negation, one might say, which forms the condition and con
stitutive ' pri n c ipl e ' of every object c on s titu ted within its field? To re ad
this negativity as indeterminate, as I believe the doctrine of the Real
requires, is th u s quite different from reading it as determinate. The
latter view alone lets us ask why and h ow certain kinds of unspeakabil
i tie s structure the discourses that they do. I fe ar that my in te rlo cu to rs wil
c onside r this an 'economy-class' interpretation, but it seems impor tant to
be abl e to ask after the foreclosed and unsp e akabl e as the asystematic
condition of a p art icul ar op erati o n of discourse. This se ems espe c i ally
true of formal discourses which refuse to ac knowle dge th eir grounding
in non-formalizable pra c tices . 7
But pe rh ap s the political p roject of hegemony has diverged over
time. I s t ill wonder how on e might procee d with a radical interro gation
of what Laclau te r m s 'new social movements', and I wo u ld be reluctant
to i de n t ify that task with a transcendental analysis of th e a priori condi
t io ns of political articulation itself (ac ro s s all time and place). It still
s e e ms to me to be q u it e difficult to re ad social movements; wh a t
in t erp retative practice is necessary, e sp e c i ally when those movements
may not be indisputably n e w, when there is a qu e s ti on of whether they
s h ar e a structure, and how any common structure or common
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con sti t utin g condition can b e known? From what vantage point do e s that
common condition come into view, if it does, and what role does the
vantage p oi nt play in framin g and cons titu ting the interpretative object
in qu est i o n ? This becomes a cr uc i al question, it seems, when o n e seeks
to determine whether a 'lack' at the heart of all identificatory processes
constitutes the common condition - importantly, a loss of foundation for all identity p roj ec t s (and, by implication, whether all 'new' s o ci al
movements can be ade quat ely read as i den t ity m ovem e nts) , or wheth er
the int e rpre ta tive practice by whi c h 'lack' is c o nsiste n tly attributed to
such movements as their non-foundationalist con d i ti o n is itself the
c om mo n condition of their constitution. The question it s e lf reveals a
hermeneutic dimension to the task of re adin g social movements that
cannot, it seems, be avoided. The theory that attributes the l ack to the
movement itself b ec omes the condition of t h e attributed lack, s o it
b ec o m e s necessary to adju d icat e what belongs to th e pe rfor m ative func
tion of theory, and what b e lo ngs, as it were, to the o bje ct it se lf.
Here it se e m s to me that the theorist must engage in a certain reflex
ive inquiry abo ut the po si tio nin g from which the description emerges.
For if we are to claim that all new social movements are structured by a
lack wh ich is the condition of identification itse lf, we have to give some
grounds for making this claim. This is made especialy difficult by the

'lack' doe s not appear in any way that submits to
analysis , and that one mu s t be trained to read in
certain ways to appre ciate how what cannot appear neverthe les s struc
tures the field of appearance. Moreover, since 'structure ' is also not
obvious to the naked eye, even u nde r the most high ly bracketed of con
dition s , som ething other than confident positin g has to take place. The
claim to st ru c tu re would also seem not to be inferent ial in any u s u al
sense. After all, th e process by which Laclau and Mouffe proc eed e d in
their influential Hegemony and Socialist Strategy was not to analyse social
movements in their sp e cificity and then to derive c ertain common ele
me nts about them on the bas is of a prior empirical stu dy. S i milarly - if
n o t more emphatically - Zizek's p roc e d u re is to show how certain
contemporary po l i ti c al formations, utterances, slogans, and claims are
illustrative of a logic that exce e d s the instances of their exemplification.
The p arti c u la r political instance reflects a stru c t ure that is p ri o r to
apparent

fact that

a

conventional emp iri c al
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politics itself, o r - perhaps more appropriately - constitutes the tran
scendental condition of the political field. I trust that it is fair to say that
one fun ction of theory for both Laclau and 2 izek (and, at least, for the
e arlier scholarship of
tions

for

Chantal

Mouffe) is to lay out the a priori condi

political articulation itself. And whereas I question this

particular mobilization of Kant for this purpose, I do not therefore
claim that the prope r point of departure is a posteriori. The Kantian
alternatives, I would suggest, do not need to frame the discussion here. 8

I am not suggesting that these analyses ought to have begun with the
givenness of the empirical, since I am in agreement with them that any
effort at empirical description takes place within a theoreticaly delimited
sphere, and that empirical analysis in general cannot offer a persuasive
explanation of

its

own constitution as a field of inquiry. In this sense, I

agree that theory operates on the very level at which the object of inquiry
is defined and delimited, and that there is no givenness of the object
which is not given within

an

interpretative field - given to theory,

were, as the condition of its own appearance and

legibility.

as

it

Indeed, my

task here is to suggest that the formulation of this debate would be pro
foundly misguided were we to conclude that the analysis of hegemony

begins

either with an empirical description or with a transcendental one.

This way of polarizing the debate is both unnecessary and restrictive, and
it would, most importantly, reproduce

a binary

that excludes the

critical

deployment of theory in ways that refuse precisely both alternatives.
Indeed, we might read the state of debate

in which

the a priori is consis

tently counterposed to the a posteriori as a symptom to be read, one that
suggests something about the foreclosure of the conceptu al field, its
restriction to tired binary oppositions, one that is ready for a new opening.
This problem emerges again in 2 izek's second contribution, when he
voices his

concern that a rejection of the catego ry of the Real necessar
in empiricism. I take the point - put forward by 2 izek and
alike - that it does not do justice to their positions to contrast an

ily culminates

Laclau

ahistorical account of the symbolic to a historicized notion of discourse;

but I am not fully convinced that the way to undermine that opposition
is through positing the ahistorical as the internal condition of the his
torical. 2 izek writes: 'The opposition between an ahistorical bar of the
Real and thoroughly contingent historicity is . . . a false one:

it is the very
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"ahistorical" baT as the internal limit oj the process oj symboli;:;ation that sustains
the space oj historicity' (SZ, p. 2 1 4) . Perhaps I shou l d not take the figure of
a 'space' of historicity too literally, but it does seem s triking th at the
figure selected to present tempo rality would be one that contains and
de ni e s it. Moreover, it seems that the opposition is not precisely over
come, but installed as the internal (invariant) feature of any and all
historicization. Thu s , in this view, at the heart or in the k er ne l of al his
t o ric ity is the ahistorical.
Zizek offers two other dialectical inve rsi on s of a set of oppositions
that he understands me to have made, and it s eem s worthwhile to con 
sider them b o th , since what wil probably appear is th e distance between
and proximity of our positions . In the firs t instance, he claims that the
concept o f un ivers ality 'emerges as the consequence oj thefac t that each partic
ular culture is precisery n ever andfor a priori reasons simpry particular, but has
always-alrea4J in itself " crossed the linguistic borders it claims" , (SZ, p. 2 1 6). I
would agree with this proposition in the following sense: there is no self
identity to any particul ar culture, and any culture which is fe nc e d off
from others under the name of cultural autonomy is subverted in part by
the crossing of cultures that happens at its bord e r, if n ot elsewhere. So
yes, every particular culture has always-already crossed over the border
into another one, and this very crossing is essential to (and subversive of)
any conception of particular culture. And although I am glad to make
thi s formulation in universal terms ('every culture . . . ' ) , I am less sure
that the universality is secured for a pr i ori re as o ns . No thing about the
kinds of t r an slati o ns and contaminations that happen as p art of the
very project of cultural autonomy can be specified prior to an analysis of
the forms they actually take . Indeed, one anthropological worry that I
have is that if such claims can be m ad e on an a priori level (who has
a cce s s to that level, and what constitutes the au t h o rity of the one who
claims to describe that level?), the an alys i s renders superfluous any actual
reading of cultural translations in process. We do not need to know
anything about what th ey are, since we have already determined them
on an ostensibly more 'fundamental' level. By prioritizing that funda
mental level over any an alysi s of specific p ractice, we also p rivilege a
certain philosophical vant age point (not Marx's) over any an d al cultural
analys is .
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The second p ro bl em with th e 1: izeki a n formulation as I u n de rs tan d
it i s that it dr ai ns the no rm ative force from translation as a p ol itic al
task. If t r ansl at ion , in h is words, 'always-already' takes place, does that
mean that any p ol i t i c al recommendation for it to t ake place, and to take
place in non-imperialist t erm s, is a redundancy? It may be another false
opp o s ition to contrast the sp h e re of the always-already to th at of polit
ical accomplishment, but if it is, we still ne e d to be able to think the two
pe r sp ect ive s t o ge th e r. In other words, given that cultural puri!) is undone in

advance by a contamination that it cannot expel, how can this impuri!) be mobilized
for political purposes in order to produce an explicit politics of cultural impuri!)? My
be l i ef is that the apparent o ppo si tio ns between formalism and histori
cism th a t emerge in th is debate will be better served if we can b egin to
ask these sorts of que stio n s , qu es tions that bring us back to the probl em
of how to chart a course of action without sacrificing th e value of
theory.

S imil arly,

1:i z e k differentiates the two of us

power.
universality
as based upon the exc l u s i o n of those who remain unrepresented by its
te r ms. He counters this by proposing that the 'other' of u n iversal ity is 'its
own pe r man en t founding gesture' (s 1: , p. 2 1 7) . A few p aragraph s later,
he c larifie s : ' powe r can re p rodu c e itself only through some form of self
distance, by relying o n the obscene disavowed rules and p ra cti ce s that
are in conflict with its public norms' (s 1: , p. 2 1 8) . Here 1:izek offers one
of t hos e p arad igm atic moments in which the d i alec tic al inversion he
exposes ends in a c losed , negative dial e c tic . Power which seems to be
opposed to t h e obscene is itself fu n d amentall y reliant on that obscene,
and finally is th e obscene. The p ro bl em with his counterposition, as I
u n d e rs ta n d it, is t h is : he does not retur n to the p ro blem of the unrepre
sented within the field o f representation , and so his re spo nse pro duc e s
the appearance that this s e ri o u s p o litical probl em simply does not inter
est him . Secondly, the version of the dialectic he offers, while it is very
co m pe l l ing and no doubt partially true, nevertheless rem ai n s within a
use of th e dialectic that opens up t o no fu tu re , one that remains closed,
a l o gi c of inversion which expands the ide n ti ty of power to embrace its
oppo sit e , but does not explode that identity into s o me t hi n g ne w.
S ig n ific an tly, when he later claims that I am 'caught in the game of
on the matter of

He claims that I c o n s i de r the power-driven fo r mu l ati on of
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(SZ, p. 220), h e does not consider that such com

p l ic ity is, for me, the condition of agency rather than its destruction.
Both Z izek and Laclau point out the limits of resignification as polit

I think it is no doubt right to cl aim that resignification
the only political strategy. Luckily, I do not believe I ever
claimed th at ! But Z izek's reproach to both Laclau and to me is that
'today's Real which sets a limit to resignification is Capital' (S2, p. 223).
I think this is a peculiar way to use the notion of the 'Real', unle ss of
course he is claiming that 'Capital' has become unspeakable within the
discourses that Laclau and I use. But if he is saying that 'Capital' rep
resents the limit of our discourse: the n he is - forgive the 'logical' point
here - confirming my very theory about the absences that structure dis
course, that they are defined in relation to the discourse itself, and that
they are not de rivable in every instance from an ahistorical 'bar' that
gives us every historicized field. Setting his Butlerian use of the 'Real'
aside, however, Zizek makes a good point: that a critique of the m ark et
economy is not found in these pages. But he him self does not provide
one. Why is this?
My sense is that our work is commonly motivated by a desire for a
more radically res tr u c tu re d world, one which would have economic
equali ty and political enfranchisement imagined in much more radical
ways than they currently are. The question, though, that rem ains to be
posed fo r us, I be li eve, is how we will m ake the translations between the
philosophical commentary on the field of politics and the reimagining o f
political life. This is surely the kind of question wh i ch will render pro
ductive and dynamic th e opposition between formalism and historicism,
between the ostensibly a p rio ri and the a posteriori . One might re ply
that any notion of economic equality will rely on a more generalized
understanding of equality, and that that is part of what is interrogated
by this kind of work. Or one might reply that any notion of a future of
radically transformed economic relations wil rely on a notion of futurity,
and futurity is p art of what is being attended to here. But such responses
go only part of the distance in answering the question that is posed. For
what happens to the notion of equality when it becomes economic
equality? And what happens to the notion of the future when it becomes
an economic future? We ought not simply to 'plug in' the e c o n om ic as
ical strategy, and
cannot be
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t h e particular field whose conditions o f possibility c a n b e thought o u t on
an a priori level. It may also be that the very sphere of the economic
needs to be rethought genealogically. Its separation from the cultural, for
instance, by structuralist legacies within anthropology might need to be
rethought against those who claim that the very separation of those
spheres is a consequence of capital itself.
:2:izek's stand against historicism is not always easy for me to follow,
perhaps because the circulation of the term has specific meanings in the
academic setting in which I work, meanings that are perhaps not the

same as those that pertain to his situation. He allies deconstruction, his

toricism and Cultural Studies - a move which conservative intellectuals
in the USA, such as Lynne Cheney and Roger Kimball, are wont to
make. Over and against these enterprises, he reasserts the value of phi

losophy. He regards the former practices as dedicated to the project of
exposing the contingent conditions of production under which various
cultural forms

are

produced, and he understands this inquiry into the

genealogy of production

as

substituting for or, indeed, effacing the more

fu ndamen tal inquiry into the ontology and truth-value of the form itself.

I am not sure that I accept this distinction, or that it is applicable to the
array of academic work that Zizek seeks to describe. 'The hyper-self

reflective approach ' , he writes, ' denounces . . . the question of "how
things realy are" in advance' (S2, p. 232), and Zizek clearly laments this
loss, announcing his continuing commitment to understanding some
thing about the structure of the universe.

If the 'truth' of how things are must be presented in some way

-

if

truth, indeed, never appears outside a presentation - then it seems to

follow that there is no way to dissociate truth from the rhetoricity that
makes it possible. Indeed, this is nowhere more emphatically demon
strated than in 2izek's own work. C onsider the use of assertion , of
formulas, of anecdote, of dialectical demonstration. These are not orna
mental 'extras' that simply convey a truth whose truth-value is separable
from its rhetorical delivery. The rhetoric also builds the truth that it
purports to reveal, and this metaleptic function of his discourse works
most efficiently when it remains undisclosed, when the 'transparency' of
representation is most dramatically produced. To make this claim is not
to say that there is no truth, or that the truth is a trick or an effect of the
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rhetorical ploy, but only that we are fundamentaly dependent on lan
guage to say and understand what is true, and that the truth of what is
said (or represented in any number of ways) is not separable from the
saying. :lizek defines deconstruction in the light of its own ostensible
prohibitions, as if the concepts it interrogates become unspeakable by
virtue of their deconstruction. Here, it seems, he overlooks the now
prevalent circulation of 'affirmative deconstruction', elaborated in dif
ferent ways by Derrida, Spivak, and Agamben. There are conditions of
discourse under which certain concepts emerge, and their capacity for
iteration across contexts is itself the condition for an affirmative rein
scription. Thus, we can ask: what can the 'human' mean within a theory
that is ostensibly anti-humanist? Indeed, we can - and must - ask: what
can the human mean within post-humanism? And surely Derrida would
not cease to ask the question of truth, though whatever 'truth' is to be
wil not be separable from the 'question' by which it appears. This is not
to say that there is no truth, but only that whatever it will be, it will be
presented in some way, perhaps through elision or silence, but there
precisely as something to be read.
Similarly, any effort to present as persuasive the a priori conditions of
politicization will rely on modes of persuasion that invariably make a
diferent claim from the one in whose service they were enlisted. A struc
ture is being described, set forth as the truth, announced as the way
things really are, illustrated as to its workings, developed in readings of
films, jokes, and historical anecdotes. The truth which is delivered
through such rhetorical means will be contaminated by the means itself,
so that it will not actually appear as a transparent reality, and language
wil not be the empty vessel through which it is conveyed. Language will
not only build the truth that it conveys, but it wil also convey a different
truth from the one that was intended, and this will be a truth about lan
guage, its unsurpassability in politics.
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Reader,
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affmities with Kant's theory of freedom in this way. See Drucila Cornell, 'Response to
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C onstructing Universality

Ernesto Laclau

A surprising feature of our exchanges in this book is that despite some
serious disagreements - which have not, however, prevented the discov
ery of important coincidences - no stable frontier separating our overall
positions has emerged. This is because neither disagreements nor coin
cidences have added up consistently, making possible s o m e sort of
permanent alliance between some of us.

Zizek

I have found myself

allied with

against Butler in the defence of Lacanian theory; with Butler

against

Z izek in the

Zizek
I would

defence of deconstruction; while Butler and

have found themselves allies against me in the defence of Hegel.

say that, paradoxically, this impasse in the formation of alliances is one
of the main achievements of our dialogue - not only because the prac
tice of a respectful exchange between people holding different opinions
is, to say the least, an endangered species in today's intellectual climate,
but also because the construction of a common terrain or problematic

in spite of individual

disagreements is always a greater intellectual

achievement than building up a dogmatically unified 'orthodox' dis
course.

I want to devote this third and last intervention to the expansion of
certain theoretical categories which I have introduced in

my previous

two essays, so that some of their inherent dimensions are more thor

I will be able to make more
with my two interlocutors and, in s ome cases, par

oughly explored. In the process of doing so
precise my diferences

tialy to incorporate their analyses into my theoretical framework. Before
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that, however, I

would

like to comment on some new criticisms of my

work that they have made in their se con d i n te rve n ti o n s .

Stating

the diferences

On the question of the Real in Lacan, I have made my stance clear in my
p re vi ou s

two

i nte rven tio n s ,

and

I h ave

hardly

anything

to add.

Since

Butler h as not realy replied to the precise obj ection s to her argument that
I h ave presented in my first e s s ay, but has s imply res t ate d he r origin al posi
ti on , I d o not think there is much basis for

any further

discussion . We

simply have to ag re e to disagree. There are, however, other aspects of her
second es s ay

1.

on which

I wo ul d like to pursue the matter further.

liJgic, grammar, discourse and the symbolic

Butler, admittedly, wrote

her piece before she had re ad my second con
h ave clarified several of the issues she raises in her new
essay. Let me, anyway, answer, point by point, the diferent stages of her
argument.
tribu tio n , where I

(aJ Logic. Butler writes:
My diference with
we consider

the

Laclau on

this matter becomes cl e ar, I

b elieve, when
his an aly

way in wh ich he defmes the 'lo gical ' status of

'we are not, of course, talking about
even about a ge n e ral d ialectical lo gic , but about the
no ti o n which is implic it in expres s io n s such as "the logic of kinship", the
"logic o f the market", etc . ' . . . M y imp ress ion is th at this clustering
togeth er of logic, grammar, discourse and symbolic elides several issues in
the philosophy of language that have signifIcant bearing on the argu
ments b e in g made on their basis. It is proble m atic, for instance, to identify
the logic of a social practi ce with its grammar, if only be cau se grammars
work, as Wi ttge n stei n remarked, to produce a se t of use-based m e an in gs
that no purely logical analysis can uncover. Indeed, the move from the
e arly to the late Wittgen s tei n is often understood as the turn away from a
logical analysis of l a n gu age to that of the grammar of use. UB, p. 1 70)

sis

of

social relations. He writes:

formal logic, or
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The reference to Wittgenstein in this pass age is misplac ed . Furthermore:
Butler's ar gume n t can be refuted merely by carefully reading the p assage
of my text that she is quo tin g. When Wi ttge n s tein, in his early wo rk,
talked about ' lo gic ' , he meant the logical analysis of p ropo sition s as
c a rried out by Frege and Russell - that is, he was co nc erne d with the log
ical foundations of any p o ss ible language, a proj e c t he later repu di ate d .
Now, this is exactly the dem arc a ti on that my text tries to establish: it dis
misses the very idea of a ge neral lo gi c which would establish the
foundation of any p o ssi ble language and insists, on the contrary, that
logics are context-d e p e nde nt - the market, kinship, and so on depend
ing on the language game in which one is e ngage d. As Wittgenstein
asserts in the Philosophical Investigations:
We are

talking ab out the spatial and temporal phenomenon of lan

guage, not about some non-spatial, non-temp oral phantasm . . . . But we

talk about it as we do about the piece in chess when we are s tating the
rules of the game, not describing their physical properties. The question
'What i s a word realy?' is analogous to 'What is a piece in chess? ' . l

rules of the game in chess are what I call the logic of chess
pu re ly internal to that partic u l ar language game, and
do not depend on any aprioris t ic foundation . In political terms, it means
that any he gem on i c formation has its own internal lo gi c, which is n o th 
i ng more than th e ensemble of language games which it is p os s ibl e to
play within it.

We ll ,

the

pl ayin g. They are

(b)

Grammars, logics and discourse.

Butler's misreading of my text op en s th e p o s s ibility, h oweve r, of making
more precise the distinction between the four terms wh i c h, in her vie w,
I have used ind is t inctly Oogic, grammar, discourse and the sym bolic) . Let
us put aside, to start wi t h , th e 'sym b ol ic' , which is a Lacan i an term, not
one of mine, and whose use by me amounts to no more th an a 'cultural
translation' . I understand by ' gramm ar' the set of rules gove r n i ng a
par t i cu l ar 'lan guage game ' (the set of rules defining what c he s s - playi ng
is, in Wi t tge n s te i n 's example) . By 'logic', o n the contrary, I u n derst and
the type of re l ati on s between entities that makes po ssible the actual
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of th at

system of rules. While th e g ra mm ar me rely enounces
a particular language game are, th e l o gi c answers to a
diffe rent kind of q ue s t io n : how entities have to be to make those rules
po ss ible . Psychoanalytic categories such as 'proj e ction ' or 'introjection', for
instance, presupp o se proce sse s whos e l o gic is different from those that
ope rate in the phys ic al or biologic al world. When Fran<;ois Jacob, in his
writings on th eoretic al biology, speaks of 'la l o gique du vivant' , he is
u sing the term 'logic' exactly in the same sense that I am attribu tin g to it.
To put it another way: while ' gramm ar ' is always ontic, 'logic' is ontolog
ical . And what about 'discourse '? As B u tle r knows very we l l - it i s a poin t
on which she has very much i n s iste d, and I fully agree with t hat insis
tence - the rules governing particular language games do not exhaust the
social a c tio ns ope rative in the process of their imp lemen tation . Rules are
bent or transformed when they are implemented. The Derridan notion of
'iteration', the Wittgensteinian notion of 'applying a rul e ' - even Butler's
notion of 'p a ro d i c p e rform anc e s ' - presuppose the possibility of this
be n ding or transformation. Without this pos s i b ility, he ge mo nic displace
ments would be impossible . The ensemble of the rul es, plu s those actions
which implement/ distort/subvert them is what we call 'discourse' and
whe n we are re fer ri ng not to p art icular language games but to the in te r
action/ articulation between a plurality of them - what Wittgenstein calls
' fo r m of life ' - we spe ak of a ' disc u rs ive formation'. As we can see, the
types of internal c o h e r en ce required from a grammar and from a dis
cursive for mat i o n are different. A system of rules tends ide ally to be
systematic. The fac t that this systematic ideal is u n attain abl e - for there wil
always be what in Lacanian language we call th e 'kinks in the symb ol i c
order' - does not rule o ut th e fact th at , as a re gulative idea, the ideal o f
sys te m a t icity is, in a g r amm ar, fuly operative. In a discursive fo r m ati o n
th is systemati c ity is absent even as a regulative idea, because it has to
include within i t s e lf an tagoni sms and hege mon i c rearticulations which
subvert the r u les and bend them in c o n t r ad ic t o ry directions. The
coherence that a d i sc ursive formation can h ave is only a hegemonic co h e r
ence and it is, indeed, on the level of the di scur s ive formations that
hegemonic logics a re fully ope rative.
what the rules of
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(c) Foucault.
Butler writes: 'the notion of a grammar is not fully coincident with the
notion of discourse developed by Foucault and elaborated in Laclau
and Mouffe's Hegemony and Socialist Strategy' (JB, p. 1 70) . This is a factual
mistake. The notion of 'discourse' that Mouffe and I elaborated in that
book is very different from the one pre sented by Foucault - based as the
latter is on a distinct ion between the discursive and the non-discursive
which we reje ct - and we have explicitly criticized Foucault on that
count. Moreover, the work of Foucault has had only a very limited influ
e nce on my own approach, and I feel towards it only a very qualified
sympathy. As for Butler's remark that 'it is unclear whether "a discourse"
can be referred to as a static unity in the same way that a logic or a
grammar can be' (JB, p. 1 70), I entirely agree with her - I th ink that the
dis tinc ti ons I have introduced in the paragraph above m ake my positi on
on this matter clear enough. Finally, Butler asserts that for Foucault,
' [t] here is no recourse to a sin gle structure or a s ingle lack that under
s c o res all discursive formations. Our exile in heterogeneity is, in this
sense, irreversible' ( JB, p. 1 7 1).
Whether it is an accurate desc rip tion of Foucault's position or not, I
cannot accept this last statement without some qual ificatio n s . Let us
l e ave aside Butler's interpretation of Lacan's position, on which I wil
not comment again. Th e whole problem revolves around how we are
going to conceive t h is 'exile in h e te ro ge neity ' . If th is means that our
viewpoint does not have a 'sup er- hard transcendentality' , and c an n o t
legislate sub specie aeternitatis, I wo u ld have no quarrel with it. But I sus
pect that for B u tler it does have a diferent m eaning : n amely, that it is not
possible to state any prin ciple or rule whose tentative validity ex t e nds
beyond a c e rt ain cultural context. Now, if that is wh at is meant, I think
the statement co nc e r ning the 'exile' is wrong - in the first place, because
neither Foucault, nor Butler - nor, indeed, any theoretician worth the
name - can operate without some cate gori es wider than those which
apply to a p a rti cu la r context. When Foucault, in The Archaeology oj
Knowledge, talks about objects, enunciative m odalitie s , concepts, strate
gies, and so on, he is clearly not limiting the area of validity of those
catego rie s to a p artic u lar cultural context. I think what is being confused
here is the c o ntin ge n cy and context-dependency of the speaker's
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p o s i t io n of enu nc iati o n , o n th e o ne hand , and the r ange of applic abil
ity he att rib u te s to his c ate go rie s on the other (a range which could
p e rfe c tl y well be 'u nive r s al ' ) . But in the second place, for re as ons I have
s u gge s te d in my p revio us essay, such a s h a r p contextualization o f the
range of val i di ty of th e statements would be self-defeating for B u tl er,
because in th at case she would have to sp e cify contexts, som e th i n g she
can do only through a me ta c o n t ex tu al discourse which would have to
have transcendental ap rio ri s tic validity. Th e alternative for historicism is
clear: either we historicize the place of enunciation - which says n oth 
ing about the de gree of ' u n ive rs a l i ty' attributed to the statements - or
we l e gi sl ate about that degree - some th i ng which can be done o nly by
transcendentalizing the p o s i t ion of e nu n c i at i o n . I t h in k that my histori
cism is more c o n seq u e n t th an B u tl e r 's .
2.

Intellectuals

B u t le r, after qu o t in g me to the e ffe c t that a c on t i n ge n t universality con
st i t u t i ve ly r e q u i r es p o l it i cal mediation and relations of re pr e sen ta tion ,
adds that (for m e) ' (t] his last not only ne c e ss itate s the role of the intel
lectual as a mediating link, but specifies that role a s o ne o f l o gi c al

analysis ' . Later she adds:
I do not believe that the intellectual can be at a radical distance from
such movements, although I am not sure I can return to Gramsci's
n o t ion of the ' o rgan ic intellectual', much as I resp ect the contemporary
circ u lati on of that model in th e work and in the person of Angela Davis.
But I am party to it in this respect. I do not think that the role of the
intellectual is to take new social movements as objects of intellectual
inquiry, and derive from th em the logical features of their claim - makin g
exercises, without actually stu dyin g the c l aim s themselves to see whether
the logic in question suit the phenomena at hand. (lB, p. 1 69)

This passage n o t only shows an a sto ni sh in g misunderstanding of my
p o s iti o n , but al so suggests that Butler has not really graspe d the mean
ing of ' organ ic intellectual ' in Gramsci.
Let us start with Gramsci . For him, an 'organic in tell e ctu al ' was
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anyt h in g but a logical an alys t of concepts. It was somebody e ng age d in
the practice of articulation a s the e ssential component in the construc
tion of the he gem ony of a group - union organi zers , technicians of
d iffe rent sorts, journalists, and others were, for Gram sci, org anic intel
lectuals, and he counterposed them to the traditional 'great' intellectuals .
The question of the status of inte ll e ctu al s had been very much dis
cussed in the Second International, especially in Austro-Marxism,
wh e re Adler wrote a book on Socialism and the Intellectuals which broke
with the s o ci ol ogism of Kau ts ky on this matter and advanced pos i tio ns
wh ic h , to some extent, anticipated Gramsci. The problem they m ostly
addressed was the following: socialism did not emerge sp o n tane ous ly
from the working class, but had to be introduced there by the socialist
intellectuals (re m e m ber Marx: philosophy finds its material weapons in
the proletariat, and the p roletariat finds its spirit u al weapons in philos
ophy) . The main theoretical difficulty was this: how to keep a
(wo rkin g-)class perspective, given that most socialist intellectuals came
from the petty b o u rge o is ie ? The question of the intellectuals was, in fact,
one o f th e fir s t - to g e the r with nationalism - in which class reduction
ism found its l imi ts within Marxist theorization . The situation was not,
however, overdramatic, because most Marxists expected the formation
of the revo lu tio n ary subject to be the result of the inexorable laws of
c ap i t al ist development, and so the intellectual/ideological med iat io n ,
th o u g h certainly not negligible, was c o nc eived of as rather limited in its
area o f p o ssible effects. But for Gramsci, the situation was altogether dif
ferent. For him , the construction of a hege m onic collective will depends
on political initiatives that are not the necessary effect of any in fra 
structural laws of movement. In that sense, the scope of the c ontingent
p o l i t i c al construction was greatly widened. This on the one hand
in c re as ed , as a result, the role of the intellectual function in the con
struction of hegemony; on the other, it led to the impossibility of
re s t ri c ti n g that function to the group or caste with which the inte lle c tu
als had tradition ally been id e ntifie d . This widened c o nception of the
intellectual - which, as I have said, now comprised pe ople such as union
organizers, te chn icians , j ou rn alis ts and others, to whom we could easily
add today other group s l ike social worke r s, mm-m akers , consciousness
raising groups, etc. - Gramsci called ' organic intellectuals'.
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It is this widened notion of the intellectual role in the construction of
that I had in mind when I wrote about a contingent univer
sality which requires p olitical mediation and relations of repre s e n tation .
Of c o ur s e I never wrote anything so ludicrous as that the role of this
intellectual mediation is one of logical analysis. I actualy ch al l e n ge my
friend Judith to find in my work a single sentence in which I assert some
thi n g which remotely app roac h es such abs u rdi ty. How I co n c e ive my
political rol e as a p hil os op her is a different matter. The characterization
of my ap p roach in this field as 'logical an alys i s of c on ce p ts ' - which
would transform me i n to some sort of l ogi c al posit ivist - would also be
a misrepresentation, b u t it is true that in my work I have dealt exten
sively w i th the rhetorical and dis c urs i ve devices t h ro u gh which
contingently articulated social relations b e c o m e ' naturalized' in order to
l egiti m i z e relations of power. This task is, of course , far away from a
mere logical a n alysis of concepts in the analytic philosophical traditio n ,
and I am prepared to defend its intellectual and p olit ic al relevance. I
wo u l d even ask: is it n o t also a central component of Judith Butler's
intellectual project?
Butler raises several other poi nts in relation to my approach on which
I would like to comment, but as these do not involve any misunder
stan di ng on her part, and I see them as highly re levan t and interesting and also qu i te easy to integrate into my model concerning the relation
between u n ive rsality an d partic ul arity - I will address them l ate r, when
I d i s cu s s the latter.
I move now to th o s e of :lizek's critical points with which I want to
take i s s u e .
h e ge mony

1.

On horizons

:lizek calls the reader's attention

to

fact that Butl er, as well as Laclau, in their criticism of the old ' ess en 
accept a set of premisses: they never
put in question the fundamentals of the capitalist market economy and
of the liberal democratic political regime; they never envisage the possi
bility of a th orou ghly diferent economico-political regime . In this way,

the

tialist' Marxism, none the less silen tly
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they follY participate in the

ab andonm ent of these questions by th e 'post
are changes within this
economico-political re gi m e . (S2, p. 2 2 3)

modern' Left: all the change s they propose

The re ade r must excuse m e fo r s mil in g at the naive s elf- c o mp lace n ce
this r-r-revolutionary p a ssage reflects. For if Butl e r and I are n ot envis
agi n g ' the p o ss i b i li ty of a t h orou gh ly difrent economico-political
regime ' , Z izek is not d oin g so either. In his previ o us e s s ay Z iz ek had told
us th a t he wanted to overthrow c ap i t ali s m ; now we are served notice that
he a l s o wants to do away with l ibe r a l d e m o c r at i c re gi me s - to be
replaced, it is true, by a t h orou gh ly diferent regime which he does n o t
have the courtesy of le t ti n g us know anyt hi n g about. One can o n ly
guess. Now, apart from cap i talist s o c ie ty an d th e p a r allelo gr a m s of Mr
Owe n , Ziz ek does a ctu ally know a third type of s o c iop o li tic a l arrange
ment: th e Communist bure aucratic re gim e s of Eastern Europe u n de r
which he lived. Is that wh at he has in mind? Does he want to re pl ace lib
eral d e m o c ra cy by a one-party political system , to u n d e rm i ne the
division of powers, t o imp o s e the censorship of the press? Zizek belongs
to a liberal p arty in S love n i a , and was its p res i d e n t ial candidate in the
first elections after the end of communism. Did he te ll the S love nian
voters that his aim was to abolish liberal democracy - a re gim e which
was s l o wly and p ainful ly established after pro tr a c te d liberalization c am
p aign s in the 1 980s, in whi ch Z i z e k himself was very ac tive ? And if
wh at he has in m in d is s o mething entirely diffe re n t , he has the elemen
tary intellectual and p o litical duty to let us know what it is. Hitler and
M u s sol i n i also abolished liberal democratic p o li tic al re gim e s and
replaced them by 'thoroughly different' ones. O nly if that expl an ation is
m ade available will we be able t o st art t alking politics, and abandon the
theological terrain. Before t hat , I c anno t even know what Z izek is talk
i ng about - and the more this exchange progresses, the more suspicious
I become th at Zizek himse lf does not know either.
All this bri n gs me clo s e to the conclusion - which was by no means
evident to me when we started this dialogue - that Zizek's th o u ght is not
organ i z e d around a truly political re fl ec tion but is, rather, a p.rychoana[ytic
discourse which draws its examp l es from the politico-ideological field. In
th at sense, I agree with Butler when she as s erts , apropos of Zizek, that
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in his dis co u r s e ' [t] he examples function in a mode of allego ry that pre
s u m e s the se p arability of the illustrative ex a m p le from the content it
seeks to illum inate ' (lB, p. 1 5 7). It is certainly true that in the process of
doing so 2izek makes a myriad of in s ightfu l remarks which throw l i ght
on the s t ru c t u ra t i o n of the politico-ideological field - and, a fortiori,
show the fruitfulness of psychoanalysis for political thou gh t - but this is
a far cry from the elaboration of a politi c al p e rspe c tive which, if it is
tru ly one, has to be c e n tred in a strategic reflection. I c an discuss politics
with Butler b e cau se she talks about the real world, about strategic p rob
lems people encounter in their act u al struggles, but with Z izek it is not
possible even to start to do so. The only thing one gets from him are
i nj u n ct io ns to overthrow capital is m or to abolish liberal democracy,
which have no m e an i n g at all. Furthermore, his way of de aling with
Marxist c ate go ries consists in in s cribi n g them in a s e mi -m e t aphys ic al
horizon which, if it were accepted - a rather unlikely event - would put
the agenda of the Left back fifty years. Let me give a few examples.

(a)

Z i z ek writes:
argu e s that c api tal ism

is an inc ons is tent composite of heteroge 
were combined as the result of a con tinge nt
historical constellation, not a homogeneous To tality obeying an under
lying common Logi c . My answer to this is the reference to the Hege l i an
logic of retro active reversal of contingency into necess ity. . . . [C] apital
ism retroactively 'posited its own pre s uppos i tio ns ' , and re in sc r ibed its
c on tingen tl external circumstances into an all-encompassing logic that
can b e ge n e r ated from an elementary conceptu al m atrix (the 'contra
diction' involved in the act of commodity exch ange , etc.). In a proper
dialectical analysis, the ' necessity' of a totality does not preclude its con
tingent origins an d the h eterogeneous nature of its constituents - these
are, precisely, its presuppositions which are then posite d , retroactively total
iz e d , by the emergence of dial ec tical totality. (S2, p. 225)
Laclau

neous features which

Well , ac c o rd in g to le g al practice, no proof is req uired from
the prosecution when the defendant pleads guilty. Z i z ek is telling us: (i)
that the degree of totalization the c apitalis t economy could reach is not

H ege l dixit.
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a hegemonic construction articulating a variety of political,
and ideological dimensions, but a self-gen erated economic
process which simply unfolds the logical co nsequ e n ce s deriving from
an 'elementary co n ce p tu al matrix'; (ii) that, as a r e s u l t , hegemonic logics
the result of
economic

are not constitutive of the social, but mere secondary processes taking
place within a capitalist framework which is - albeit retroactively - self

In this way, everything that M arxi an and socialist economics
to achieve over the last fifty or sixty years - from the Sraffian
critique of t h e labour theory of value, to the analysis of the labour
p roces� in capital accumulation, to the study of the role of the st ate in
the l at te r, to the regulation school - is deleted in one stroke - or, rath e r,
total ly ign ore d - in a return to the nineteenth-century myth of a self
enclosed economic space. And this on the sole ba s i s of a Hegelian
aprioristic principle which is supposed to apply to everything in the
grounded.

has

tried

universe.

(b) According to :liZek, capitalism is the Real of present-day societies for
it is

that

wh

ich

always

returns. Now, he knows

as

well as I

Lacanian Real is; so he should also be aw are that cap i talism

do

what the

cannot be the

The Lacanian Real is that which resists symbolization,
and shows itself only through its disruptive e ffects . But capitalism as a set
of institutions, practices, and so on can operate only in so far as it is part
of the symbolic order. And if, on top of that one thinks - as :lizek does that capitalism is a self-generated framework proceeding out of an ele
mentary conceptual matrix, it has to be - conceptually - fully gra sp able
and , as a re sult , a symbolic totality without holes. (The fact th at it can
cause, like any area of the symbolic, distortive - and so Real - effects over
other areas - does not mean that it is, as such, th e Real.) But, as :lizek
knows, there are no symbolic tot alities without holes . In that c ase, capi
talism as such is dislocated by the Real, and it is open to contingent
hegemonic retotalizations. Ergo, it ca nn ot be thefondamentum inconcussum,
the framework within which hegemonic struggles take place, because - as
a totality - it is itself only the result of p artial hegemonic stabilizations. So
the totality can never be internally generated, for th e interior will be
essentialy contaminated by an ineradicable exteriority. This m e a n s that
the Hegelian retro active reversal of contingency in to necessity is a totally
Lacanian Real.
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inadequate conceptual tool to think the lo gic of a hegemonic retotaliza
tion . (This is a good example of the s h ort circu i t t ha t t akes p lace

whenever Ziiek tries to combine his Lacanianism with his Hegeli anism . )

Let us s u mmariz e the argument up to this p o in t . At first I w as sym
pathetic to Z izek's insistence on the need for a more global perspective

for the Left.

I

t h ink , as he d o e s , that for the latter, the pendulum has

moved too much in the d irecti o n of an issue-orientated p o li tic s a n d

on s trategic thinking on more glo b al
p e rspec tive s of c hange . But the more our discussions p rogres s e d , the
more I realized that my sympathy for Zizek's p ol i tic s was largely the
re su lt of a m i r age . These are the main p o in ts of discrepancy:
pu re ly defe n s ive stru ggl e s , givin g up

(i)

Z ii e k thinks that the de g re e of globality or u n ivers al ity of a strug

gle d e pen d s on its

conceived

as

' cl

location

in

the social

s tru c tu r e : some s t r u gg l e s ,

as s struggle' - those of the workers, e specially - would

spontaneously a n d

tendentially

be more ' universal' in th eir effects

because they take place at the 'root' of th e capitalist system; while

othe rs, more 'cultural' in their aims - such as multiculturalist ones would be mo re prone to particularism an d , as a result, easier to integrate
into the present system of domination . For me, this is a spurious dis

ti n c t i o n . Th ere is no s tru ggle which has inscribed in itself the guarantee
of b e in g the privileged locus of u n ive rs ali s ti c p ol it i c al effects. Worker s '

demands - higher wages, shorter working hours, better conditions in the

workplace, and so on - can, give n th e a pprop ri ate circumstances, be as
easily integrated into the system as those of any other group. Conve rs ely,

given the globalization of c ap i tal i sm , disl o c ations c o ul d t ake p lac e which
are at the basis of a n t i - sys te m ic movements led by groups who are not

directly part of c ap i tali s t relations of production. So while fo r Zizek the

distinction b e twe e n 'class s tru g gle '

fu ndam e n tal , I tend to bl u r it.
(ii)

and what he cals

' p o s tm o

de r n is m ' is

Z izek m ove s within a n e w version of the base / superstructure

model. There is a fu ndam e n t a l level on which capitalism proceeds
according to its own logic, u n di s turbe d by

external influences,

and a

more superficial one where h e ge mon i c articulations take place; the

'base' operates as

a

fram ework , putting some sort of a p riori limit to
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what is historically achievable through mass action. For me, the frame
work itself results from contingent hegemonic articulations ;
consequently, the relations between its component elements are essen
tially unstable and constantly displaced by historical contingent
interventions.
(iii) The imagery around the basel superstructure metaphor decisively
shapes 1: i z ek 's vision of poli tical alternatives. Thus he distinguishes
between struggles to change the system and struggles within the system .
I do not think that this distinction, posed i n those terms, is a valid one.
The crucial question is : how systematic is the system? If we conceive this
systematicity as the result of endogenous laws of development - as in the
case of the retroactive reversal of contingency into necessity - the only
alternatives are either that those laws lead, through their operation, to
the self-destruction of the system Qet us remember the debate, in the
Second International, on the mechanic collapse of the system) or to the
system's destruction from outside. If, on the contrary, systematicity is seen
as a hegemonic construction, historical change is conceivable as a dis
placement in the relations between elements - some internal and some
external to what the system had been. Questions such as th e following
may be asked: How is it possible to maintain a market economy which is
compatible with a high degree of social control of the productive process?
What restructuration of the liberal democratic institutions is necessary so
that democratic control becomes effective, and does not degenerate into
regulation by an al-powerful bureaucracy? How should democratization
be conceived so that it makes possible global political effects which are,
however, compatible with the social and cultural pluralism existing in a
given society? These questions are thinkable within the Gramscian strat
egy of a war of position, while in 1:izek's suggestion of a direct struggle
for overthrowing capitalism and abolishing liberal democracy, I can see
only a prescription for political quietism and sterility.
2.

The descriptive /normative distinction

Here I fmd myself, to a great extent, in agreement with 1: izek. I can only
subscribe to his assertion that 'there are no ultimate "objective" grounds
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for a dec is io n , si n ce th es e gro u nds are always-already retro ac t ive l y co n
s tructe d from the horizon of de cis io n ' (S2, p. 229). And at the end of his
s econ d e ss ay, in a fin ely argu ed passage, 2izek shows that 'the Lacanian

Real, t he bar of impossibility it s t a n ds for, does not p rim arily cross the

subject,

but the big Other itself, the socio-symbolic "substance" that con
fron ts the subject and in which the subject is embedded' (S:Z, p. 258) - to
c o n c l u d e that 'there is no bi g Other to p rovide the ultimate guarantee,
the o n t o lo gical cover for the subject's d ec i s ion ' . Al this, as I have said , is
very well argu e d a n d p rovi d e s new reasons for q u e s ti o n in g the very pos
sibility of a pu re description. But pre cis e ly because I a gre e so much with
Z izek on this p oin t , I fi n d it sligh tly inconsistent that he charges me with
re lyi n g 'on an unriflected gap between the descriptive and the normative, i n so far
as it (the theory of hegemony] fu n c t io n s as a n eutral c o nc eptu al tool for
ac c o un ti n g for every i d e o l o gical formation' (S:Z, p. 229). If I understand
Z iz e k c o rrec tly, he is n ot a rgui ng that a the ory ou gh t not to be purely
descriptive: his a rgu m e n t is th at a p u re ly descriptive theory is impossible.
But then he cannot ch arge me with d o i n g s om e th in g which is actually
i m p o s sib le unle s s , of course, I had a s s erte d (wh i c h I had n o t) that it is
p o s s i b l e , in which case his c ritiq u e should have taken t h e form of un
c ove r ing t h e h i d d e n no rm a t ive g ro u n d s of my descriptions. Here I
re i ter a te a similar a rgume nt which I made above in relation to a c ri ti c is m
by Butler: there is no r e a s o n why a normative stance, which will anywl!JI
c o n s t ru c t facts and include descriptions, could not el aborate more
abstract categories, generalizable t o a plurality of situations. It is simply
a non sequitur that the practico-normative roots of the d esc rip t i o ns limit
the d e gre e of u niver s al ity of the c ate go r i e s derivable from them.
L e t us say that, in th i s respect, Hegemony and Socialist Strategy w a s con

ceived,

as the title itself suggests, as a reflection on strategy. The

book

a consideration of the obstacles that c l ass ic al Marxist strategy
fo u n d in the Second International, in th e face of developments of the
c api t al is t system which went against Marx's predictions . ' Hegemony' as
a new category i s p r es e n te d as a re sp on s e to t h e s e obstacles, and as an
attempt to re cover the so c ialist initiative on a ch a n ge d historical terrain.
And 'radical democracy' should be c o n ce ive d of in the same terms: as
describing a p ol i ti ca l project which rethinks the hegemonic strategy i n
the new historical conditions of contemporary s oc ie t ies . Of c o u r s e , once
starts wit h
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one conceives of one's own project in terms of hegem ony, one can also
st art using the category in a more general sense, as applic abl e to th e
practices of different social sectors and historical periods - just as a cat
e gory such as 'mode of production' could have emerged only in the
conditions of mode rn capitalist pro du ction but, once it has done so,
there is no logical obstacle to exp an ding the use of the term to social for
mations that are very different fro m capi tal ism . What is wrong is to
think, as :li zek does, that one starts from a n eutr al level of generality and
then has to deduce from that level one's own political choices - a deduc
tion which would, of course, be imp ossible. For the same reason, I think
that the identi cal criticism he makes in The Ticklish Subject of some other
theoreticians - Badiou, Balibar, Foucault, Ranciere - is e qu ally ill
conceived.
A different criticism , however, which could legitimately be directed at
my work is that in the passage from classical Marxism to 'hegemony',
a n d from the l atter to 'radical democracy', an enlargement of the
addressees of the descriptive /normative proj ect takes p l a c e , an d th at , a s
a result, a corresponding en l a rge m e n t of th e area o f normative argu
mentation should have followed - while, in my wo rk, this l atter
e nl arge m e n t has not sufficiently advanced. In other words, in for mu l at
ing a political proj e ct which addresses the new situation, the de s c rip t ive
dimension has a dva nc ed more rapidly than the normative. I think this is
a valid criticism , and I intend to restore the cor rect balance between the
two dimensions in fu tu re works. But it is a very different cr iti c i s m from
the one :l i zek fo r m ul ates .


3.

Hegel, again

I will be very brief on this point, for I have al ready elaborated on most
of what I have to say, in my firs t piece. Con c er n in g the 'retroactive
reversal of contingency into nece s s ity ' , I have expl ain ed why this move
is insufficient to capture the working of h e gem onic logics. As for :lizek's
ass ertio n that ' the split Laclau is talking about is already discernible in the very

fundamental Hegelian project itself, which is thoroughly ambiguou s '
(S:l, p. 228), we ll . . . I don't kn o w i f he is saying something so very dif
ferent from what I said wh e n, in my firs t essay, I argued that reason, in
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Hegel , is caught in a double movement:

on the one hand, it tries to
submit to itself the whole world of differences while, on the othe r, the
latter reacts by subverting the wo rkings of reason. In actual fact, Zizek 's
well-chosen reference to the dialectic of the Beautiful S oul is an excellent
ex a m p le of wha t I h ad in mind. The point on wh ich I stil di sagree with
him is that he tr an sfo r m s th is amb igu i ty in the unilateralization of one
of its two sides; and also that he does not take sufficiently into account
that whenever Hegel makes his project explicit it is always, invariably, the
p an lo gicist side that predominates. 2 Let us just mention - among hun
dreds of examples which could be qu o t ed - the characterization of the
tasks of Philo s o p hy in the first c h ap te r of the liJgic, in the Encyclopaedia. 3
The same applies to Butler. She argues, in her second piece, that th e
realm of Sittlichkeit sh o ul d be considered as governed by t h o ro u gh ly con
tin gen t variations, in opp os i tio n to the notion of the state. I would like
to address two re m arks to her. First, she cannot se p a r at e, without doing
vio le nc e to t he Hegelian te xt , the sphere of Sittlichkeit from the sphere of
th e state : they are ch a i ne d to each other by n e ce s s ary dialectical links.
Sec o nd, if it is true that for H e ge l , as s he asserts, ' [t] hese norms [of
Sittlichkeit] do not t ake any "necessary" forms, for they not only succeed
each other in time, but r e gu l a rly come into crisis encounters which
compel their rearticulation' (JB, p. 1 7 2), th e succession of cultures is still
governed by a necessary dialectic that is fully g r a sp abl e in 'World
History'. As in the case of Zizek, I do not object to th e l a ngu age games
that Butler plays around H e geli an categories, so long as it is cle ar that,
in playing th e m , she is clearly going beyond He gel .

Deconstructing classes

It is n ow time to move on to describe the articulation between u nive r 
sality and particularity which is compatible with hegemonic logics. In
o rde r to do so, h oweve r, I want first to deal with the category of ' class ',
and wi th the way in which it has been present in the usual practice of
many contemporary discourses. I wil refe r to two very fre qu e n t lan
gu age games pl aye d with th e term ' cl ass ' .
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The first tries to retain the category, while making it compatible with
movements. The
usual practice here is to transform 'class' into one more link in an enu
merative chain. Thus we frequ ently find that when one is arguing about
new identities an d their specific dem ands , we find enumerations of the
type: 'race, gender, ethnicity, etc., and class ' - and th e 'and' is usually
s t ress ed by an intonation of the voice, as if to say: 'Don't forget the old
chap'. This satis fi e s the speaker, because she thinks she has found the
square circle between the need to assert new identities and a ce rtain ulti
m a te Marxism that s h e does not want to abandon entirely. What the
sp e a ker does not realize is that what she has enounced i s something
which is r ad ically in c ompatibl e with the M arxis t theory of cl as se s. The
Marxist notion of 'c la ss ' cannot be incorporated into an enumerative
chain of ide n ti ti e s , simply because it is s upp osed to be th e arti c ulati ng
core around w h ich all identity is constituted. What do 'class e s ' mean
when this articulatin g function is lost, and th ey become part of a chain
e m br acing a p l u r al ity of identities? D iffe r e nce s of wealth? Profe s sio n al
categories? Group belonging in terms of differential ge ograp h ic al areas?
It is i nd e te r mi nate . The term 'class', by be coming part of an e nu me ra
tive c h a in , has lost its articulating role wi thou t acquirin g any new p recise
meaning. We are dealing with som ething app roaching the status of a
1.

the p ro l ife ration of identities linked to the new soci al

'floating signifier' .

A second s tra t egy in relation to classes (to the working class in this
c o nsists in ass ertin g what is commonly called the 'enlarged con
ce p tio n of the working c l ass ' . I remember a conversation with a
well-known American sociologist who told me that Marx's thesis about
the inc re asing proletarianization of society had b ee n verified, because
today there are fewer self-employed p e opl e than there were in the nine 
teenth century, and th e vas t majo rity of the p op u l ati o n receives
wages/salaries. To my obvious qu e s ti on - 'In that case, for you, are
bank m an agers members of the working class ? ' - he answered: 'Well,
no, wages should not be higher than a -certain level'. To su c c ess ive sim
ilar q u e stio n s he invariably answered by adding more descriptive
soci olo gical features until, in the end, I raised two qu e s tions to which he
could give no proper answer: (a) how do you know that these sets of
2.

case)
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descrip tive fe atures come together in some 'actually existing' social
agents? ; (b) even if you could point to empirical agents who would cor
respond to the Identikit of the 'working class', is not that very plurality
of criteria showing already that the working class today is smaller than
it was in the n ineteenth century? As we can see, the specification of the
criteria required to m ake the notion of an 'enlarged working class '
meaningful u n dermines that very notion.
We should consider a couple of distinctive features of the two dis

cursive strategies we have just mentione d . The first is that, in both, the
notion of 'clas s '

has lost all intuitive content. The classical Marxist con

cept of 'class' derived its verisimilitude from the fact that it established
a corresponde nce between two levels : a formal structural analysis of
the tendencies of capitalist society and of the social agents resulting
from th e m, and an intuitive identification of those agents. Everybody
knew who the workers, or the peasants, or the bourgeoisie were. And Marxists, at least - knew what it meant for the working class to become
a 'universal class ' . But the very fact that the 'enlarged conception of the
working class' discusses

who the workers

are means that the correspon

dence betwe e n the intuitive level and structural analysis no longer
obtains. Most damaging: even if the enlarged conception of the working
class were correct - which it is not - it would be impossible to derive
from it any conclusion concerning 'class politics', for it speaks only about
a

virtual working class,

corresponding to no specifiable group. The s ame

for the first strategy: we no longer know what class politics could be if
the identity of concrete agents is given by an enumeration of features
whose mutual connections are not thought at all.
This leads me to the second and most important feature of the two
discursive strategies discussed above. Whatever the shortcomings of the
classical Marxist theory of classes, one has to recognize that it never gave
up about being a

theory 0/ articulation.

Even in the most naive forms of

vulgar Marxism, there was always the attempt to ascribe different fea
tures of social agents to different levels of internal efficacy and
articulation:

the

distinction

base l superstructu re ,

the

triad

economic/political/ ideological, and so on. The impossibility of con
taining different and increasingly autonomous contents within the
strai� acket of the old frameworks - class, capitalism, and so forth - led,
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c omp l ex and subtle mechanisms of articula
val idi ty of the old art i c u latin g en tities. Thus
the Althusserian S c hoo l , in the I 960s and 1 9 708, introduced c ate go ri e s
such as d e te r min at i on in the last instance, dominant rol e , relative auton
omy, ove rde te r m i natio n , and so on . This was n o t, however, the end of
t h e process. I t h in k that the last stage in th e d is i n te g r ati on of the old
frameworks is to be found in enumerating s t r at e gi e s such as the ones we
h ave just mentione d : they give up on articulating logics while m aintain
ing, in some sort of p h antasm ic role, the o l d ar ti c u l atin g entities. (To

in a first m om e n t , to more

tio n , while maintaining the

enumerate is not to establish any connection between

the enumerated

entities . Incorpor ating a for merly articul ating entity into an enum eration
is o ne way of d ep rivin g it of any me an in g. Another is t i z e k's: vocifer
ously to proclaim the p rinc ipl e of class s truggl e , while refusing to say

anything about the c o nditions of its validity.) In some way, we are in a
one described by Eric Auerbach4 apropo s the dis
solution of the o rde rly structure of Ciceronian cl assi cal l an gu a ge : with
th e decline of the Roman order, th e old institutional distinctions were
unable to h e gem o ni z e an increasingly chaotic social reality. So the rich
hypo t ac ti c structures of classical Latin were s ubst itu ted by an enumerative
p a ratac tic al narrative (et . . . et . . . et) which just adde d up fr agm ents of
a re al ity that one was n o longe r able to think in its conn ection s . 5
I t would be a mistake, however, to dismiss these enumerative strate
gi e s as s imp ly wrong. They must simp ly be s ee n as the first discursive
attempts at d e alin g with those processes, in contemporary s ocie ti es ,
which are e ro d i ng the relevance of the old framework notions. Let me
j u s t mention the most visible of these processes.6 In the first place, the
decline of the working cl ass , over the l ast thirty to forty years, in the
advance d capitalist world , both in absolu te numbers and in its structural
o rgan iz ati o n . Its internal spl its , its p artic ip at io n in a generalized mass
culture - a yo uth c ulture , am ong oth er th in gs - has seriously ero de d the
separate working-class identity wh ich was so characteristic of the Fordist
era - in Eu rop e , fo r in s tan c e , it had heen o rgan ize d around the red
b el ts of the b i g industrial cities, which were the centres of a p rol etarian
culture . To th is I wo uld have to add the divisions of the wo rke rs in
te rms of nationality - im migr a nt workers, and so on. Special m enti on
has to be made o f the l evels o f une m p loyme nt , which are incre a sin gly
s itu atio n similar to the
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p u tti n g i nto question t h e very notion of 'class ' on which Marxism had
rested. For M a rxi sm ,
capitalis m

in so

a

certain level of u n e mploym e n t was functional

to

far as the industrial reserve army was needed for the

reconstitution of the level of profits re qu ire d for capitalist accumulation .

B u t if the l eve l o f u ne m pl oym e n t goes beyond a certain point, it ceases

to be functional to capitalism, 7 and calls into question the identity of the

unemployed as a class identity. And not o nly of the unemployed: those

who have e m p loym e n t can no longer con ceive of their identities
to

an

underlying

m e chanism

in rela

p e r iod s of both
employment and unemployment. For them, employment beco m e s a
political issue, not just the result of a self-regulated economic m e chanis m.
tion

governing

So t h e identities resulting from structural unemployment will b e widely
open to hegemonic constructions and rearticulations. The same could be

said about other structural changes

in

our societies: the disappearance of

the peasantry, which has resulted not in its inc o rporatio n into a prole
tarian mass,

as

Marx thought, but

in the development of an agribusiness

which h as a l t e re d , for the first time in human history, the balance
between rural and urban popu l at io n ; the explosion of higher education,
which has made students - again, for the frrst time in history - a sizeable
part of the social structure, to be taken into account as far as politics is
concerned; the incorporation of women into the labour market, which
has been the epicentre of a momentous transformation in gender rela

ti on s , whose full co n se qu e n ce s we are only j u s t s t ar t i n g to glimpse.

The central question, as far as 'class' analysis is c o n ce r n ed, is the fol

lowing. The un ity of a cl ass , for Marxism, should be c on c e ive d as a s e t

of subj ect positions,

systematically

interlinked

so as to constitute a sep

arate identity, and grounded on a core give n by the location of the
social agent in the relations of production. S u ch a co n c e ptio n is under
threat if: (a) the subj ect p o sit ion s lose their systematicity and start decen
tring instead o f reinforcing the i d e n tity of the social agent; (b)

diffe re n ti al identitary logics cut across class boundaries and tend to con
stitute identities which do not overlap with class p osi ti ons ; (c) location in

the production process loses its centrality in defining the overall ide n t ity
of social agents . T he

key poi n t

is: h ave these tendencies become more

accentuated in th e world of l at e capitalism, or, on the contrary, have
coun ter-tendencies rei n fo r c i n g

class

i d e n ti ties been do m i n a n t ?

Th e
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question hardly needs to be a ns we re d There are still re m ain d er s of full
class identities in our world - a mining enclave, some backward peasant
areas - but the main line of development works in the opposite
direction.
The generalized awareness of this trend is what gives its verisimili
tude to those lines of thought that � izek calls 'postmodernism' . The
failure of t h e post-modern approach, however, is that it has transformed
the awareness of the dissolution of class identities, and the disintegration
of the classical forms of totalization, into the assertion of an actual dis
persion of elements which renders the category of ' articulation'
obsolete. In short , it has transformed the epistemological fail ure of classi
cal totalizing discourses into an ontological condition of what is going on
in our social world. This explains, once again, my differences with �izek.
We both assert the need for an articulating discourse which does not
remain on the level of a pure enumeration of discrete identities and
demands; but �izek sees in postmodernism some kind of perverse devi
ation and, in his search for an articulating, totalizing dimension, goes
back to traditional Marxist notions such as 'class struggle' - without in
the least engaging in an analysis of the objective historical tendencies
undermining t hem I, on the contrary, am ready to accept the challenge
of postmodernism, and to try to retain the notion of articulating logics,
while fully respecting the particularistic tendencies that the postmodern
discourse has brought to light. How is this possible? This is the last issue
that I want to deal with in the next and fmal section of this essay.
.

.

Collective wils and social totalities

are going to succeed in our t as k , we must be very careful not to
ground the articulating logics in anything external to the field of par
ticularities. It has to b e an artic ul ati o n which operates out of the internal
logic of the particularities themselves. Conversely, the emergence of the
particular as such cannot result from an autonomous, self-induced move
ment, but h as to be conceived of as one of the internal possibilities
ope n e d up by the a rt icu l a ti n g logic . To put it in other terms:
universalism (the moment of the articulated totality) and particularism

If we
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are not two opposed notions, but have to be conceived - to go back for
a

moment to the metaphor of chess-playing - as the two different moves

(,universalizing' and 'particularizing') which shape a hegemonic, articu
l ating totality. So there is no room for conceiving totality as a frame

within which hegemonic practices operate: the frame itself has to be con
stituted through hegemonic practices. And such practices are the locus
of articulating logics. What, however, is an articulating logic? To explain
it

I will present, in the first place, a simplified schema which wil be made
a

more complex in
I

second step.

Let us take, as our starting point, the example of the formation of a

collective will, inspired by Rosa Luxemburg, that

we

discussed at the

beginning of Hegemony and Socialist Strategy. Its basic features are:
(a)

In a situation of extreme oppression - the Ts arist regime, for
instance - workers start a strike demanding higher wages. The
demand is a particular one, but in the context of that

repressive

regime it is going to be seen as an anti-system activity. So the

meaning of

that demand is going to be split, from the very begin

n i n g, betwe e n its own particularity and a more universal
dimensio n .
(b)

It is this potentially more universal dimension that can inspire strug

the
educational establishments, liberal politi
the press, and so on. Each of these demands is,

gles for different demands in other sectors - students for
relaxation

of

discipline in

cians for freedom of

in its particularity, unrelated to the others; what unites them is that
they constitute between themselves a chain of equivalences in so far
as all of them are bearers of an anti-system meaning. The presence
of a frontier separating the oppressive regime from the rest of soci
e ty is the very condition of the universalization of the demands via
equivalences (in Marx's words: a social sector has to become a gen
eral 'crime' for the aims of society as a whole to emerge) .
(c)

However, the more extended the chain of equivalences, the more
the need for a general equivalent representing the chain as a whole.
The means of representation are, however, only the existing
particularities. So one of them has to assume the representation of
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the chain as a whole. This is the strictly hegemonic move : the body
of one p articularity assumes a fu nction of univers al representation.
We can

represent this

set of relations through the foll owin g diagram:
T

T stands for Tsarism (in our example) ; the horizontal line for the
opp ressive regime from the rest of society; the cir
cles D 1
D 4 for the pa rti c ul ar demands, split between a b o tto m
semi-circle representing the particularity of the de m an d and a top semi
circle representing its an ti -system me aning, which is what makes their
equivalential relation p oss ibl e . Finally D I above the equivalent circle s
stands for the general equivalent (it is part of the equivalential chain, but

where

frontier separating the
•

•

•

it is also above it) .

We have to add one more possibility to this schema: that the oppres
s ive regime engages itself in a hegemonic op eration and attempts to
absorb transformistically (to use Gramsci's term) some of the opposi
tional demands. In th i s way, it can destabilize the fro nti e r that separates
it fro m the res t of society. The way to do this is to break the link between
a particular demand and its equivalential re lation with all the other
demands. If the logic of equivalence universalizes the deman d s by making
them all b eare rs of a meaning which transcends their particularities, the
transformistic op e ra ti on particularizes the demands by ne u tr alizin g th eir
e quivalential p o te n tial . This second logic, which is the strict opp osite of
the equivalential one is what I call logic of difrence. (This, in c ide ntally, is
the possibility that worrie s Zizek: th at the demands of the new move
ments become so specific that they could be transformisticaly inte grated
into the system, and cease to be the bearers of a more universal,
emancipatory me an ing. )
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All the preceding considerations show cle arly why u n ive rs al ity, for us,
is the universality of an enlpty signifier: for the only p ossibl e universal
ity is the one constructed through an e qu ival e ntial chain. The more
extended this chain is, the less its general equ ival e n t will be attached to
any particularistic me aning. This un ivers ality, however, is neither form al
nor abstract, for th e condition of the tendentially empty character of the
general equivalent is the i nc reasi n g extension of a chain of equivalen ce s
between particularities. Emp tin ess , as a result, presupp o se s the concrete.
Both be cau s e the ge ne ral equivalent wil be, at the same time, above the
chain (as its repr e se n tative) and inside it, and becau se the chain will
include some equivalences but not others, the universality obtainable
through equivalential logics will always be a un ivers ality contaminated
by particularity. There is not, strictly speaking, a signifier which is truly
empty, but one which is only t e n d e nt ially so.
With these considerations, we have determined th re e hegemonic
o pe r atio n s : the logic of equ ival en ce ; its c o roll ary, which is t h e assump
tion by a particularity of a function of universal represen tat i o n ; and the
logic o f dife rence , which separates the links of the eq uivale n tial chains.
These three ope ra tions are what I have called articulatory logi cs. I now
have to mention - there is space only to mention them - some other
dimensions which make this model more complex.
My previo u s an alys is presupposed the p re se nce of a clear-cut frontier
an o ppr ess ive power from the rest of soci ety - alth ough I
h ave already hinted that transformistic strategies can blur or destabilize
that frontier. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is no undisturbed chain
of equiValences without fron ti er. What happens, howeve r, if this blur ring
of the frontiers becomes more ge n e ral? Also, in what circumstances
would that hap pe n ? I h ave mentioned before that the transformistic
o p er ation consisted in a particularizing logic based on breaking an
e q u iva lential chain . This, however, is only half of the truth; the other
half is that the p articularize d element does not simply re m ain as purely
particular, but enters into a different set of e qu ivale n ces (those consti
tu ting the identity of the dominant powers). So, stric tly speaking, the
m o m e n t of universality is never entirely absent. Butler expresses this
very well when she writes:
II

s eparating
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and come s to

represent an ethnically restrictive c o nc e pti on of community and citi

e qu ated with c e rtain o rgan iz atio n s of
heterosexual family), or with certain r ac ial identifi
not just in th e name of the excluded p artic ulars that

z e ns h ip (Israel) , or becomes

kinship (the nu cle ar,

catio n s, then it is

politicization occurs, but in t h e name of
(JB, p.

a diferent kind of universality.

1 66)

This is en tirely correct. There is no p olitics of p ure particularity. Even
the m o s t p artic ularis tic of dem ands will be made in te rm s of s ome
thing transce nd ing it. As, however, th e moment of unive rsality will be
diffe re ntly constructed in various discourses, we will have either a s tru g
gle between different c o nce p tion s of universality, or an exten sion of the
e qu ival e ntial lo gic s to those very conceptions, so that a wide r one is
constructed - alth ough we mus t realize that a remainder of particular
ity wil always be ineradicable. (If we c o u ld have an absolutelY empty
s i gn ifi e r, 'un ive rs al i ty ' would have fo u n d its tru e and final body, and
hegemo ny, as a w ay of c onstru c ti n g p oliti c al m e an ings, wo u ld b e at an
end. 'Total emptin e s s ' and 'total fulln e ss' mean, in fact, exactly the same
th in g. ) The chains of equivalence are .alw'9's d isturb e d , inte rrup te d by
other hegemonic i nterve n tions that construct meanings and identities
th ro u gh different equivalential ch ain s . The m e an ing of the term
'woman', for ins t an c e , will be part of different e qu ivalenti al chains in a
feminist disc ou rs e and in tho s e of the moral m aj ority. There is an essen
ti al unfixity in the m ean ing attached to som e co n t es te d s ignifie rs as a
re su lt of the operation of a p lu rality of s trate gie s in the s ame discursive
space. If I have called the general e quivale n t unifYing an u n disturb e d
equivalential c h ain the empry signifier, I will call the one wh o s e e mptin e ss
results from th e unfixity introdu ce d by a plu rality of discourses in t e r
r u p t i n g each other the floating signifier. In p r a c t i c e , both processes
overdetermine each o the r, but it is impo rta n t to ke e p the analytic dis
tinction between them. All this means that, as far as I can see, Butler and
I are in broad agreement about the inte rp e ne t ration b e twe en un ive rsal
ity and particularity in social and politic al d is course s .
I want to conclude with a brief remark concerning the tasks of the
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Left , as I see them , in the context of contemporary politics. There is no

p o l itics without the creation of p o l i tic al frontiers, but cre at in g such fron

t ie rs is more difficult when one cannot rely on stable e ntitie s (su ch as the
' classes ' of M a rx is t d i s c ou rse ) but has to construct th rou gh p ol i t ical
action the very s o cial entities which have to be em anc ipate d . This, how
ever, is the poli t i c al ch all enge of our age. Its contours become more
visible if we c o n fro n t them with the most obvio u s te m ptat i o n s to elude
politics which h aunt us: to do away w i th social division a n d antago
nisms in the name of a conflictless society - the Third Way, the radical
ce ntre (th e re are no right-wing or left- wing e con om i c pol ic i e s , only goo d
ones, as th e inimitable Tony Blair has as sert e d) ; t o take re fuge in exclu

sive ly defensive p ol it ic s , l e avi n g aside any st rat egic t h o u ght about

changing today's hegemonic b al an c e of forces; to abandon poli ti c al
struggle al t o get h e r and to continue r epeati n g old Marxist formulas

which have become e mp ty metap hysi c al p ropo s i tions , with little co n 
nection with what is ac tu ally h appe n in g in the world.

There is no fu t u re for the Left if it is unable to

universal d iscou r s e ,

constructed out

c reate

an expansive

of, not against, the p ro life rati o n of

p a r t i c ularis m s of the last few dec ad e s .

A dimen si on

of u nivers ali ty

is

alrea dy operating in the disc ou rs e s which organize parti cular demands

and an issue-orientated politics, but it is an implici t and u nd eve lop ed
universality, incapable of proposing itse lf as a se t of symbols able to stir

vast sectors of the population. The task ahe ad is to
universality, so th at we can have a full social imag
c o mp e tin g with the neoliberal consensus which has

the im agin at ion of

exp an d those seeds of

i n ary, cap abl e of

been the hegemonic horizon of worl d p ol itic s for th e last thirty

is certainly a difficult task, but

formulate. To do

it is

years. It

one which, at least, we can properly

so is already to have won a first import ant battle.
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Holding the Place

Slavoj Zizek

Butler: the Real and its discontents

Perhaps the ultimate o bj e c t of contention in our debate is the status of th e
(Lacanian) Real - so let me begin by reiterating what I perceive to be the
co re of the problem. Butler's critique relies on the opposition between the

(hypostasized, proto-transcendental, pre-historical and p re-social) 'symbolic
order', that is, the 'big Other', and 'society' as the field of contingent s o cio
symbolic struggles: al her main points against Laclau or me can be reduced
to this matrix: to the b asic criticism that we hypostasize some historicaly
co n tin ge nt formation (even if it is the Lack itself ) into a proto-transcen
dental pre-social formal a p riori . For example, when I write 'on the lack that
inaugurates and defmes, negatively, human social reality', I allegedly pos it
'a transcultural structure to social reality that presupposes a sociality based
in fictive and idealized kinship positions that presume the heterosexual
family as constituting the defining social bon d for al hum ans' (lB, pp.
1 4 1 -2). If we formulate the dilemma in th e s e terms, then, of course,
the disagre e m e n t seems inevitable. Do we want to affirm th at there is an
id eal big O th e r, or an i de al smal other, which is more fundamental than
any of its social formulations? Or do we want to qu e stion whether any
ideality that pertain s to sexual difference is ever not constituted by
actively reproduced gender norms that p ass their ideality off as essential
to a p re -s oc i al and ineffable sexual diference? (lB, p. 1 44)
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line of re ason in g, however, only works if the (Lacanian) Real
silentty reduced to a pre-historical a priori .rymbolic norm, as is clear from the
fo l l o wi n g formulation: 'The formal character of thi s originary, pre
s oc i al sexual diference in its ostensible e mp tine ss is accomplished pre c isely
th ro u gh the reification by which a c e r t a i n idealized and necessary
dim orp hi s m takes hol d ' ( JB, p. 1 45). If, th e n , sexual diffe re nc e is ele
vated into an ideal prescriptive norm - if all c o ncre te variations of
sexual life are 'constrained by this non-thematizable normative condi
tion' ( JB, p. 1 4 7 ) , Butler's c o nclus ion is, of course, inevitable : 'as a
transcendental c l aim , sexual differen c e s h ould be rigoro u sly opp os ed by
anyo n e who wants to guard against a t h e o ry that would p re scrib e in
advance what kinds of sexual arrangements will an d will not be p er
mitted in in telligibl e culture' (JB, p. 1 48) . B utle r is, of course, aware
how Lacan's il ny a pas de rapport sexuel means that, precisely, any ' actual'
sexual re l ati o nship is always tainted by failure; however, she inte rprets
this failure as the failure of the contingen t h is torical re ality of sexual life
fu lly to actualize the symbolic n o r m . C on se qu ently, she can claim th at ,
for L ac an i ans , 'sexual difference has a transcendental status euen when
sexed bodies emerge that do not fit squarely within ide al gender dimor
p his m' . In this way, I ' c o u ld nevertheless explain intersexuality by
c laimi n g that the ideal is still there, but th e bodies in question - contingent ,
h is t orically formed - do not conform to the ideal' (JB, p. 1 45 ; empha
sis add e d) .
I am t e mp te d to say that, in order to get close to wh at Lacan aims at
with his il ny a pas de rapport sexuel, on e should begin by repl acing even when
in the ab ove quote with because: 'sexual difference has a transcendental
s tatus because s exe d bodies emerge that do no t fit sq u are ly within ideal
gend e r dimorp hism' . That is to say: far fro m se rvin g as an implicit sym
bolic n orm that r e ality can never reach, sexual difference as
real/impossible means precisely that there is no such norm: sexual diference
is that ' rock of imp o s s ib il ity ' on which every 'formalization' of sexual
difference fo under s . In th e sense in which Butler spe aks of 'comp eting
universalities', o n e can th us sp e ak of competing rymbolizations Inormativiza
tions ojsexual diference: if sexual d iffe ren c e may be s aid to be ' fo rm al ' , it
is certainly a strange for m - a form whose m ain result is p re cisely that it
undermines every universal fo r m which atte mp ts to capture it. If one
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insists on re fe r ri n g to the opp osi tion between th e universal and the par
ticular, between the transcendental and t h e contingent/pathological,
then one should say that sexual difference is the paradox of the partic
ular that is m ore universal than un ive rs al ity itself - a contingent
difference, an indivisible remainder of the 'pathological' sp he re (in the
Kantian sense of the term) which always somehow derails, throws off
balance, normative ideality itself. Far from being normative, sexual dif
fere n c e is therefore pathological in the most radical sense of the te rm : a
contingent s t a in that all symbolic fictions of symmetrical kinship posi
tions try in vain to obliterate. Far from constraining the variety of sexual
arrange me n ts in advance, the Real of sexual difference is the traumatic
cause wh ich sets their contingent proliferation in motion . I
This notion of the Real also enables me to ans we r Butler's criticism
that Lacan hypostasizes the ' b i g Other' into a kind of pre-historical
t r ans c ende n tal a p rio ri : when L a c an emphatically asserts that 'there is
no big O th e r til ny a pas de grand Autre] " his po int is precisely that there
is no a priori formal structural schema ex e mpt from historical contin
gencies - there are only contingent, fragile, incon s istent configurations.
( Fu r t h e rmo r e , far from clinging to paternal symbolic authority, the
'Name-of-the-Father' is fo r Lacan afoke, a semblance wh ich conceals this
structural inconsistency.) In other words, the claim that the Real is in he r
ent to the Symb o l ic is s t ri ctly equal to the claim that 'there is no big
Other' : the Lacanian Real is that trau m atic 'bone in the thro a t' that con
taminates every ide al ity of the symbolic, re n de ri ng it c o n t i n ge nt and
inconsistent. For t h i s reason, far from bei ng opp osed t o h i s to ricity, the
Real is its very 'ahistorical ' gro u nd, the a priori o f h ist o ric i ty itself (h e re
I fully a g re e with Laclau). We can thus see h ow the entire topology
c hange s from Butler's description of the Real and the 'big Other' as the
p re -hi s t o r i c al a pr i o ri to the i r actual functioning in Lacan's edifice: in
her critical p o rtr a it, Butler des c ribe s an id e al 'big Other' which persists
as a norm, althou gh it is never fully actualized, al t ho u gh the co n tin ge n 
cies of history thwart it s full i m po s i t ion ; while Lacan's e difi c e is, r a t her,
centred on the tension between some traumatic 'particular absolute',
some kernel which re si s ts symbolization, and the 'competing universal
ities' (to use Butler's appropriate term) that endeavour in vain to
symbolize/ normalize it.2
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The gap between the symbolic a priori Form and history/sociality is
utterly foreign to Lacan - that is to s ay, the 'duality' with which Lacan
operates is not the duality of the a priori form/norm, the symbolic
Order, and its imperfect historical realization: for Lacan,
Butler, there is

nothing outside

as

well as for

contingent, partial, inconsistent symbolic

practices, no 'big Other' that guarantees their ultimate consistency. In
contrast to Butler and the historicists, however, Lacan grounds historic
ity in a different way: not in the simple empirical excess of 'society'
over symbolic schemata (here Ladau is right in his criticism of Butler:
her notion of society/history as opposed to 'the symbolic' is a direct
empiricist reference to an ontologically unexplained positive wealth of
reality), but in the resistant kernel within the symbolic process itself. The
Lacanian Real is thus not simply a technical term for the neutral limit of

conceptualization - here, one should be as p recis e as possible with

regard to the relationship between the trauma as real and the domain of
socio-symbolic historical practices: the Real is neither pre-social nor a
social effect - the p oi nt is, rather, that the Social itself is

constituted by the

exclusion of some traumatic Real. What is 'outside the Social' is not
some positive a priori symbolic form/norm, merely its negative found

itself. 3
result, when Butler criticizes my alleged inconsistencies,

ing gesture

As

a

she gets

entangled in the results of her own reductive reading of Lacan: she
imposes on Lacan the network of classic oppositions (transcendental
form versus contingent content; ideal versus material); then, when the
obj ect resists and, of course, does not fit this schema,

she

reads this as

the criticized theory's inconsistency (where, for instance, do I ' alternately
describe [the Real] as material and ideal' ( lB, p. 1 5 2)?) . In the same
vein, Butler often
the

two

uses the obvious fact of co d ep e nd e n t
-

tension between

terms as the argument against their conceptual distinction. For

example,

while

I endorse her claim that 'it would not be possible to

po s tu l at e the social norm on the one side of the analysis, and the fantasy
on the other, for th e

modus operandi of

the norm is the fantasy, and the

very syntax of the fantasy could not be read without an understanding
of the lexicon of the social norm'

(lB, p. 1 55), I

none the less insist that

the formal distinction between these two levels is to be maintained: the
social norm (the set of symbolic rules) is sustained by fantasies; it can
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operate only thro ugh this phantasmic support, but the fantasy that sus
tains it had none the less to be disavowed, excluded from the public
domain. It is on this level that I find Hannah Arendt's notion of the
'banality of Evil' problematic: to translate it somewhat crudely into
Lacanese, Arendt's claim is that the ideal Nazi executor-subject (like
Eichmann) was a pure subject of the signifier, an anonymous bureau
cratic executor deprived of any passionate bestiality - he accomplished
what was asked of or expected from him as a matter of pure routine,
without any involvement. My counter thesis is that, far from functioning
in e ffect as a p ure subject of the signifier with no idiosyncratic phantas
m ic investment, the ideal Nazi subject did rely on the passionate
bestiality articulated in obscene phantasmic scenarios; these scenarios,
however, were not directly subjectively assumed as part of his personal
self experience - they were externalized, materialized in the 'obj ective'
Nazi state ideological apparatus and its functioning. 4
-

Perhaps the best way to mark the theoretico-political distance that
separates Butler from me is through wh at I consider her strongest and
politically most engaged co nt rib u tio n to our debate: her argumentation
apropos of the demand for the legal recognition of gay marriages. While
she acknowledges the advantages involved in such a recognition (gay
couples get all the entitlements that the 'straight' married couples get;
they are integrated into the institution of marriage, and thus recog
nized as equal to 'straight' couples, etc.), she focuses on the traps of
endorsing this demand: in doing so, gays break their alliance (or, to put
it in Laclau 's terms, exclude themselves from the chain of equivalences)
with all those not in c luded in the legal form of marriage marriage (single
pare nts, n on monogamous subjects, etc.); furthermore, they strengthen
state apparatuses by contributing to their in cre as ing right to regulate pri
vate lives. The paradoxical result is thus that the gap between those
whose status is legitimized and those who live a shadowy existence is
widened: those who remain excluded are even m ore excluded. Butler's
counter-proposal is that instead of endorsing legal form of marriage as
the condition of entitlements (inheritance, parenthood, etc.), one should,
rather, struggle to dissociate these entitlements from the form of marriage:
to make them independent of it.
My first general point here is that, with regard to the way the notion
-
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of politic al u n ive r s ality is elaborated in re c e nt Fre n ch p o liti cal philoso
B alib ar, Badiou), I pe rc e ive the sh ad owy existence of
those who are condemned to lead a sp e ctr al life outside the domain of
the global orde r, blurred in the background, unme nt ion able , submerge d
i n th e fo r ml e ss m ass of ' p op ul ati on ', without even a proper p art icul ar
pl ac e of their own, in a slightly different way from B u tle r. I am tempted
to claim th at this s h adowy existence is the very site rifpolitical universali9i: in
p o l it i c s , universality is asserted when such an agent with no prop e r
plac e , 'out of j o i n t ' , p os its itself as the direct embodiment of universal
ity aga in st al tho s e who do have a p l ac e within the global order. And
this gesture is at the same time that of s u bje ctiviz atio n , s ince ' subj e ct'
d e s ignates by definition an entity that is not 'substance': a dis lo cated en tity,
an e n tity which lacks i ts own p l ac e within th e Wh ol e .
While, o f course, I fully support B u tle r 's p ol iti c al ai m s, my main
ap p re h en sio n concerns the fact that she conceives state power in the
Foucauldian mod e, conceives state power as an agent of control and re g
ulati on, i ncl u s i o n and exclusion; resistance to power is th e n , of course,
located in the m a rgi n al sp he r e s of those who are excluded or half
e xc lu de d from the official power network, leadin g a s h adowy sp e ctr al
half-existence, without a proper p l ac e within the social sp a c e , prevented
fro m a ss e r t i n g their s ym b o li c identity. C on se q u e n tly, B u d e r l o c at e s
e m anc i p at o ry s tru ggle prim arily in these m argi n al age n ts ' res ist ance
again s t s tate re gul ato ry m e c han ism s , wh ic h t ake s p l ace within civil soci
ety. So wh at is my problem with this framework? What Butler leaves out
of consideration is the way in which state power itselfis splitfrom within and
relies on its own obscene spectral underside: public state apparatuses are always
s uppl e me n t e d by their s h ado wy double, by a network of p u bli cly dis
avowed rituals, unwritten rul es , institution s, pr ac ti c e s , and so on. Today,
we should not forget that the series of publicly 'invisible' agents l e adi ng
a s p e c t r al half-existence includes, among others, the entire wh it e
su p re m ac is t un derg r o u nd (fun d am e n t al is t Christian survivalists in
M o n t an a, n e o- N a zi s , the remnants of the Ku Klux Klan, etc . ) . So the
problem is not simply the m argin al s who le ad the sp e ctral h alf-exis
tence of those excluded by the he ge monic symbolic regime; the problem
is that this regim e itself, in order to survive, has to rely on a whole gamut
of mec h ani sms whose status is spectral, disavowed, exclu ded from the

phy (Ran c i ere ,
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public domain. Even the very opp osi tion between state and civil society
is th orou gh l y ambivalent today: no wonder the Moral M aj o ri ty presents
itself (a n d is in effect o rga ni z ed as) local civil society's res ist an ce against
the 'p ro gre s s ive regulatory inte rve ntio n s of the l ibe ral st a te .
Although Buder is well aware of th e subversive po te ntial of Hegel's
n o ti on of 'concrete universality', I am tempted to c laim that it is her
basic acceptance of the Fou cau l di an notion of power which explains her
failure fully to d eve l op the consequences of the notion of c on c re te uni
versal ity' for the notion of p owe r, and clearly to locate the split between
'official' universality and its spectral underside within the h e gemon ic
power d is c ou rs e itself, as its own obscene supplement. So when Butler
notes critically that, in my work '

'

sexual

di ffe re n ce occupies a

distinctive pos i tio n within the ch ain of sig
one that b oth occasions the chain and is one link in the chain .
How are we to think the vacilation between the se two mean in gs, and are
they always distinct, given that the tra nsc e n d e n tal is the ground, and
occasions a s u stai n in g condition for what i s called the historical? (JB,
n ifiers,

p . 1 43)

- my answer is th a t I fully assume this paradox: it is the basic structural
p arad ox of dialectics, and th e concept that indicates 'how [we are] to
think the vacillation between these two meanings' was proposed long
ago by Hegel, and then applied by Marx; it is the concept of 'opposi
tional determination fgenensatzliche Bestimmung] ' which Hegel introduces
in the subchapter on identity in his Greater Logic. In the course of the
dialectical process, the universal genus encounters itself in its opposi
tional determination', that is, as one of its own species (which is why for
Hegel, paradoxically, each genus has ultimately two species: itself and
the Species as such) . Marx refers to this concept twice : first in the
Introdu ction to th e Grundrisse manuscript, when he emphasizes the
double structural role of production in the articulated totality of pro
duction, distribution, exchange, and consumption (production is
simultaneously the encompassing universal element, the str uc tu ring
principle of this to t a lity, and one of its part icu l ar elements); then in
Capital, when he posi ts that, among the multiple species of Capital, the
'
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universal genus of Cap i t al 'encounters itself' in finance cap i t a l, the
immediate emb odim e n t of C api t al in ge n eral as opp os e d to part ic ul ar
cap i t als . What Hegel does with this concept is thus, in my view, s trictly
anal o go u s to Laclau 's notion of an tago n istic re lation ship : the key feature
in both cases is that the ext e rnal diffe re n c e (c o ns titu tive of genus itself)
co incide s with the in tern al difference (between the s pe cie s of the ge nus ) .
Another way of m aki n g th e s am e p o int is Marx's well-known insis
tence - a g ai n in the Introduction to the Grundrisse - th at:
is one specific kind of production which
whose relations thus assign rank and influ
en ce to the others. It is a general ilumination which bathes al the other
colours and modifies their particularity. It is a particular ether which
dete r m ine s the sp ecific gravity of every being which has materialized
within it. 5
[i) n all forms of society

there

predominates over the rest,

This ove rd eterm inatio n of universality by part of its content, this sh ort
circuit between the u n ive r s al an d pa r tic u l ar, is th e key feature of
Hegelian 'concrete universality', and I am in total agree ment with Butler
who, it s e ems to me, also aims at this legacy of 'concrete universality' in
her central n otio n o f ' c o mp e ting universalities': in her insis tence on
how each particular p o s itio n , in order to artic ulate its elf, involves the
(implicit o r explicit) asse r ti o n of its own mode ofuniversali�, she develops a
p oin t which I al s o try re p e atedly to make in my own work.
Take the e xamp le of reli gions : it is not en o u gh to say that the genu s
Reli gi o n is divided into a multitude of sp e c ie s ( ' p rim itive ' animism,
pagan p o lyth e ism , monotheism, which is th e n further divided into
Judaism, C hris tian ity, Islam . . . ) ; the point , r athe r, is that each of these par
ticular species involves its own universal notion of what religion is 'as such', as well
as its own view on (how it difersfrom) other religions. C hris tianity is not simply
differe nt from Ju dais m and Islam; within its horizon, the very diference
that s ep ar ate s it from the other two 'religions of the B ook ' appears in a
way which is un acc ep t abl e for the other two. In other words , when a
Christian debates with a Mu slim , they do not simply dis agree - they dis
agree abo u t th e ir very disagreement: about what makes the difference
between the ir rel igio n s . (And, as I have repe ate dly tried t o argue, mutatis
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mutandis the same goes for the political difference between Left and
Righ t: t h ey do not simply disagree - the very political opposition
between Left and Right appears in a different view perceived from the
Left or from the Right. ) This is Hegel's 'concrete universality' : since
each particularity invo lves its own universality, its own notion of the
Whole and its own part within it, there is no 'neutral' universality that
would serve as the medium for these particular positio n s Thus Hegelian
'dialectical development' is not a deployment of a particular content
within u nive rs al ity but the process by which, in the passage from one
particularity to another, tilt very universaliry that encompasses both also changes:
c o n cre t e universality' designates precisely this 'inner life of universal
ity i tself, this process of passage in the course of which the very
universality that aims at encompassing it is caught in it, submitted to
transformations.
.

'

'

Laciaul class, hegellony, and the contaminated universal

This brings me to Laclau: in my view, all his critical remarks are ulti
mate ly grounded in what I have called his secret Kantianism, in his
rejection of the H e ge lian legacy of 'concrete universality' . So let me
begin with Laclau's counter-argument: the Kantian regulative Idea
involves a determinate positive content which is given in advance, while the
open struggle for hegemony involves no such content.
Apart from the
fact that the Kantian regulative idea ultim ately also designates a purely
formal notion of the full realization of Reason, I am tempted to argue
that the main 'Kantian' dime n sion of Laclau lies in his acceptance of
the unbridge able gap between the enthusiasm for the impossible Goal of
a political engagement and its more modest realizable content. Laclau
himself evokes the example of the collapse of Socialism in Eastern
Europe: it was experie n ced by many of its participants as the mom e n t of
sublime en th us ias m , as the promise of global panacea, as an event that
would re al ize freedom and social solidarity, while the results are mu ch
more modest capitalist democracy, with al its impas ses, not to mention
the rise of nationalist aspirations. My claim is t h at if we accept such a
gap as the ultimate horizon of po l itical engagement, does it not leave us
.

.

.
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with a choic e

apropos of such an engagement: either we must blind our
u ltimat e failure of our endeavour - regress to
n a ive ty, and let ourselves be c au ght up in the enthusiasm - or we must
ad o p t a stance of cyni c al dis tan ce , participating in the game while being
fully aware that the result wil be dis app ointing?6 Laclau's Kantianism
emerges at its purest when he deals with the relation between emanci
pation and power. An swering the criticism that if po we r is i nh ere n t to
the e m an cip at o ry proje c t, does this not contradict the idea that full
emancipation involves the elimination of power, he argues:

selves to the necessary

the contamination of emancip ati on by

power is not an unavoidable
to which we have to accommodate, but involves
a higher human ideal than a universality representing a totally re con
ciled human essence, because a fully reconciled society, a transparent
society, would be entirely free in the sense of self-determination, but that
ful realization of freedom would be equivalent to the death of freedom,
for al possibility of dissent would have been eliminated from it. Social
divisio n , antagonism and its necessary consequence - power - are the
tru e conditions of a freedom which does not eliminate particularity.
(EL, p. 208)
empirical impe rfect io n

L a c l au 's re a so n i ng is as follows: the ultimate goal of our political
engagement, full e m an cip atio n , wil never be achieved; emancipation
wil remain forever contaminated by power; this contamination, how

ever, is not due only to the fact that our imperfect social reality does not
allow for full emancipation - that is, we are not dealing only with the gap
between ideal and imperfect reality. The very full realization of eman
cip at e d society would mean the death of freedom, the e s tab lis hment of
a c los e d transparent social space with no o penin g for a free s ubjective
intervention - the limitation of h um an freedom is at the sam e time its
positive condition . . . . Now, my claim is that this re asoning repro duc es
almost ve rb a tim Kant's argumentation , from the Critique of Practical
Reason, ab ou t the necessary limitation of human cognitive c ap acities :
God, in his infinite wisdom, limited our cognitive cap ac ities in order to
make us free responsible agents, since, if we were to have direct ac ce ss to
the noumenal sphere, we would no longer be free, but would turn into
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blind a u tom ata . H u man impe rfe ctio n is t h u s , for Kant , the pos itive con
dition of freedom.? The hidden imp lic ation here is the revers e of Kant's
'You can, because you mu st ! ' , th e p arad oxi c al logic of 'You c a nno t ,
because you must no t ! ' - You cannot achieve full emancipation, be c au se
you must not achieve i t , that is, because this would mean the end of free
dom! I find a similar de ad l ock in Lac l au 's answer to my critic i sm that he
does not account for the historical status of his own theory of he ge mony.
Bas ic a lly I en d o r s e his c ri tic al remarks about Butler's assertion of
absolute historicity and context-dependency: B u tler avoids the question
of t h e conditions of context-dependency an d historicity - had she asked
this qu e s tio n explicitly:
she

would h ave been confronted with two alternatives wh ich , [ . . . ]
be e n equaly u n p alatable to her: eith e r she would have had

wo ul d have

to assert that his toricity as such is a c ontinge nt historical construct - and
th ere fo re that there are societies which are n ot historical an d , as a result,

fully transcendentally dete rm i n ed . . . ; or sh e would have had to provide

some ontology of hi s toricity as such ,

as

a r e sul t of which th e transcen

dental structural dimension would have had to
analysis. (EL, pp.

1 83-4)

be reintroduced into her

am te mpte d to claim that th is same criticism appli es to Laclau himself an s we r to my c ri t ique that h e does not account for t h e status of
his theory of h e ge m o ny itself (is it a th eo ry o f tod ay 's sp e c ific c on tin ge n t
historical constellation, so that in Marx's time ' class essentialism' was
adequate, while today we need the full assertion o f co n tingency, or is it a
theory describing a transcendental a priori of historicity?):
I

h ere is his

Only

in contemporary societies is there a generalization of the hege

m o n ic form of p olitic s , but for this reason we can in te rro ga te the past,
and

find there inchoate forms of the s ame processes that are fully visible

to d ay; and , when they did not occur, understand why

things were dif

ferent. (EL, p. 200)

What I find problematic in th is solution is that it im p l icitly endorses the
pseudo-Hegelian evolu tionary point of view th at I cr i tic ally evoked in
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its
is
none the less only today, in our spe cifIc historical constellation - in the
' po s tm o de r n' universe of globalized co n tingency - that the rad ic aly
contingent-hegemonic nature of political processes is fInally alowed to
'come /return to itself', to free itself of 'essentialist' baggage . . . . In other

my fIrst intervention in this debate: although s ociopolitical life and

structure were always-already the outcome of hegemonic struggles, it

words, the real question is: what is the exact status of this ' generalization

h egemonic form of politics' in contemporary societies? Is it in
contingent event, the result of hegemonic struggle, or is it the
result of some underlying historical logic which is not itself determined
by the hegemonic form of politics? My answer here is that th is 'gener
alization of the h ege monic form of politics' is its elf depe nde nt on a
cert ain socioeconomic process: it is contemporary global cap italis m with
of the

itself a

its dynamics of 'deterritorialization', which has created the conditions

of 'essentialist' politics and the prol iferation of new mul
subj e ctivities. So, again, to make myself clear: my point is
not that the economy (the logic of C apital) is a kind of 'essentialist
anchor' that somehow 'limits' he gemonic s truggl e - on the contrary, it i s
its positive condition; it creates the very background against which 'gener
alized hegemony' can thrive. 8

for the demise
tiple political

It is along these lines that I am also tempted to address the relation
'class struggle' and identity politics. Laclau m ake s two
points here. First: 'class antagonism is not inherent to capitalist relations
of production, but [that] it takes place between those relations and the
identity of the worker outside them' (EL, p. 202); it emerges only when

ship between

workers as individuals, not as the mere embodiment of economic cate
gories, for cultural and other reasons, experience

their situation as

'unjust ' , and resist. Furthermore, even if and when workers resist, their
demands are

not intrinsically anti-capitalist, but c an also aim at partial
can be satisfIed within the c apitalist system. As such,
'class struggle is just on e species of identity politics, and o n e which is
becoming less and less important in the world in which we live '
(EL, p. 203) - the workers' positio n does not give them any a priori priv
ilege in the anti-systemic struggle.9
On the fIrst poi nt , I not only endorse Laclau 's anti-objectivist stance;
I even think that when he opposes ' obj e c tive ' relations of p roduction

reformist goals that
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and 's ubje ctive ' s tru ggl e and re s i s t anc e , he makes too much of a con
cession to obj ectivism. There are n o ' obj e c tive ' relat ions of produ c tio n
which

can then involve or n o t involve the resistance of the individu als

in them: the very absence of struggle and resistance - the fact
in rel ations accept them without resistance - is
the index of the victory of one side in the strugle. One should not fo rge t

caught up

that both s id e s involved
already

that in spite of so me oc c as i o n al ' objec tivis t ' formulations, the re d uc ti on

of individuals to embodied economic c ateg o rie s (terms of the relations
of pro du ctio n) is for Marx not a s imple fact, b u t the result of the process
of 'reification ' , that i s , an aspect of the ideological ' mystifica tio n ' inher
ent to capit al is m . As for Laclau's se cond point about class struggle b e in g
'just one spec ies of i de nti ty politics, one which i s b e coming less and less
i m po r tant in the world in which we live ' , one s hou l d counter it by the

a l ready- men tion e d parad ox o f 'oppo s it ion al dete r m i n atio n ' , of the part
of the chain that sustains its

horizon itself: class antago n is m certainly

appears as one in the series of social ant ag o nism s , but it is simultane
ously the sp ec ifi c ant agonism which 'predominates over the rest, whose
relations thus assign rank and influence to the others. It is a general illu

mination which bathes all the other colours and mod ifies th e i r
pa rti cu l ar ity ' . My example here is, again, the very proliferation of new

political subjectivities: this proliferation, which seems to relegate 'class
struggle' to a secondary role is the result of the 'class struggle' in the con
text of today's global capitalism,

of

the advance of so-called

'post-industrial' s oci e ty. In more general te r m s , my p oint of contention
with Laclau here is that I do not accept that al elements which enter
into hegemonic struggle are in prin c ip le equal: in the series of struggles
(economic, p ol i tical , fem i nis t , ec o l o gi c al , e thni c, etc .) there is always one
whic h , while it is part of the chain, secretly overdetermines its very hori
zon . 1 O This contamination of th e universal by the particular is ' stron ger '

than the struggle for hegemony (i.e. for which par ticu l ar content will
hegemonize the u nive rsal ity in q u e st ion) : it structures in advan ce

the

very terrain on which the mul ti tu d e o f p ar ticul ar contents fight for he ge 

mony. Here I agree with Butler: the questi o n is not just which partic u lar
content will hegemonize the empty place of universality - th e q ue s t ion
is, also and above all, whic h secret privileging and inclusions/exclusions
had to o c cu r for this empty place as such to emerge in the first pla c e .
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SOYODS rfialistes, demandoDs l'hnpossiblel

This brings me,

finally, to the Big Que sti on of capitalism itself. Here is
Laclau's answer to my claim that th e proponents of postmodern politics
accept cap ital is m as 'the only game in town', and renounce any attempt
to overcome the exis ting liberal-capitalist regime:
The difficulty with assertions like this is that they mean absolutely n oth
in g. . . . Should we understand th at [�iiek] wan ts to i mp o s e the
dictatorship of the proletariat? Or do es he want to socialize the means of
p ro du ction and abolish market m echanisms ? And what is his political
strategy to achieve these rather peculiar aims? . . . Without at least the
beginning of an answer to these questions, �ii ek 's] anti-capitalism is
mere empty talk. (EL, p. 206)

First, let me emphasize what these lines mean: they mean , in effect,
th at todf91, one cannot even imagine a viable alternative to global capitalism - the
only op tio n for the Left is 'the introduction of state regulation and dem
ocratic control of th e economy so that th e worst effects of gl obali z atio n
are avoided' ( EL, p. 206), th at is, p ali ative measures which, while resign
ing themselves to the course of events, re strict themselves to l imiting the
d am aging effects of the inevitable. Even if th is is th e case, I think o ne
should at l e a st take note of the fact that the much-praised p ost mo d e r n
'proliferation of new pol iti cal subj ectivities' , the demise of every 'e ss e n 
tialist' fixation, the a s ser ti on of full c o nti ng e n cy, occur ag ainst t he
background of a certain silent renunciation and acceptance: the re nunc iat io n
of the idea of a global change in the fu ndame ntal relations in our soci
e ty (who still seriously questions capitalism, state and political
democracy?) and, co n s equ e n tly, the acceptance of the liberal demo
cratic cap ital is t framework which remains the same, the unq uestioned
background, in all the dynamic p rol iferat i on of the multitude of new
subj ectivities. In short, Laclau's claim about my anti-capitalism also
holds for what he calls the 'democratic control of the economy ', and,
more gen erally, for the entire pr oj ect of 'radical democr acy': either it
means p all i ati ve damage-control measures within the global c ap italist
framework, or it means absolutely nothing.
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I

am

fu lly aware of what one should call, without any irony, the great

achievements of liberal c api talis m: probably; never i n h u m an h isto ry
have so many people e njoyed such a degree of freedom and material
standard of living as in today's d evel ope d Western countries. However,
far from a c cep tin g the New World Order as an inexorable process which

p alliative me asures, I continue to think , in the
its very triumph, is bre e d ing
new 'contradictions' which are p ote n t ially even more explosive than
those of standard industrial capi t ali s m . A series of 'irrationalities ' imme
allows only for moderate

old Marxist vein, that today's c apital is m , in

diate l y comes to m ind: the result of the breathtaking growth of
productivity in the last few decades is r is in g unemployment, wi th the
long- term perspective that developed societies will need only

20 pe r

cent of their workforce to reproduce themselves, with the remaining 80

per cent redu ced to the status of a surplus

from

a pu rely economic

poin t of view; the result of decolonization is that multinationals treat
even their own country

of

origin as just another colony; the result of

globalization and the rise of the 'global vill age ' is the ghettoization

of

wh o l e strata of the po p u l at i o n ; the result of the much-praised ' d is ap
pearance

of



the working class' is the emergence of millions of manual

workers labouring in t h e Third World swe a ts ho p s , out of our delicate

thus approaching its in h ere n t
the dream
(Bill Gates) is tu rn in g into a night

Western sight . . . The capitalist system is

limit and s elf-ca n cel l at io n : for the majority of the p op ul atio n,

of

the virtual 'frictionless capitalism'

m are in which the fate of millions is decided i n hyper-reflexive
sp e c ulati o n on futures.
From the very begin n i n g, capitalist globalization - the emergence of
capitalism as the wo rld system - involved its exact opp o si t e: the sp l it ,
within particular ethnic groups, b e twe e n those who are included in this
globalization and those who are excluded. Today; this split is more rad

ical than ever. On the one h and ,

we

have the so-called 'symbolic class' :

n ot only managers a n d bankers, but also ac ademi cs , journalists, lawyers,
and so on - all those whose domain of work is the virtual symb o l ic

universe. On the o ther, there are th e excluded in all th e ir variations (the
permanently u n em ploye d , the homeless, u n d erp rivil eged ethnic and
religious min orities, an d so

on) .

In between , there is t h e notorious

' m i ddle c las s ' , passionately attach ed to t h e traditional modes of
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production and ide ol ogy (say, a qualified manual worker whose j ob is
th reate ne d) , an d attacking both extremes, b ig business and academics as
well as the excluded, as 'un-patriotic', 'rootless' deviations. As is always
the case with social an tago nisms , t oday's class antagonism functions as the
intricate interp l ay between these three agents, with shifting str ate gi c
aliances: the 'politically correct' symbolic cl asse s defending the excluded
again s t the 'fundamentalist' middle class, and so forth . The sp lit between
th e m is becoming even more radical than trad itio nal class divisions one is t e mp te d to claim that it is reaching almost ontological propor
ti o n s , with each group evolving its own 'world-view', its own relation to
reality: the 'symbolic class' is indivi d u al i s ti c , e c ol o gi c ally sensitive and
simultaneously ' p o s tm o d ern ' , aware that reality itse lf is a conti n gen t
symbolic formation; the 'middle class' sticks to traditional stable ethics
and a belief in 'real life ' , with which symbolic c l ass e s are 'l o s ing touch' ;
the excluded oscillate between hedonistic nihilism and radical (re ligious
or e th n ic) fund ame n talism . . . .
Are we not d e ali n g ag ain with the Lacanian triad of Sym boli c ,
Imaginary and Real? Are the excluded not 'real' in the sense of the
kernel which resists social integration, and is the 'middle class' not 'imag
in a ry ' , cl i ng i n g to the fantasy of society as a h armonious Whole
corrupted through moral decay? The main p oint of thi s imp rovis e d
de s c ri ptio n is that globalization undermines its own roots: one can already
perceive on the horizon the conflict with the very principle of for m al
democracy, since, at a certain point, the ' symb olic class' wil no longer be
able 'democratically' to contain the resistance of the majority. 1 1 Which
way out of this predicament will this class then resort to? Nothing is to
be excluded, even up to genetic manipulation to render those who do
not fit into globalization more docile . . .
How, then, are we to answer today's p redominant consensus accord
ing to which the age of ideologies - of gran d i deologic al projects like
Socialism or Liberalism - is over, since we have entered the post-ideo
logical era of rational nego ti ation and decision-making, based upon the
neutral insight into economic, ecologic al, etc. necessities? This consen
sus can assume different guises, from the neoconservative or Socialist
refusal to accept it and consummate the loss of gr and ideological proj
ects by mean s of a proper 'work of mourning' (different attempts to
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resus citate

gl o b al

ideological proj e c ts) up to the neoliberal

according to which the

passage from

the age of id e o logie s to

o pin i o n
the post

inexorable process of
of hum anity - just as a young man has to learn to accept
grand enthusiastic adolescent plans and enter the everyday

ideological era is part of the sad but none the less
the maturation
the loss of

adult l i fe

of realistic compromises, the collec tive subj ect h as to learn to

accept the withering-away

of global utopian

ideological proj ec ts and the

entry into the post-u topian realist era . . . .

first thing to note about this neoliberal

The

reference to the necessitie s of
order to categorize

its e l f to

g ran d

the

cliche is

that the neutral

market economy, usually invoked in

ideological proj ects as unre alistic u t opi as, is

be inserted into the series of

g r e at

modern utopian proj e cts.

That is to say - as Fredric Jameson has pointed out - what characterizes
u top ia

is

not a belief in the essential goodne ss of human

nature, or
rather, belief in some global mechanism
which, applied to the whole of society, wil autom at ically bring abou t the
balanced state of p ro gress and happiness one is l on gin g for - and, in this
precise sense, is not the market precisely the name for such a mechanism
which, properly app l i ed , will bring about the optimal s tate of society?
So, again, th e Hrst answer of the Left to those - Leftists themselves some similar naive notion, but,

who bemoan the loss of the utopian impetus in our societies should be
that th is impetus is

alive and

well

-

not on ly in

the Rightist ' fundamen

talist' populism which advocates the return to grass-roots democracy, but
above all among the advocates of the market economy the m selve s 1 2
.

utopia
and ideology: id eo lo gy is not only a utopian proj ect of s ocial transfor
mation with no realistic chance of actuali zati on ; no less i deolo gical is the
a n t i u top ia n stance of those who ' re alistically' devalue every global proj 
ect of social transformation as 'u t opi an , that is, as unrealistic dream in g
predom in an tform ofide
and / or harb o u r in g 'totalitarian' potential ological 'closure' takes the precise form of mental block which prevents us from
The second answer should be a clear line

of

distinction between

-

'

imagining afondamental social change, in the interests of an allegedly 'realistic' and
'mature' attitude.
In his Seminar on the Eth ics of Psychoanalysis, 1 3 Lacan developed an
opposition between 'kn ave ' and 'fool' as the two intellectual attitudes:
the right win g intellectual is a knave, a conformist who considers the
-
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mere existence of the given order as an argument for i t , and mocks the
Left fo r its utop i an plans, which necessarily lead to catastrophe; while
'

'

the left-wing intellectual is a fool, a court jester who publicly displays the
lie

of

the existing

efficiency

of

order but
,

h i s speec h .

in a way which suspends the performative

In

the years immediately after the fall of

Socialism, the knave was a neoconservative advocate of the free market

who cru elly rej e c ted all

forms of social solidarity as counterproductive

fool

who, by means

procedures destined to 'subvert' the existing

of his ludic

was a

c u l t u r a l critic

sentimentalism; while the

deconstructionist

order, actually served as its supplement.
To day, however, the relationship between the couple knave fool and
the political oppos ition Right/Left is more and more the inversion of the
standard figures of Rightist knave and Leftist fool : are not the

Third

Way theoreticians ultimately today's knaves, figures who preach cynical
resignation, that is, the necessary failure of every attempt actually to
change something in the basic functioning of global capitalism? And are
not the conservative fools - those conservatives whose original modern
model is Pascal and who as it were show the hidden cards of the ruling
ideology, bringing to light its underlying mechanisms which, in order to
remain operative, have to be rep resse d - far more attractive? Today, in
the face of this Leftist knavery, it is more important than ever to hold this

utopian place qf the global alternative open, even if it remains empty, living on

borrowed time, awaiting the content to fill it in.

I fully agree with

Laclau that after the exhaustion of both the social

democratic welfare state imaginary and the 'really-existing-Socialist'
imaginary, the Left does need a new imaginary (a new mobilizing global
vision) . Today, however, the outdatedness of the welfare state and social
ist imaginaries is a cliche - the real dilemma is what to do with - how the

Left is to relate to - the predominant liberal democratic imaginary. It is my
contention that Laclau's and Mouffe 's 'radical democracy' c omes all

too

close to merely 'radicalizing' this liberal democratic imagin ary, while

remaining within its horizon. Laclau, of course, would probably claim
t h at

the

point is to treat the democratic imaginary as an 'empty signi

fier ' , and to engage in
gl obal capitalist New
however, I think that

the hegemonic battle with the proponents of the
World O rde r over what its content will be. Here,
Butler is right when she emphasizes that another
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way is also open: it is not 'necessary to occupy the dominant norm in
order to produce an internal subversion of its terms. Sometimes it is
important to refuse its terms, to let the term itself wither, to starve it of
its strength ' (JB, p. 1 7 7) . This means that the Left has a choice today:
either it accepts the predominant liberal democratic horizon (democ
racy, h uma n righ t s and freedoms . . . ), and engages in a hegemonic
b attle within it, or it risks the opposite gesture of r(using its very terms, offlatly
rdecting todl!Jl 's liheral hlackmail that courting atD' prospect of radical change paves
the way Jor totalitarianism. I t is my firm conviction, my politico-existential
premiss, that the old 6 8 motto Sayons realistes, demandons l'impossible! still
holds: it is the advocates of changes and resignifications within the lib
eral-democratic horizon who are the true utopians in their belief that
their efforts wil amount to anything more than the cosmetic surgery that
wil give us capitalism with a human face.
In her second intervention, Butler superbly deploys the reversal that
characterizes the Hegelian dialectical process: the aggravated 'contradic
tion' in which the very differential structure of meaning is collapsing,
since every determination immediately turns into its opposite, this 'mad
dance', is resolved by the sudden emergence of a new universal determi
nation. The best illustration is provided by the passage from the 'world of
self-alienated Spirit' to the Terror of the French Revolution in The
Phenomenology of Spirit: the pre-Revolutionary 'madness of the musician
"who heaped up and mixed together thirty arias, Italian, French, tragic,
comic, of every sort; now with a deep bass he descended into hell, th en,
c on tra ctin g his throat, he rent the vaults of heaven with a falsetto tone,
frantic and soothed, imperious and mocking, by turns" (Diderot, Nephew
of Rameau)', 1 4 suddenly turns into its radical opposite: the revolutionary
stance pursuing its goal with an inexorable firmness. And my point, of
course, is that today's 'mad dance', the dynamic proliferation of multiple
shifting identities, also awaits its resolution in a new form of Terror. The
only 'realistic' prospect is to ground a new political universality by opting
for the impossible, fully assuming the place of the exception, with no
taboos, no a priori norms ('human righ ts ' , 'democracy'), respect for which
would prevent us also from 'resignifying' terror, the ruthless exercise of
power, the spirit of sacrifice . . . if this radical choice is decried by some
bleeding-heart liberals as Linkifaschismus, so be it!
'
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Notes
I . Here, of co u r s e , I draw on Joan C opj ec's path -b reakin g 'The Euthanasia of
Reason', in Read My Desire, C ambridge, MA: MIT Press 1 995. It is symptoma tic that
this essay, the essay on the philosophical fo un dations and consequences of the Lacanian
notion of sexual diference, is silently pas sed over in numerous feminist attacks on
Lacan.
2. H ere, again, we can see how the key to th e Lacanian notion of the Real is the
ove rl app in g of in ter n al and external diference elaborated exempl a rily by Laclau:
' re ality' is the external domain that is deline ate d by the symbo li c order, while the Real
is an obstacle inherent to the Symb olic , bl ocking its actualization from within . Butler's
standard argume nt against the Real (that the very line of sep aratio n between the
Symbolic and the Real is a symbolic gesture par e"cellence) leaves out of conside ration
this ove rl appin g, which renders the Symbolic inherently inconsistent and fragile.
3. Fu rther more, as I have already emphasized in my previous two in terve nti o n s,
Lacan has a precise answer to the question of 'which specific con te nt has to be
excluded so that the very empty form of sexual difference emerges as a b attlefield for
hegemony': this ' spec ific content' is what Lacan calls das DiIw, the impossibl e-real
Thing, or, mo re spe cificaly, in his Seminar XI, 'lamella', that is, libido itself as the
undead obj e ct, the 'immortal life, or irrepressible life' that 'is subtracted from the
living being by virtue of the fact that it is subject to the cycle of sexed reproduction'
(Jacques Lacan , The Four Fundamental Concepu if PfYCho-Ana[1si.s, New York: Norton
1 9 7 7 , p. 1 98).

4. The price Butler pays for this rej ection of conce ptu al distinctions is that she over
si m p lifie s a s er ie s of key psychoanalytic ins igh ts. For e x ample , her claim that:
' [a]lthough it m i gh t be inevitable that individuation requ ires a forec losure that pro
duces the unconscious, the rem ainder, it seems equally inevitable that the un conscious
is not pre-social, but a certain mode in which the u nspe akably social endures' blurs the
distinction between the joreclosuTI that generates the traumatic Real and the straight
rePrtlssion of some content into the unconscious. What is foreclosed does not p e r sis t in
the unconscious: the unconscious is th e censored part of the subj ect 's discourse; it is a
signifying chain th at insists on the ' O ther Scene' and disturbs the flow of the subject's
sp ee ch , while the foreclosed Real is an extimate kernel with in the unconscious itse lf.
5 . Karl Marx, Grundrisse, Harmondsworth: Pe ngu in 1 972, p. 1 07 .
6 . One should add here that, in historical expe rience, we often fmd the opposite
gap: an agent introduced a modest measure that aimed merely at solving some par
ticular problem, but the n this m eas u re triggered a process of di sin te gration of th e
entire soci al edifice (like Gorbachev's perestroilw., the aim of which was s imply to make
Socialism more e ffi cien t) .
7. In the Critique if Practical Reason, K an t endeavoured to answer the que s tion of
what would happ e n to u s if we were to gain acce ss to th e noumenal domain, to Things
in themselves:
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instead of the conflict which now the moral disposition h as to wage with incli
n at ion s and in which, after some defeats, moral s tre ngth of mind may be
gradually won, God and ete rnity in

their

awful m aj e s ty would stand unce as 

ingly before our eyes . . . . Thus most actions confo r ming to the law would be

do n e from fear, few would be done from hop e , none from duty. The moral
worth of actions, on which alone the worth of the person and even of the world

depends in the eyes of supreme wisdom, would not exist at all . The conduct of
man, so lon g as his nature remained as it is now, would be changed into mere

mechanism, wh e re, as in a puppet show, everythin g would gesticulate well bu t
no

life would be found in the figures . (Imma n u el Kant,

Reason,

New York : Macmilan 1 956, pp. 1 5 2-3)

Critique of Practical

So, for Kant, direct access to the noumenal domain wou l d deprive us of the very

' s p o ntane i ty' which for ms the kernel of transcendental freedom: it would turn us in to

lifeless au to m ata , or - to put it in today's terms - into 'thinking machines'.

a. To avoi d misunderstanding: I am fully aware of the aut on om o us logic of ideo

logical struggle. Accordin g to Rich ard Dawkins, 'God's utility function' in living nature
is the rep rodu ction o f gen es ; that is to say, genes (DNA) are not a means for the repro
duction of living beings, but the other way round: l iving beings are the m e an s for the

s e lf- reprodu ction of genes. The same question should be asked apropos of ide ol ogy :

what is the 'utility function' of the Ide ol ogica l State Apparatuses? The materialist

an swe r is:

neither the

reprodu ction o f ide ology qua network of ideas, emotions, etc. ,
by this ide ology, but the self

nor the re p rodu ct i o n of social circumstances l e gi timized

reproduction of the [SA itself.

The 'same' ideol ogy can acco mm o d ate to diferent social

modes; it c an chang e the content of its ideas, etc., just to 'survive' as an ISA. What I

am c l aimi n g is that today's capi tal ism is a kind of global machine that enables a mul
titude of i deologi e s, from traditional religions to individualistic hedonism, to 're signify'

their

logic so that they fit its fra me - even the te ache rs of Zen B uddhism like to

emphasizes how th e inner peace that comes with the achievem e nt of saton e n a bl e s you

to function mo re effi c i e ndy in the market. . . .

9 . I nc id en tally, my main criticis m of identity politics is not its 'particularism' per se

but, rather, its partisans' ubiq ui to us in sistence th at one 's p arti cul ar position of enun 
ciation legitim ize s or even gu arante es the au the nti c ity o f one's sp ee ch : only gays can
spe ak about homosexuality; only drug addicts about the drug exp erien ce, only women

about feminism . . . . Here one should follow Deleuze, who wrote: 'one's own privileged

exp eriences are bad and reactionary argu ments'(Negotiations, New York: C ol u mbia
U n ive r s ity Press 1 99 5 , p. 1 1 ): although it m ay play a limited p rog re ssive r ol e in
e n abling the victims to assert their subjectivity against th e patroni zingly sympathetic

libe ral discourse

about them, such ' authentic atio n' by one's direct experience ultimately

undermines the very foundations of em ancip atory p olitic s .

1 0. An example from cinema, again: the ultimate 'trauma' of

Paris Is Burning - the

mm about a group of poo r, black Americans who, as part of a parodic show, cross

dress as upper-class white ladies and mockingly imitate their rituals - is neither race nor

gender identity, but clbss. The point of the mm is that, in the three divides su bve rte d by
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it (class, race and gender), the class divide, albeit the least 'natural' (i.e. the most 'arti

ficial', contingent, socially conditioned, in contrast to the apparent 'biological'

foundation of gender and race), is the most difcult to cross: the only way for the group

to cross the class barrier, even in the parodic performance, is to subvert their gender
and race identity.
University.)

.

. . (For this point

I am indebted to Elisabeth Bronfen, Zurich

I I . As the model of an analysis of capitalism close to what I have in mind, see
Empire (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University
Press 2000), a book which tries to rewrite The Communist Maniflsto fo r the twenty-first

Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri's

century. Hardt and Negri describe globalization
triumphant global capitalism has penetrated

as an

ambiguous 'deterritorialization':

al pores of

social life, down to the most

intim at e sp h e re s, introducing an unheard-off dynamics which no longer relies on

patriarchal and other fIXed hierarchical forms of domination, but generates fluid
hybrid identities. However, this very dissolution of al substantial social links also lets

the genie out of the bottle: it sets free the centrifugal potentials that the capitalist system

wil no longer be able fully to co n tain . On account of its very global triumph, the cap
italist system is thus more vulnerable than ever tod ay - Marx's old formula stil holds:
capitalism generates its own gravediggers.

1 2 . The paradox of the US administration's legal action against the monopoly of
Microsoft is very pertinent here: does this action not demonstrate how, far from being

simply opposed, state regulation and the market are mutualy dependent? Left to

itself, the market mechanism would lead to the full monopoly of Microsoft, and thus

to the self-destruction of competition - it is only through direct state intervention

(which , from time to time, orders overlarge companies to break up) that 'free' market
competition can be maintained.

1 3 . See Jacques Lac an , The Ethics of Psychoanalysis, London: Routledge 1 992,

pp. 1 82-3 .

1 4. G.w'F. H e gel,
p. 3 1 7 .

PhenomenologJ of Spirit, Oxford: O xfo rd Un iversity

Press 1 97 7 ,

